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Announcements and News
Includes information about conferences, community events, and product news.

• Security Advisories: Security and Integrity Maintenance
Broadcom offers Security and Integrity maintenance that addresses a security or integrity exposure. We categorize this
maintenance as a “SECINT” or “Security or Integrity” fix type using our mainframe software packaging system. This
maintenance lets you quickly identify security or integrity maintenance among all published maintenance.
– With each Security or Integrity fix, Broadcom also offers access to Security Advisory articles that include additional

details and context about a security or integrity exposure. Each article details the CVSS score, the CVSS Vector
String, the affected components, and the CVE numbers, if applicable. This central resource offers self-service
information and an email subscription service to be alerted about new security advisories.

– To apply Security and Integrity fixes and sign up for our vulnerability subscription service, see Maintain Security and
Integrity Fixes documentation. To review vulnerabilities, see Broadcom’s Security Advisories portal.

• Mainframe Technical Exchange Digital Experience
If you missed the Mainframe Technical Exchange Digital Experience, or perhaps you want to review a session that
you attended, you can access the recorded content by clicking on this link. To access the slides shared in sessions,
select More under the session description in the session page, and a pdf version of the slides is posted under
Documents. The recorded sessions are available until January 7, 2022.
The Mainframe Technical Exchange Digital Experience is designed to provide you technical education and updates on
your Broadcom Mainframe products and enable all participants to exchange best practices and insights.
We are already planning the 2022 Mainframe Technical Exchanges.Bookmark the event homepage for the latest
updates. If you have any questions or issues, contact us at mftech.exchange@broadcom.com.
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Release Notes
CSM

CSM is an application that simplifies and unifies the management of Broadcom mainframe products on z/OS systems.

CSM provides services that make it easier for you to do the following:

• Acquire, install, and deploy products
• Automatically obtain and apply maintenance

These services enable you to easily manage your software based on industry accepted best practices. A web-based
interface makes the look and feel of the environment friendly and familiar, enabling you to install and maintain your
products faster and with less chance of error.

You can acquire CSM from the Download Center on Broadcom Support.

NOTE

For more information, see Install Your Product Using CSM and the CSM online help.

SMP/E Compliant

FAVER VSAM can now be installed and maintained using SMP/E.

NOTE

For more information, see Receive the SMP/E Package.

Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:

• ACF2
• Chorus Software Manager (CSM)
• Common Components and Services
• Disk
• Dynam
• Extend/DASD
• Faver
• MasterCat
• Recommended Service (RS)
• Top Secret
• VSAMAid
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Getting Started
FAVER VSAM (Fast VSAM Export Restore) VSAM Data Protection is a utility program that backs up and restores VSAM
clusters. This space describes how to use the FAVER VSAM utility program to back up and restore VSAM clusters with
sample, codes, and reports.

FAVER VSAM features offer the following benefits:

Output Compatibility Across z/OS Operating Systems

FAVER VSAM output is compatible across all z/OS operating systems; the files created on one system can be restored on
any other z/OS system. Full support exists for any IBM supported and maintained VSAM data format that resides on any
DASD device supported by IBM. <FAV> protects VSAM databases with efficiency because it is designed to use the logical
relationships of VSAM catalogs, data spaces, and clusters.
Tapes created by all previous versions of FAVER VSAM for z/OS, FAVER VSAM for z/VSE, and FAVER VSAM2 for z/VSE
are upwardly compatible and can be restored by subsequent versions.

NOTE

Output files produced by FAVER VSAM Export are not compatible with output files produced by IDCAMS Export.
These export methods are similar in name only.

High Performance

High performance is achieved, in part, by exporting data without the free space. This contrasts with currently available
physical dump/restore programs that can only dump and restore DASD track groups which can contain data, but also
typically contain much useless free, unallocated space. High performance is further achieved by employing a specially
designed export access method.

Absolute Data Integrity

FAVER VSAM was designed to ensure data integrity. FAVER VSAM accesses VSAM clusters logically; in the process,
it verifies the structural integrity of the cluster's components. That is, FAVER VSAM does not just dump physical track
images which may or may not represent a viable data space. Rather, it examines the actual data relationships within a
cluster, then only exports logical records when their correctness has been assured.

Because FAVER VSAM exports logical clusters and not just physical track groups, it inherently preserves the intricate
synchronization between master catalogs, user catalogs, and data spaces. All considerations applying to the VSAM-
mandated coordination between backup and restore of catalogs and data spaces when using any type of purely physical
backup technique simply do not apply to FAVER VSAM. Also, FAVER VSAM identifies the data on the backup file by
cluster name, not relying on a cluster's physical position on the file.

The ability of FAVER VSAM to automatically dump every cluster defined in a catalog also serves to promote data integrity
in a VSAM database. Because each cluster need not be named, it means there is no chance of accidentally missing or
dropping an important cluster during a backup. <FAV> can be easily instructed to back up all clusters defined in a catalog
or an SMS storage group, which ensures nothing is missed.

Because FAVER VSAM can automatically redefine a cluster during its restore, it is not necessary to define clusters as
reusable just to provide for a convenient restore. Not requiring clusters to be defined as reusable promotes data integrity,
since the entire contents of a reusable cluster are lost if the cluster is accidentally opened for output.

The FAVER VSAM utility also provides a feature which allows the data integrity of all or any portion of an export file to be
checked. Immediately after creating an export file using FAVER VSAM, any logical cluster, aggregate group of clusters,
or the entire file can be compared byte for byte with the original disk file. A completely different VSAM access method is
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used for this process, assuring that the dump is readable and independently verifying the exactness and sequence of the
data.

Ease of Use

Ease of use is promoted within FAVER VSAM through a comprehensive aggregate cluster reference facility. Of course,
an individual cluster can always be specifically accessed, but <FAV> also allows groups or families of clusters to be
referenced as well. For example, FAVER VSAM can be instructed to operate on all clusters defined in a particular catalog;
you do not have to name or supply JCL for each cluster. Another variation of the FAVER VSAM aggregate reference
facility is the ability to export all clusters residing on specific DASD volumes, SMS storage groups, or all clusters having
common name characteristics. At an aggregate cluster level, indicated clusters can be excluded from the group to be
considered for export or restore.

To further FAVER VSAM ease of use, very few control statements are required. For example, during the export
process FAVER VSAM not only copies the data but also stores all of the catalog's information necessary to delete and
redefine the cluster during any subsequent restore. This allows FAVER VSAM to restore any cluster without requiring all
the detailed data normally necessary for IDCAMS to delete and define a cluster.

To suit each user's needs, FAVER VSAM provides maximum flexibility in data manipulation through a user exit facility.
After examining a record during restore processing, the exit can direct FAVER VSAM to restore the record as is, delete it,
replace it with a modified version, or insert new records.

Functions Overview
The FAVER VSAM system consists of two main programs:

• GVEXPORT which exports clusters

• GVRESTOR which restores and compares clusters

NOTE

The only VSAM organizations that FAVER VSAM will not process properly are those that cannot tolerate
reorganization. The VSAM clusters currently known to use such files are APL work space and SSS. We
recommend that FAVER VSAM not be used on these types of clusters.

Contents

Export

Export is the FAVER VSAM dump or backup function. It is invoked by the execution of the GVEXPORT program. EXPORT
is similar to the IDCAMS EXPORT in name only; output files produced by each are in no way compatible. The EXPORT
program is directed by control statements that describe the following:

1. Catalog in which the clusters to be exported are defined
2. Aggregate grouping of clusters to be used
3. Names of clusters that may be needed when certain options are used

The chosen catalog is searched for the clusters to be exported in one of four methods:

CATALOG

Export all clusters defined in the indicated catalog, optionally excluding clusters whose names follow.

STGROUP

Export all clusters defined in the indicated catalog which resides in the SMS storage group(s) designated by the user.
Optionally exclude the clusters whose names follow.

VOLUME
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Export all clusters defined in the indicated catalog which reside on the volume(s) designated by the user. Optionally
exclude the clusters whose names follow.

CLUSTER

Export only the clusters whose names follow.

As execution proceeds, the information necessary to redefine a cluster is written to the output file, followed by the data.
Key sequenced clusters are copied sequentially, allowing a subsequent restore to eliminate any CA or CI split except for
hardware compressed files when using SAVECOMP. These files are saved in their native compressed format.

Informational messages are printed, indicating the clusters exported, the catalog in which they were defined, their disk
volumes, and record counts.

Move

The MOVE feature moves VSAM objects to another location on disk as VSAM files. The resulting VSAM objects ultimately
retain their original Names, and the original input VSAM objects are deleted.

The MOVE feature is invoked by the execution of the GVMOVCPY program. This program performs the same functions
as the GVEXPORT and GVRESTOR, so the single function for the MOVE is the same as for both GVEXPORT and
GVRESTOR. MOVE performs the export and restore as a single function.

The two main parameters to the MOVE operation are MOVE and OUTPUT. MOVE performs and controls the GVEXPORT
functions, and OUTPUT performs and controls the GVRESTOR functions.

NOTE
For details on EXPORT, see RESTORING.

Copy

The COPY feature copies VSAM objects to another location on disk as additional VSAM files with a different data set
name. The resulting VSAM objects assume a new data set name, and the original input VSAM objects are not deleted.

The COPY feature is invoked by the execution of the GVMOVCPY program. This program performs the same functions
as the GVEXPORT and GVRESTOR, so the single function for the COPY is the same as for both GVEXPORT and
GVRESTOR. COPY performs the export and restore as a single function.

The two main parameters to the COPY operation are COPY and OUTPUT. COPY performs and controls the GVEXPORT
functions, and OUTPUT performs and controls the GVRESTOR functions.

NOTE
For details on EXPORT, see RESTORING.

Restore

Restore is invoked by the execution of the GVRESTOR program to process a file created by GVEXPORT. GVRESTOR
control statements provide the following:

1. Method by which the input file is searched for clusters to be restored
2. Identity of the catalog(s) in which clusters are to be defined
3. Ability to name clusters to be restored, excluded, or processed by a user exit, or to be defined with new AMS

parameters

Three methods are provided for searching the export file:

CATALOG

Restore all clusters exported from a specified catalog or catalogs, optionally excluding named clusters.

VOLUME
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Restore all clusters exported from designated volumes, optionally excluding named clusters.

CLUSTER

Restore only the clusters whose names are specified.

A restore can be completely automatic. Since the catalog information for a cluster has been maintained on the export file,
FAVER VSAM can create an empty cluster into which the data can be restored by invoking an IDCAMS DELETE and
DEFINE.

During an automatic define, any AMS DEFINE CLUSTER parameters can be provided to replace those of the original
cluster. The autodefine can be bypassed and the restore directed to a previously defined empty cluster or FAVER VSAM
can open a reusable cluster with the reset option, eliminating IDCAMS processing.

A user exit facility is provided. You can examine each record before it is restored and decide whether to restore it, delete
it, modify it, or insert new records.

The printed output of RESTORE includes the names of clusters restored, record counts, and all IDCAMS output.

Compare

The compare function is invoked by the execution of the GVRESTOR program and use of a COMPARE control statement
instead of a RESTORE. The remainder of the control statements is exactly the same as a RESTORE. The backup
record and disk record are compared to ensure exact content and length. As processing continues, end of file is tested to
make sure the same number of records is on the backup as was originally on disk. If any mismatches occur, a message
describing the type of discrepancy is printed and the contents of the records involved are dumped.

When COMPARE is run immediately after an export, the accuracy and completeness of the backup are assured. Also, it is
essential as a double check mechanism when certain warning messages are issued during an export.

NOTE
Compare can not be used with files exported using SAVECOMP.

FAVER VSAM Output

FAVER VSAM output is compatible across all z/OS operating systems. The files created on one system with FAVER
VSAM can be restored on any other z/OS system.

Upward Compatibility

Tapes created by all previous versions of FAVER VSAM for z/OS, FAVER VSAM for z/VSE, and FAVER VSAM2 for z/VSE
are upwardly compatible and can be restored by subsequent versions.

Unsupported VSAM Clusters and Files

The only VSAM organizations that FAVER VSAM will not process properly are those that cannot tolerate reorganization.
Do not use FAVER VSAM on the following types VSAM clusters and products:

• APL work space
• SSS
• IDCAMS REPRO
• IDCAMS EXPORT/IMPORT
• Any cluster that uses files that cannot be reorganized
• Any product that creates unique data/index formats
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JCL Requirements
The libraries listed for searching must include the following in the order shown:

1. User libraries you may have defined
2. Product base libraries
3. Common Components and Services base libraries

We proivde guidelines to assist you in preparing your JCL. Use the sample code as a reference aid at your discretion.
Copy these samples and tailor them for your specific requirements. Broadcom makes no warranty of any kind as to
completeness or correctness for your specific installation.

Syntax Diagrams
The formats of all statements and some basic language elements are illustrated using syntax diagrams. Read syntax
diagrams from left to right and top to bottom.

The following terminology, symbols, and concepts are used in syntax diagrams.

Keywords

Appear in uppercase letters, for example, COMMAND or PARM. These words must be entered exactly as shown.

Variables

Appear in italicized lowercase letters, for example, parm1 or parm2.

Required Keywords and Variables

Appear on a main line.

Optional Keywords and Variables

Appear below a main line.

Default Keywords and Variables

Appear with a left-facing arrow.

Double Arrowheads Pointing to the Right

Indicate the beginning of a statement.

Double Arrowheads Pointing to Each Other

Indicate the end of a statement.

Single Arrowheads Pointing to the Right

Indicate a portion of a statement, or that the statement continues in another diagram.

Punctuation Marks or Arithmetic Symbols

If punctuation marks or arithmetic symbols are shown with a keyword or variable, they must be entered as part of the
statement or command. Punctuation marks and arithmetic symbols can include:

, comma > greater than symbol
. period < less than symbol
( open parenthesis = equal sign
) close parenthesis ¬ not sign
+ addition - subtraction
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* multiplication / division

No Parameters

The following is an example of a statement without parameters.

Statement Without Parameters

►►─ COMMAND ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

You must write:

COMMAND

Required Parameters

Required parameters appear on the same horizontal line (the main path of the diagram) as the command or statement.
The parameters must be separated by one or more blanks.

Statement With Required Parameters

►►─ COMMAND ─ PARM1 ─ PARM2 ──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

You must write:

COMMAND PARM1 PARM2

Delimiters such as parentheses around parameters or clauses must be included.

Delimiters Around Parameters

►►─ COMMAND ─ (PARM1) ─ PARM2='variable' ─────────────────────────────────────►◄

You must write:

COMMAND (PARM1) PARM2='variable'

Where you see a vertical list of parameters as shown in the following example, you must choose one of the parameters.
This indicates that only one is required and only one of the displayed parameters is allowed in the statement.

Choice of Required Parameters

►►─ COMMAND ─┬─ CLAUSE1 ─┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

             ├─ CLAUSE2 ─┤

             └─ CLAUSE3 ─┘

You can choose any of the parameters from the vertical list as shown in the following examples.

COMMAND CLAUSE1

COMMAND CLAUSE2

COMMAND CLAUSE3

Optional Parameters

A single optional parameter appears below the horizontal line that marks the main path.

Optional Parameter

►►─ COMMAND ─┬─────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

             └─ PARAMETER ─┘

You may or may not use the optional parameter as shown in the following examples:

COMMAND
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COMMAND PARAMETER

If you have a choice of more than one optional parameter, the parameters appear in a vertical list below the main path.

Choice of Optional Parameters

►►─ COMMAND ─┬───────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

             ├─ CLAUSE1 ─┤

             └─ CLAUSE2 ─┘

You can choose any of the parameters from the vertical list, or you can write the statement without an optional parameter,
such as in the following examples.

COMMAND

COMMAND CLAUSE1

COMMAND CLAUSE2

Multiple Parameters

For some statements, you can specify more than one parameter, or a single parameter more than once. A repeat symbol
(a backward-pointing arrow above the main horizontal line) indicates that you can specify multiple parameters. Below are
examples which include the repeat symbol.

Repeatable Variable Parameter

             ┌─────────────┐

►►─ COMMAND ─▼─ parameter ─┴──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

In the preceding example, the word "parameter" is in lowercase italics, indicating that it is a variable, but it is also on the
main path, which means that at least one parameter is required. The repeat symbol indicates that you can specify more
than one parameter. Assume that you have three values named PARM-X, PARM-Y, and PARM-Z for the variable. Some of
your choices can be:

COMMAND PARM-X

COMMAND PARM-X PARM-Y

COMMAND PARM-Y PARM-Z

COMMAND PARM-X PARM-Y PARM-Z

If the repeat symbol contains punctuation such as a comma, you must separate multiple parameters with the punctuation.
The following example includes the repeat symbol, a comma, and parentheses.

Separator with Repeatable Variable and Delimiter

                 ┌─ , ──────┐

►►─ COMMAND ─ ( ─▼─ clause ─┴─ ) ─────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

In the preceding example, the word "clause" is in lowercase italics, indicating that it is a variable, but it is also on the main
path, which means that at least one clause is required. The repeat symbol indicates that you can specify more than one
clause and that you must separate the clauses with commas. The parentheses indicate that the clauses must be enclosed
within parentheses. Assume that you have three values named CLAUSE-X, CLAUSE-Y, and CLAUSE-Z for the variable.
Some of your choices can be:

COMMAND (CLAUSE-X)

COMMAND (CLAUSE-X,CLAUSE-Y)

COMMAND (CLAUSE-Y,CLAUSE-Z)

COMMAND (CLAUSE-X,CLAUSE-Y,CLAUSE-Z)

The following example shows a vertical list of parameters with the repeat symbol.

Choice of Repeatable Parameters
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             ┌─────────────┐

►►─ COMMAND ─▼─┬─ PARM1 ─┬─┴──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

               ├─ PARM2 ─┤

               └─ PARM3 ─┘

Some choices you can make include:

COMMAND PARM2

COMMAND PARM1 PARM2 PARM3

COMMAND PARM3 PARM2 PARM1 

The following example shows a vertical list of parameters with a repeat symbol which includes a comma.

Separator with Repeatable Parameters

             ┌─ , ─────────┐

►►─ COMMAND ─▼─┬─ PARM1 ─┬─┴──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

               ├─ PARM2 ─┤

               └─ PARM3 ─┘

Some choices you can make include:

COMMAND PARM2

COMMAND PARM1,PARM2,PARM3

COMMAND PARM3,PARM2,PARM1

Default Parameters

When a parameter in a syntax diagram has a left-facing arrow, for example, YES in the following diagram, its special
treatment indicates it is the default parameter. If you do not include the default parameter when you write the statement,
the result is the same as if you had actually included the parameter.

Default Parameter

►►─ COMMAND ─┬──────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────►◄

             ├─ PARM1= ─┬─────────┬─┤

             │          ├─ YES ◄ ─┤ │

             │          └─ NO ────┘ │

             └─ CLAUSE2 ────────────┘

Because YES is the default in the preceding example, if you write:

COMMAND CLAUSE2

You have written the equivalent of:

COMMAND PARM1=YES CLAUSE2

Variables Representing Several Parameters

In some syntax diagrams, a set of several parameters is represented by a single reference, as shown in the following
example.

Variables Representing Several Parameters

►►─ COMMAND ─┬─────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────►◄

             ├─ CLAUSE1 ───────────┤

             └─┤ parameter-block ├─┘

Expansion of parameter-block

├──┬─────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────┤
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   ├─ PARM1 ─────────────┤

   └─ PARM2 ─┬─────────┬─┘

             ├─ PARM3 ─┤

             └─ PARM4 ─┘

The parameter-block variable can have its own syntax diagram.

Choices you can make from this syntax diagram therefore include (but are not limited to) the following:

COMMAND CLAUSE1

COMMAND PARM1

COMMAND PARM2 PARM4

Syntax Notes

A note in a syntax diagram is similar to a footnote except that the note appears at the bottom of the diagram box.

Syntax Note

►►─ COMMAND ─┬────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

             └─ CLAUSE1¹ ─┘

¹ This is a note about the keyword.

EXPORT
EXPORT backs up (or exports) VSAM objects (clusters, alternate indexes, and paths) to disk or tape. EXPORT is invoked
by the execution of the GVEXPORT program. The GVEXPORT control statements provide:

• The catalog where exported clusters are defined
• The grouping of clusters
• The names of clusters needed for certain options

NOTE

EXPORT is similar to IDCAMS EXPORT in name only. Output files produced by each method are in no way
compatible.

Contents

Processing Overview

As GVEXPORT executes, the information necessary to redefine a cluster is written to the output file, followed by the
data. Key-sequenced clusters are copied sequentially, allowing a subsequent restore to eliminate any CA or CI splits
except when using the SAVECOMP parameter in which case hardware compressed files are backed up in their native
compressed format.

Messages are printed that indicate the clusters exported, the catalog in which they were defined, their disk volumes, and
record counts.

Catalog Selection

EXPORT finds the VSAM objects to export by reading catalogs. You specify which catalogs are read with one of the
following:

• High-level or multi-level aliases
• CAT parameter
• FVRCAT JCL statement
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Cluster and AIX Selection

The EXPORT method determines which clusters and AIXs (Alternate Indexes) from the chosen catalog are exported.
Each EXPORT job uses one of the following methods:

Method Function
CATALOG Exports all clusters and alternate indexes defined in the

catalog. Optionally, you can exclude alternate indexes, paths, or
specifically named entries.

STGROUP Exports all clusters and alternate indexes that reside on the SMS
storage group specified.

VOLUME Exports all clusters and alternate indexes that reside on one of the
listed volumes.

MCTLIST Exports all clusters listed in a sequential file created by
MASTERCAT.

CLUSTER Exports all clusters and alternate indexes named in subsequent
cluster name statements. Cluster names can be specified in a
generic form, allowing similarly named objects to be referenced
with one statement.

Output Files

The export can be written to a FAVER VSAM format file or a sequential file. The following table explains both files:

File Type Explanation
FAVER VSAM format file The FVROUT parameter or its default specifies the tape or disk

file where the backup is written. This is a single file containing all
objects that were backed up. EXPORT identifies each object by
the type of data it contains:
• A header identifies the start of a cluster or alternate index and

contains the catalog information necessary to define it.
• Data records contain the object's data, less free space.
• Trailer records mark the end of the object.

Sequential file The data of a cluster selected by cluster name statement is written
to a user-specified file. No FAVER VSAM control records are
included, and although this file can be read by a user program, it
cannot be read by RESTORE. The OUTDD parameter allows the
record format to be specified.

Controls During Export

You can use EXPORT command parameters to control the following situations during an export:

• Open clusters are encountered. By default, EXPORT does not back up a cluster or alternate index that is open for
output. However, when you know that these objects are not being updated, you can use the EXO parameter to allow
open objects to be exported.

• Errors occur. By default, EXPORT continues to the next control interval if a corrupt CI is read, the next cluster if the
current one cannot be read, or the next catalog if the present catalog cannot be opened or read. Specifying the ESTOP
parameter causes EXPORT to terminate collectively or selectively.

Other EXPORT parameters set global options:
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• VSAMAid for z/OS. Statistics collection is done during the export.
• Performance. Parameters are available to set the FAVER VSAM format file block size, the VSAM input buffer size, and

the number of tape buffers.

NOTE
For more information about Export, see EXPORT Report.

RESTORE
The RESTORE function restores VSAM EXPORT files. RESTORE is invoked by the execution of the GVRESTOR
program. The GVRESTOR control statements provide the following:

• How to search the input file for clusters to restore.
• The name of clusters restored, excluded, or processed by a user exit, or defined with new AMS parameters.

Contents

Restoring a File

The input to restore must be a file created by the EXPORT component of FAVER VSAM. The output for EXPORT was
directed to the FAVOUT0 and FVROUT1 DD statements, unless it was redirected by the FVROUT parameter to an
alternate DD statement. Alternately, the input file may be one that was created by FAVER 2 for VSE or FAVER VSAM for
VSE.

NOTE
For more information, see FAVER2 Transparency.

RESTORE Function

RESTORE uses the control and catalog information on the EXPORT file to find the objects to be restored and to
automatically delete, define, and convert space allocations. The RESTORE FVRIN parameter describes the default and
file names of the EXPORT file.

Cluster Selection

The RESTORE method determines which clusters and AIXs from the chosen catalog are restored. The possible methods
are the same as those of EXPORT, but the method used in EXPORT does not dictate the method used in RESTORE. In
fact, one of the FAVER VSAM features is the ability to restore one cluster from a mass export. Each RESTORE job uses
one of the following methods:

Method Function
CATALOG Restores all clusters and alternate indexes on the EXPORT

file. Optionally, you can exclude alternate indexes, paths, and
specifically named objects.

VOLUME Restores all objects residing on the exported volume or volumes.
Optionally, you can exclude alternate indexes, paths, and
specifically named clusters.

MCTLIST Restores all clusters listed in a sequential file created by
MasterCat.

CLUSTER Restores all objects whose names follow in cluster name
parameters. Optionally, you can exclude alternate indexes and
paths. The cluster names in the CL= and AIX= parameters can be
specified in a generic form, allowing similarly named objects to be
referenced with one statement.
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Cluster Definition

Once selected, clusters must be defined. By default, RESTORE does an auto-define: IDCAMS is called and the cluster
or alternate index is deleted and automatically redefined using its original primary allocation and with its original file
attributes. Auto-define provides these additional features:

• AMS override capability. The RESTORE parameter *AMS begins a list of AMS parameters that are to replace their
counterparts during the define process. Only the parameters that need to be changed are coded. When used along
with generic names, a small number of input parameters can change large groups of clusters.

• DEFINED parameter. Bypasses auto-define and uses an existing definition.
• REUSE parameter. Causes a reusable cluster to be opened empty and restored. Next, the alternate index or cluster is

opened and all records are written back to disk.

Controls During Restore

You can use the RESTORE command parameters to control the following situations during a RESTORE:

• When errors occur, RESTORE can continue to the next cluster or, through the ESTOP parameter, cancel the job.
• You can set the VSAM ACB values of BUFND, BUFNI, and BUFSP.
• VSAMAid support. RESTORE can automatically implement VSAMAid recommendations.
• Eliminate IDCAMS DELETE. When restoring to a new catalog, it is superfluous to delete a cluster before restoring it.

The NODELETE command eliminates this delete.

NOTE
For more information about Restore, see RESTORE Report.

Utilities
FAVER VSAM includes the following utility functions:

• COMPARE 
• User Exits
• Building alternate indexes (GVBLDIX)
• Deblocking EXPORT files (GVFILE)
• Globally change default parameter values for EXPORT and RESTORE processes (GVPARMS)
• Verifying product codes (GVVERISM)
• Listing and copying FAVER VSAM files to QSAM files (GVMAP and GVCOPY)

COMPARE

COMPARE ensures the accuracy of an export. It is essential as a double-check mechanism when certain warning
messages are issued during an export.

COMPARE is invoked by the GVRESTOR program and a COMPARE control statement instead of a RESTORE control
statement. The remaining COMPARE control statements are the same for a RESTORE.

During COMPARE processing, the backup record and disk record are compared to ensure identical content and
length. Then, the end-of-file is tested to make sure the same number of records is on the backup as on the disk. If any
mismatches occur, a message describing the type of discrepancy is printed and the contents of the records involved are
dumped. For more information, see the section "COMPARING."

NOTE
COMPARE cannot be used with files unloaded with SAVECOMP.
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User Exits

The user exit utility enables you to examine a record before it is restored and decide whether to restore, delete, or modify
the record, or insert new records. User exits are not valid when reloading datasets exported using SAVECOMP.

NOTE
For more information, see User Exit Facility.

GVBLDIX

The GVBLDIX utility builds one or more alternate indexes for VSAM base clusters.

NOTE
For more information, see Building Alternate Indexes.

GVFILE

The GVFILE utility locates clusters on an EXPORT file and removes any FAVER VSAM control statements.

NOTE
For more information, see Reading Format Files.

GVPARMS

The GVPARMS utility changes the system "default" settings for many parameters used by the EXPORT and RESTORE
processes. This provides an easy way to change a parameter in one place and have it take effect globally. This is
especially useful in environments where FAVER VSAM is used extensively for application level backup.

NOTE
For more information, see Change EXPORT/RESTORE System Defaults.

GVVERISM

The GVVERISM utility validates licensing status.

GVMAP and GVCOPY

The GVMAP and GVCOPY utilities list the contents of an EXPORT file and copy the file to a QSAM file.

NOTE
For more information, see Utility Programs.
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Installing
As a System Programmer, you install FAVER VSAM and do the basic configuration. The following steps provide an
overview of installing and configuring FAVER VSAM.

This article contains procedures for aquiring and installing FAVER VSAM with an EOS version of Broadcom's software
manager, CSM. We recommend you review the product overview of the latest version of Broadcom's software manager,
CSM 6.1, and upgrade.

More Information:

 Release Notes 

 Install Products using CSM 

Install Products Using CSM
As a systems programmer, you can acquire, install, configure, and deploy your mainframe product software on z/OS
systems using CSM. CSM simplifies and unifies the management of your Broadcom mainframe products on z/OS
systems. You can use CSM to manage your product software in a common way according to industry best practices. You
can also obtain and apply corrective and recommended maintenance easier. A web-based interface lets you install and
maintain your products faster and with less chance of error.

If you do not have CSM installed, download it from Broadcom Support.

WARNING
To install a product using CSM, you must modify the SYSPRINT size. The default allocation of 30 cylinders is
insufficient to complete the installation. Increase the allocation parameters of the SYSPRINT data set to at least
120 cylinders.

Use the following topics to guide you through the product installation process using CSM:

• Acquire Your Products Using CSM
• Install Your Products Using CSM

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

Acquire Your Product Using CSM
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining an up-to-date repository of acquired product
packages that are ready for installation in your mainframe environment. CSM provides a product list that lets you display
the list of licensed product installation and maintenance packages and to download these packages. Also, you can update
the product list to add external product packages that you acquired outside of CSM so that they are ready for installation
using CSM.

The following diagram shows the product acquisition process:
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1. Configure CSM.
2. Download the product package from Broadcom Support or add an external product package:

– Download from Broadcom Support:
a. Update the product list.
b. Download product packages.

– Add external product package:
a. Add external product installation packages.
b. Add external product maintenance packages.

After you complete this process, the product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

Configure CSM

Before you start acquiring product packages, configure a Broadcom Support Online account, a CSM account, and the
required download settings. If you have previously configured these settings, update the product list.

1. Start your Web browser, and enter the CSM access URL, which you can get from your system administrator.

NOTE
If the Notice and Consent Banner appears, read and confirm the provided information.

2. Enter your z/OS login user name and password, and log in.
The initial page appears. You are prompted to perform configuration.

3. Configure the following settings:
– Proxies that CSM uses to communicate with Broadcom Support Online.

If proxies are not used, the following port numbers are used: HTTPS Port Number 443 and FTP Port Number 21.
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WARNING
If your site uses proxies, review your proxy credentials on the User Settings, Software Acquisition
page.

– The USS path to the temporary directory for downloaded software packages
If you do not specify the directory, default settings are used that you can change later.

NOTE
These settings are also available on the System Settings, Software Acquisition page.

Select Next.
You are prompted to define your Broadcom Support account.

4. Select New.
You are prompted for the credentials to use on Broadcom Support.

5. Specify the credentials, select OK, and then Next.
You are prompted to review your user settings. These settings are available on the User Settings page.

6. Change the settings or keep the defaults, and then select Finish.
A dialog opens, which shows the progress of the configuration task.

7. Select the Settings tab, and review other settings, as needed.
You have configured CSM to acquire products.

Update the Product List

The product list displays a list of downloadable licensed product packages. To see the current list of available product
packages for download, update the Available Products tree.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. (Optional) Update the product list only with packages that belong to specific site IDs.

a. Select the Edit button in the Filter section and associate one or more site IDs to a filter in the Edit Filter window.
b. Select the filter in the Filter section.
c. Right-click the Products link at the top of the product tree and select Update Product List.

4. Select the Update Product List link in the Actions section on the left side.
Updating of the product list with all products for all site IDs starts.

NOTE
If you updated the product list only for a selected filter, skip this step.

5. Confirm the update.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details. Select Close to close the
task output browser.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

The product list is updated.

Download Product Packages

You can download product installation and maintenance packages from the updated product catalog so they are ready for
installation.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
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3. Select the product name on the Available Products tree.
The product releases are listed in the Releases table on the right.

4. Download product packages by selecting one of the following options:
– To download product packages for all product releases, right-click the product name in the list, and select Update

Product.
– To download packages only for specific releases, select one or more releases in the Releases table on the right

and select the Update Product Releases link.
5. View the downloaded packages using either of the following options:

– To display the downloaded maintenance packages, select the product release icon

in the product list.
– To display the downloaded base installation package, select the product gen level icon

below the product release in the product list.

The product packages are downloaded and ready for installation.

Add External Product Installation Packages

Sometimes you have product installation packages that you downloaded outside of CSM. For example, you do not
have an HTTP or an FTP access in your mainframe environment, or the required packages are not available from the
Broadcom Support website. You can use CSM to install these external packages according to your organization policy. If
you are using this installation option, first add the external packages to the CSM software catalog.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the Add Product link in the Actions section.
4. Specify the name, release, and gen level of the product, and select OK.

The product is added to the product list.
5. Select the gen level of the product that you want to download on the product tree.

The Base Install Packages section appears on the right.
6. Select the Add External Package button.
7. Specify one of the following package types and package details, and select OK.

– UNIX File
Adds an installation package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

– FTP File
Adds a product package that is not published on Broadcom Support. For example, a beta version of a product.
Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, package name, and the user name and password to access the FTP
location.

8. Refresh the page to see the added product package.
The product installation package is now listed in the product list and is available for installation with CSM.

Add External Product Maintenance Packages

Sometimes you have maintenance packages, for example, unpublished maintenance or a program temporary fix (PTF),
that you downloaded outside of CSM. You can use CSM to install these external maintenance packages per your
organization policy. For this installation option, first add the packages to the CSM software catalog.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom products have older aggregated
maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that comprises
several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts all the
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nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package is
marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

1. Log in to CSM using your credentials.
2. Select the Products tab.
3. Select the product release for which the maintenance applies.

The maintenance packages for the release are listed.
4. Select the Add External Maintenance button.

You are prompted to specify the package.
5. Specify one of the following package types and package details:

– Data Set
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with a logical record length of 80 and with a record
format of fixed blocks.

– UNIX File
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

– FTP File
Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading a
PTF to validate it. Specify the FTP host, FTP port, FTP path, maintenance package name, and the user name and
password to access the FTP location.

– Solution
Adds a published solution from Broadcom Support.

6. Refresh the page to see the added maintenance package.
The product maintenance package is now listed in the product catalog and is available for installation with CSM.

You completed the acquisition process. The product packages are ready for installation with CSM.

Install Your Product Using CSM
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing products in your z/OS environment using CSM. This step
of the installation process creates or updates the SMP/E environment (global, target, and distribution zones).

The following diagram shows the major steps to install your product using CSM.
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1. (Optional) Configure base installation settings.
2. (Optional) Configure a working set of SMP/E environments.
3. Initiate product installation and review product information.
4. Select an installation type.
5. Review installation prerequisites if any are presented.
6. Take one of the following steps to select an SMP/E environment:

– Create an SMP/E environment:
a. Set up the global zone.
b. Create a target zone.
c. Create a distribution zone.

– Use an existing SMP/E environment from your working set:
a. Update the global zone.
b. Set up the target zone: Either create a target zone or use an existing target zone.
c. Set up the distribution zone: Either create a distribution zone or use an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation.
Doing so means that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.
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7. Review the installation summary and start the installation.

Configure Base Installation Settings

You can configure base installation settings on the System Settings, Software Installation page.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the SIS Base Install - File System section, select the file system type that is used when installing a product that
allocates file systems. If you select Product Specific File System, the file system that is used for installing a product
is defined according to the product metadata. Otherwise, the product metadata is overwritten.

3. In the Execute Checks During Base Installation section, configure the following settings by selecting or clearing
corresponding checkboxes:
– Execute Apply Check During Base Installation

Verifies that all requirements for the Apply step are satisfied before the Apply step executes. If the Apply Check
step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

– Suspend Base Installation After Apply Check
Suspends the base installation process after Apply Check is completed and generates pending installation actions
for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed. This check box is enabled if you enable the
Execute Apply Check During Base Installation checkbox.

– Execute Accept Check During Base Installation
Verifies that all requirements for the Accept step are satisfied before the Accept step executes. If the Accept Check
step fails, installation stops and all the previous steps are undone.

– Suspend Base Installation After Accept Check
Suspends the base installation process after Accept Check is completed and generates pending installation actions
for the SMP/E environment where the product is being installed. This check box is enabled if you enable the
Execute Accept Check During Base Installation checkbox.

4. Select Apply.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on
the Tasks tab.

The base installation settings are configured.

NOTE
If you configure the base installation settings to execute checks during base installation, CSM creates a pending
installation for the SMP/E environment. For more information about the pending installation, see the CSM online
help.

Configure a Working Set of SMP/E Environments

If you plan to install a product in an existing SMP/E environment, add this SMP/E environment to your working set. A
working set is a selected group of SMP/E environments with which you want to work. Although you can have only one
working set, you can have as many SMP/E environments in it as you need.

CSM does not have a default working set.

If you do not have the SMP/E environment in your working set, you can only create a new SMP/E environment during
product installation. In this case, exit the installation wizard, configure your working set and then restart the wizard.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environments that you want to include in a working set.
An information text area under the list of SMP/E environments displays the number of environments you selected.

2. Select Use as Working Set.
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3. Select OK.
The working set is configured.
The new working set replaces a previously defined working set.

You can display only those SMP/E environments that are in your working set by selecting Show Working Set Only.

Initiate Product Installation

You can install a downloaded product from the Products tab. The process starts a wizard that guides you through the
installation. At the end of the wizard, a task dynamically invokes the SMP/E and other utilities that are required to install
the product.

1. Select the Products tab.
2. Perform one of the following steps:

– If the package was acquired using CSM:
From the product list on the left side, select the required product gen level (the innermost level in the product list
under the release level of a product; for example, SP0 or 0110). Locate the product package that you want to install,
select Actions to the right of the package, and select Install.

– If the package was acquired outside of CSM:
In the Actions section in the left pane, select the Install External Package link. Enter the location of the package.
Select OK.

The Introduction step of the wizard appears where you can Review Product Information.

Review Product Information

Review the information about the product that you are installing.

1. On the Introduction step, review the information about the installation.
If the product license agreement appears, review it. If you agree, accept it. If you do not accept the license agreement,
you cannot proceed with the installation.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to select the type of installation.
An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

Select an Installation Type

When you install a product, you select an installation type. There can be one or more installation types, according to the
product.

When you select the custom installation type, you are prompted to select the features that you want to install. If your
selected features require installation of other features, the installation wizard includes the required features to the
installation process. If your selected features are mutually exclusive, the installation wizard excludes any features
conflicting with the features you selected last from the installation process. For example, you select feature 1 and select
feature 2 that is mutually exclusive with feature 1. The wizard automatically excludes feature 1.

1. On the Features step, select the type of installation, and select Next.
2. (Optional) If you select the custom installation type, select the features to install, and select Next.

A summary of the features to install appears, with prerequisites.

Review Installation Prerequisites

Some products require an installation of other products first.
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Review the summary of installation prerequisites to verify that all prerequisites are satisfied on the Prerequisites step.

• If no prerequisites exist, select Next.
You are prompted to select an SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If all prerequisites exist and are satisfied, you are prompted to locate the installed prerequisites.
Install the product to the same SMP/E environment and the target zone where the product prerequisites are installed.
a. From the SMP/E environment drop-down list, select an SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites. This

drop-down list represents all CSM-managed SMP/E environments where the prerequisites are installed.
A list of target zones for the selected SMP/E environment where the prerequisites are installed is populated.

b. From the target zone drop-down list, select a target zone within the selected SMP/E environment where the
prerequisites are installed.

c. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

• If prerequisites are not satisfied, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Install the prerequisites or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM where the

prerequisites are installed. Restart the installation.
– Open CSM in another browser window and install the prerequisites, or migrate an SMP/E environment to CSM

where the prerequisites are installed. When done, select Refresh on the Prerequisites step of the wizard. Then,
select the SMP/E environment and a target zone where the prerequisites are installed. Select Next to continue the
product installation.
You are prompted to confirm the selected SMP/E environment for the installation.

Select an SMP/E Environment

You select the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product in. You can create an SMP/E environment, or
you can select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set. You can configure your working set from the SMP/E
Environments tab.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears. You are
prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. You can wait until the notification message disappears
and the SMP/E environment becomes available or can select Cancel to select another SMP/E environment.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 1, take one of the following steps:
– Select Create a New SMP/E Environment to create an SMP/E environment.
– Select an existing SMP/E environment from your working set.

• If no existing SMP/E environment appears, exit the wizard, configure your working set, and restart the wizard.
• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the SMP/E environment with the installed prerequisites that

you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot select another SMP/E
environment. You cannot create a SMP/E environment.

NOTE
When you install a product in an existing SMP/E environment where HOLDDATA is received, the
product installation may fail.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to complete one of the following tasks:

• Create an SMP/E environment
• Review parameters of an existing SMP/E environment.
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Create an SMP/E Environment

You can create an SMP/E environment while you are installing a product. During the process, you are asked to specify the
following information:

• The SMP/E environment name and the prefix of the CSI data set in CSM
• Data set allocation parameters

You can specify data set allocation parameters collectively for all SMP/E data sets, target libraries, and distribution
libraries that are allocated during product installation. You allocate data sets using one of the following methods:

• Allocate data sets using SMS parameters.
• Allocate cataloged data sets using UNIT and optionally VOLSER.
• Allocate uncataloged data sets using UNIT and VOLSER.

If you allocate uncataloged data sets, specify a VOLSER. Based on the value that you enter, CSM performs the following
validations to ensure integrity of the installation:

• The value of VOLSER must specify a mounted volume.
• You must have ALTER permissions for the data sets with the entered high-level qualifier (HLQ) on the volume that

VOLSER defines.
• To test allocation, CSM temporarily allocates one of the uncataloged data sets that are allocated during the installation.

a. The data set is allocated with one track for both primary and secondary space.
b. CSM verifies that the data set has been allocated on the specified volume.
c. The data set is deleted.
If the data set allocation fails or the data set cannot be found on the specified volume, you cannot proceed with the
product installation wizard.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
– SMP/E Environment Name

Defines the SMP/E environment name.
– Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the CSI VSAM data set.
– Catalog

Defines the name of the SMP/E CSI catalog.
– Cross-Region

Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You cannot
edit it.

– Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

– High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all SMP/E data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ). The low-level qualifiers cannot be changed.

– DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating SMP/E data sets.

– SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this SMP/E environment is using SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or
data set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment appear.
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Review Parameters of an Existing SMP/E Environment

When you use an existing SMP/E environment to install your product, you review the SMP/E environment parameters.
If applicable, you also specify parameters for any new data sets to be allocated while installing a product. During the
process, you are asked to review allocation parameters for new data sets, which you can customize for each data set. The
existing data sets remain intact.

The Software Installation Service (SIS) determines which data sets exist and which must be allocated for the installation
using an existing SMP/E environment. If the SIS determines that new data sets must be allocated, you are prompted to
specify the data set allocation parameters. The data set allocation parameters are prepopulated with the values from the
existing data set that was found first.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 2, review the current SMP/E environment parameters and allocation
parameters for data sets that must be added to the SMP/E environment. Update the information as applicable.

2. Select Next.
Work DDDEF allocation parameters and a list of the data sets to be created for the SMP/E environment, if any,
appear.

Set Up SMP/E Environment Parameters

When creating an SMP/E environment for your product installation, you specify SMP/E environment parameters.
When using an existing SMP/E environment for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its SMP/E
environment parameters.

You can assign different prefixes to each newly allocated data set during the installation process.

1. On the SMP/E Environment step, substep 3, specify whether to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management
Class, Data Class) or Unit parameters for allocating work DDDEFs for the SMP/E environment. Complete the
appropriate fields.
The allocation parameters that you specify for work DDDEFs are applied only to new work DDDEFs that are created
during the installation. The existing work DDDEFs, if any, remain intact.

NOTE
The settings for allocating work DDDEFs are globally defined on the System Settings, Software
Installation tab. You must have the appropriate access rights to be able to modify these settings.

2. Review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the high-level qualifier of the data set
name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

3. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

4. Select Next.
You are prompted to select a target zone to use.

Select a Target Zone

You select a target zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. You create a target zone or
select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment (if you use an existing SMP/E environment).

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 1, perform one of the following actions:
– Select Create a New Target Zone to create a target zone.
– Select an existing target zone in the SMP/E environment.

This option is available only if you selected to use an existing SMP/E environment.
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WARNING

• If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation
so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

• If your product has the installed prerequisites, the target zone of the SMP/E environment with the installed
prerequisites that you selected at the Prerequisites step of the wizard is preselected for you. You cannot
select another target zone. You cannot create a target zone.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to create a target zone or use an existing target zone.

Create a Target Zone

You can create a target zone in a new or an existing SMP/E environment where you install your product. The target zone
parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set
allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for a new target zone.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the target zone SMP/E parameters as applicable.
– Target Zone Name

Defines the name for the target zone.
– Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set will be created for the target zone.
– Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the target zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have selected the
Create New CSI Data Set check box.

– Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E target zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have selected the Create
New CSI Data Set check box.

– Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You cannot
edit it.

– Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

– High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all target zone data sets that are allocated during installation. Product
packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) and they cannot be changed.

– DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating target zone data sets.

– SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specifies if this target zone uses SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or data set
parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog).

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the target zone appears.
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Use an Existing Target Zone

When using an existing target zone for installing your product, you review and, if necessary, update its parameters.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 2, review the current target zone parameters and allocation parameters for data
sets that must be added. Update as applicable.

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

2. Select Next.
If there are any data sets to be created for the target zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new data
sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Target Zone Parameters

When creating a target zone in the SMP/E environment for your product installation, specify target zone parameters.

1. On the Target Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to change the
high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If more parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You are prompted to confirm the distribution zone.

Confirm a Distribution Zone

You must confirm a distribution zone of the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product. Depending on
whether you created a target zone or you selected an existing target zone, create a distribution zone or select an existing
distribution zone in the SMP/E environment.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 1, review the selected option for the distribution zone.
– If you are using an existing target zone, the related distribution zone is automatically selected. You cannot select

other distribution zones or cannot create one.

NOTE
If you install a product or its components into an existing target or distribution zone, older versions are
deleted from the zone and associated data sets. Use new target and distribution zones for this installation
so that you can apply maintenance to your current version, if necessary.

– If you are creating a target zone, you can create a distribution zone or you can select an existing distribution zone.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the
new target zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to
this distribution zone. You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this
distribution zone using CSM.

2. Select Next.
You are prompted to set up the distribution zone.

Create a Distribution Zone

You can create a distribution zone that is related to the newly created target zone. The distribution zone parameters are
prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can change data set allocation parameters.

You can specify a different SMP/E environment data set to be used for the new distribution zone.
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You can also specify the same SMP/E environment data set as the one that you specified for the target zone. In that case,
the target and distribution zones share the SMP/E environment data set. The SMP/E environment data set is allocated
using the parameters that you have defined when specifying the target zone.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review and specify the following parameters as applicable:
– Distribution Zone Name

Defines the name for the distribution zone.
– Create New CSI Data Set

Specifies that a new CSI data set is created for the distribution zone.
– Data Set Name Prefix

Defines the prefix for the name of the distribution zone data set. This field is only enabled when you have selected
the Create New CSI Data Set check box.

– Catalog
Defines the name of the SMP/E distribution zone catalog. This field is only enabled when you have selected the
Create New CSI Data Set check box.

– Cross-Region
Identifies the cross-region sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You cannot
edit it.

– Cross-System
Identifies the cross-system sharing option for SMP/E data sets. This parameter is set to its default value. You
cannot edit it.

– High-Level Qualifier
Specifies the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for all distribution zone data sets that are allocated during installation.
Product packaging defines the low-level qualifiers (LLQ) that cannot be changed.

– DSN Type
Specifies the DSN type for allocating distribution zone data sets.

– SMS Parameters / Data Set Parameters
Specify if this distribution zone is to use SMS parameters (Storage Class, Management Class, Data Class) or data
set parameters (VOLSER, Unit, Catalog). Complete the applicable fields.

An information text area can appear at the bottom of the wizard. The area provides information that helps you progress
through the wizard. For example, if a field is highlighted (indicating an error), the information text area identifies the
error.

2. Select Next.
A list of the data sets to be created for the distribution zone appears.

Use an Existing Distribution Zone

You can use an existing distribution zone that is related to the existing target zone you selected, or with a new target zone.
The distribution zone parameters are prepopulated with the values that are entered for the SMP/E environment. You can
change data set allocation parameters.

NOTE
Using an existing distribution zone with a new target zone relates the existing distribution zone to the new target
zone. This action breaks the relationship from the previous target zone that was related to this distribution zone.
You cannot accept maintenance packages from the previous target zone to this distribution zone using CSM.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 2, review the current distribution zone parameters and allocation parameters
for data sets that you want to add. Update as applicable.

NOTE
You cannot change the current SMP/E environment parameters.

2. Select Next.
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If there are any data sets to be created for the distribution zone, a list of data sets appears. If the list is empty, no new
data sets are going to be allocated.

Set Up Distribution Zone Parameters

When creating a distribution zone in the SMP/E environment where you want to install your product, specify distribution
zone parameters.

1. On the Distribution Zone step, substep 3, review the data set names if any appear. Select the Override link to
change the high-level qualifier of the data set name and the allocation parameters. Select OK.

2. (Optional) If any additional parameters appear, review the parameters that have the default values assigned. Edit the
parameters if necessary and specify any missing parameters.

3. Select Next.
You see a summary of the installation task.

Start the Installation

After you complete setting up the SMP/E environment and its zones, you are ready to start the installation.

To start the installation, review the summary on the Summary step, and select Install.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, Select Show Results on the Progress tab
to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status later on the
Tasks tab.

You completed the product installation. You can now start maintaining the installed products.

Install Products Using SMP/E JCL
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include installing products on your mainframe system. With this option,
you acquire a product pax file and the latest product updates from Broadcom Support and then install, maintain,
deploy, and configure the products on your systems. Batch jobs are provided to create the SMP/E environment. A basic
understanding of UNIX System Services (USS) is required.

NOTE
Before you begin this process, review the installation best practices and verify that the installation requirements
in Prepare for Installation have been met.

You perform the following tasks to install a product with a pax file:
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When these steps are completed, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

UNIX System Services Environment

You need a UNIX System Services (USS) directory and a file system with adequate space to perform the following tasks:

• Receive product pax files from Broadcom Support.
• Perform utility functions to unpack the pax file into z/OS data sets that you can use to complete the product installation.

We recommend that you allocate and mount a dedicated file system for this process. The amount of space that you need
for the file system depends on the following variables:

• The size of the pax files that you intend to download.
• Whether you plan to keep the pax files after unpacking them. We do not recommend this practice.

We recommend that you use one directory for downloading and unpacking pax files. Reusing the same directory
minimizes USS setup. Complete the USS setup only one time. You reuse the same directory for subsequent downloads.
Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.

WARNING
Downloading pax files for the SMP/E installation requires write authority to the USS directories that are used
for the native SMP/E JCL installation process. In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also
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need free space approximately 3.5 times the pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For
example, to download and unpack a 14 MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file
system hosting your pax directory.

Allocate and Mount a File System
The product installation process requires a UNIX System Services (USS) directory to receive the pax file and to perform
the unpack steps. We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to the product acquisition.
We also recommend that you create a directory in this file system where the pax file will be located. This directory
(yourUSSpaxdirectory) is used later in the installation process when acquiring and unpacking the product pax file.

This procedure describes how to perform the following tasks:

• Allocate a zFS.
• Create a mount point in an existing maintenance directory of your choice in USS.
• Mount the file system on the newly created mount point.

NOTE
To issue the USS mount command for the file system, read access is required to the SAF resource name
SUPERUSER.FILESYS.USERMOUNT in the UNIXPRIV class.

• (Optional) Permit write access to anyone in the same group as the person who created the directory.
WARNING
USS commands are case-sensitive.

1. Allocate the zFS by customizing the following sample JCL to your site requirements. Ensure that the zFS data set
name that you use conforms to your data set naming conventions for USS file systems. If the allocation of the file
system data set fails, it is because of environmental settings not allowing for the allocation.

NOTE
Edit the JCL with NUMBER OFF (no sequence numbers in columns 73 through 80) and
CAPS OFF. However, where needed use uppercase and lowercase values. For example,
YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME value must be uppercase.
NOTE
The SYSIN DD must be indented at least one space.

//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//AMSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

  DEFINE CLUSTER ( +

  NAME(YOUR_ZFS_DATA_SET_NAME) +

  STORAGECLASS(class) +

  LINEAR +

  CYL(primary secondary) +

  SHAREOPTIONS(3 3) +

  )

/*

//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,

// PARM=('-aggregate your_zFS_data_set_name -compat')

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD   SYSOUT=*

//CEEDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//*
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The zFS is allocated.
2. Create a mount point for the file system. This example shows how to create your USS pax directory named

yourdirectory/PAX in the existing /u/maint directory. From the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following commands:
cd /u/maint/

mkdir yourdirectory

cd yourdirectory

mkdir PAX

Further references to this mount point appear as yourUSSpaxdirectory. You can reuse the same directory for all
product acquisitions to minimize USS setup. Alternatively, you can create a directory for each pax download.

The mount point is created.
3. Mount the file system by customizing the following sample:

//MOUNT    EXEC PGM=IKJEFT01,REGION=0M          

//SYSTSPRT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSOUT DD SYSOUT=*                        

//SYSTSIN  DD *

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_zFS_data_set_name') +

MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSpaxdirectory') +

TYPE(ZFS) MODE(RDWR) +

PARM('AGGRGROW')

/*

The file system is mounted.
4. (Optional) Set security permissions for the directory. You can use the chmod command to let other users access the

USS pax directory and its files. For example, to allow write access to the USS pax directory for other users in your
USS group, enter the following command from the TSO OMVS shell or the Telnet or SSH client of choice at your site:
chmod -R 770 /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

Write access is granted.
5. Verify that the file system is mounted. To do so, enter the following commands from the Telnet or SSH client:

cd {yourUSSpaxdirectory}

df - k .

The file system is mounted. The output shows the mount point and the mount data set. Resolve errors before
continuing.

Acquire the Product Pax Files
To begin the product installation procedure, copy the product pax file into the USS directory that you set up.

WARNING
FTP procedures vary due to local firewall and other security settings. To determine the appropriate FTP
procedure to use at your site, consult your local network administrators.

This procedure explains how to transfer a product pax file from Broadcom Support online to the mainframe.

1. Confirm that you have addressed the following UNIX System Services (USS) requirements:
– Write authority to the USS directories that are used for the pax installation process.
– Available USS file space.

NOTE
In the file system that contains the pax directories, you also need free space approximately 3.5 times the
pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For example, to download and unpack a 14-
MB pax file, you need approximately 49 MB of free space in the file system hosting your pax directory.

If you do not have sufficient free space, error messages similar to the following appear:
EZA1490I Error writing to data set
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EZA2606W File I/O error 133

2. Go to Broadcom Support and select Mainframe Software.
3. Select Product Downloads, and then login to display the Download Management page.
4. Enter the product name or select the product from the list.

Your product entry opens at the Product Download tab.
NOTE
To optimize product and solution downloads from Broadcom Support, configure the following URLs in your
network security software and/or firewalls:

• For FTP or SFTP, ftp://downloads.broadcom.com .
• For HTTPS, https://downloads.broadcom.com .

Sites that regulate access through an IP address must allow network access to 141.202.253.110 .
5. Select the hypertext link for the product you want and select a release, service level, and language if applicable.

The product-specific packages are displayed on the Primary Downloads tab. The Additional Downloads tab,
if available, displays common services, utilities, and other files that are associated with the product that you are
downloading. These packages may already be installed.

6. Review the packages that are provided under Primary Downloads and Additional Downloads and select the SMP/
E JCL package (classic pax) and other files that you want to include in the product download. Use the up and down
arrows to expand and collapse the package contents as necessary.
To ensure that you have all the files that you want, do not select Add All to Cart or Download Package.

7. Select one of the following download options: Add to Cart, HTTPS, or FTP. FTP is the preferred download method.
For download tips, see Download & Search Solution Help. For FTP and SFTP sample JCL, see Download Methods
and Locations.

You are now ready to extract the contents of the product package into a product directory that you create.

Create a Product Directory from the Pax File
After you acquire and download the product package (pax file), you are ready to create a product directory in which to
extract the contents of the package. You can do so using the pax command or the ESDUNPAX sample JCL.

• Use the pax command
• Use the ESDUNPAX sample JCL

Use the pax Command

To use the pax command to create a product directory, enter:
cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

pax -rvf pax-filename

These commands set the current working directory in your USS directory to the directory containing the pax file and
then performs the following actions:

• Extracts the files and directories that are packaged within the pax file.
• Creates a USS directory in the same directory structure where the pax file resides.
• Automatically generates a product and level-specific directory name.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

Use the ESDUNPAX Sample JCL

To use the ESDUNPAX sample JCL to create a product directory, review the following JCL sample and edit it as shown in
the procedure that follows:
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//ESDUNPAX JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'UNPAX PAX FILE',

// MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to invoke the pax command to create   *

//* the product-specific installation directory.                      *

//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. Replace "yourUSSpaxdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for Pax ESD downloads.           *

//* 3. Replace "paxfile.pax.Z" with the name of the pax file.         *

//* NOTE: If you continue the PARM= statement on a second line,       *

//*       start entering characters in column 16 and make sure        *

//*       the 'X' continuation character is in column 72.     *

//*********************************************************************

//UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

// PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//*UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

//* PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax                              X

//*             -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*

Edit the sample JCL as described in the following steps:

1. Replace ACCOUNTNO with a valid JOB statement.
2. Replace yourUSSpaxdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for product downloads.

The job points to your specific directory.
3. Replace paxfile.pax.Z with the name of the pax file.

The job points to your specific pax file.
4. Submit the job.

The job creates the product directory.

NOTE
If the PARM= statement exceeds 71 characters, comment out the first UNPAXDIR. Then uncomment and
use the second form of UNPAXDIR instead. This sample job uses an X in column 72 to continue the PARM=
parameters to a second line.

The product directory is created. You are now ready to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

Copy Sample Installation JCL to a z/OS Data Set
After you create a product directory for the extracted contents of the pax file, use the UNZIPJCL job as described in the
following procedure to copy the sample installation JCL to a z/OS data set.

1. Locate and read the product readme (or installation notes) file in the product-specific directory that the pax command
or ESDUNPAX sample JCL created. This file contains the product-specific details that you require to complete the
installation procedure.
You have identified the product-specific installation details.

2. Edit the UNZIPJCL sample job in the product-specific directory using ISPF EDIT or TSO ISHELL:
– Change the SMPDIR DD PATH to the product-specific directory created by the pax command.

Your view is of the product-specific directory.
– If the z/OS Integrated Cryptographic Service Facility (ICSF) is not active, perform the following steps:

a. Change the SMPJHOME DD PATH to your Java runtime directory. This directory varies from system to system.
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b. Perform one of the following steps:
• Change the SMPCPATH DD PATH to your SMP/E Java application classes directory, typically /usr/lpp/smp/

classes/.
• Change HASH=YES to HASH=NO on the GIMUNZIP parameter.

One of the following outcomes occurs: ICSF is active or you are using Java.
– Change yourHLQ to the high-level qualifier (HLQ) for the z/OS SAMPJCL data set.  We suggest that you use a

unique HLQ for each expanded pax file to identify the package uniquely.
The UNZIPJCL job is edited.

3. Submit the UNZIPJCL job.
The UNZIPJCL job completes with a zero return code. Messages GIM69158I and GIM48101I in the output and
IKJ56228I in the JES log are acceptable. The SAMPJCL data set is created with the HLQ that you specified in the
UNZIP job. Use the members in this data set to perform the product installation.

Prepare the SMP/E Environment for a Pax Installation
The members in the following procedure are used to prepare the product data sets, initialize the SMP/E zones, and create
the DDDEFs for your product. These steps include:

• Allocating product and SMP/E data sets, and product USS data sets and directories
• Creating and customizing the SMP/E CSI
• (Optional) Customizing the SMP/E CSI for USS

For information about the members, see the JCL comments.

1. Customize the macro  as follows with your site-specific information:
a. Replace the rightmost parameters for each ISREDIT CHANGE command.
b. Set the PRODHLQ to the same value specified for yourHLQ within the JCL that is used to unzip the pax file.
c. (Optional) Set the NULLFILE HLQ if applicable and use it for the IMS, HSSR, and CICS DDDEF specifications

when valid system libraries do not exist in your environment. This setting does not apply to every product.
d. Save your changes and then copy the macro to your SYSPROC location.
The macro is ready to customize the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL members.
When you edit an installation member, type  on the command line, and press Enter to replace the defaults with your
specifications.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the  macro each time you open a new SAMPJCL
member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the  member, and
submit the  member.

2. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

3. Submit .
This job produces the following results:
– Creates the target and distribution data sets for your product.
– Creates unique SMPLTS, SMPMTS, SMPSCDS, and SMPSTS data sets for this target zone.

4. Complete the following steps if your product requires a zFS file system or if you want to install a feature of the product
that requires a zFS file system:

WARNING
If the following members do not exist in SAMPJCL, ignore this step. This step does not apply to your product.
Go to Step 5.

a. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

b. Submit .
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This job allocates your zFS data sets.
c. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.

is customized.
d. Submit .

This job creates all directories and mounts the file system.
5. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.

is customized.
6. Submit .

This job produces the following results:
– Defines the CSI data set.
– Allocates the SMPPTS and SMPLOG data sets.
– Initializes the global, target, and distribution zones.
– The DDDEF entries for your product are created.
– The DDDEFs for the required SMP/E data sets are created.

7. Complete the following steps to add the DDDEFs that are required for the zFS file system to your SMP/E environment:
WARNING
If the following member does not exist in SAMPJCL, ignore this step. This step does not apply to your
product. Go to Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation.

a. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

b. Submit .
This job customizes the CSI by adding the DDDEFs associated with the directory.

You are now ready run the installation jobs that are used to receive, apply, and accept SMP/E base functions. Go to Run
the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation.

Run the Installation Jobs for a Pax Installation
The members in the following procedure are used to receive, apply, and accept SMP/E base functions. Submit and run
these SAMPJCL members in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the previous job has completed successfully.

NOTE
The following steps include instructions to execute the  macro each time that you open a new SAMPJCL
member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the  member, and
submit the  member.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session, and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

NOTE
If you do not want to install a specific component, comment out the applicable FMID in the RECEIVE job.

2. Submit  to receive SMP/E base functions.
Your product is received and now resides in the global zone.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session, and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

4. Submit  to apply SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option.
a. Note any unresolved errors.
b. Verify that resolving PTFs are applied before implementing products in production.
c. After successful completion, rerun APPLY with the CHECK option removed.
Your product is applied and now resides in the target libraries.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session, and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.
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6. Submit  to accept SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. After successful completion, rerun ACCEPT with the
CHECK option removed.
Your product is accepted and now resides in the distribution libraries.

You can now clean up the USS directory (optional) or apply preventive maintenance as described in Maintain Products
using SMP/E JCL.

Clean Up the USS Directory
This procedure is optional. If you decide to perform this procedure, do so after you complete the installation process and
when you do not need the installation files. When this procedure is done, you are ready to install preventive maintenance.

To free file system disk space for subsequent downloads after downloading and processing the pax files for your
Broadcom mainframe product, remove files from your USS directory and delete unnecessary z/OS data sets. You can
delete the following items:

• Pax file
• Product-specific directory that the pax command created and all the files in it
• SMP/E RELFILEs, SMPMCS, and HOLDDATA MVS data sets. These data sets have the HLQ that you assigned in the

UNZIPJCL job.

NOTE
Retain non-SMP/E installation data sets such as yourHLQ.INSTALL.NOTES for future reference.

1. Navigate to your Pax ESD USS directory.
Your view is of the applicable USS directory.

2. Delete the pax file by entering the following command:
rm paxfile

– paxfile
Specifies the name of the product pax file that you downloaded.

The pax file is deleted.
3. Delete the product-specific directory by entering the following command:

rm -r product-specific-directory

– product-specific-directory
Specifies the product-specific directory that you created previously using the pax command or sample JCL.

The product-specific directory is deleted.

NOTE
You can also use TSO ISHELL to navigate to the pax file and product-specific directory, and delete them using
the D line command.

When you are done with this step, you are ready to install maintenance.

Apply Maintenance
Check Braodcom Support for maintenance and HOLDDATA published since the installation data was created. After the
maintenance process completes, the product is ready to deploy.

Follow these steps:

1. Check Broadcom Support Online and download any PTFs and HOLDDATA published since this release was created.
If the base release was created recently, no PTFs or HOLDATA will have been published yet.

2. Transfer the downloaded files to two separate FB 80 sequential data sets. Use one data set to contain the PTFs and
the other to contain the HOLDDATA.
The PTFs and HOLDDATA become accessible to the yourHLQ.SAMPJCL maintenance members.
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3. The FVRSEDIT macro was customized in the installation steps. Verify that you still have the values from the base
installation.

4. Open the SAMPJCL member FVR6RECP in an edit session and execute the FVRSEDIT macro from the command
line.
FVR6RECP is customized with your JOB statement, CSI location, and zone names.

5. Customize the FVR6RECP SMPPTFIN and SMPHOLD DD statements to reference the FB 80 data sets for the PTFs
and HOLDDATA.

6. Submit FVR6RECP.
The PTFs and HOLDDATA are received.

7. Open the SAMPJCL member FVR7APYP in an edit session and execute the FVRSEDIT macro from the command
line.
FVR7APYP is customized.

8. Submit FVR7APYP.
The PTFs are applied.

9. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member FVR8ACCP in an edit session and execute the FVRSEDIT macro from the
command line.
FVR8ACCP is customized.

10. (Optional) Submit yourHLQ.SAMPJCL member FVR8ACCP.
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job at this time. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

HOLDDATA

When you apply maintenance, you typically encounter SMP/E HOLDDATA. We use HOLDDATA to notify your SMP/E
system of SYSMODs that have errors or special conditions. We support system and external HOLDDATA.

NOTE
When you have completed the procedures in this section, go to Installation Assistance.

Installation Assistance
The following members and programs provide additional assistance for installingFAVER VSAM:

•  GVVERISM
A batch program to print the LMP status of the product code or codes for FAVER VSAM. For the execution JCL, see
the JCLLIB member GVVERISM.

•  GVAUTHL
A batch program to print the libraries which are currently defined as being authorized. Also identified in the headings
are the CPU TYPE and SERIAL NUMBER. For the execution JCL, see the JCLLIB member GVBAUTHL.

•  ISMINFO
A batch program to print the following release levels and status information:
– CPU Model and Serial Number
– System ID
– Master Catalog Name
– z/OS Version Level
– DFP/DFSMS Version Level
– ICAM SVC Number
– Compression Services Availability
– HCD Configuration Name
– GVVERISM Report Listing
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For the execution JCL, see the JCLLIB member ISMINFO.

Install Maintenance
After you have successfully installed any Broadcom mainframe product software, check for important product
maintenance that may have been released after the product installation package was prepared. The product releases are
built and maintained using standardized SMP/E packaging and installation procedures. These procedures include error
and FIXCAT HOLDDATA, new product features, and product interoperability validation. PTFs that pass interoperability test
criteria are released monthly and designated as CARS.

You can install the following types of maintenance:

• Corrective maintenance that fixes an issue.
• Preventive maintenance to avoid problems that others have reported or to provide a compatibility fix for hardware and

software.
• FIXCAT maintenance to support a particular hardware device, software release, or new product function.

WARNING
You can initiate a maintenance installation activity at any time using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or
CSM. However, before you do so, we recommend that you obtain the current SMP/E HOLDDATA.

See Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance for a list of solutions that have been published within the last year. From
this page, you can search solutions for all Broadcom mainframe products by product name, date, or keyword. You can
also search for new product features or by a CARS level (CARSID). You can also find HIPER or PE PTFs and security
or integrity PTFs. Once you have your list, you can download in Excel or CSV format. To download PTFs automatically
without having to search regularly on the portal, use SMP/E Receive Order.

For a comprehensive collection of articles that are dedicated to all mainframe maintenance concepts and procedures, see
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures.

Maintain Products Using CSM
CSM provides a product list that lets you display the list of licensed product maintenance packages and to download these
packages. You can also manage external maintenance packages that were acquired outside of CSM so that they can be
applied using  CSM.

NOTE
During your initial product installation, apply all product maintenance. Otherwise, you may have to repeat the
deployment and configuration processes.

The following diagram shows the maintenance process using CSM:
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Use the following procedure to maintain products using CSM:

1. (Optional) Configure automatic HOLDDATA download.
2. (Optional) Configure CSM to reject unneeded maintenance.
3. Download product maintenance packages.

– (Optional) Configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates.
4. (Optional) Manage maintenance downloaded outside of CSM. As part of this management, you can also view the

aggregated package details.
5. Receive maintenance.
6. (Optional) Reject maintenance.
7. Apply maintenance.

a. Consider whether you require a product USERMOD.
b. Review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA.
c. Apply CARS maintenance.
d. (Optional) Apply FIXCAT maintenance.

8. (Optional) Restore maintenance.
9. Accept maintenance.

– (Optional) Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode.
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After you complete this process, the maintenance packages for your products are accepted.

You have deployed and configured a product across your enterprise. Now you are applying maintenance to this product.
Create a deployment and a configuration for this product to get this maintenance to your target systems.

Configure Automatic HOLDDATA Download

You can configure CSM to download automatically the available HOLDDATA that it uses for each maintenance installation.
You then have current information about what maintenance packages are marked as PE (PTF in Error).

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the HOLDDATA Settings section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up values for the following fields, and select Apply:

– Owner of Update Task
Specifies the TSO user ID under which the update task is run.

– Recurrence
Specifies how often the task recurs.

– Update Software Catalog Every number of Days or Update Software Catalog On day of week Every number
of Weeks
Specifies the frequency of downloading HOLDDATA to your software catalog, in days or weeks, depending on the
value the Recurrence field.

Example: Imagine you set the recurrence for a specific number of days and you set the time that precedes the
current time. Then the first update occurs in the specified number of days at the specified time. For example, on
Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 07.00. The first update then occurs on the third
day, Thursday, at 7.00 am. When you set the time past the current time, the first update occurs on the same day
at the time set. For example, on Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 11.00. The first
update then occurs on that Monday at 11.00 am.

– System Time
Specifies the system time when an automatic update occurs. The system time reflects your CSM application server
time zone. The TZ parameter within Tomcat startup libraries defines the time zone. If the TZ parameter is not
defined, the CSM application server time zone defaults to GMT - Greenwich Mean Time.

Local time is calculated based on the system time that you set.

NOTE
To download available HOLDDATA to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic HOLDDATA download is configured.

Configure CSM to Reject Unneeded Maintenance from the SMP/E Environment

During the regular, FIXCAT, or CARS maintenance wizard execution, CSM may receive maintenance. Some maintenance
packages may not be directly associated with the maintenance that you want to apply.

You can configure CSM to reject the maintenance that was received but not applied during the wizard execution.

• If you exit the wizard before the maintenance installation started, CSM rejects the maintenance that has been received
during the wizard execution. The SMP/E environment is restored to the state that it had before you started the wizard.

• If you navigated through the wizard steps, started the maintenance installation task, and the task completed
successfully, CSM rejects the received but not applied maintenance that is not directly associated with the
maintenance that you have applied.
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This process ensures that your SMP/E environments do not contain unneeded received maintenance.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings on the left side.
2. In the Maintenance Installation section, select the Reject Received Maintenance checkbox.
3. Select Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

CSM is configured to reject unneeded maintenance.

Download Product Maintenance Packages

You can download maintenance packages for installed products through the Products tab. You can download:

• All maintenance packages for a product
• Only maintenance packages that have been released from the time the product release was updated last

NOTE
The information for HIPERs and new maintenance on the Software Status tab is based on the current
information in your software catalog. Update the product list on a daily or weekly basis to keep it current.

WARNING

You can also download maintenance using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. This option uses the IBM
SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to download Broadcom mainframe product maintenance over the Internet,
by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote Broadcom server. This service eliminates
the manual steps that are required to download maintenance from Broadcom Support. The orders are fulfilled
based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are
downloaded automatically and received to your system.

To use this download option, complete the procedures to configure the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval as
described in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation. After you set up this service, you
can use CSM to apply and accept your maintenance.

1. Verify that your CSM login user name is associated with a registered user of Broadcom Support on the Software
Acquisition Settings page.
CSM uses the credentials to access Broadcom Support.

2. Select the name of the product for which you want to download maintenance in the product list on the left side.
Maintenance information about the product appears in the Releases section on the right side.

3. For the product release for which you want to download maintenance, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of
the release. Complete one of the following steps:
– Select Update Product Release to download all maintenance packages for the product release.
– Select Get Latest Maintenance to download only maintenance packages that have been released from the time

the product release was updated last.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are downloaded.
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Configure CSM to Perform Automatic Maintenance Updates

You can configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates (downloading and receiving maintenance) for
products that are installed in an SMP/E environment.

Manage Maintenance Downloaded Outside of CSM

Sometimes you acquire maintenance packages, such as unpublished maintenance, PTF, APARs, and USERMODs,
outside of CSM. For example, you are validating a test PTF released for a product. You can add information about these
maintenance packages to CSM from the Products tab.

Adding these maintenance packages to CSM provides you with a complete view of all the maintenance for a product
release. After a package is migrated, you can use CSM to apply the maintenance.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom mainframe products still have older
aggregated maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that
comprises several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts
all the nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package
is marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

When you insert an aggregated package, CSM assigns a fix number to it. The fix number is unique and contains eight
characters. The first two characters are AM (for Aggregated Maintenance) and a unique six-digit number follows. The
number value increases by 1 with each added aggregated package.

If the aggregated maintenance package has the same fix number as one of its nested packages, only the nested package
is added. The aggregated package itself is not available in the list of maintenance packages.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release for which the maintenance applies.
2. Select the Add External Maintenance button.
3. Specify one of the following package types and package details:

– Data Set
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with an LRECL of 80 and RECFM of FB.

– UNIX File
Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.

– FTP File
Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading a
PTF to validate it.
• FTP Host

Specifies the FTP server where the maintenance package is located. Select a server from the list, or provide
your FTP server host.

• FTP Port
Specifies the FTP port number for the FTP server.

• FTP Path
Defines the FTP path where the maintenance package is located. Start the path with a forward slash (/). Enter
only a forward slash to specify the root directory.
Example: /outgoing/

• Maintenance Name
Defines the maintenance package name.
Example: RO01111.bin

• User Name
Defines a valid user name to access the FTP location.

• Password
Defines a valid password to access the FTP location.

– Solution
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Adds a published solution on Broadcom Support.

NOTE
To add several data sets or UNIX file packages from the same location, use masking.

4. Select OK.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance package with the related information is saved in the CSM database. To see the added package, refresh
the page.

View Aggregated Package Details

You can view which nested packages are included in the aggregated package. The information includes the fix number,
package type, and package description.

NOTE
Aggregated maintenance packages were discontinued December 31, 2013. However, some Broadcom
mainframe products have aggregated maintenance packages that were released before this date.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release that has the aggregated package whose details you want to
view.

2. Select the Fix # link for the aggregated package.
The Maintenance Package Details dialog opens.

3. Select the Nested Packages tab.
A list of nested packages that the aggregated package contains appears.

Receive Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can receive the maintenance to the global zone of an SMP/E
environment where the related products are installed. Once received, maintenance packages can be applied.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment where you want to receive maintenance
packages.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to receive, and select the Receive link.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the receiving, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the receive list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Receive.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone.
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Reject Maintenance

You can reject a received maintenance package. Information about the maintenance package is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to reject maintenance.
2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria

defined.
3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to reject, and select the Reject link. You can filter out only received

packages.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the rejection, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the rejected list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Reject.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are rejected. Information about the maintenance packages is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

Apply Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can apply the maintenance to products that are installed in an
SMP/E environment.

WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that required file systems are mounted and that you have specified the
correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the zFS
file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /broadcom/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /broadcom/abc/CA.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any
action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes,
the lock releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply
maintenance to.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to apply, and select the Apply link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
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message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
5. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You have completed acquiring and applying maintenance. You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs)
from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

USERMODs

A product USERMOD can be provided as a published maintenance package downloaded during the Update Product
process. When CSM downloads a package including a ++USERMOD statement, it is loaded under the product with a
USERMOD type. You can install these packages using CSM but cannot accept them because they are not intended to be
permanent.

You can create a USERMOD manually, or we can provide an unpublished maintenance package as a USERMOD. In this
case, the USERMOD file, which contains the ++USERMOD statement and the body of the USERMOD, must be managed
as an externally downloaded package.

Unresolved HOLDDATA Processing

When you apply maintenance, review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA for the applied maintenance and its
prerequisites. The maintenance wizard displays all unresolved HOLDDATA and lets you review the HOLDDATA and
details about the HELD maintenance. You can then bypass the HOLDDATA or exclude the HELD maintenance. CSM
determines unresolved HOLDDATA by running SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK.

In the maintenance wizard, you can perform the following actions:

• Select HOLDDATA (HOLDDATA TYPE, REASON, or maintenance) to bypass it.
• Leave HOLDDATA unselected to exclude it. If you do not select a HOLDDATA entry checkbox, CSM excludes the

HELD maintenance from the processing.

If you exclude at least one HELD maintenance package, CSM runs an appropriate SMP/E APPLY GROUP/
GROUPEXTEND CHECK command to verify the processing. CSM verifies whether other maintenance requires the
excluded maintenance. If so, CSM also excludes it from processing.

If the SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK command discovers further unresolved HOLDDATA, you are
notified about all unresolved HOLDDATA again. Select what HOLDDATA to bypass and what HELD maintenance to
exclude.

This iterative process repeats until all HOLDDATA is resolved or bypassed. You can then proceed to the next step.

A list of maintenance packages that are excluded during the processing of unresolved HOLDDATA is displayed in the
Summary step.

Apply CARS Maintenance

CSM lets you track and apply CARS maintenance for your products.
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CARS is a set of maintenance packages that have been tested in a mainframe-integrated system test environment. Install
CARS maintenance to keep your products current. Broadcom releases CARS maintenance regularly. The release date
determines the CARS maintenance level.

To learn about new CARS maintenance that is available, download the files that are listed for published CARS
maintenance. You can configure CSM to download these files automatically, or add CARS files manually. You can filter
this maintenance in the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance section based on information that is in the files. You can
also select the packages that are applicable within a CARS level.

You can apply particular CARS maintenance packages. You can update all products in an SMP/E environment.

A CARS file can list a maintenance package that the HOLDDATA marked as PE (PTF in Error). The CARS file can also
reflect a corrective maintenance package for this PE that is not listed in this CARS file. This situation can occur if a
maintenance package is found in error after the CARS file is published. The CARS processing continues as expected, and
the maintenance package that is marked as PE is not applied. However, the CARS level for the product is not updated to
the current level until you apply the corrective maintenance package to the SMP/E environment.

Configure Automatic CARS File Download

You can configure CSM to download available CARS files automatically. After download, the files are stored in a USS
directory under the software catalog.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the CARS Setting section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up field values and select Apply.

NOTE
To download available CARS files to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic CARS file download is configured.

Add a CARS File

If you cannot automatically download available CARS files, add them to the software catalog manually. Use the Add
CARS File link. The files that were added manually are stored in the same USS directory as other files.

1. Download the CARS file using FTP from the Broadcom file server directly to your USS directory.
a. Connect to the FTP site at the following location:

ftp://ftp.broadcom.com

b. Log in to ftp.broadcom.com as follows:
user name: anonymous
password: your-email-address
 

c. Change to the following directory:
/pub/ASSIGNS

d. Change your download mode to ASCII.
e. Download the CARS file. These files appear in the format:

CARyymm.TXT

2. In the CSM web-based interface, select the Products tab, and select the Add CARS File link in the Actions section on
the left side.

3. Specify the USS path to the CARS file you want to add, and select OK.
Information about the CARS file is saved in the CSM Software Catalog USS database.

Apply CARS Maintenance to an SMP/E Environment
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You can upgrade products that are installed in an SMP/E environment to a specific CARS level. During processing, CSM
verifies that maintenance packages that are associated with the selected CARS level can be applied to the products, and
then applies the packages.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to upgrade the CARS level for.

Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Upgrade CARS Level.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the CARS maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Apply FIXCAT Maintenance

CSM lets you select and apply maintenance for your products according to FIXCAT.

FIXCAT (fix category) associates a maintenance package to one or more categories of PTFs (for example, installation,
function, z/OS version, or communication).

FIXCAT data is provided in the same file as error HOLDDATA. Error HOLDDATA contains FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements
that assign a maintenance package to a category. Select a category, and CSM determines and applies associated
maintenance packages to the selected products installed in an SMP/E environment.

Masking Maintenance Categories

When you select maintenance categories in the wizard, you can use masking.

Use an asterisk (*), or a percent sign (%), or both to specify naming masks. An asterisk substitutes for any number of
symbols. A percent sign substitutes for one symbol.

For example:

• System.z/OS.*
Selects all the categories whose names start with System.z/OS.

• System.z/OS.%%
Selects all the categories under System.z/OS whose last segment consists of two symbols.

Apply Maintenance by FIXCAT Category

You can select and apply maintenance for your products based on FIXCAT using CSM.
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As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply FIXCAT

maintenance. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Update Using Fix
Categories.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the FIXCAT maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Restore Maintenance

You can restore (back out) an applied maintenance package (but not an accepted maintenance package).

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to restore
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to restore, and select the Restore link. You can filter out only applied
packages.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the restoring, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the maintenance

is restored from. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm the
selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Review the prerequisites if they exist, and select Next. CSM restores these prerequisites as part of the maintenance
restoring process.

7. Review the summary, and select Restore.
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A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are restored.

Accept Maintenance

After maintenance has been applied, you can accept the maintenance for products that are installed in an SMP/E
environment. You cannot accept USERMODs.

Use this procedure to accept the maintenance in GROUP mode.

WARNING
Before you start, update the HOLDDATA in your software catalog. To do so, select Update HOLDDATA in the
Actions section on the Software Catalog page. You can also set up the automatic HOLDDATA download as
described previously in this article.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to accept
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept, and select the Accept link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the accept list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the

maintenance is accepted. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm
the selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance, and select Next.
7. Perform one of the following actions to address prerequisites:

– If no prerequisites exist, select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears.
– If prerequisites exist and are available, review them, and Select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears. The

prerequisites are accepted as part of the process.
– If a prerequisite is not available, the wizard cannot continue. Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Acquire the

prerequisite and restart the process.
8. Review HOLDDATA entries, if they exist. Select Export Table to open all HOLDDATA information for all selected

maintenance in a separate browser window. Selecting Export Table is similar to running the LIST SYSMODS
HOLDDATA command within your SMP/E environment.

9. Select Next.
SMP/E work DDDEFs of SMPWRKx and SYSUTx, with their allocation parameters, are listed.

10. Review the work DDDEF allocation parameters, and edit them, if necessary, to verify that sufficient space is allocated
for them during the maintenance acceptance:

NOTE
Changes in the allocation parameters apply to the current maintenance processing only.

1. Select Override for a DDDEF to edit its allocation parameters.
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A pop-up window opens.
2. Make the necessary changes, and select OK to confirm.

The pop-up window closes, and the DDDEF entry is selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters
have been overridden.

You can also:

• Update allocation parameters for the DDDEFs automatically by select Resolve Overrides.
CSM provides values for all DDDEFs based on the total size of the selected maintenance packages being
accepted. All DDDEF entries are selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters have been overridden.

NOTE
To edit the allocation parameters for a DDDEF after automatically updating them with the Resolve
Overrides button, select Override. Make the necessary changes. Select OK to confirm and return to the
wizard.

• Cancel a parameter update for any DDDEF by clearing its checkbox.
11. (Optional) Select View SMP/E Work DDDEFs to review SMP/E work DDDEF and their allocation parameters for the

selected SMP/E environment zones. Select Close to return to the wizard.

NOTE
Sometimes, the allocation parameters differ from the allocation parameters that you obtained using the
Resolve Overrides button.

Select Next.
12. Review the summary, and select Accept.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are accepted.

Accept Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode

CSM lets you invoke the SMP/E utility with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled for accepting maintenance.

When you accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode, the following installation modes are available:

• Accept Check
Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.

• Accept
Accepts the maintenance to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.

• Accept Check and Accept
Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode. Then
accepts it if possible.

For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or HOLDDATA
prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets you check if any
prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output.

How Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode Works

Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode in the following sequence:

1. Apply all maintenance packages that you want to include by the GROUPEXTEND option.
2. Run the maintenance in Accept check mode.
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– If the task fails, review SMPOUT in the task output. Review if there are missing (not applied) maintenance
packages or HOLDDATA that must be resolved or bypassed.

– If the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and
accepted.

3. Run the maintenance in Accept mode. Specify the maintenance packages that you want to exclude and HOLDDATA
that you want to bypass, if any exist.
The followings options are available for bypassing HOLDDATA:
– HOLDSYSTEM
– HOLDCLASS
– HOLDERROR
– HOLDUSER

You can run the maintenance in Accept mode in the same CSM session after Accept check mode is completed. The
values that you entered for Accept check mode are then prepopulated on the wizard dialogs.

Accept Maintenance with the GROUPEXTEND Option Enabled

You can accept maintenance (except USERMODs) with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment holding the maintenance packages that you
want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode.

2. Select Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that
you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode, and select the Accept
GROUPEXTEND link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment that is being used by another user, a notification message appears. You
are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification message
disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another SMP/E
environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
The packages that you want to accept are listed.

NOTE
Select a link in the Status column for a maintenance package, if available, to review a list of zones. The
zones indicate where the maintenance package is received, applied, or accepted. Select Close to return to
the wizard.

5. Review the packages, and select Next.

WARNING
For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or
HOLDDATA prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets
you review if any prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output. Run the maintenance
in Accept check mode first.

6. Read the information that is displayed on this tab, and select Next.
The installation options appear.

7. Specify installation options as follows, and select Next:
a. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance.
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b. Review the GROUPEXTEND options and select the ones that you want to apply to the maintenance:
• NOAPARS

Excludes APARs that resolve error reason ID.
• NOUSERMODS

Exclude USERMODs that resolve error reason ID.
c. (Optional) Enter maintenance packages that you want to exclude in the Excluded SYSMODs field. You can enter

several packages, separate them by a comma.
The Bypass HOLDDATA step of the wizard appears.

8. (Optional) Enter the BYPASS options for the HOLDDATA that you want to bypass during the maintenance installation.
You can enter several BYPASS options, separate them by a comma.

9. Select Next.
10. Review the summary, and select Accept GROUPEXTEND.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in
the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and accepted.

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task fails, review SMPOUT in the
task output. Review if there are missing (not accepted) maintenance packages or HOLDDATA that must
be resolved or bypassed.

You completed maintaining products with CSM.

Maintain Products Using SMP/E JCL
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining products and maintenance packages in your
mainframe environment. You can download, receive, apply, and accept maintenance manually. After you complete the
maintenance process, the product is ready to deploy.

Download and Receive Maintenance

PTF Maintenance and HOLDDATA are available at Broadcom Support. To download and receive maintenance, use SMP/
E Receive Order or the following procedure during product installation and for ongoing preventive maintenance in non-
installation use cases according to your maintenance strategy.

We recommend that you use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to submit requests securely for PTFs and HOLDDATA
to a remote Broadcom server. This service eliminates the manual steps that are required to download the PTFs and
HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support. The orders are fulfilled based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on
your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are downloaded automatically and received to your system. See Configure
SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval.

You can also download maintenance manually from Broadcom Support. With this option, you manually select PTFs
and build a package for all applicable PTFs and requisites. You then use the CAUNZIP utility to unpackage and receive
the files. This utility processes ZIP packages directly on z/OS without the need for an intermediate platform, such as a
Microsoft Windows workstation. The utility resides in yourCCSHLQ.CAW0JCL(CAUNZIP). To use this download option,
you must be running Common Components and Services Version 15.0. Review the CAUNZIP requirements.

1. Select one of the following options to create a PTF maintenance package:
– Use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to download and receive maintenance. To do so, see Configure SMP/E

Internet Service Retrieval.
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After your PTFs are downloaded and received, you are ready to apply and accept maintenance. Go to Apply and
Accept Maintenance.

– Select the PTFs manually, and then use the CAUNZIP utility to unpackage and receive the files. To do so, go to
step 2 and complete the remaining steps in this procedure.

2. Go to Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com and select Mainframe Software.
The Mainframe Software Support page appears.

3. Select Product Downloads and then login to display the Download Management page.
4. Enter the product name or select the product from the list.

Your product entry opens on the Product Download tab.
5. Select the Solution Download tab and an applicable software release to display the available solutions.
6. Select ADD ALL TO CART or use the search options to locate the solution or solutions you want in the list and select

Cart, HTTP, or FTP (recommended).
For search tips, see Solution Search Help. For download information, see Download Methods and Locations.

7. Run the CAUNZIP utility by completing the following steps.
CAUNZIP unzips the package of published solutions and creates an SMPNTS file structure that the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNTS command can process. After execution completes, the ZIPRPT data set contains the summary report. The
summary report:
– Summarizes the content of the product order ZIP file.
– Details the content of each data set and the z/OS UNIX files produced.
– Provides a sample job to receive the PTFs in your order.

8. Review the sample job that is provided in the CAUNZIP output ZIPRPT file and then complete the following steps:
a. Cut and paste the JCL into a data set.
b. Specify your SMP/E CSI on the SMPCSI DD statement.
c. Submit the job to receive the PTFs in your order.

9. Verify that you have the values from the base installation in the  macro, which you customized in the installation steps.
10. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.

NOTE
Update  SAMPJCL to download the HOLDDATA file.

is customized.
11. Submit .

The job downloads the external HOLDDATA file.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone. After maintenance has been
downloaded for a product, you can apply and optionally accept the maintenance for products that are installed in the SMP/
E environment. Go to Apply and Accept Maintenance.

Apply and Accept Maintenance

After downloading and receiving your maintenance package, use this procedure to apply and optionally accept corrective
maintenance.

WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that any required file systems are mounted and that you have specified
the correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the
zFS file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /cai/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /cai/abc/CA.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

2. Submit .
The PTFs are applied.

3. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.
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is customized.
4. (Optional) Submit .

The PTFs are accepted.
NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Corrective maintenance is complete. You can now optionally apply CARS maintenance.

Apply CARS Maintenance

Use this procedure to apply CARS maintenance as a part of managing preventive maintenance.

NOTE
For information about CARS maintenance, see CARS in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures
documentation.

1. Download the ASSIGN statements:
a. Determine whether to download the yearly or monthly ASSIGN statements in the following files:

ftp.broadcom.com/pub/ASSIGN/YEARLY/YEARyyyy.TXT

ftp.broadcom.com/pub/ASSIGN/CARyymm.TXT

b. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session, update  SAMPJCL to download your ASSIGN statements from
Broadcom Support, and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

2. Submit .
The job downloads the ASSIGN statements.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session, manually add the data set that contains the ASSIGN statements to
the SMPPTFIN DD, and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

4. Submit .
The job receives the external HOLDDATA file and ASSIGN statements.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

6. Submit .
The CARS PTFs are applied.

7. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member  in an edit session and execute the  macro from the command line.
is customized.

8. (Optional) Submit .
The CARS PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

HOLDDATA
When you apply maintenance, you typically encounter SMP/E HOLDDATA. We use HOLDDATA to notify your SMP/E
system of SYSMODs that have errors or special conditions. We support system and external HOLDDATA.

System HOLDDATA

System HOLDDATA indicates data that is an in-stream part of the SYSMOD, informing you of special conditions. The
following reasons are used with SYSTEM HOLDDATA for your product.

• ACTION
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Indicates that you must perform special processing before or after you apply this SYSMOD.
• AO

Affects automated operations. It changes the message identifier or the displacement of a field inside the message.
• DB2BIND

Indicates that DBRMs have changed and packages must be rebound.
• DDDEF

Indicates that data sets and DDDEFs are being added or modified.
• DELETE

Deletes the SYSMOD load module. You cannot reverse this type of SYSMOD with the SMP/E RESTORE command.
• DEP

Indicates a dependency for this SYSMOD that you must externally verify.
• DOC

Indicates a documentation change with this SYSMOD.
• DOWNLD

Indicates that some or all the elements that this SYSMOD delivers are to be downloaded to a workstation.
• DYNACT

Describes the steps to dynamically activate this fix without performing an IPL.
• EC

Indicates that this SYSMOD requires a hardware engineering change. An EC hold SYSMOD usually does not affect
the product unless the EC is present on the hardware device.

• ENH
Introduces a small programming enhancement. The hold contains the instructions to implement the enhancement. If no
action is required to implement the enhancement, give a summary of the enhancement.

• EXIT
Indicates that changes delivered by this SYSMOD require reassembly of user exits.

• EXRF
Indicates that the SYSMOD must be installed in both the Active and Alternate Extended Recovery Facility Systems.

• IPL
Indicates that an IPL is required for this SYSMOD to take effect. This option is used only when there is no alternative
for dynamic activation.

• MSGSKEL
Indicates that the SYSMOD contains internationalized message versions that must be run through the message
compiler for each language.

• MULTSYS
Apply this SYSMOD to multiple systems for pre-conditioning, coexistence, or exploitation.

• RESTART
Indicates that after applying this SYSMOD, the site must perform a special restart as opposed to a routine restart.

• SQLBIND
Indicates that a bind is required for a database system other than DB2.

External HOLDDATA

External HOLDDATA is not part of the PTF. The HOLDDATA resides in a separate file and contains both error and FIXCAT
HOLDDATA. The error HOLDDATA is used for SYSMODs that have been distributed and later are discovered to cause
problems. The FIXCAT HOLDDATA helps identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware device,
software, or function.

Download the external HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support to a DASD file, and allocate the file to the SMPHOLD
DD statement. To take care of the external HOLDDATA, receive it into your SMP/E environment. SMP/E receives the
HOLDDATA from Broadcom-supplied jobs.
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You can find JCL to download the external HOLDDATA in your SAMPJCL member. Open xxx60RCH or xxx1HOLD in
an edit session and execute the xxxSEDIT macro on the command line (xxx is the high-level identifier for your product).
Then, submit the JCL.

Error HOLDDATA

If a SYSMOD has unresolved error HOLDDATA, SMP/E does not install it unless you add a bypass to your APPLY
command. You can bypass error HOLDDATA in situations that are not applicable to you. Error HOLDDATA that is not
applicable to you can include a problem that happens only with a hardware device that you do not have or in a product
feature that you do not use.

When Broadcom publishes a SYSMOD that resolves the error HOLDDATA, the resolving SYSMOD supersedes the error
HOLDDATA. This action lets you apply the original SYSMOD with the fixing SYSMOD.

The only manual task is running a REPORT ERRSYSMODS. This report identifies the following:

• Any held SYSMODs already applied to your system
• Any resolving SYSMODs that are in RECEIVE status

SMP/E identifies the SYSMOD to apply to correct the situation.

FIXCAT HOLDDATA

Broadcom provides FIXCAT HOLDDATA to help identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware
device, software, or function. Fix categories are supplied as SMP/E FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements. Each FIXCAT
HOLDDATA statement associates an APAR and its related fixing PTF to one or more fix categories.

Complete Configuration Tasks
After your product installation and maintenance tasks are complete, you must deploy and configure your product for
execution.

After your product installation and maintenance tasks are complete, you must deploy and configure your product for
execution.

The deployment is a simple copy of the product SMP/E target data sets, which can then be configured for use on systems
across your enterprise. The deployed objects include target libraries that are defined to SMP/E (also known as the
deployment libraries). Creating a copy of the product SMP/E target data sets keeps the SMP/E environment clean and
isolates the product SMP/E environment from the runtime foundation that is used in the day-to-day operation of the
product. Subsequent maintenance activities will update the SMP/E environment without affecting the active product
runtime environments. For maintenance to take affect, you must deploy the updated data sets and libraries to your
runtime environments.

The configuration process tailors the product runtime environment for use on a specific z/OS system. 

You can configure and deploy your product using CSM, manually, or using z/OSMF workflows.

Based on your configuration and deploy method, use the appropriate articles to configure and deploy your product.

Deploy Products Using CSM
Deployments create an automated process for deploying multiple products to one or more systems in the same manner
and the same time. In a one-to-one manual scenario, you complete same tasks for every product and every system one
by one. One or more products to one or more systems immediately increase the scalability of this effort. This best practice
reduces errors that typically result from manual efforts despite best intentions.

CSM ensures that you are adhering to your company system and naming standards every time you deploy a product.

You can use your company system and naming standards when performing the following tasks:
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• Creating systems
• Adding products
• Creating methodologies

Create an inventory matrix of all your systems and Broadcom products that are on each system. This best practice details
the systems that must have products deployed to them.

Business Value:

CSM lets you easily deploy Broadcom products. This best practice gives your company dynamic abilities for designing,
creating, and maintaining systems.

This best practice also provides the manager responsible for systems the flexibility to design, create, deploy, and maintain
systems.

More Information:

For deployment steps, see the online help.

Configure Products Using CSM
As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include configuring products using CSM. A configuration is a CSM object
that you create to tailor your installed software or CSM deployed software. Configuration makes your software usable in
your environment. A configuration contains the profiles, variables, and resources specific to your environment.

The following diagram shows the configuration process:
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1. Determine the source of your configuration based on your site environment:
– If you configure a product from an SMP/E environment, you can only configure it on a staging system.
– If you configure a product from a configurable CSM deployment, you can configure it on a staging system or a

nonstaging system.
2. Create a configuration. If you are targeting a staging system, see Configure to a Staging System.
3. Build the configuration.
4. (Optional) Validate the configuration and view the step and action details.

NOTE
Validation is optional, but recommended before implementation.

• If validation fails, edit the configuration and repeat the process from step 3.
• If validation is successful, implement the configuration.

5. (Staging systems only) Activate the configuration.
The product configuration process completes.

If any implementation failures occur, follow these guidelines to address them.

NOTE
Perform any manual configuration steps outside of CSM now if needed.
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Create a Configuration

You can create a configuration for a product that is installed in an SMP/E environment, or a product from an existing
configurable CSM deployment.

The configuration wizard consists of several steps that let you set up your configuration as you prepare to implement
it. When you go through the wizard, you define a set of properties for your configuration. For example, you define the
product that you want to configure and the system you are targeting for the configuration. Optionally, you can select to
import product configuration settings and variable values from a previous configuration for the selected product.

Each product configuration includes various settings, such as:

• The functions and options for the product
• Settings and preferences that are associated with the specified target system
• Resources for the product

NOTE
To avoid a conflict of resources between two or more configurations of a product, SCS manages the
resources that are associated with previously defined configurations. To resolve conflicting (not unique)
resources in your configuration, perform one of the following actions:

• Change the appropriate target setting to create a unique resource name.
• Delete the older configuration containing the existing resource name and release the conflicting resource.

If you import values from another configuration, you can optionally delete the configuration that you are importing the
values from to avoid conflicts.

1. From the Configurations tab, select Create Configuration from the Actions section.
The configuration wizard opens to step 1.

NOTE
You can also start the configuration wizard from the following locations:

• The SMP/E Environments tab - for a product in an SMP/E environment.
• The Deployments tab - for a product from an existing configurable CSM deployment. Starting the

configuration wizard from the Deployments tab opens it to step 2.
2. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
3. From the Review and Build step, review the configuration summary.

You are ready to build the configuration. If you do not want to build configuration now, save the configuration and close
the wizard. You can build it later.

Configure to a Staging System

Configuring a product that targets a staging system implies the DASD resources that are created as part of a product
implementation are local to the CSM driving system. The CSM driving system is the system where the CSM is running.

Configurations that you create for a staging system are implemented in the following phases:

1. CSM creates and customizes the product run-time data sets on the CSM driving system.
When a configuration targets a staging system, the configuration wizard provides a set of catalog preference variables
as part of the target settings. You can determine whether the customized run-time data sets that are created in the first
phase should be cataloged in the catalog that is associated with the CSM driving system. This setting is default.
If you decide not to catalog the data sets to the CSM driving system catalog, you can optionally specify the name of
a user catalog where the customized run-time data sets are to be cataloged. If you do not provide the user catalog
name, the data sets are uncataloged.

NOTE
The support for creating uncataloged run-time data sets assumes that the following statements are true:
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• The volume that is specified for the run-time data sets is not SMS-managed.
• The rules that are established at your site allow the run-time data sets to be created as uncataloged data

sets.

When an optional user catalog name is specified, you can specify optional alternate, or indirect, system residence
volumes (SYSRES). By default, no SYSRES preference is specified.
– If no SYSRES preference is specified, the user catalog entries are created with the actual volume serial numbers of

the run-time data sets.
– If a SYSRES preference is specified, the user catalog entries are created with an indirect reference to a system

residence volume (or its logical extensions). Specifying a SYSRES preference lets you change the volume serial
numbers of the system residence volume (or its logical extensions) later without having to recatalog the run-time
data sets on those volumes.

2. You make the data sets accessible and activate the configuration.
Systems that do not share DASD with the CSM driving system do not have access to the run-time data sets. For
those systems, move the run-time data sets to DASD that is accessible to the remote system. For moving the data
sets, use a method that is appropriate for your site and environment. CSM does not endorse a specific technique
or support transmitting the customized run-time data sets that are created when configuring a product to a staging
system.

After making the data sets accessible, activate the configuration.

Build the Configuration

You can build a previously saved configuration, or you can rebuild your configuration (for example, if there is a problem
with the build).

You can only build configurations with a status of Under Construction (8) (resume the configuration first), or Build failed.

Perform one of the following actions:

• If you are on the Review and Build step of the wizard, select Build.
• If your configuration is saved in a step before the Review and Build step, resume the configuration from the

Configurations tab. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps. From the Review and
Build step, select Build.

• If your configuration is in Build failed status, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and
select Build.
Optionally, you can edit the configuration before you build it again. Navigate to the Review and Build step of the
wizard, and select Build.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress tab
to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task status
later on the Tasks tab.

The configuration is built.

Built configurations are ready to be optionally validated or implemented. Before you start implementing a configuration,
you can still edit the configuration.

You can build your configuration again later (for example, if there is a problem with the build).
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Validate the Configuration

Before you implement a configuration, you can validate it. Validation verifies access to resources that are going to be used
when you implement the configuration.

NOTE
Although validation is optional, we recommend that you validate the configuration before implementation.

You can only validate configurations with a status of Build completed, Validated, Validation error, Implementation stopped,
or Implementation error.

While validation of a configuration is in progress, do not use the configuration data sets that are outside of CSM. Doing so,
helps avoid data set contention between the CSM validate processing and data sets being accessed outside of CSM.

1. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to validate.
2. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Validate.

The validation dialog opens. This dialog contains status information and a table of numbered configuration steps.
The validation process is started and continues until it has successfully completed or fails. The steps in this dialog
automatically update as operation data changes.

3. Review the operation steps. You can perform the following actions:
– Select the link of a step name to display information about the actions that are associated with this step.
– Select the icon in the Text column to see details about the processing that is associated with this step. If this step

is manual, you can use this information to perform the step manually. Select Show Details to open a detailed
summary for all steps in the configuration.

– For the steps with prerequisites, hold the mouse over the icon in the Prereq column to review prerequisites details.
When the validation is completed, a message appears confirming that the validation succeeded or failed.
After the validation finishes and before you start implementing, you can still edit the configuration.

After a validation has finished successfully for a configuration on a staging system, review the activation instructions,
if any. Select Activation Instructions from the validation dialog. Doing so opens the required steps that you will have to
complete after you implement the configuration to activate this configuration.

Edit the Configuration

You can edit configurations that you have previously created and built. You can edit a configuration if the build fails, or
when validation fails because of an errant value. You can only edit:

• Configurations in a status of Build complete, Build failed, Validated, or Validation error.
• A configuration that has not started implementing yet. After a configuration has started implementing, you cannot edit

it.
• One configuration at a time.

1. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to edit.

NOTE
Select the Status column to sort by status and identify all configurations that you can edit.

2. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Edit.
3. Change data on this step as needed, and navigate and make edits to the remaining steps in the wizard.

Implement the Configuration

When you start the implementation, CSM evaluates the defined steps and determines what steps to execute. The
selected steps are presented as a list. Release them so that they can be eligible to execute after their prerequisite steps
have successfully completed.
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NOTE
Validation and implementation of a configuration may require exclusive access to data sets that the configuration
specifies. Using data sets outside of CSM, such as ISPF edit and browse data sets, can introduce data set
contention. Data set contention can result in validation and implementation errors. Therefore, while validation or
implementation of a configuration is in progress, do not use the configuration data sets that are outside of CSM.

Implementation completes the configuration process for configurations on a nonstaging system. For configurations on
staging systems, you may be required to perform extra steps to activate your configuration.

Implementation executes on the target system, applying the variables, resources, and operations that are defined in the
configuration.

You can only implement configurations with a status of Build completed, Validated, Validation error, Implementation
stopped, or Implementation error.

1. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to implement.
2. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Implement.

The Implementation dialog opens. This dialog contains status information, and a table of numbered operation steps.
3. Review the operation steps. You can perform the following actions:

– Select the link of a step name to display information about the actions that are associated with this step.
– Select the icon in the Text column to see details about the processing that is associated with this step. If this step is

manual, you can use this information to perform the step manually.
– For the steps that have prerequisites, hold the mouse over the icon in the Prereq column to see details about the

prerequisites.
4. (Optional) Select one or more steps and perform the following actions using the action links:

– Set Automatic
Changes the mode of the selected manual steps so that CSM automatically performs them when they are released
and all prerequisites are satisfied.
You cannot change the mode of external steps. CSM cannot perform them automatically.

– Set Manual
Changes the mode of the selected automatic steps so that they become manual steps that you must perform
outside of CSM.

– Release
Releases the selected steps. The steps become eligible for execution when all prerequisite steps are complete.

– Bypass
Skips the selected steps. These steps are not released when you select Release All. If the bypassed steps are
prerequisites for other steps, the prerequisites are considered satisfied. The dependent steps are executed when
they are released.

5. For manual or external steps, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of a step, and select Confirm.
The step is confirmed as completed successfully. Any prerequisites that other steps within the implementation define
are satisfied.

6. Perform one of the following actions:
– Select Release All to release all steps at once and execute them. However, if there are incomplete prerequisite

steps, the steps do not execute. Perform and confirm manual and external steps.
– Select Release Next to release and execute the next step in sequence. However, if there are incomplete

prerequisite steps, the step do not execute. Select Release Next for each subsequent step, and confirm manual
and external steps.

The implementation process is started and continues until it has successfully completed, is stopped manually, or fails.
The steps in this dialog automatically update as operation data changes.
You can select Stop to stop the implementation process. Non-executing steps are not started. You can start another
run of the implementation from the Configurations tab by selecting the configuration and selecting Implement.
When the implementation is completed, a message appears confirming that the implementation succeeded or failed.
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7. (For successful configurations on staging systems) Select Activation Instructions to open the required steps that you
must complete next to activate this configuration.

NOTE
If the configuration fails, address implementation failures.

View Step and Action Details

The validation and implementation dialogs contain links that let you drill down for more information about steps and
actions that are associated with each step. On the Validate Configuration or Implement Configuration dialog, select
the link for the step you want to view details. Another dialog that contains details about this action opens.

Activate the Configuration

Activation of a configuration may be required when you configure a product on a staging system.

Configuring a product on a staging system can help:

• Create a customized set of run-time data sets that you then move to a target system for the final activation
• Create a fully implemented version of the product and test it locally

Activating the configuration makes your configuration fully functional on the target system.

You perform the following high-level process to activate the configuration:

1. (In CSM) Configure a product on a staging system.
2. (In CSM) Obtain the activation instructions that are available after the configuration is successfully built, validated,

or implemented on a staging system. The activation instructions include extra steps that you have to perform on the
configuration outside of CSM. For example, update data set members, or APF-authorize data sets.

3. (Outside of CSM) Perform one of the following actions:
– If you activate a configuration on a staging system, follow the activation instructions on the staging system. Doing

so activates the configuration and completes the configuration process.
– If you activate a configuration on a remote system, deploy the configuration to the remote location. To do so, select

and use a method that is appropriate for your site and environment. Follow the activation instructions on the remote
system to activate the configuration and complete the configuration process.

4. Select the Configurations tab and locate the configuration that you want to activate.
5. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the configuration, and select Activation Instructions.

A dialog that shows activation instructions opens. This dialog contains information about steps that you have to
perform to activate the configuration.

6. Review the steps.
7. (Optional) Select Export to print the activation instructions, or export them to a TXT file or a ZIP file.
8. Close the dialog.
9. Perform the steps that are described in the activation instructions.

Your configuration is activated and fully functional.

Address Implementation Failures

Complete the following steps to address implementation failures.

1. Determine the cause of the failure. Drill down into the step and action details, and analyze the details.
2. If the error is related to a problem in your environment, make the necessary changes to your environment to correct

the issue. Implement this configuration again.
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3. If the error is related to the configuration settings in CSM, create a new configuration and import values from the failed
configuration:
a. When in step 3 (Import Values), select Import from Previous and Delete. Doing so imports the values from the

failed configuration, and deletes the failed configuration. This action prevents duplicate resource problems.
b. Modify the values in the new configuration as you need.
c. Complete the remaining wizard steps.

4. Build the configuration.
5. Validate the configuration to discover and clean up any data sets that may have been created as part of the failed

implementation attempt.
6. Implement the configuration.
7. (Optional: Staging systems only) Activate the configuration.

Configure Products Manually
Describe the configuration tasks for your product that must be completed outside of CSM or z/OSMF.

Deploy Products Manually
Note to writer: Do not reuse this topic. Review and update for your product.

Describe the deployment tasks for your product that must be completed without using CSM or z/OSMF.

Configure Products Using z/OSMF Workflows
After you install <productname> on a mainframe system, you can use z/OSMF workflows to configure the product
software instance. z/OSMF workflows help automate the deployment and configuration of a product instance. z/OSMF
helps system programmers with minimum mainframe experience perform these tasks. Using z/OSMF workflows
significantly reduces the time that is required to perform these tasks.

To configure your product using z/OSMF workflows, complete the following tasks:

Address z/OSMF Prerequisites

Ensure that your site has configured z/OSMF as described in the IBM documentation and addressed the z/OSMF security
requirements for ACF2, Top Secret, or IBM RACF as applicable. Apply all z/OSMF related product maintenance to ensure
that the workflows are available for use.

Register the Workflow

To make the product workflows available for execution, you must first register them in z/OSMF as described in the
following procedure. This task is typically performed by an experienced systems programmer.

1. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and select Use Desktop Interface.
2. Select the Workflows tile.
3. Select Create Workflow from the Actions menu.

The Create Workflow panel appears.
4. Specify the following information:

– Enter the complete USS path to the workflow you want to register in the Workflow Definition File field.
The workflow is located in the SMP/E target library hlq.CpppXML(workflow-name) <replace ppp with the product
identifier>.

– (Optional) Enter the complete USS path to the workflow properties file in the Workflow Variable Input File
field. Use this file to customize product instances and automate workflow execution, saving time and effort when
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deploying multiple standardized product instances. Values from this file override the default values for the workflow
variables.
The sample properties file is located in the same directory with the workflow definition file. Create a copy of this file,
and then modify as described in the file. Set the field to the path where the new customized file is located.

– Select the System where the workflow runs.
5. Select Next.
6. Specify a unique Workflow name.
7. Select or enter an Owner user ID, and select Assign all steps to owner user ID.
8. Select Finish.

The workflow is registered in z/OSMF. The workflow is available for execution to deploy and configure your product.

Execute the Workflow

The following procedure describes how to execute the steps in the workflow to create a configured instance for your
product.

WARNING
Before you execute the workflow steps, you must provide a valid JOB statement that includes your
ACCOUNTINFO and MSGCLASS information. Do not use the default MSGCLASS value. For more information
about customizing the JOB statement for z/OSMF workflows, see the IBM documentation.

1. Log in to the z/OSMF web interface and select Use Desktop Interface.
2. Select the Workflows tile.
3. Select your product workflow that you registered from the workflow list.

The required steps for execution are listed.
4. Execute the steps in order.

TIP

For general information about how to execute z/OSMF workflow steps, refer to the IBM documentation.
5. Perform the following steps to execute each step individually:

a. Double-click the title of the step.
b. Select the Perform tab.
c. Review the step contents and update the input values as required.
d. Select Next.
e. Repeat step c and step d to complete all items until the option Finish is available.
f. Select Finish.

After you execute each step, the step is marked as Complete.

The workflow is executed and your product is configured.

Next Step

After you complete configuration of your product with z/OSMF workflows, start and verify the instance. For more
information <Link to Start Your Product page>.
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Administrating
Review the procedure below and the following pages to learn how to maintain FAVER VSAM.

Validate Product Codes with GVVERISM

GVVERISM verifies the LMP licensing status of all products in the ISM product line. You should execute GVVERISM
after registering your LMP codes and before executing any Broadcom products. In this way, product codes are validated
before any product programs are executed. Product programs should not terminate due to a bad product code if you use
GVVERISM every time you add or change an LMP code.

Required JCL

The following required JCL invokes GVVERISM:

 //GVVRFY JOB

 //EXEC PGM=GVVERISM

 //SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

 //SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=A

 /*

Change EXPORT/RESTORE System Defaults
Use the GVPARMS utility to change the default settings for the selected EXPORT and RESTORE parameters. You can
globally set values for EXPORT and RESTORE processing at the installation. New parameters can be set once and
existing job streams do not need to be modified.

The GVPARMS utility is used to define HSM, ABR, or DMS as the storage management environment to be used for
RECALL processing. It can also be used to define the control data sets required by the chosen storage manager.

The default values are stored in load module format and retained in the STEPLIB as FVDFAULT. During their respective
initialization processes, GVEXPORT and GVRESTOR will load FVDFAULT. The default parameter values stored in
FVDFAULT are used to set the initial parameter defaults before any control statements are processed. Once set, normal
control statement processing can be used to override individual parameter values. This feature allows you to override the
installation default settings for many EXPORT and RESTORE parameters.

NOTE
In some cases, new GVEXPORT and GVRESTOR control parameters have been added to match or reverse the
actions set by GVPARMS. For example, NOEXO is now accepted by GVEXPORT because EXO can be set as a
default for GVEXPORT by GVPARMS.

Since GVPARMS can change the defaults to values other than the documented ones, both GVEXPORT and GVRESTOR
now log out the changeable defaults that are in effect before processing any control statements.

GVPARMS provides the only mechanism to define the active storage manager for RECALL processing.

Contents

GVPARMS Control Statements

GVPARMS control parameters fall into two major groups:

• Control statements that are unique to GVPARMS functions, such as RESET and SMGR
• Control parameters that set default values for GVEXPORT and GVRESTOR

The control statements are discussed in detail in the sections that follow.
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RESET Control Statement

The RESET control statement is used to change all adjustable system defaults back to the original settings. The
original settings are those system defaults that were set when FAVER VSAM was initially installed. These defaults are
documented in this guide.

RESET can be used as the only control statement. If the RESET command is used with other control parameters, it
should be the first control statement in the GVPARMS control stream since it will undo any settings given prior to it.

SMGR Control Statement

The SMGR control statement defines the storage management environment in which FAVER VSAM runs. This information
is needed during EXPORT processing when the RECALL parameter has been specified. FAVER VSAM must interface
with the storage manager for the following reasons:

• Determine if a catalog entry identifies a migrated (archived) data set
• Determine if a given migrated (archived) data set is a VSAM cluster
• Recall VSAM clusters that have been migrated (archived)

SMGR Operands

The SMGR control statement is specified with the following operands:

Operand Explanation
SMGR=HSM Defines DFSMShsm as the active storage manager. When HSM

is the storage manager, the GVPARMS settings for SMGRDDN
and SMGRDSN must identify the HSM Migration Control Data
Set (MCDS). The SMGRDDN and SMGRDSN parameters are
described in the following section.
Also see the examples at the end of this section for defining
DFSMShsm as the storage manager with both single- and multi-
cluster MCDS data sets.

SMGR=ABR Defines ABR (Automatic Backup Restore) as the active storage
manager.

SMGR=DMS Defines Disk, also known as DMS, as the active storage manager.
When DMS is the storage manager, the GVPARMS settings
for SMGRDDN and SMGRDSN must identify the Disk FILES
and PARMLIB data sets. See the SMGRDDN and SMGRDSN
parameters below.
Also see the examples at the end of this section for defining Disk
as the storage manager with the required FILES and PARMLIB
data sets.

SMGR=NONE Indicates there is no supported storage manager. Running
GVEXPORT with the RECALL parameter will result in the GV135
message being issued.

SMGRDDN and SMGRDSN Control Statements

The SMGRDDN and the SMGRDSN control statements work together to define the data sets required by the storage
management interface.

The SMGRDDN control statement defines DD names. The SMGRDSN control statement defines data set names. This
information is needed during EXPORT processing when the RECALL parameter has been specified.

These two variables are different in that they are subscripted. That is, they define an array of data sets. The first element
in the SMGRDDN array is tied to the first element in the SMGRDSN array and so on.
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SMGRDDN and SMGRDSN Syntax

SMGRDDN

►►─ SMGRDDN(n)=ddname ─ SMGRDSN(n)=data.set.name ─ SMGRDDN(n)=ddname ─────────►

 ►─ SMGRDSN(n)=' ' ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

• ddname is the name of DD statement required by the storage manager.
• data.set.name  is the fully qualified data set name required by the storage manager.
• n is the subscript number, from 1 to 32.

Optionally, a SMGRDSN array element can be set to blanks by enclosing a blank in single quotes as the value. See the
examples at the end of this section for defining the correct files for the storage manager chosen.

SMGRDDN and SMGRDSN Usage Rules

The following usage rules apply:

• The subscripted values must be specified in order. That is, SMGRDDN(1)=ddname1 must be specified before
SMGRDDN(2)=ddname2.

• If the SMGRDSN(n) element has been set to blanks, the interface module assumes the DD has been included in the
GVEXPORT JCL.

• If the SMGRDSN(n) element has a non-blank value, the interface module attempts to dynamically allocate the data set.
• For every SMGRDSN(n) element, there must be a corresponding SMGRDDN(n) element.

LINES Control Statement

The LINES control statement sets the maximum number of report lines per page for both GVEXPORT and GVRESTOR.
Neither GVEXPORT nor GVRESTOR has a parameter to change the line count maximum.

LINES Syntax

LINES

►►─ LINES=n ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

BUFSPMAX Control Statement

The BUFSPMAX control statement sets the maximum amount of main memory that GVEXPORT will allocate to data
buffers in bytes.

LINES Syntax

BUFSPMAX LINES

►►─ BUFSPMAX=n ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

n is the maximum number of bytes. n can be any value from 65536 to 4194304.

BUFSPMAX Usage Rules

• GVEXPORT may allocate significantly less storage than the value given in BUFSPMAX based on various
environmental conditions during EXPORT processing.

• Large BUFSPMAX values are more effective for clusters with larger physical record sizes.

Control Parameter Summary

The remaining GVPARMS control statements are considered control parameters. They set selected GVEXPORT and
GVRESTOR default parameters. The control parameters for GVPARMS reflect the GVEXPORT and GVRESTOR
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parameters to which they apply. In some cases, both GVEXPORT and GVRESTOR accept an identical parameter,
such as DISP=SHR. To eliminate ambiguity, these parameters are prefixed with EXP or RES to identify the program to
which they apply, either GVEXPORT or GVRESTOR. For example, instead of DISP=SHR, there is EXPDISP=SHR and
RESDISP=SHR.

The following table summarizes each GVPARMS control parameter and the GVEXPORT or GVRESTOR parameter
default it changes.

Specifying a parameter from the left column when running GVPARMS, sets the parameter in the right column as the new
FAVER VSAM system default for the program listed in the center column.

GVPARMS Parameter Applies To Set Utility Default As
CACHE=SEQ GVEXPORT CACHE=SEQ
CACHE=INHIBIT GVEXPORT CACHE=INHIBIT
RECALL GVEXPORT RECALL
NORECALL GVEXPORT NORECALL
AIX GVEXPORT AIX
NOAIX GVEXPORT NOAIX
EXPDISP=OLD GVEXPORT DISP=OLD
EXPDISP=SHR GVEXPORT DISP=SHR
EXO GVEXPORT EXO
NOEXO GVEXPORT NOEXO
RECLEVEL GVEXPORT RECLEVEL
CILEVEL GVEXPORT CILEVEL
SHAREOPTIONS GVEXPORT SHAREOPTIONS
NOSHAREOPTIONS GVEXPORT NOSHAREOPTIONS
EXPVSAMAID GVEXPORT VSAMAID
EXPNOVSAMAID GVEXPORT NOVSAMAID
BUFND=n GVRESTOR BUFND=n
BUFNI=n GVRESTOR BUFNI=n
BUFSP=n GVRESTOR BUFSP=n
RESDISP=OLD GVRESTOR DISP=OLD
RESDISP=SHR GVRESTOR DISP=SHR
DELETE GVRESTOR DELETE
NODELETE GVRESTOR NODELETE
PRIME GVRESTOR PRIME
NOPRIME GVRESTOR NOPRIME
PURGE GVRESTOR PURGE
NOPURGE GVRESTOR NOPURGE
REMP GVRESTOR REMP
NOREMP GVRESTOR NOREMP
RESVSAMAID GVRESTOR VSAMAID
RESNOVSAMAID GVRESTOR NOVSAMAID
OPTIMIZE=n GVEXPORT OPTIMIZE=1
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SAVECOMP GVEXPORT SAVECOMP
NOSAVECOMP GVEXPORT NOSAVECOMP

GVPARMS JCL

Execute GVPARMS with a region size of 1M or more. The following sample shows the required JCL.

//GVPARMS JOB (acct),FAVER,CLASS=A,

//        MSGCLASS=A,REGION=4M

//GVPARMS EXEC PGM=GVPARMS

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=faver.linklib

//SYSLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=faver.linklib

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

EXPORT JCL Parameters

• STEPLIB
Specifies the FAVER VSAM load library data set that contains the GVPARMS utility.

• SYSLIB
Specifies the FAVER VSAM load library data set that contains FVDFAULT, system parameter defaults module, to be
displayed or updated. This should identify the same data set as STEPLIB.

• SYSPRINT
Specifies a data set for output messages.

• SYSIN
Specifies the data set containing the GVPARMS control statements.
DD DUMMY can be specified. This requests a report of the current system default parameter settings without
attempting to update them.

GVPARMS Condition Codes

GVPARMS issues the following condition codes:

Code Explanation
0 Everything went perfectly
4 Warnings, possible LMP key expired
8 Control statement errors, defaults not updated
12 Serious problems, defaults not updated
16 DD statement(s) missing, defaults not updated

GVPARMS Examples

This section contains examples of how to use GVPARMS. Since GVPARMS defines the storage management
environment to FAVER VSAM, examples are given for each storage manager. Other examples are also included. The
examples given in following sections are:
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• Defining DFSMShsm (HSM) as the storage manager with a single MCDS, whose name is included in the GVEXPORT
JCL as a single DD statement.

• Defining DFSMShsm (HSM) as the storage manager with a single MCDS that is to be dynamically allocated by
GVEXPORT.

• Defining DFSMShsm (HSM) as the storage manager with a multi-cluster MCDS, whose names are included in the
GVEXPORT JCL as multiple DD statements.

• Defining DFSMShsm (HSM) as the storage manager with a multi-cluster MCDS, all clusters of which are dynamically
allocated by GVEXPORT.

• Defining ABR as the storage manager.
• Defining Disk (DMS) as the storage manager with its FILES and PARMLIB data sets, whose names are included in the

GVEXPORT JCL.
• Defining Disk (DMS) as the storage manager with its FILES and PARMLIB data sets, which are dynamically allocated

by GVEXPORT.
• General example showing several parameters being set.
• Displaying the current defaults without updating them.

Define HSM as Storage Manager

The next four sections provide information and examples for controlling which DFSMShsm MCDS is used by FAVER
VSAM.

Single MCDS Defined in GVEXPORT JCL

This example shows how to define DFSMShsm as the storage manager. This technique requires changing the
GVEXPORT JCL.

The following sample shows the required JCL.

//GVPARMS JOB (acct),FAVER,CLASS=A,

//        MSGCLASS=A,REGION=4M

//GVPARMS EXEC PGM=GVPARMS

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=faver.linklib

//SYSLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=faver.linklib

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

SMGR=HSM

SMGRDDN(1)=MCDS

SMGRDSN(1)=' '

Usage Notes

The following notes apply to the preceding JCL:

• SMGR=HSM defines DFSMShsm as the storage manager.
• SMGRDDN(1)=MCDS tells the HSM interface module to open the DD statement named MCDS for access to MCDS

data.
• SMGRDSN(1)=' ' tells FAVER VSAM that the MCDS data set name is not being provided here. FAVER VSAM will

assume you have provided a DD named MCDS in the GVEXPORT JCL when the RECALL parameter is specified.

The following sample shows the GVEXPORT JCL required for RECALL processing using this technique.

//GVEXPORT JOB (acct),FAVER,CLASS=A,

//         MSGCLASS=A,REGION=4M

//GVEXPORT EXEC PGM=GVEXPORT

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=faver.linklib
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//FVROUT0  DD DSN=FAVER.BK1.FILE,

//            DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=TAPE

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//MCDS     DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SYS1.MCDS

//SYSIN    DD *

EXPORT RECALL

STGROUP=TSOPROD

Single MCDS, Dynamic Allocation

This example shows how to define DFSMShsm as the storage manager. Included with the definition is the fully qualified
name of the MCDS. Using this technique, no changes to the GVEXPORT JCL would be required.

The following sample shows the required JCL.

//GVPARMS JOB (acct),FAVER,CLASS=A,

//        MSGCLASS=A,REGION=4M

//GVPARMS EXEC PGM=GVPARMS

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=faver.linklib

//SYSLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=faver.linklib

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

SMGR=HSM

SMGRDDN(1)=MCDS

SMGRDSN(1)=SYS1.MCDS

Usage Notes

The following notes apply to the preceding JCL:

• SMGR=HSM defines DFSMShsm as the storage manager.
• SMGRDDN(1)=MCDS tells the HSM interface module to open the DD statement named MCDS for access to MCDS

data.
• SMGRDSN(1)=SYS1.MCDS tells FAVER VSAM that the MCDS is to be dynamically allocated when the RECALL

parameter is specified. It should not be in the GVEXPORT JCL.

The following sample shows the GVEXPORT JCL required for RECALL processing using this technique.

//GVEXPORT JOB (acct),FAVER,CLASS=A,

//         MSGCLASS=A,REGION=4M

//GVEXPORT EXEC PGM=GVEXPORT

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=faver.linklib

//FVROUT0  DD DSN=FAVER.BK1.FILE,

//            DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=TAPE

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

EXPORT RECALL

STGROUP=TSOPROD

Multi-Cluster MCDS

DFSMShsm users have the option of splitting their Migration Control Data Set (MCDS) into multiple clusters, each
containing a range of the original MCDS. FAVER VSAM provides the ability to reference multi-cluster MCDS data. When
the RECALL parameter is in effect, FAVER VSAM will reference each MCDS cluster as needed. When each MCDS
cluster is opened for processing, the low key and high key for that MCDS cluster is recorded. When access to MCDS data
is required, only one of the multiple MCDS clusters is accessed based on the key range that was recorded at OPEN time.
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For example, assume you have split your MCDS into two clusters:

• SYS1.PROD.MCDSLOW
• SYS1.PROD.MCDSHIGH

The next two examples show how to define them to FAVER VSAM.

This example shows how to define DFSMShsm as the storage manager. This technique requires changing the
GVEXPORT JCL.

The following sample shows the required JCL.

//GVPARMS JOB (acct),FAVER,CLASS=A,

//        MSGCLASS=A,REGION=4M

//GVPARMS EXEC PGM=GVPARMS

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=faver.linklib

//SYSLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=faver.linklib

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

SMGR=HSM

SMGRDDN(1)=MCDS1

SMGRDSN(1)=' '

SMGRDDN(2)=MCDS2

SMGRDSN(2)= ' '

Usage Notes

The following notes apply to the preceding JCL:

• SMGR=HSM defines DFSMShsm as the storage manager.
• SMGRDDN(1)=MCDS1 and SMGRDDN(2)=MCDS2 tells the HSM interface module to open the DD statements named

MCDS1 and MCDS2 for access to MCDS data.
• SMGRDSN(1)=' ' and SMGRDSN(2)=' ' tells FAVER VSAM that the MCDS cluster names are not being provided here.

FAVER VSAM will assume you have provided DDs named MCDS1 and MCDS2 in the GVEXPORT JCL when the
RECALL parameter is specified.

The following sample shows the GVEXPORT JCL required for RECALL processing using this technique.

//GVEXPORT JOB (acct),FAVER,CLASS=A,

//         MSGCLASS=A,REGION=4M

//GVEXPORT EXEC PGM=GVEXPORT

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=faver.linklib

//FVROUT0  DD DSN=FAVER.BK1.FILE,

//            DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=TAPE

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//MCDS1    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SYS1.PROD.MCDSLOW

//MCDS1    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SYS1.PROD.MCDSHIGH

//SYSIN    DD *

EXPORT RECALL

STGROUP=TSOPROD

Multi-Cluster MCDS, Dynamic Allocation

For example, assume you have split your MCDS into two clusters:

• SYS1.PROD.MCDSLOW
• SYS1.PROD.MCDSHIGH
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This example shows how to define DFSMShsm as the storage manager. This technique does not require changing the
GVEXPORT JCL.

The following sample shows the required JCL.

//GVPARMS JOB (acct),FAVER,CLASS=A,

//        MSGCLASS=A,REGION=4M

//GVPARMS EXEC PGM=GVPARMS

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=faver.linklib

//SYSLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=faver.linklib

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

SMGR=HSM

SMGRDDN(1)=MCDS1

SMGRDSN(1)=SYS1.PROD.MCDSLOW

SMGRDDN(2)=MCDS2

SMGRDSN(2)=SYS1.PROD.MCDSHIGH

Usage Notes

The following notes apply to the preceding JCL:

• SMGR=HSM defines DFSMShsm as the storage manager.
• SMGRDDN(1)=MCDS1 and SMGRDDN(2)=MCDS2 tells the HSM interface module to open the DD statements named

MCDS1 and MCDS2 for access to MCDS data.
• SMGRDSN(1)=SYS1.PROD.MCDSLOW and SMGRDSN(2)=SYS1.PROD.MCDSHIGH tell FAVER VSAM that the

MCDS clusters are to be dynamically allocated when the RECALL parameter is specified. They should not be in the
GVEXPORT JCL.

The following sample shows the GVEXPORT JCL required for RECALL processing using this technique.

//GVEXPORT JOB (acct),FAVER,CLASS=A,

//         MSGCLASS=A,REGION=4M

//GVEXPORT EXEC PGM=GVEXPORT

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=faver.linklib

//FVROUT0  DD DSN=FAVER.BK1.FILE,

//            DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=TAPE

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

EXPORT RECALL

STGROUP=TSOPROD

Define ABR as Storage Manager

This example illustrates how to define ABR as the storage manager to which FAVER VSAM will direct all RECALL activity.

The following sample shows the required JCL.

//GVPARMS JOB (acct),FAVER,CLASS=A,

//        MSGCLASS=A,REGION=4M

//GVPARMS EXEC PGM=GVPARMS

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=faver.linklib

//SYSLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=faver.linklib

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

SMGR=ABR
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Usage Notes

The following notes apply to the preceding JCL:

• SMGR=ABR defines ABR as the storage manager.
• Neither SMGRDDN nor SMGRDSN parameters are required.

The following sample shows the GVEXPORT JCL required for RECALL processing using this technique.

//GVEXPORT JOB (acct),FAVER,CLASS=A,

//         MSGCLASS=A,REGION=4M

//GVEXPORT EXEC PGM=GVEXPORT

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=faver.linklib

//FVROUT0  DD DSN=FAVER.BK1.FILE,

//            DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=TAPE

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

EXPORT RECALL

STGROUP=TSOPROD

Define Disk as Storage Manager

This example shows how to define Disk (DMS) as the storage manager. Using this technique requires changing the
GVEXPORT JCL.

The following sample shows the required JCL.

//GVPARMS JOB (acct),FAVER,CLASS=A,

//        MSGCLASS=A,REGION=4M

//GVPARMS EXEC PGM=GVPARMS

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=faver.linklib

//SYSLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=faver.linklib

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

SMGR=DMS

SMGRDDN(1)=FILES

SMGRDSN(1)=' '

SMGRDDN(2)=PARMLIB

SMGRDSN(2)=' '

Usage Notes

The following notes apply to the preceding JCL:

• SMGR=DMS defines Disk as the storage manager.
• SMGRDDN(1)=FILES and SMGRDDN(2)=PARMLIB tells the DMS interface module to open the DD statements

named FILES and PARMLIB.
• SMGRDSN(1)=' ' and SMGRDDN(2)=' ' tells FAVER VSAM that neither the FILES data set name nor the PARMLIB

data set name is being provided here. FAVER VSAM will assume you have provided a DD named FILES and
PARMLIB in the GVEXPORT JCL when the RECALL parameter is specified.

The following sample shows the GVEXPORT JCL required for RECALL processing using this technique.

//GVEXPORT JOB (acct),FAVER,CLASS=A,

//         MSGCLASS=A,REGION=4M

//GVEXPORT EXEC PGM=GVEXPORT

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=faver.linklib

//FVROUT0  DD DSN=FAVER.BK1.FILE,
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//            DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=TAPE

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//FILES    DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SYS1.DMS.FILES

//PARMLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=SYS1.DMS.PARMLIB

//SYSIN    DD *

EXPORT RECALL

STGROUP=TSOPROD

Define Disk as Storage Manager, Dynamic Allocation

This example shows how to define Disk (DMS) as the storage manager. Using this technique does not require changing
the GVEXPORT JCL.

The following sample shows the required JCL.

//GVPARMS JOB (acct),FAVER,CLASS=A,

//        MSGCLASS=A,REGION=4M

//GVPARMS EXEC PGM=GVPARMS

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=faver.linklib

//SYSLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=faver.linklib

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

SMGR=DMS

SMGRDDN(1)=FILES

SMGRDSN(1)=SYS1.DMS.FILES

SMGRDDN(2)=PARMLIB

SMGRDSN(2)=SYS1.DMS.PARMLIB

Usage Notes

The following notes apply to the preceding JCL:

• SMGR=DMS defines Disk as the storage manager.
• SMGRDDN(1)=FILES and SMGRDDN(2)=PARMLIB tells the DMS interface module to open the DD statement named

FILES and PARMLIB.
• SMGRDSN(1)=SYS1.DMS.FILES and SMGRDSN(2)=SYS1.DMS.PARMLIB tells FAVER VSAM that the FILES and

PARMLIB data sets are to be dynamically allocated when the RECALL parameter is specified. These DDs should
not be in the GVEXPORT JCL.

The following sample shows the GVEXPORT JCL required for RECALL processing using this technique.

//GVEXPORT JOB (acct),FAVER,CLASS=A,

//         MSGCLASS=A,REGION=4M

//GVEXPORT EXEC PGM=GVEXPORT

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=faver.linklib

//FVROUT0  DD DSN=FAVER.BK1.FILE,

//            DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=TAPE

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

EXPORT RECALL

STGROUP=TSOPROD

Change Various GVEXPORT and GVRESTOR System Defaults

This example illustrates how several different parameters can be changed in one execution of GVPARMS.

The following sample shows the required JCL.
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//GVPARMS JOB (acct),FAVER,CLASS=A,

//        MSGCLASS=A,REGION=4M

//GVPARMS EXEC PGM=GVPARMS

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=faver.linklib

//SYSLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=faver.linklib

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

NOAIX

EXO

EXPDISP=SHR

BUFND=60

REMP

PRIME

Usage Notes

The following notes apply to the preceding JCL:

• NOAIX changes the GVEXPORT documented default of AIX to NOAIX. The next time GVEXPORT is executed,
NOAIX is in effect. To get alternate index data exported, you would need to specify the AIX parameter to GVEXPORT.

• EXO changes the GVEXPORT documented default from NOEXO to EXO.
• EXPDISP=SHR requests the GVEXPORT already documented default of DISP=SHR. This is included because the

current default may actually be DISP=OLD. Since the GVEXPORT EXO parameter requires DISP=SHR to also be in
effect, this ensures both parameter settings. GVPARMS would have detected an existing setting of EXPDISP=OLD
conflicting with the new setting of EXO and issued an error message.

• BUFND=60 changes the GVRESTOR documented default of BUFND=22 to BUFND=60.
• REMP changes the GVRESTOR documented default of NOREMP to REMP. Any empty cluster processed during

restore processing is defined.
• PRIME changes the GVRESTOR documented default of NOPRIME to PRIME. This parameter, working with

REMP, causes GVRESTOR to restore empty clusters and then "prime" them, that is, make them eligible for update
processing.

Displaying the Current Defaults Without Updating Them

This example shows how to display the current default settings. No attempt is made to update the default setting.

The following sample shows the required JCL.

//GVPARMS JOB (acct),FAVER,CLASS=A,

//        MSGCLASS=A,REGION=4M

//GVPARMS EXEC PGM=GVPARMS

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=faver.linklib

//SYSLIB   DD DISP=SHR,DSN=faver.linklib

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD DUMMY
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Using

EXPORTING
This page provides an overview of EXPORT Features and Groups.

Contents

EXPORT Features

Review this section for details on the EXPORT features.

Exporting VSAM Clusters

FAVER VSAM export of VSAM clusters is directed by the control statements passed to the GVEXPORT program. The
statements are coded in columns 1 through 72, using blanks for delimiters except when the use of commas (,) is required.

Making Copies of FAVER VSAM Tapes

FAVER VSAM cannot be used to copy an existing FAVER disk backup to tape. Instead, use DITTO or IEBGENER to
make this copy.

Exporting Compressed Files

If FAVER VSAM exports a file that was compressed by Extend/DASD, that file is written in its compressed form on the
EXPORT file. If FAVER VSAM exports a file that was compressed by DFSMSdfp compression, that file is written in its
decompressed form on the EXPORT file.

Exporting Hardware Compressed Files

New with FAVER VSAM release 4.5 is the ability to export extended hardware compressed VSAM KSDS files in native
SMS compressed format, potentially reducing the time needed for export and restore.

NOTE
For more information, see the SAVECOMP parameter of GVEXPORT.

Exporting HSM Migrated Files

FAVER VSAM exports files that have been migrated by the DFSMShsm or HSM (Hierarchical Storage Manager). When
the RECALL parameter follows the EXPORT statement, FAVER VSAM accesses the MCDS (Migration Control Data
Set) to determine whether the migrated file is a VSAM cluster. If the file is a cluster, it is recalled and then included in the
EXPORT file. FAVER VSAM supports both single and multi-cluster MCDS formats.

NOTE
For more information, see the SMGR parameter of the GVPARMS utility in the section "Changing EXPORT/
RESTORE System Defaults."

Exporting ABR Migrated Files

FAVER VSAM exports files that have been migrated by ABR (Automatic Backup Restore). When the RECALL parameter
follows the EXPORT statement, FAVER VSAM queries ABR to determine whether the migrated file is a VSAM cluster. If
the file is a cluster, it is recalled and then included in the EXPORT file.
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NOTE
For more information, see the SMGR parameter of the GVPARMS utility in the section "Changing EXPORT/
RESTORE System Defaults."

Exporting Disk (DMS) Migrated Files

FAVER VSAM exports files that have been archived by Disk or DMS (Disk Management System). When the RECALL
parameter follows the EXPORT statement, FAVER VSAM queries DMS to determine whether the migrated file is a VSAM
cluster. If the file is a cluster, it is recalled and then included in the EXPORT file.

NOTE
For more information, see the SMGR parameter of the GVPARMS utility in the section "Changing EXPORT/
RESTORE System Defaults."

Extend/DASD Interface

Extend/DASD is the Broadcom VSAM data set compression package. FAVER VSAM works with Extend/DASD for z/OS
by backing up the CMPPRM and CMPTBL members along with any compressed clusters. This helps guarantee a good
backup because the cipher is in synchronization with the compressed data on the backup.

Extend/DASD is needed to use the FAVER VSAM Extend/DASD interface. FAVER VSAM tries to locate GVAXGVD,
the interface module that comes with Extend/DASD. If it is not available, FAVER VSAM does not attempt to back up
the Extend/DASD information. If GVAXGVD is available, FAVER VSAM exports the CMPPRM and CMPTBL members.
Messages are generated to say whether any members have been exported to the FAVER VSAM EXPORT file. No
parameters are needed to use this interface.

MasterCat Interface

MasterCat is the Broadcom VSAM cluster and catalog maintenance package. FAVER VSAM works with MasterCat by
exporting all clusters and alternate indexes listed in the sequential file created by MasterCat.

NOTE
For more information about creating this file, see the MasterCat User Guide.

VSAMAid Interface

VSAMAid is the Broadcom VSAM tuning and monitoring package. FAVER VSAM collects VSAMAid history data while it
exports VSAM clusters to tape. To collect history data during an export, include the VSAMAid parameter in the EXPORT
jobstream.

During a RESTORE operation, GVRESTOR can optionally apply the tuning recommendations generated by VSAMAid.

EXPORT Groups

EXPORT control statements combine to make one or more EXPORT groups. An EXPORT group consists of two required
statement types:

• EXPORT statement: Identifies the catalog, output file, and options used throughout the group.
• EXPORT method: Searches the catalog for clusters to export.

Optional Statement

The cluster name statement may complement required parameters. Cluster name statements indicate cluster names
included or excluded from EXPORT or written to a user-specified file. Any number of cluster name statements can be
specified in a group. One cluster name statement is allowed per export; each statement must follow the EXPORT method
statement.
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Referencing Catalogs

An EXPORT group can reference more than one catalog. In the following instances, a catalog DD is required for an z/OS
cluster export:

• The export is restricted to a specific catalog.
• Less than a full high-level qualifier is supplied. If no delimiter (.) is in the name, EXPORT cannot determine the high-

level qualifier, and a catalog DD is required. However, when a full high-level qualifier is present, generic names can be
used.

EXPORT Group Example

The following is an example of an EXPORT group:

EXPORT       <-----   Export statement

CATALOG      <-----   Export method

 CL=         <-----   Optional statement

Multiple EXPORT Groups

GVEXPORT can execute more than one EXPORT group at a time. A multiple EXPORT groups access more than one file
or catalog per job.

Multiple EXPORT to One File

FAVER VSAM can export clusters and AIXs from multiple catalogs and place them in the same file. For each catalog, an
EXPORT group must be specified using the CAT parameter, which points to the desired catalog and specifies the same
file in FVROUT for each group. Each catalog's clusters are placed sequentially after the clusters of the previous catalog.

Multiple EXPORT to Multiple Files

FAVER VSAM can divide the clusters from one catalog into two or more files.

Consecutive EXPORT statements for one catalog must use different output data sets. Consecutive EXPORT statements
for different catalogs can use one output data set. This distinction prevents the same cluster from being written more than
once to the same output file, eliminating ambiguity when RESTORE is searching the backup file.

Example of a Multiple EXPORT

Any number of EXPORT groups can be coded by placing EXPORT groups sequentially, as shown in the following input
stream:

EXPORT  CAT=TESTCAT    <-----   Export statement

CATALOG                <-----   Export method

 FEOV                  <-----   Optional statements

EXPORT  CAT=PRODCAT    <-----   Export statement

CATALOG                <-----   Export method

 CL=                   <-----   Optional statements

 ... etc. ...

EXPORT Statement
This page provides an overview of the EXPORT command and optional parameters.

Contents
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EXPORT Command

The EXPORT command is the first control statement in an EXPORT job.

Optional Parameters

Other than the EXPORT command, the EXPORT statement can include the following optional parameters:

EXPORT

►►─ EXPORT ─┬──────────────┬─┬─────────────────────┬─┬───────────┬────────────►

            └─ CAT=ddname ─┘ └─ DISP= ─┬─ SHR ◄ ─┬─┘ ├─ EXO ─────┤

                                       └─ OLD ───┘   └─ NOEXO ◄ ─┘

 ►─┬───────────┬─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────┬──────────►

   └─ ESTOP=n ─┘ └─ FVROUT= ─┬─ ddname ──────────────┬─┘ ├─ AIX ◄ ─┤

                             ├─ DUAL ────────────────┤   └─ NOAIX ─┘

                             ├─ DUAL= ─┬─ ddname1 ─┬─┤

                             │         └─ ddname2 ─┘ │

                             └─ DUMMY ───────────────┘

 ►─┬──────────┬─┬─────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────┬───────────────────►

   ├─ NODATA ─┤ └─ MERGIN=ddname ─┬─ CARRY ─┬─┘ └─ MOUNT ─┘

   └─ DATA ◄ ─┘                   └─ DROP ──┘

 ►─┬──────────────┬─┬──────────────┬─┬────────────────────┬───────────────────►

   ├─ RECALL ─────┤ ├─ RECLEVEL ◄ ─┤ ├─ SHAREOPTIONS ─────┤

   └─ NORECALL ◄ ─┘ └─ CILEVEL ────┘ └─ NOSHAREOPTIONS ◄ ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ VSAMAID ─────┤

   └─ NOVSAMAID ◄ ─┘

Usage Rules

The following usage rules apply to the EXPORT command:

• EXPORT must be the first statement in the input stream.
• All parameters must be in the same statement; no continuation is allowed.
• Comments are allowed in EXPORT.

Export Optional Parameters

/ *Comments

Comment lines are permitted in EXPORT. Use the slash (/) and asterisk (*) characters to begin a comment. Anything to
the right of the /* is ignored. You need to begin the next command on a new line.

Syntax

/*Comment

►►─ /*comment line ───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

Example

The following examples show how to add a comment line to an EXPORT job:

EXPORT           /* begin export

CLUSTER          /* specify cluster method

CL=TEST.CLUSTERS /* specify which clusters to export
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ABR NOABR

The ABR and NOABR parameters are considered obsolete. Use RECALL instead of ABR and use NORECALL instead of
NOABR.

The ABR|NOABR parameter either recalls or does not recall migrated files included in the export.

NOTE
For more information about defining ABR as the storage manager to which all recall requests are directed, see
the SMGR parameter of the GVPARMS utility in the section "Changing EXPORT/RESTORE System Defaults."

AIX NOAIX

The AIX parameter requests that alternate index and path definitions and alternate index data be exported along with the
base cluster. NOAIX requests that only the definitions of alternate indexes and paths be exported along with the base
cluster, not the alternate index data. NOAIX can be used to reduce the backup window when the alternate index can be
totally rebuilt from the cluster data.

Syntax

AIX

►►─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ NOAIX ─┤

   └─ AIX ◄ ─┘

Usage Rules

The following usage rules apply to the AIX and NOAIX parameters:

• AIX is the default unless the GVPARMS utility is used to change the default to NOAIX.
• Alternate index and path definitions are always written to the export file.
• If NOAIX is specified at EXPORT time, the alternate index must be rebuilt manually using the FAVER VSAM's

GVBLDIX utility or IDCAMS DBLINDEX command at RESTORE time.

CACHE

The CACHE parameter controls how FAVER VSAM uses the cache in cached disk controllers. This can significantly affect
performance of FAVER VSAM export processing.

Syntax

CACHE

►►─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ CACHE=INHIBIT ─┤

   └─ CACHE=SEQ ◄ ───┘

Operands

The CACHE parameter is specified with the following operands:

Operand Explanation
SEQ When access is made to disk, FAVER VSAM instructs the disk

controller to pre-stage the next sequential tracks into cache.
Tracks that FAVER VSAM has just read are rapidly de-staged from
cache. Using this read-ahead feature of the controller improves
FAVER VSAM EXPORT times, while still minimizing the impact on
the cache for other concurrent disk users.
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INHIBIT When access is made to disk, FAVER VSAM instructs the disk
controller not to move any additional tracks to the cache. The
tracks are retrieved from cache if they are in cache, but no new
tracks are staged into cache. This option eliminates any impact on
the cache for other concurrent disk users.

Usage Rules

The following rules apply:

• CACHE=SEQ is the default unless the GVPARMS utility is used to change the default to CACHE=INHIBIT.

CAT

The CAT parameter specifies the name of the catalog where exported clusters are defined.

Syntax

CAT

►►─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ CAT=ddname ─┘

Operand

The CAT parameter is specified with the following operand:

Operand Explanation
ddname The catalog where exported clusters are defined

Usage Rules

The following usage rules apply to the CAT parameter:

• For z/OS systems, a CAT or FVRCAT DD statement is required for CATALOG exports. A DD statement is optional for
CLUSTER and VOLUME exports.

• If FVRCAT is included in z/OS JCL, the use of a specific catalog is implied.

DATA NODATA

The DATA parameter requests that all cluster data be exported along with the cluster definition. NODATA requests that
only cluster definitions be exported.

WARNING
The NODATA parameter should only be used in very special cases. It is used to backup the definitions without
backing up the data. Specifying this parameter causes FAVER VSAM to issue GV117 and GV118 messages and
results in a return code 4 from GVEXPORT.

This provides similar functionality to the RESTORE parameter NODATA, but provides no backup of the cluster data.

Syntax

DATA

►►─┬──────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ NODATA ─┤

   └─ DATA ◄ ─┘

Usage Rules

The following usage rules apply:
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• DATA is the default.
• Use NODATA to backup cluster definitions for test environments, otherwise avoid using this parameter.

DISP

The DISP parameter allows you to determine file access during the export.

NOTE
At this level, DISP is a global parameter. It applies for the entire EXPORT. Specify DISP at the local level to
limit its effect to a specific group of clusters. For more information about DISP as a local parameter, see Cluster
Names: Optional Parameters.

Syntax

DISP

►►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DISP= ─┬─ SHR ◄ ─┬─┘

             └─ OLD ───┘

Operands

The DISP parameter is specified with one of the following operands:

Operand Explanation
SHR The file is not dynamically allocated. This is the default.
OLD The file is dynamically allocated. Only the user can access the file

during an export.

Usage Rule

The following usage rules apply to the DISP parameter:

• DISP=OLD and EXO are mutually exclusive.
• DISP=SHR is the default unless the GVPARMS utility is used to change the default to DISP=OLD.

ESTOP

The ESTOP (error stop) parameter forces EXPORT to terminate when a cluster export error is detected.

Syntax

ESTOP

►►─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ESTOP=n ─┘

Operand

The ESTOP parameter is specified with the following operand:

Operand Explanation
n The level of condition code to terminate an export. The default

value is 8.

Usage Rules

The following usage rules apply to the ESTOP parameter:
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• If ESTOP is omitted, EXPORT prints a diagnostic message and continues to the next cluster.
• Clusters can be partially written to the export. If a partial cluster is ever restored, a message is printed to indicate this

has occurred.
• If a cluster cannot be exported, a condition code of 8 is passed.

EXO NOEXO

The EXO (EXPORT Open) parameter exports clusters that are currently open for output by another job. When NOEXO is
in effect, clusters that are currently open for output by another job are skipped, but a warning message is issued.

Syntax

This parameter has no operands.

EXO

►►─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ EXO ─────┤

   └─ NOEXO ◄ ─┘

Usage Rules

The following usage rules apply to the EXO parameter:

• If an open cluster is encountered and EXO has not been specified, the export of that cluster is bypassed and EXPORT
continues with the next cluster.

• When EXO is specified, EXPORT and RESTORE issue a message indicating the cluster was exported while open.
• EXO and DISP=OLD are mutually exclusive.
• FAVER VSAM does no enqueueing and does not attempt to coordinate its access with VSAM. If update activity occurs

at the same time as EXPORT EXO, the backup file may not accurately reflect the contents of the cluster. EXO aids in
exporting open clusters when there is no update activity and it would be impractical to close them (for example, in an
inactive CICS system).

• NOEXO is the default unless the GVPARMS utility is used to change the default to EXO.

FVROUT

The FVROUT parameter provides backup file processing options and backup to two files.

Syntax

FVROUT

►►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ FVROUT= ─┬─ ddname ──────────────┬─┘

               ├─ DUAL ────────────────┤

               ├─ DUAL= ─┬─ ddname1 ─┬─┤

               │         └─ ddname2 ─┘ │

               └─ DUMMY ───────────────┘

Operands

The following table explains the operands for the FVROUT parameter:

Operand Explanation
ddname Output DDname for a single file export.
DUAL=ddname1/ddname2 Dual export to two output DDnames.
DUAL Dual export using default DDnames of FVROUT0 and FVROUT1.
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DUMMY No export. Used to scan clusters quickly for structural error.

Usage Rule

If FVROUT is omitted, a single file export to FVROUT0 is the default. For a DUAL EXPORT, FVROUT0 and FVROUT1 are
used.

NOTE
For users of previous versions of FAVER VSAM -- You are encouraged to use the FVROUT parameter as
documented. However, the TAPE, TAPE0, and TAPE1 parameters are still supported. If you use any of the
following statements, you should update them as listed in the following table:

If you use: Change to:
FVROUT=TAPE FVROUT=FVROUT0
FVROUT=TAPE0 FVROUT=FVROUT0
FVROUT=TAPE1 FVROUT=FVROUT1

 

HSM NOHSM

The HSM and NOHSM parameters are considered obsolete. Use RECALL instead of HSM and use NORECALL instead
of NOHSM.

The HSM|NOHSM parameter either recalls or does not recall migrated files included in the export.

NOTE
For more information about defining HSM as the storage manager to which all recall requests are directed, see
the SMGR parameter of the GVPARMS utility in the section "Changing EXPORT/RESTORE System Defaults."

MERGIN

The MERGIN parameter provides an incremental backup option. MERGIN works differently for single and multiple
backups.

Syntax

MERGIN

►►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ MERGIN=ddname ─┬─ CARRY ─┬─┘

                     └─ DROP ──┘

Operands

The MERGIN parameter is specified with the following operands:

Operand Explanation
ddname Identifies the DDname of an EXPORT file to be read during the

merge processing.
CARRY Tells EXPORT to copy clusters not updated since the export read

from MERGIN was taken. If CARRY is omitted, these clusters are
not copied from MERGIN to FVROUT.

DROP Tells EXPORT not to copy clusters not updated since the export
read from MERGIN was taken. If DROP is omitted, clusters are
copied from MERGIN to FVROUT.
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Usage Rules

The following usage rules apply to the MERGIN parameter:

• EXPORT method and cluster names are not valid when MERGIN is specified.
• Only the parameters of the EXPORT statement can be used with MERGIN.

How an Export with MERGIN Works on Single Catalogs

The following process explains how an export with MERGIN works on single catalogs.

1. FAVER VSAM opens a file, ddname, and reads the first record.
2. FAVER VSAM finds and opens the first catalog where the first cluster was exported.
3. FAVER VSAM reads the first catalog cluster.
4. FAVER VSAM compares the timestamps (which tell the date and time of the last update) of the cluster name from

MERGIN with the cluster name from the catalog:
– If the timestamp is equal to the cluster and DROP is specified, the MERGIN cluster is not copied to FVROUT

because the backup on the MERGIN file is still current.
– If the timestamp is equal to the cluster and DROP is not specified (the default), the cluster is copied from MERGIN

to FVROUT.
– If the timestamp is greater than the cluster, the cluster on disk is updated after the MERGIN export. The updated

cluster is exported to FVROUT.
– If the timestamp is less than the cluster, the catalog has been back-leveled, possibly because of a volume restore.

The error message GV304 is displayed and FAVER VSAM terminates.
5. FAVER VSAM compares the catalog and cluster names. If the cluster name from MERGIN is less than the cluster

name from the catalog, then the MERGIN cluster from MERGIN is deleted from the catalog after the export.
– If CARRY is specified, the deleted MERGIN cluster is copied to FVROUT.
– If CARRY is not specified, the MERGIN cluster is not copied to FVROUT. This is the default.

6. FAVER VSAM compares the catalog and cluster names. If the cluster name from MERGIN is greater than the cluster
name from the catalog, then the cluster from the catalog is defined after the export. The new cluster is exported to
FVROUT.

End-of-File Considerations:

• If both the catalog and MERGIN reach end-of-file at the same time (the same number of clusters are in each), FAVER
VSAM continues to the next EXPORT group or end-of-job.

• If MERGIN reaches end-of-file before the catalog, then the remaining clusters in the catalog are created after the
MERGIN export. These new clusters are exported to FVROUT.

• If the catalog reaches end-of-file before MERGIN, the clusters remaining on MERGIN are deleted from the catalog and
processed according to the CARRY.

How an Export with MERGIN Works on Multiple Catalogs

The file read from MERGIN may contain the output from any number of catalogs. Whenever the catalog changes, the
currently open catalog is marked as being at end-of-file and is closed. The new catalog is then opened and processing
continues.

An incremental backup must begin with a catalog export. The EXPORT file contains all clusters currently in the catalog or
catalogs.

Following are the incremental backups in the context of a catalog export that begins on Monday.

1. The catalog export file is used as MERGIN input to Tuesday's run. The FVROUT file contains one of the following
options:
MERGIN=ddname
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Copies all clusters not updated on Tuesday from MERGIN to FVROUT. All clusters defined or updated on Tuesday are
copied from disk to FVROUT, and clusters deleted on Tuesday are not carried forward to FVROUT. Except for some
messages, this is the same as a catalog export.
MERGIN=ddname CARRY
Writes all new, updated, and not updated clusters to FVROUT. In addition, any clusters deleted on Tuesday are copied
from MERGIN to FVROUT.
The FVROUT file contains the current status of all clusters that have existed since the Monday backup.
MERGIN=ddname DROP
Copies from disk to FVROUT only those clusters created or updated on Tuesday. This file contains the most active
files in the system. Since fewer clusters are backed up, the export runs faster. To find which export file contains
clusters that were dropped because they were not updated, you must save the export listings.

2. The FVROUT file from Tuesday is merged into Wednesday's run. Wednesday's FVROUT content is determined by the
options described in stage 1.

MOUNT

The MOUNT parameter mounts offline volumes. When MOUNT is specified, dynamic allocation considers offline
volumes. MOUNT allows transparent use of mass storage virtual volumes or operator prompting for allocation recovery of
mountable devices.

Syntax

This parameter has no operands.

MOUNT

►►─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ MOUNT ─┘

OPTIMIZE

The OPTIMIZE parameter is used in conjunction with the SAVECOMP parameter to control the number of tracks read
at one time by DFSMSdss when processing hardware compressed files. OPTIMIZE is valid only if SAVECOMP is also
specified. If specified, OPTIMIZE must immediately follow the SAVECOMP parameter.

Syntax

►►─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ OPTIMIZE=n ─┘

Where n can be:

1

Read 1 track at a time

2

Read 2 tracks at a time

3

Read 5 tracks at a time

4

Read 1 cylinder at a time
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The default is 1. The GVPARMS utility can be used to set it to a different value. Specifying OPTIMIZE 2, 3, or 4 reduces
the time for an EXPORT but uses more real and virtual storage. It also keeps the channel busy for longer blocks of time.

RECALL NORECALL

The RECALL parameter directs FAVER VSAM to include migrated (archived) files in the export. The active storage
manager is queried to determine if a given migrated (archived) file is a VSAM cluster or alternate index. If it is, FAVER
VSAM requests the active storage manager to recall the file back to primary disk storage. When the RECALL completes,
FAVER VSAM exports it.

NORECALL directs FAVER VSAM to exclude migrated (archived) files in the export.

The active storage manager can be DFSMShsm(HSM), Disk(DMS), or ABR.

NOTE
For more information about defining the active storage manager to which all recall requests are directed, see the
SMGR parameter of the GVPARMS utility in the section "Changing EXPORT/RESTORE System Defaults."

Syntax

RECALL

►►─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ RECALL ─────┤

   └─ NORECALL ◄ ─┘

Usage Rules

The following usage rules apply to the RECALL and NORECALL parameters:

• NORECALL is the default unless the GVPARMS utility is used to change the default to RECALL.
• Specifying RECALL may require additional DD statements to be included in the GVEXPORT JCL.

NOTE
For more information, see SMGR Control Statement in the section "Changing EXPORT/RESTORE System
Defaults."

• Specifying RECALL may significantly add to GVEXPORT runtime.

RECLEVEL CILEVEL

The CILEVEL parameter specifies the export of any ESDS clusters. The RECLEVEL parameter specifies the export of
ESDS clusters at the record level.

NOTE
At this level, RECLEVEL|CILEVEL is a global parameter. It applies for the entire EXPORT. Specify RECLEVEL|
CILEVEL at the local level to limit its effect to a specific group of clusters. For more information about
RECLEVEL|CILEVEL as a local parameter, see Cluster Names: Optional Parameters.

Syntax

These parameters have no operands.

RECLEVEL | CILEVEL

►►─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ RECLEVEL ◄ ─┤

   └─ CILEVEL ────┘

Usage Rules

The following usage rules apply to the RECLEVEL and CILEVEL parameters:
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• RECLEVEL is the default unless the GVPARMS utility is used to change the default to CILEVEL.
• CILEVEL is the only acceptable value when exporting linear data sets regardless of the value you specify.
• For RECLEVEL, EXPORT issues the message GV109 if it finds a record size greater than the defined maximum

record size. This message is issued as a warning only and gives the record size found. For the file to redefine and
restore properly, you must add an *AMS override to change MAXRECSZ to the new record size.

• CILEVEL can be used at the EXPORT statement level or at the individual cluster level. You can also specify CILEVEL
at the EXPORT statement level and then specify RECLEVEL on individual cluster name statements.

• CILEVEL does not affect the way FAVER VSAM exports KSDS or RRDS clusters. All integrity checking for these two
types of clusters remains the same.

• When restoring files, FAVER VSAM recognizes whether they were exported at the record level or the CI level and
restores them in the same manner. You do not have to tell FAVER VSAM at RESTORE time how to restore an ESDS
file.

• CILEVEL backs up one CI at a time and does not perform any RECLEVEL integrity checks.

SAVECOMP NOSAVECOMP

The SAVECOMP parameter directs FAVER VSAM to export compressed format KSDS files in their native compressed
format.

Syntax

This parameter has no options.

►►─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ SAVECOMP ───┤

   └─ NOSAVECOMP ─┘

NOTE
SAVECOMP requires that the DSSMSGDD DD statement must be present in your export and restore JCL. If a
non-hardware compressed cluster is unloaded with SAVECOMP present, a return code 2 will be set. Also, when
restoring a hardware compressed file, no parameters are needed, only the DSSMSGDD statement need be
present.

SHAREOPTIONS NOSHAREOPTIONS

The SHAREOPTIONS parameter provides VSAM sharing (share 1 and 2 only). When NOSHAREOPTIONS is in effect,
FAVER VSAM applies no special sharing policy and processes any cluster, regardless of its defined VSAM sharing
options.

Syntax

This parameter has no options.

SHAREOPTIONS

►►─┬────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ SHAREOPTIONS ─────┤

   └─ NOSHAREOPTIONS ◄ ─┘

NOTE
SHAREOPTIONS can be abbreviated SHR.

Use with EXO

SHAREOPTIONS is usually specified with the EXO parameter to allow the export of clusters that are SHR(2,x).
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Messages

If a cluster is in use when you export, the following messages are written to the console:

GV401 - CLUSTER IN USE - clustername

GV402 - CLUSTER OWNED BY - jobname

GV403 - WAIT ON CLUSTER? (Y/N) - clustername

If you enter Y, the EXPORT waits until the cluster is available. If you enter N, EXPORT skips the cluster and issues
condition code 4.

VSAMAID NOVSAMAID

VSAMAID is a VSAM performance and tuning package from Broadcom. The VSAMAID parameter passes data to
VSAMAid about the clusters included in the EXPORT. FAVER VSAM supplies data to VSAMAid as it exports clusters.
When NOVSAMAID is in effect, FAVER VSAM makes no attempt to pass performance tuning data to VSAMAid during
export processing.

Syntax

This parameter has no operands.

VSAMAID

►►─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ VSAMAID ─────┤

   └─ NOVSAMAID ◄ ─┘

Usage Rule

The following usage rules apply to the VSAMAID and NOVSAMAID parameters:

• A TRENDS DD statement must be added to the JCL when VSAMAid is specified. For more information on the
TRENDS DD statement, see the VSAMAid VSAM Tools User Guide.

• NOVSAMAID is the default unless the GVPARMS utility is used to change the default to VSAMAID.

EXPORT Method
The EXPORT method searches a catalog for clusters to export. The EXPORT method follows the EXPORT command and
must be only one of the methods described in this article.

CATALOG EXCLUDE

The CATALOG method exports all clusters defined in the catalog. A catalog DDname must be supplied either through a
CAT statement or the default FVRCAT.

If EXCLUDE is specified as a sub-parameter, any clusters specified by cluster name statements are excluded.

NOTE
For more information about cluster name statements, see Optional Statement: Cluster Names.

CLUSTER

The CLUSTER method exports only those clusters whose names follow on cluster name statements. You may omit any
JCL reference to VSAM catalogs for a CLUSTER EXPORT. If a CAT parameter is not specified, or if FVRCAT is not in the
JCL, EXPORT uses the high-level qualifiers of a cluster's name to find the alias to the appropriate user catalog. FVRCAT
or CAT can be supplied if the search is limited to a specific catalog. AIXs and paths are included in the export.
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NOTE
For more information about cluster name statements, see Optional Statement: Cluster Names.

MCTLIST

The MCTLIST method exports all clusters and alternate indexes listed in the sequential (QSAM) file created by MasterCat.
For details on creating this file, see the MasterCat User Guide.

Usage Rules

The following usage rules apply to the MCTLIST method:

• Up to 32 DDnames can follow the MCTLIST statement; each one must be delimited by a comma.
• The list of DDnames can be continued to other statements by coding a hyphen (-) as the last nonblank character on

the statement.
• Multiple MasterCat files are exported in the order they are listed. Additional cluster names can be listed after the

MCTLIST statement if more clusters are needed.
MCTLIST=mctlist,mctlist, -

        mctlist,mctlist

• The EXCLUDE parameter cannot be used with MCTLIST. See the EXCLUDE parameter for more details.

STGROUP

The STGROUP method exports only clusters and alternate indexes residing in the SMS storage group named.

If EXCLUDE is specified as a sub-parameter, any clusters specified by cluster name statements are excluded.

NOTE
For more information about EXCLUDE, see EXPORT Cluster Names Optional Parameters.

Usage Rules

The following usage rules apply to the STGROUP method:

• If a catalog DD name is specified (CAT or FVRCAT) on the EXPORT statement, only that catalog is searched for
clusters in the designated SMS storage group.

• When no catalog reference is made for a storage group export, all catalogs pointing to volumes in that storage group
are used. This applies only to ICF catalogs.

• To exclude clusters from an SMS storage group export, specify cluster name statements along with the EXCLUDE
parameter.

NOTE
For more information, see EXPORT Optional Statement Cluster Names.

• Only one SMS storage group can be specified on a STGROUP method statement.
STGROUP=groupname

• Only one STGROUP method statement can be used in an EXPORT group, but as many EXPORT groups as needed
can be specified in a given execution of GVEXPORT.

VOLUME

The VOLUME method exports only clusters and alternate indexes residing on the volumes listed. AIXs and paths are
included in the export, even if they appear on another volume.

If EXCLUDE is specified as a sub-parameter, any clusters specified by cluster name statements are excluded.

VOLUME Usage Rules

The following usage rules apply to the VOLUME method:
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• Multivolume clusters are exported in their entirety even if only one of their volumes is listed.
• If a catalog DDname is specified (CAT or FVRCAT) on the EXPORT statement, only that catalog is searched for

clusters on the designated volumes.
• When no catalog reference is made for a volume export, all catalogs pointing to the listed volumes are used. This

applies only to ICF catalogs.
• To exclude clusters from a VOLUME export, specify cluster name statements along with the EXCLUDE parameter.

 
• The list of volume serial numbers can be continued to other statements by coding a hyphen (-) as the last nonblank

character on a line:
VOLUME=volser,volser, -

       volser,volser

• Any number of volume serial numbers can be specified. They must be separated by commas.

EXPORT Optional Statement Cluster Names
The cluster name statement identifies clusters exported or excluded by a CATALOG, CLUSTER, or VOLUME export.

Syntax

CLUSTER

►►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ CLUSTER=entryname ─┘

NOTE
CLUSTER can be abbreviated as CL.

Operand

The cluster name statement is specified with the following operand:

Operand Explanation
entryname The cluster name as defined in the catalog or in a generic form. A

generic form for the cluster name allows similarly named clusters
to be exported or excluded with one statement.

 

Generic entrynames

A generic entryname is composed of select and skip characters The following table explains how to read the generic
entrynames:

Example Explanation
CLUSTER=FIRST.AP++++C Skip characters are represented by a plus sign (+) and do not

take part in the compare process. This example includes these
clusters:
CLUSTER=AP1000C
CLUSTER=AP2145C

CLUSTER=TOM.++C Generic names can be padded to the right with plus signs (+) up
to 44 bytes, so that names of unequal lengths compare equally.
This example includes these clusters:
CLUSTER=ABC
CLUSTER=ABCDE
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Parameters

The cluster name statement includes the following optional parameters:

CLUSTER

►►─ CLUSTER=entryname ─┬──────────────┬─┬────────────┬────────────────────────►

                       ├─ RECALL ─────┤ ├─ DBD=name ─┤

                       └─ NORECALL ◄ ─┘ └─ DDN=name ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────┬─┬────────────────┬──────────►

   └─ DISP= ─┬─ SHR ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ EXCLUDEentryname ─┘ └─ OUTDD=ddname ─┘

             └─ OLD ───┘

 ►─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ RECLEVEL ◄ ─┤

   └─ CILEVEL ────┘

EXPORT Cluster Names Optional Parameters
This page provides descriptions, syntax, and examples for the EXPORT cluster names optional parameters.

Contents

ABR NOABR

The ABR and NOABR parameters are considered obsolete. Use RECALL instead of ABR and use NORECALL instead of
NOABR.

The ABR|NOABR parameter either recalls or does not recall migrated files included in the export.

NOTE

For more information about defining ABR as the storage manager to which all recall requests are directed, see
the SMGR parameter of the GVPARMS utility in Change EXPORT/RESTORE System Defaults.

AIX NOAIX

The AIX parameter requests that alternate index and path definitions and alternate index data be exported along with the
base cluster. NOAIX requests that only the definitions of alternate indexes and paths be exported along with the base
cluster, not the alternate index data. NOAIX can be used to reduce the backup window when the alternate index can be
totally rebuilt from the cluster data.

NOTE
At this level, AIX|NOAIX is a local parameter. It applies for a specific group of clusters. Specify AIX|NOAIX at the
global level to apply for the entire EXPORT. For more information about AIX|NOAIX as a global parameter, see
EXPORT Statement.

Syntax

AIX

►►─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ NOAIX ─┤

   └─ AIX ◄ ─┘

Usage Rules

The following usage rules apply to the AIX and NOAIX parameters:
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• AIX is the default unless the GVPARMS utility is used to change the default to NOAIX.
• Alternate index and path definitions are always written to the export file.
• If NOAIX is specified at EXPORT time, the alternate index must be rebuilt manually using the FAVER VSAM's

GVBLDIX utility or IDCAMS BLDINDEX command at RESTORE time.

CACHE

The CACHE parameter controls how FAVER VSAM uses the cache in cached disk controllers. This can significantly affect
performance of FAVER VSAM export processing.

NOTE
At this level, CACHE is a local parameter. It applies for a specific group of clusters. Specify CACHE at the global
level to apply for the entire EXPORT. For more information about CACHE as a global parameter, see EXPORT
Statement.  

Syntax

CACHE

►►─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ CACHE=INHIBIT ─┤

   └─ CACHE=SEQ ◄ ───┘

Operands

The CACHE parameter is specified with the following operands:

Operand Explanation
SEQ When access is made to disk, FAVER VSAM instructs the disk

controller to pre-stage the next sequential tracks into cache.
Tracks that FAVER VSAM has just read are rapidly de-staged from
cache. Using this read-ahead feature of the controller improves
FAVER VSAM EXPORT times, while still minimizing the impact on
the cache for other concurrent disk users.

INHIBIT When access is made to disk, FAVER VSAM instructs the disk
controller not to move any additional tracks to the cache. The
tracks are retrieved from cache if they are in cache, but no new
tracks are staged into cache. This option eliminates any impact on
the cache for other concurrent disk users.

Usage Rules

The following rules apply:

• CACHE=SEQ is the default unless the GVPARMS utility is used to change the default to CACHE=INHIBIT.

DBD DDN

The DBD DDN parameter creates FAVER VSAM entries for the DBRC recovery control utility.

Syntax

DBD DDN

►►─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ DBD=dbdname ─┤

   └─ DDN=ddnname ─┘

Operands
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The DBD DDN parameter is specified with both of the following operands:

Operand Explanation
dbdname The output file for DBD
ddnname The output file for DDN

How DBD and DDN Work

FAVER VSAM writes a NOTIFY.UIC command for every cluster that has DBD or DDN specified. FAVER VSAM opens
FVRDBRC and writes the following 80-byte records:

NOTIFY.UIC DBD=(dbdname) DDN=(ddnname)  -

  RUNTIME(yydddhhmmsst)   -

  UDATA('FAVER EXPORT cluster.name')

FAVER VSAM creates a file containing the previous records for each cluster identified by CL=entryname, DBD=dbdname,
and DDN=ddnname. The FAVER VSAM EXPORT jobstep must be followed by a step that executes the recovery utility
(DSPURX00) to update the DBRC RECON files.

NOTE

• For more information about DBRC, see the IBM manual IMS/VS Data Base Recovery Control Feature:
Reference and Operations Manual.

• For more information about RESTORE procedures, see RESTORING.

Example:

The following example creates a file containing the records for the clusters IMS.DBASE, IMSDBD, IMSDD:

EXPORT

CLUSTER

CL=IMS.DBASE  DBD=IMSDB  DDN=IMSDD

DISP

The DISP parameter dynamically allocates the cluster being backed up and allows you to determine file access during the
export.

NOTE
At this level, DISP is a local parameter; it applies for a specific group of clusters. Specify DISP at the global
level to apply for the entire EXPORT. For more information about DISP as a global parameter, see EXPORT
Statement.  

Syntax

DISP

►►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DISP= ─┬─ SHR ◄ ─┬─┘

             └─ OLD ───┘

Operands

The DISP parameter is specified with one of the following operands:

Operand Explanation
SHR The file is not dynamically allocated. This is the default.
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OLD The file is dynamically allocated. Only you have access to the file
during an export.

Usage Rules

The following rules apply to the DISP parameter:

• DISP=OLD and EXO are mutually exclusive.
• DISP=SHR is the default unless the GVPARMS utility is used to change the default to DISP=OLD.

EXCLUDE

The EXCLUDE parameter excludes clusters from the export.

NOTE
All EXCLUDE parameters must be at the end of the list of control statements. Once an EXCLUDE parameter is
encountered, all subsequent CL= or AIX= control statements encountered (and any data sets matching) will be
excluded from the export.

Syntax

EXCLUDE

►►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ EXCLUDE  CL=entryname ─┘

Operand

The following table explains the operand for the EXCLUDE parameter:

Operand Explanation
entryname The specified generic or specific cluster is excluded from the

export.

Example:

The following excludes all clusters that begin with SMS.TEST from an EXPORT:

EXPORT

CLUSTER

 CL=SMS.+

 EXCLUDE

  CL=SMS.TEST.+

HSM NOHSM

The HSM and NOHSM parameters are considered obsolete. Use RECALL instead of HSM and use NORECALL instead
of NOHSM.

The HSM|NOHSM parameter either recalls or does not recall migrated files included in the export.

NOTE

For more information about defining HSM as the storage manager to which all recall requests are directed, see
the SMGR parameter of the GVPARMS utility in Change EXPORT/RESTORE System Defaults.
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OUTDD

The OUTDD parameter identifies the QSAM data set where the data of this cluster is written. No FAVER VSAM control
records are written; this data set is a sequential copy of only this cluster's data. Data set format and media type are
controlled by the user through DCB and UNIT parameters included in the JCL. If the DCB information is not supplied or is
incomplete, then EXPORT defaults to RECFM=VB,LRECL=cisz,BLKSIZE=cisz+4.

Syntax

OUTDD

►►─┬────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ OUTDD=ddname ─┘

Operand

The OUTDD parameter is specified with the following operand:

Operand Explanation
ddname The QSAM data set where the cluster data is written

Usage Rule

OUTDD creates a sequential file of compressed data if the cluster was compressed at the time of backup (also true for
GVCOPY). However, OUTDD does not allocate across multiple volumes.

RECALL NORECALL

The RECALL parameter directs FAVER VSAM to include migrated (archived) files in the export. The active storage
manager is queried to determine if a given migrated (archived) file is a VSAM cluster or alternate index. If it is, FAVER
VSAM requests the active storage manager to recall the file back to primary disk storage. When the RECALL completes,
FAVER VSAM exports it.

NORECALL directs FAVER VSAM to exclude migrated (archived) files in the export.

The active storage manager can be DFSMShsm(HSM), Disk(DMS), or ABR.

NOTE

For more information about defining the active storage manager to which all recall requests are directed, see the
SMGR parameter of the GVPARMS utility in Change EXPORT/RESTORE System Defaults.

RECALL Syntax

►►─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ RECALL ─────┤

   └─ NORECALL ◄ ─┘

Usage Rules

The following usage rules apply to the RECALL and NORECALL parameters:

• NORECALL is the default unless the GVPARMS utility is used to change the default to RECALL.
• Specifying RECALL may require additional DD statements to be included in the GVEXPORT JCL.

NOTE
For more information, see the SMGR parameter in Change EXPORT/RESTORE System Defaults.

• Specifying RECALL may significantly add to GVEXPORT runtime.
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RECLEVEL CILEVEL

The CILEVEL parameter specifies the export of any ESDS clusters. The RECLEVEL parameter specifies the export of
ESDS clusters at the record level. At this level, RECLEVEL|CILEVEL is a local parameter; it applies for a specific group of
clusters. Specify RECLEVEL|CILEVEL at the global level to apply for the entire EXPORT.

NOTE

For more information about RECLEVEL|CILEVEL as a global parameter see EXPORT Statement.

Syntax

These parameters have no operands.

RECLEVEL | CILEVEL

►►─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ RECLEVEL ◄ ─┤

   └─ CILEVEL ────┘

Usage Rules

The following usage rules apply to the RECLEVEL and CILEVEL parameters:

• RECLEVEL is the default unless GVPARMS is used to change the default to CILEVEL.
• CILEVEL is the only acceptable value when exporting linear data sets, regardless of the value you may specify.
• CILEVEL can be used at the EXPORT statement level or at the individual cluster level. You can also specify CILEVEL

at the EXPORT statement level and then specify RECLEVEL on individual cluster name statements.
• CILEVEL does not affect the way FAVER VSAM exports KSDS or RRDS clusters. All integrity checking for these two

types of clusters remains the same.
• After restoring files, FAVER VSAM recognizes whether they were exported at the record level or the CI level and

restores them in the same manner. You do not have to tell FAVER VSAM at RESTORE time how to restore an ESDS
file.

• CILEVEL backs up one CI at a time and does none of the RECLEVEL integrity checks.

Optional Statement FEOV
FEOV (Force End Of Volume) forces the EXPORT tape to switch to a new tape volume. FEOV provides a way to group
clusters on a unique tape cartridge without having to run multiple export steps.

Syntax

This optional statement has no parameters.

FEOV

►►─┬────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ FEOV ─┘

Usage Rules

The following usage rules apply to the FEOV statement:

• FEOV is specified on a line by itself.
• The order in which FEOV is encountered determines when the FEOV macro is issued.
• During a CLUSTER export, the FEOV is executed at the end of the export of the cluster that immediately precedes

FEOV.
• For VOLUME, CATALOG, STGROUP or CLUSTER exports with generic names, FEOV is issued at the end of the

export of the group in which it is placed.
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EXPORT JCL
Separate DD statements for each cluster being exported are not required. You need only supply SYSIN, SYSOUT, and
tape DDs. The following sample shows the required and optional JCL for EXPORT:

JOB  jobname

//EXPORT   EXEC PGM=GVEXPORT

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=faver.loadlib

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=class

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=class

//DSSMSGDD DD   SYSOUT=class

//OUTDD    DD   DSN=output.data set

//FVROUT0  DD   DSN=output.data set

//FVROUT1  DD   DSN=output.data set

//FVRDBRC  DD   DSN=recovery.file

//TRENDS   DD   DSN=history.file

//MCDS     DD   DSN=mcds.data set.name

//mctlist  DD   DSN=mcat.file

//SYSIN    DD   *|DSN=read.data set|PDS member

EXPORT JCL Parameters

JOB

(Optional.) The JOB statement consists of a user-specified jobname.

• EXEC PGM=GVEXPORT
(Required.) EXEC PGM=GVEXPORT specifies GVEXPORT as the program name. Include PARM=DUMP to produce
abend dumps, if necessary.

• STEPLIB
(Optional.) STEPLIB DD specifies the data set name of the load library that contains the GVEXPORT program.

• SYSPRINT
(Required.) SYSPRINT DD specifies a data set for output messages. SYSOUT=class must always be specified.
Output Messages: EXPORT output messages include the following:
– The name of the catalog from which clusters are being exported.
– The name of each cluster exported, the start and end date and time of its export, record count, byte count, and the

volumes on which it resides.
– Tape position. Tape position reporting provides the information necessary to select this volume. The sequence

number of the tape volume to which a cluster was written is displayed as follows:

VOLSEQ Explanation
1 The whole cluster is on volume 1.
1,2 The cluster starts on volume 1 and ends on volume 2.
2 The whole cluster is on volume 2.
2,3 The cluster starts on volume 2 and ends on volume 3.
DDname The OUTDD DDname was used for this cluster.
NOOUTPUT FVROUT=DUMMY was specified; no output was produced.

If individual clusters are restored from a multivolume export tape, only the tape volume that contains the clusters needs to
be mounted.

• SYSUDUMP
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(Optional.) SYSUDUMP DD provides information dumps.
• DSSMSGDD

(Optional.) DSSMSGDD must be present when using SAVECOMP.
• OUTDD

(Optional for QSAM export.) OUTDD DD identifies a QSAM tape or disk file to receive the cluster output. The
output.data set refers to the DDname coded on the OUTDD parameter of the cluster name.
Usage Note: Data set format is controlled by the DCB parameter. If DCB information is not supplied or is incomplete,
EXPORT uses the default values of RECFM=VB, LRECL=cisz, and BLKSIZE=cisz+4.

• FVROUT0
(Required for VSAM export.) FVROUT0 identifies the data set where FAVER VSAM output is written. If FVROUT is
omitted from any EXPORT statement, the default DDname FVROUT0 must be supplied.

• FVRDBRC
(Optional.) FVRDBRC DD identifies a QSAM file that receives recovery utility input when DBD and DDN are specified
on a cluster name statement. The DCB parameters used are RECFM=FB, LRECL=80. BLKSIZE defaults to 80, but it
is not specified in the DCB macro and may be set by the user.

• TRENDS
(Optional.) TRENDS DD identifies the VSAM file used to collect information when the VSAMAID parameter (as done in
VSAMAid) is specified. This file must be defined and primed before it can collect information.

NOTE
For more information about defining the VSAM file, see the VSAMAid VSAM Tools User Guide. You can
download the PDF from Broadcom Support.

• MCDS
(Optional.) MCDS DD is used with the RECALL parameter in the EXPORT statement to identify the migration control
data set used by DFSMShsm. Multi-cluster MCDS is also supported.

NOTE
For more information about defining HSM as the storage manager and to define single and Multi-cluster
MCDS data sets, see the SMGR parameter of the GVPARMS utility in Change EXPORT/RESTORE System
Defaults.

• mctlist
(Optional.) MCTLIST DD identifies the QSAM file (built by MasterCat) that contains any cluster name statements.
There cannot be another EXPORT statement after specifying mctlist.

• FILES
• PARMLIB

(Optional.) The FILES and PARMLIB DDs are used with the RECALL parameter to identify the Disk control data sets
when Disk (DMS) is the active storage manager.

NOTE
For more information about defining DMS as the active storage manager, see the SMGR parameter of the
GVPARMS utility in Change EXPORT/RESTORE System Defaults.

• SYSIN
(Required.) SYSIN DD specifies where data sets are read. You can specify the following with SYSIN:

Method Explanation
* Control statements follow.
DSN=read.data set read.data set is the data set from which EXPORT control

statements are read.
PDS member The data set is read from a PDS file.
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EXPORT Samples
The following samples illustrate the flexibility of EXPORT.

Export Clusters in One Catalog

Required JCL

The following JCL is required to export clusters defined in one catalog that owns three volumes, using all default
DDnames:

//EXPORT    EXEC PGM=GVEXPORT

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=A

//FVRCAT    DD DSN=VSAM.PRODCAT,DISP=SHR

//FVROUT0   DD DSN=PRODCAT.EXPORT,UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(NEW,KEEP)

//SYSIN     DD *

Control Statements

Export All Clusters

The following control statements export all clusters defined in VSAM.PRODCAT. Any ESDS files in the catalog are
exported at the CI level.

EXPORT

CATALOG

Export Clusters on One Volume

The following control statements export the clusters residing on one volume.

WARNING
You must terminate this export if any errors are encountered.

EXPORT ESTOP

VOLUME=VSAM02

Export Three Clusters

The following control statements export three clusters defined in the catalog. You do not need to include the //FVRCAT
statement in the JCL.

EXPORT

CLUSTER

CL=MIS.AP200T

CL=TEST.TSACCT

CL=MIS.AR100A

Export Excluding a Cluster

The following control statements export all clusters, excluding all clusters with the prefix TEST.. You do not need to include
the //FVRCAT statement in the JCL.

EXPORT

CATALOG  EXCLUDE

CL=TEST.+++++
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Export with a Generic Name

The following control statements export clusters by generic name. You must include the //FVRCAT statement in the JCL
because a high-level qualifier was not used.

EXPORT

CLUSTER

CL=+++.AP++++

Export Two Clusters with Exclusion

The following control statements export all clusters on two volumes, excluding all clusters with the prefix TEST.. EXO
allows any open clusters to be exported.

EXPORT EXO

VOLUME=VSAM01,VSAM03

EXCLUDE

CL=TEST.++++++

Export with High-Level Qualifier

The following control statements export all clusters with the high-level qualifiers of EDS.+ and DDS.+. ESDS files with
the prefix EDS. are exported at the CI level. ESDS files with the prefix DDS.+ are exported at the record level. KSDS and
RRDS files with either of these high-level qualifiers are exported at the record level independent of whether the ESDS files
are exported at the CI or record level.

EXPORT

CLUSTER

CL=EDS.+

CL=DDS.+ RECLEVEL

Export to Dual Files

The following control statements export all clusters defined in the catalog to DUAL output files:

EXPORT FVROUT=DUAL

CATALOG

To perform this export, you must also add these statements to the JCL:

//FVROUT0 DD DSN=PRODCAT.BACKUP0,UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(,CATLG)

//FVROUT1 DD DSN=PRODCAT.BACKUP1,UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(,CATLG)

Export with FEOV

The following control statements export several clusters, using the FEOV statement to position the clusters on unique tape
volumes. You do not need to include the //FVRCAT statement in the JCL.

EXPORT

CLUSTER

CL=CIS.MGA4000

CL=CIS.MDA1232T

FEOV

CL=CIS.LOGFIL

CL=CIS.EDITFIL

FEOV

CL=CIS.MASTER
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Export Clusters to Different Tapes

The following control statements export all clusters, placing clusters with the prefix TEST. on one tape and clusters with
the prefix MIS. on a different tape. You do not need to include the //FVRCAT statement in the JCL.

EXPORT                       Use default FVROUT0.

CLUSTER

CL=MIS.++++++

EXPORT FVROUT=TEST           Change backup files.

CLUSTER

CL=TEST.+++++

To perform this export, you must also add this tape DD statement to the JCL:

//TEST DD DSN=TEST.BACKUP,UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(,CATLG)

Export to a Sequential File

The following control statements export one cluster to a sequential file. You do not need to include the //FVRCAT
statement in the JCL.

EXPORT

CLUSTER

CL=MIS.AP200T  OUTDD=AP200

To perform this export, you must also add these statements to the JCL:

//AP200 DD DSN=AP200T,UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(,CATLG),

//         DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=200,BLKSIZE=1000),

//         SPACE=(CYL,(50,5))

Export using SAVECOMP

The following job will direct GVEXPORT to call DFSMSdss when hardware compressed clusters are encountered:

EXPORT EXO          

SAVECOMP OPTIMIZE=4 

CLUSTER             

CL=TEST.COMPRESD.+ 

Export with DISP

The following job exports clusters with the parameters DISP=OLD and DISP=SHR:

EXPORT DISP=OLD             <----- GLOBAL DISP=OLD PARAMETER

CLUSTER

CL=STATS.DDD.TRENDS         <----- CLUSTERS CAN NOT BE

CL=DDD.TEST                      | SHARED DURING EXPORT

CL=TEST.BASE                <-----

CL=TEST.MULTI.BASE DISP=SHR <----- CLUSTER CAN BE SHARED

/*

Export Clusters from SMS Storage Groups
This page shows how to export clusters from SMS storage groups.

Contents
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Export with STGROUP

In the following job, the STGROUP method is used to export all VSAM clusters in the SMS storage group named
TSOPROD.

//EXPORT   JOB  ,FAVER EXPORT  JOB

//EXPORT   EXEC  PGM=GVEXPORT

//FVRCAT   DD DSN=VSAM.PRODCAT,DISP=SHR

//FVROUT0  DD DSN=FAVER.BK1.FILE,

//         DD DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=3490

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD *

EXPORT

STGROUP=TSOPROD

Export from Multiple SMS Storage Groups

In the following job, all VSAM clusters in three SMS storage groups named TSOPROD, MFGPROD, and MKTPROD are
exported to a single backup tape.

NOTE
A separate EXPORT group is required for each STGROUP method.

//EXPORT   JOB  ,FAVER EXPORT  JOB

//EXPORT   EXEC  PGM=GVEXPORT

//FVRCAT   DD DSN=VSAM.PRODCAT,DISP=SHR

//FVROUT0  DD DSN=FAVER.BK1.FILE,

//         DD DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=3490

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD *

EXPORT

STGROUP=TSOPROD

EXPORT

STGROUP=MFGPROD

EXPORT

STGROUP=MKTPROD

Exporting Selected Clusters from SMS Storage Groups

In the following job, the STGROUP method is used to export selected VSAM clusters in the SMS storage group named
TSOTEST. The CL=parameters are used to specify three different high level qualifiers. All VSAM clusters with these high
level qualifiers in the SMS storage group named TSOTEST are exported to a single backup tape.

//EXPORT   JOB  ,FAVER EXPORT  JOB

//EXPORT   EXEC  PGM=GVEXPORT

//FVRCAT   DD DSN=VSAM.PRODCAT,DISP=SHR

//FVROUT0  DD DSN=FAVER.BK1.FILE,

//         DD DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=3490

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD *

EXPORT

STGROUP=TSOTEST
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CL=PROJ341.+

CL=QA341.+

CL=INIT341.+

Export Clusters from Multiple Catalogs
This page shows how to export clusters from multiple catalogs.

Contents

Required JCL

The following JCL is required to export clusters defined in three catalogs:

//EXPORT   EXEC PGM=GVEXPORT

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//TESTCAT  DD DSN=TEST.VSAMCAT,DISP=SHR

//PRODCAT  DD DSN=PROD.VSAMCAT,DISP=SHR

//CICSCAT  DD DSN=CICS.VSAMCAT,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN    DD *

Control Statements

Export Clusters to One File

The following control statements export all the clusters defined in three catalogs to one file:

EXPORT CAT=TESTCAT FVROUT=BACKUP

CATALOG

EXPORT CAT=PRODCAT FVROUT=BACKUP

CATALOG

EXPORT CAT=CICSCAT FVROUT=BACKUP

CATALOG

To perform this export, you must also add this statement to the JCL:

//BACKUP DD DSN=VSAM.EXPORT,UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(NEW,KEEP)

Export Clusters to Three Files

The following control statements export the clusters defined in three catalogs to three files:

EXPORT CAT=TESTCAT FVROUT=TSTTP

CATALOG

EXPORT CAT=PRODCAT FVROUT=PRDTP

CATALOG

EXPORT CAT=CICSCAT FVROUT=CISTP

CATALOG

To perform this export, you must add the following statements to the JCL:

//TSTTP DD  DSN=TESTCAT.BACKUP,UNIT=(TAPE,,DEFER),DISP=(,KEEP)

//PRDTP DD  DSN=PRODCAT.BACKUP,UNIT=(TAPE,,DEFER),DISP=(,KEEP)

//CISTP DD  DSN=CICSCAT.BACKUP,UNIT=(TAPE,,DEFER),DISP=(,KEEP)
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Mixing EXPORT Types on One File

The following control statements mix various EXPORT types from all three catalogs on one file, using the default
DDname. To perform this export, you must add the following statement to the JCL:

// FVROUT0 DD DSN=AP.BACKUP,UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(NEW,KEEP)

The following control statements export all clusters defined in TESTCAT, except the two on the cluster name statements.
You do not need to include the CAT statement.

EXPORT CAT=TESTCAT

CATALOG EXCLUDE

CL=TEST.AR100T

CL=TEST.AR200T

The following control statements export only clusters with a common family name. You must include the CAT statement.

EXPORT CAT=PRODCAT

 CLUSTER

 CL=+++.AP+++++

The following control statements export clusters from two volumes, excluding any encountered with a common family
name:

EXPORT CAT=CICSCAT

 VOLUME=CICS02,CICS03 EXCLUDE

 CL=+++.AR++++

Export All Clusters to One Tape

The following control statements export all clusters from all catalogs to one tape, grouping clusters from each catalog on a
tape volume:

EXPORT CAT=TESTCAT

CATALOG

FEOV

EXPORT CAT=PRODCAT

CATALOG

FEOV

EXPORT CAT=CICSCAT

CATALOG

To perform this export, you must add the following statement to the JCL:

//TAPE0 DD DSN=VSAM.EXPORT,UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(,CATLG)

Export with High-Level Qualifier

The following control statements export all clusters with a high-level name of CICS and PROD:

EXPORT

CLUSTER

CL=CICS.+

CL=PROD.+

The default DD statement for this export is:

//FVROUT0 DD DSN=VSAM.EXPORT,UNIT=TAPE,DISP=(,CATLG)
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Export with MCTLIST

The following control statements perform an export using MCTLIST:

EXPORT

MCTLIST=FVRCARDS

To perform this export, you must add the following statement to the JCL:

//FVRCARDS DD DSN=MCAT.FLIST,DISP=SHR

NOTE
There cannot be another EXPORT statement after you specify MCTLIST.

Export with CI-Level Processing
In the following job, the CILEVEL parameter on the EXPORT statement exports all ESDS files in a catalog at the CI level.
All integrity checks are made.

Contents

Export with CILEVEL

If the CILEVEL parameter is omitted from the EXPORT statement, all ESDS clusters in the catalog are exported at the
record level.

//EXPORT   JOB ,FAVER EXPORT  JOB

//EXPORT   EXEC PGM=GVEXPORT

//FVRCAT   DD DSN=VSAM.PRODCAT,DISP=SHR

//FVROUT0  DD DSN=FAVER.BK1.FILE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=TAPE

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD *

EXPORT CILEVEL

CATALOG

Export with CILEVEL and High-Level Qualifier

In the following sample, ESDS files with the qualifier EDS.+ are exported at the record level. ESDS files with the qualifier
DDS.+ are exported at the CI level. KSDS or RRDS files with the high-level qualifier DDS.+ are exported at the record
level, whether the ESDS files are exported at the CI or record level.

//EXPORT   JOB ,FAVER EXPORT  JOB

//EXPORT   EXEC PGM=GVEXPORT

//FVROUT0  DD DSN=FAVER.BK1.FILE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=TAPE

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD *

EXPORT

CLUSTER

CL=EDS.+

CL=DDS.+  CILEVEL
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Export with RECLEVEL and CILEVEL

The following job shows how to use the RECLEVEL and CILEVEL parameters together. In this case, all ESDS clusters
are exported at CI level except those with the high-level qualifier EDS.+. EDS.+ clusters are exported at the record level.
The CILEVEL and RECLEVEL parameters can be mixed as needed.

//EXPORT   JOB ,FAVER EXPORT  JOB

//EXPORT   EXEC PGM=GVEXPORT

//FVROUT0  DD DSN=FAVER.BK1.FILE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=TAPE

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD *

EXPORT CILEVEL

CLUSTER

CL=EDS.+ RECLEVEL

CL=DDS.+

Export with RECALL
The following jobs show how to export clusters with RECALL.

Export with RECALL from HSM

The two following jobs show how to export with RECALL from HSM

Export Clusters with a High-Level Qualifier

If the cluster has been migrated, FAVER VSAM reads the MCDS to determine whether the file was originally VSAM. If it
was VSAM, FAVER VSAM dynamically allocates the file to recall and export the cluster. If the RECALL parameter was
not specified, any data set that has the high-level qualifier PROD. is checked to see if it is migrated. If it is, a message is
issued to say the file is migrated and not exported.

The following job shows how to export all clusters with the high-level qualifier PROD, even if the cluster has been
migrated by HSM. This example assumes SMGR=HSM was specified.

//EXPORT   JOB

//EXPORT   EXEC PGM=GVEXPORT

//FVROUT0  DD DSN=FAVER.BK1.FILE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=TAPE

//MCDS     DD DSN=mcds.data set.name,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD *

EXPORT RECALL

CLUSTER

CL=PROD.+

NOTE
For more information about defining HSM as the active storage manager, see the SMGR parameter of the
GVPARMS utility in Change EXPORT/RESTORE System Defaults.

Export with NORECALL

The following job shows how to turn off the RECALL parameter for specific sets of clusters by using NORECALL. To
define HSM as the active storage manager, see the SMGR parameter of the GVPARMS utility. This example assumes
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SMGR=HSM was specified. In this case, all clusters with the high-level qualifier TEST are recalled and exported if they
have been migrated. Clusters with the prefix PROD are not exported if they have been migrated.

//EXPORT   JOB

//EXPORT   EXEC PGM=GVEXPORT

//FVROUT0  DD DSN=FAVER.BK1.FILE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=TAPE

//MCDS     DD DSN=mcds.data set.name,DISP=SHR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD *

EXPORT RECALL

CLUSTER

CL=TEST.+

CL=PROD.+ NORECALL

Export with ABR

The following job shows how to back up all clusters with a particular set of high-level qualifiers, even if the cluster has
been migrated by ABR. To turn off the migration feature for a cluster or set of clusters, specify the NORECALL parameter
on those cluster name statements. In this case, all clusters with the high-level qualifiers TEST and GL1 are recalled and
exported if they have been migrated. Clusters with the prefix PROD are not exported if they have been migrated. This
example assumes that GVPARMS has been run with SMGR=ABR specified.

//EXPORT   JOB

//EXPORT   EXEC PGM=GVEXPORT

//FVROUT0  DD DSN=FAVER.BK1.FILE,DISP=(NEW,CATLG),UNIT=TAPE

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD *

EXPORT RECALL

CLUSTER

CL=TEST.+

CL=PROD.+ NORECALL

CL=GL1.+

NOTE
For more information about defining ABR as the active storage manager, see the SMGR parameter of the
GVPARMS utility in Change EXPORT/RESTORE System Defaults.

MOVING
The MOVE feature moves VSAM objects to another location on disk as VSAM files. The resulting VSAM objects ultimately
retain their original names, and the original input VSAM objects are deleted.

The MOVE feature offers the same benefits as RESTORE:

• Automatic re-org
• Automatic extent consolidation
• *AMS support
• Recall support

Although the MOVE feature provides the same functions as BACKUP and RESTORE, MOVE reduces the steps required
to perform the same functions. For example, if you use BACKUP and RESTORE to move a VSAM data set, FAVER
requires two passes of the data:
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• Read of the input file and write to the output exported file
• Read of the exported file and write to the new volume on which the VSAM data set will reside

If you use the MOVE feature to move a VSAM data set, FAVER only requires one pass of the data: read and write.

The MOVE feature is also useful to affect a Fast Re-org of VSAM data sets utilizing a single pass of the data. To use
MOVE for a Fast Re-org, do not provide a new VOLUME(volser) parameter.

NOTE
MOVE supports the same processes and provides almost all of the same features and functions as the
EXPORT and RESTORE features. For more details on the MOVE feature, see RESTORING.

Contents

MOVE Groups

The MOVE groups are the same as the EXPORT groups.

NOTE
For information about MOVE groups, see EXPORT Groups.

MOVE Statement

The syntax of the MOVE command is almost identical to the syntax of EXPORT. However, MOVE requires a new
OUTPUT command to direct the location of the new output VSAM data set.

NOTE
For more detail on the EXPORT command syntax, see EXPORT Statement.

The MOVE command requires identification of the new volume to which the data set will be moved. The new volume
information is to be provided through the *AMS command, as follows:

//SYSIN     DD *

MOVE

CLUSTER

CL=HILVLNOD.FAVR.VSAM1

OUTPUT

CLUSTER

 CL= HILVLNOD.FAVR.VSAM1               *AMS     -

 CLUSTER(NAME (HILVLNOD.FAVR.VSAM1))  -

            VOLUMES(PACK_1)

Output Statement

The OUTPUT command is used to direct the location of the new output VSAM dataset. This command has the same
syntax and usage as the RESTORE command.

Since the OUTPUT operation is part of MOVE (VSAM to VSAM), the following functions currently supported by RESTORE
are not relevant and, therefore, are not supported with the OUTPUT function. The OUTPUT command supports all
RESTORE optional parameters with the exception of the following:

• TAPE=
• FVRIN=
• STARTNAME
• FAVER2
• NODATA
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NOTE
For more detail on the RESTORE command parameters, see RESTORE Statement.

An example of the OUTPUT command is as follows:

OUTPUT

CLUSTER

 CL= HILVLNOD.FAVR.VSAM1               *AMS     -

 CLUSTER(NAME (HILVLNOD.FAVR.VSAM1))  -

            VOLUMES(PACK_1)

MOVE Optional Parameters

The MOVE feature supports most optional EXPORT and CLUSTER parameters. MOVE also supports fully qualified and
generic CL= selection.

NOTE
For more detail on the MOVE optional parameters, see EXPORT Statement.

Optional Parameter Exceptions

Since the MOVE operation is VSAM to VSAM, the following functions currently supported by EXPORT are not relevant
and, therefore, are not supported by the MOVE feature. The MOVE operation supports all EXPORT optional parameters
with the exception of the following:

• NODATA
• TAPE=
• FVROUT=
• MERGIN=

These optional parameters are not supported with the MOVE command.

MOVE Method

All EXPORT Methods are supported with the MOVE feature.

NOTE
For information on the MOVE Method, see EXPORT Method.

MOVE Optional Statement Cluster Name

When the optional CLUSTER parameter is used with the MOVE command, all optional CLUSTER parameters are
supported with the exception of the following:

• DBD=
• DDN=
• FEOV
• OUTDD=

NOTE
For more detail on the CLUSTER optional parameters, see EXPORT Cluster Names Optional Parameters.

MOVE Examples
The following examples show control statements for a MOVE.

Contents
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MOVE Single VSAM Cluster Example

The following example shows control statements for a MOVE of a single VSAM cluster. In this example, MOVE replaces
the EXPORT or RESTORE command. The CLUSTER and CL= parameters are standard and perform the same function
as if used with EXPORT or RESTORE. The output parameter provides the volume on which the new data set will reside.
A single VSAM cluster (HILVLNOD.FAVR.VSAM1), and all related components will be restored to the new volume.

//SYSIN     DD *

MOVE

CLUSTER

CL=HILVLNOD.FAVR.VSAM1

OUTPUT

CLUSTER

 CL= HILVLNOD.FAVR.VSAM1               *AMS     -

 CLUSTER(NAME (HILVLNOD.FAVR.VSAM1))  -

            VOLUMES(PACK_1)

AIX=+         *AMS        - -> Generic name applicable to all alternate indexes.

AIX (VOL (newvol))        - -> New volume serial number.

PATH=+                    - -> Generic name applicable to all paths.

MOVE Generic VSAM Clusters Example

The following example shows control statements for a MOVE using generic VSAM cluster selection. The control
statements move all VSAM data sets in the catalog to a new volume.

//SYSIN     DD *

MOVE

    CLUSTER

    CL=+

OUTPUT

    CLUSTER

    CL=+      *AMS     - -> Generic name applicable to all clusters.

    CL (VOL (newvol))  - -> New volume serial number.

AIX=+         *AMS     - -> Generic name applicable to all alternate indexes.

AIX (VOL (newvol))     - -> New volume serial number.

PATH=+                 - -> Generic name applicable to all paths.

MOVE All VSAM Clusters Example

The following example shows control statements to MOVE all VSAM clusters in a catalog using generic high-level node
selection. The control statements move all VSAM data sets in the catalog (matching the first data set node) to the new
volume.

//SYSIN     DD *

MOVE

    CLUSTER

    CL=+

OUTPUT

    CLUSTER

    CL=+      *AMS     - -> Generic name applicable to all clusters.

    CL (VOL (newvol))  - -> New volume serial number.

AIX=+         *AMS     - -> Generic name applicable to all alternate indexes.

AIX (VOL (newvol))     - -> New volume serial number.

PATH=+                 - -> Generic name applicable to all paths.
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MOVE JCL Example

The following example shows JCL control statements for a MOVE operation.

//JOBCRD01 JOB (01026),'PGMRNAME',CLASS=B,MSGCLASS=X,

//          NOTIFY=&SYSUID.

//********************************************************************

//*      MOVE VSAM FILE(S)                                           *

//********************************************************************

//GVMOVECP  EXEC PGM=GVMOVCPY,REGION=0M

//SYSPRINT  DD SYSOUT=*

//INPUT     DD SYSOUT=*

//OUTPUT    DD SYSOUT=*

//SNAPDD    DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSOUT    DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP  DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN     DD *

MOVE

CLUSTER

CL=HILVLNOD.FAVR.VSAM1

OUTPUT

 CLUSTER

  CL= HILVLNOD.FAVR.VSAM1               *AMS     -

  CLUSTER(NAME (HILVLNOD.FAVR.VSAM1))  -

            VOLUMES(PACK_1)

AIX=+         *AMS     - -> Generic name applicable to all alternate indexes.

AIX (VOL (newvol)      - -> New volume serial number.

PATH=+                 - -> Generic name applicable to all paths.

NOTE
For other EXPORT examples, see EXPORT Samples.

COPYING
The COPY feature copies VSAM objects to another location on disk as additional VSAM files with a different data set
name. The resulting VSAM objects assume a new data set name, and the original input VSAM objects are not deleted.

With the exception of the resulting VSAM data set name change, the COPY feature has the same functions of the MOVE
feature.

NOTE
For more detail on the usage, supported parameters, and functions of MOVE, see MOVING.

COPY Example

The COPY command requires identification of the new VSAM data set name. The new VSAM data set name information
is provided through the *AMS command, as follows:

//SYSIN     DD *

COPY

CLUSTER

CL=HIGHLVL.FAVR.TESTCPY

OUTPUT

CL=HIGHLVL.FAVR.TESTCPY               *AMS     -

 CLUSTER(NAME (HIGHLVL2.FAVR.TESTAMS3)      -
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         KEYS(80 80)                     -

         RECSZ(256 256)                  -

         NOERASE                         -

         NOIMBED                         -

         NOREUSE                         -

         NOWRITECHECK                    -

         STORCLAS(SMDPOOL)               -

         SHR(1,3))                       -

 DATA(NAME (HIGHLVL2.FAVR.TESTAMS3.DATA)        -

         CISZ(8192)                      -

         CYL(5 2))                       -

 INDEX(NAME (HIGHLVL2.FAVR.TESTAMS3.INDEX)      -

         CISZ(4096)                      -

         TRK(1 1))

RESTORING
Review the following RESTORE considerations.
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Restoring VSAM Clusters

FAVER VSAM restore of VSAM clusters is directed by the control statements passed to the GVRESTOR program. The
statements are coded in columns 1 through 72, using blanks for delimiters except when the use of commas (,) is required.

Restoring Individual Clusters

The RESTORE method restores individual clusters even if a CATALOG or VOLUME export was performed. Multiple
EXPORT groups can be used, but only one RESTORE group is needed.

Auto Define

During a restore, all clusters, alternate indexes, and paths are auto-defined by default. An IDCAMS DELETE/DEFINE
provides an empty definition into which data is written. The DEFINE parameters are taken from the data set attributes
and allocation characteristics that were captured by the EXPORT process. The original primary and secondary space
allocations are used to allocate a cluster or alternate index; therefore all attribute and relationship information is reliably
reproduced in the new definition.

SPEED vs. RECOVERY

FAVER VSAM uses the IDCAMS DEFINE CLUSTER parameter SPEED during the auto-define of a KSDS. SPEED is the
default to make the RESTORE as fast as possible. If you must use RECOVERY, you can add RECOVERY to the AMS
input parameters. ESDS and RRDS clusters are not changed; the original value is used.

Kilobyte Conversion

FAVER VSAM provides device independence and supports SMS by converting all SMS-managed cluster allocations
(primary and secondary) to kilobytes (KB). This feature is automatically included; no control statements are required.

Conversion for cylinders: If the cluster is allocated in cylinders (cyl), the conversion formula is as follows:

KB=(cyl * tracks per cyl * usable bytes per track) / 1024

Conversion for tracks: If the cluster is allocated in tracks, the conversion formula is as follows:
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KB=(tracks * usable bytes per track) / 1024

IMBED and Kilobyte Conversion

For clusters allocated using the IMBED feature, VSAM adds one track of kilobytes for each cylinder allocated. The IMBED
feature requires one track from each control area. To avoid uncontrolled growth when using FAVER VSAM, RESTORE
removes the kilobytes that VSAM adds to the allocation when using IMBED and KILOBYTES. The net result is that the
same number of kilobytes is allocated each time the cluster is restored.

Restoring to Different Devices

RESTORE is device independent. To restore a cluster to any volume, change the cluster's VOLUME parameter using the
*AMS override facility.

NOTE
For more information about *AMS, see EXPORT Cluster Names Optional Parameters.

When restoring to devices with different track capacities, you can use the space factoring parameters CYL and TRK to
make DASD conversions automatic.

Secondary Extent Consolidation

By default, the original primary space allocation of a cluster is increased by the sum of the secondary allocations except
for keyrange or multi-volume clusters. The secondary allocation remains unchanged. If space factoring is used, it is
applied to the consolidated amount. The RESTORE parameter NOXTC instructs RESTORE to use the original allocation.

GVBLDIX Interface

RESTORE interfaces with the GVBLDIX utility by building a file containing all the base cluster names. The alternate
indexes are left empty on restore so they are built in a subsequent step by GVBLDIX.

Cluster Priming

Because VSAM does not allow an empty cluster to be opened for input or update, the FAVER VSAM cluster priming
feature opens a cluster for output, writes one record and closes it, opens it for update, erases the record just written, and
closes it. This feature creates a cluster with no records. However, VSAM does not consider the cluster empty, and it can
be opened for update or input. EXPORT recognizes primed clusters, and RESTORE primes them.

NOTE
For more information on how to disable this feature or to prime clusters that have never been primed, see
EXPORT Cluster Names Optional Parameters.

RESTORE Interfaces
This page explains how RESTORE interfaces with other Broadcom products.

Restoring Files Exported with FAVER VSAM for VSE

FAVER VSAM for z/OS can restore files exported with FAVER VSAM for VSE. To restore files exported with FAVER VSAM
for VSE, you must specify the following:

FAVER VSAM for VSE Version 3:

DCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=32760)

FAVER VSAM for VSE Version 2 or 4:
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DCB=(RECFM=VB,LRECL=32756,BLKSIZE=32760)

Extend/DASD Interface

Extend/DASD is the Broadcom VSAM data set compression package. If FAVER VSAM has exported CMPPRM and
CMPTBL information, RESTORE attempts to restore these members. No parameters are required; FAVER VSAM
recognizes when CMPPRM and CMPTBL exist on the EXPORT file. Error messages are generated based on whether
the interface successfully restored the members. When FAVER VSAM has the CMPPRM and CMPTBL members on the
EXPORT file, but Extend/DASD for z/OS is no longer available, FAVER VSAM checks whether the data is compressed. If
the data is compressed, FAVER VSAM does not restore the file (it would be unusable without Extend/DASD for z/OS/).

To use the FAVER VSAM-Extend/DASD interface, you must place GVRESTOR in an authorized library. With the interface,
the region size available to run a RESTORE job increases. If you were running GVRESTOR with 512K, it must be
increased to 750K. Increase the region size by 500K for jobs above 1M.

MasterCat Interface

MasterCat is the Broadcom VSAM cluster and catalog maintenance package. FAVER VSAM works with MasterCat
to restore clusters using a list of cluster names generated from MasterCat. Use the MCTLIST statement to use the
sequential file with the list of names.

NOTE
For details on creating this file, see the  MasterCat User Guide .

VSAMAid Interface

VSAMAid is the Broadcom VSAM tuning and monitoring package. FAVER VSAM collects VSAMAid history data before it
restores VSAM clusters in order to implement VSAMAid recommendations. To use VSAMAid history data during a restore
for improved space utilization, include the VSAMAID parameter in the EXPORT jobstream.

NOTE
For more information about creating a VSAMAid history file, see the  VSAMAid VSAM Tools User Guide .

RESTORE Groups
RESTORE control statements combine to make one RESTORE group. A RESTORE group consists of the following
required statement types:

• RESTORE statement: Identifies the input file and options to be used throughout the group
• RESTORE method: Searches the backup file for clusters to restore

NOTE
Unlike EXPORT, only one RESTORE group is permitted per execution of GVRESTOR.

Optional Statement

The optional cluster name statement identifies clusters, alternate indexes, and paths that have special processing,
depending on the type of processing selected in the RESTORE method.

RESTORE Group Example

The following is an example of a RESTORE group:

RESTORE          <---- Restore statement

CLUSTER          <---- Restore method

 CL=CICS+
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  EXCLUDE        <---- Optional statements

  CL=CICS.TEST+

RESTORE Statement
The following information provides the command and optional parameters used with the RESTORE statement.

RESTORE Command

The RESTORE command is the first control statement in the RESTORE statement.

Optional Parameters

Other than the RESTORE command, the RESTORE statement can include the following optional parameters:

RESTORE

►►─ RESTORE ─┬────────────────┬─┬──────────┬─┬──────────────────┬─────────────►

             └─ /*Comments*/ ─┘ └─ ADDHLQ ─┘ └─ BIXLIST=ddname ─┘

 ►─┬───────────┬─┬───────────┬─┬───────────┬─┬──────────────┬─────────────────►

   └─ BUFND=n ─┘ └─ BUFNI=n ─┘ └─ BUFSP=n ─┘ └─ BYPASS ACS ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────┬─┬───────────┬──────────────────►

   └─ CYL=n ─ TRK=n ─┘ └─ DISP= ─┬─ SHR ◄ ─┬─┘ └─ ESTOP=n ─┘

                                 └─ OLD ───┘

 ►─┬──────────┬─┬────────────────┬─┬──────────┬─┬────────────┬────────────────►

   └─ FAVER2 ─┘ └─ FVRIN=ddname ─┘ └─ NODATA ─┘ ├─ NODELETE ─┤

                                                └─ DELETE ◄ ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────┬─┬─────────┬─┬───────────┬─┬─────────────┬──────────────────►

   ├─ NOSCRATCH ─┤ └─ NOXTC ─┘ ├─ PRIME ───┤ ├─ PURGE ─────┤

   └─ SCRATCH ◄ ─┘             └─ NOPRIME ─┘ └─ NOPURGE ◄ ─┘

 ►─┬────────────┬─┬────────┬─┬──────────────────────────┬─────────────────────►

   ├─ REMP ─────┤ └─ RVER ─┘ ├─ SECALLOC=unitvalue ─────┤

   └─ NOREMP ◄ ─┘            └─ STARTNAME=cluster.name ─┘

 ►─┬───────────────┬─┬───────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ VSAMAID ─────┤ └─ XTNDCHK ─┘

   └─ NOVSAMAID ◄ ─┘

Usage Rules:

The following usage rules apply to the RESTORE command:

• RESTORE must be the first statement in the input stream.
• Only one RESTORE is allowed for each step.
• Parameters are continued onto other lines with continuation characters (-).

Descriptions, syntax, and examples are provided for the following RESTORE optional parameters:
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RESTORE Optional Parameters

/*Comments*/

Comment lines are permitted in RESTORE. Use the slash (/) and asterisk (*) characters to enclose comments.

Syntax

Comment

►►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ /*comment line*/ ─┘

/*comment line*/ 

Example

The following example shows how to add a comment line to a RESTORE job:

RESTORE          /* begin restore*/

CLUSTER          /*specify cluster method*/

CL=TEST.CLUSTERS /*specify which clusters to restore*/

ADDHLQ

The ADDHLQ (Add High-Level Qualifier) parameter adds a node or nodes to the cluster name through *AMS overrides.

NOTE
At this level, ADDHLQ is a global parameter. It applies for the entire RESTORE. Specify ADDHLQ at the local
level to limit its effect to a specific group of clusters. For more information about ADDHLQ as a local parameter,
see RESTORE Cluster Names Optional Parameters.

Syntax

This parameter has no operands.

ADDHLQ

►►─┬──────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ADDHLQ ─┘

ADDHLQ 

In the following example, all clusters with the high-level qualifier XYZ are restored and renamed to TEST.XYZ, and the
data and index component names are suppressed.

RESTORE ADDHLQ

 CLUSTER

 CL=XYZ.+ *AMS -

 CLUSTER(NAME(TEST.+)) -

 DATA   (NAME() ) -

 INDEX  (NAME() )

BIXLIST

The BIXLIST parameter builds a file containing all of the base cluster names encountered on RESTORE that have AIXs
defined over them. Alternate indexes are left empty since the intent is that GVBLDIX builds the AIXs in a subsequent step
or job. Then GVBDLIX uses the BIXLIST data set to determine which AIXs to build.

Syntax

BIXLIST
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►►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ BIXLIST=ddname ─┘

Operand

The BIXLIST parameter is specified with the following operand:

Operand Explanation
ddname Points to the DD statement that describes the BIXLIST data set.

Example

The following sample RESTORE job builds the file BLDCARDS:

//EXEC PGM=GVRESTOR

//BLDCARDS DD DSN=FAVER.BIXLIST,DISP=(NEW,CATLG,DELETE),

//            UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(TRK,(1,1))

//SYSIN DD *

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT =A

//TAPE0    DD DSN=your.backup.file.name,DISP=SHR

  RESTORE BIXLIST=BLDCARDS

  CLUSTER

  CL=CL+

The following sample build index job uses the contents of the file FAVER.BIXLIST to determine which alternate indexes to
build:

//EXEC PGM=GVBLDIX

//GVBCARDS DD DSN=FAVER.BIXLIST,DISP=SHR

//SYSIN DD *

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=A

  BIXLIST=GVBCARDS

BUFND

The BUFND parameter specifies the number of buffers required to hold data control intervals. This number is put in the
BUFND parameter of the ACB for each cluster or alternate index being restored or compared. The buffers are allocated
above the 16M line.

Syntax

BUFND

►►─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ BUFND=n ─┘

Operand

To change the number of buffers that hold data control intervals, use the following operand:

Operand Explanation
n The number of buffers provided to hold data control intervals

The default is BUFND=22 unless the GVPARMS utility is used to change the default.
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BUFNI

The BUFNI parameter specifies the number of buffers provided to hold index control intervals. This number is put in the
BUFNI parameter of the ACB for each cluster or alternate index being restored or compared. The buffers are allocated
above the 16M line.

Syntax

BUFNI

►►─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ BUFNI=n ─┘

Operand

To change the number of buffers that hold index control intervals, use the following operand:

Operand Explanation
n The number of buffers provided to hold index control intervals

The default is BUFNI=5 unless the GVPARMS utility is used to change it.

BUFSP

The BUFSP parameter specifies the size, in bytes, of an area for data and index buffers. This size is put in the BUFSP
parameter of the ACB for each cluster or alternate index being restored or compared.

Syntax

BUFSP

►►─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ BUFSP=n ─┘

Operand

To change the size for data and index buffers, use the following operand:

Operand Explanation
n The size, in bytes, of an area for data and index buffers. n must be

large enough for at least two data buffers and one index buffer.

Usage Rule

The following usage rules apply to the BUFSP parameter:

• VSAM data and index buffers are above the 16M line.
• The default is BUFSP=0 unless the GVPARMS utility is used to change it.
• When BUFSP is zero, the default is the larger of either the size in the catalog or the size determined from the values

specified for BUFND and BUFNI. If BUFSP is coded but is less than the BUFND and BUFNI requirements, n is
changed to conform to their requirements.

BYPASS ACS

The BYPASS ACS parameter provides suppression of all SMS classes from all DEFINEs, as well as the kilobyte
conversion.

Syntax

This parameter has no operands.
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BYPASS ACS

►►─┬──────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ BYPASS ACS ─┘

Usage Rule

Use *AMS overrides to suppress SMS classes locally.

NOTE
For more information, see RESTORE Cluster Names Optional Parameters.

Example

The following example suppresses SMS classes for a catalog method restore:

RESTORE   BYPASS ACS

CATALOG

CYL TRK

The CYL TRK parameter provides RESTORE with the information necessary to convert disk space allocations
automatically. CYL indicates the factor to be applied to clusters allocated in cylinders. TRK indicates the factor applied to
clusters allocated in tracks or records. IDCAMS converts record allocations to tracks.

Syntax

CYL TRK

►►─┬─────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ CYL=n ─ TRK=n ─┘

Operand

To change the space factor, use the following operand:

Operand Explanation
n The space factor multiplied by the original allocation amount,

resulting in a new value used in the auto-define IDCAMS input. n
is a real number or integer.

Allocating Space

IDCAMS allocates in CI increments; it does not use the capacity of a whole track. Therefore, more accurate space
conversion is possible if CI capacity is used instead of byte capacity. The following table shows cylinder and track factors:

Restore Clusters Conversion TRK= CYL=
3330 to 3350 0.75 0.475
3350 to 3330 1.33 2.1
3380 to 3390 0.83 0.83
3390 to 3380 1.2 1.2

Usage Rules

The following usage rules apply to the CYL TRK parameter:
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• The space factor n is applied to the consolidated extents. When NOXTC is specified, factoring is applied to the original
amounts.

• SMS-managed objects are automatically converted to kilobytes, so there is no need to use the CYL TRK parameter.

Example

In the following example, the space factors are converted from a 3380 to a 3390:

RESTORE   CYL=.83  TRK=.83

CLUSTER

CL=+

DISP

The DISP parameter allows you to determine file access during the restore.

NOTE
At this level, DISP is a global parameter; it applies for the entire RESTORE. Specify DISP at the local level
to limit its effect to a specific group of clusters. For more information about DISP as a local parameter, see
RESTORE Cluster Names Optional Parameters.

Syntax

DISP

►►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DISP= ─┬─ SHR ◄ ─┬─┘

             └─ OLD ───┘

Operands

The DISP parameter is specified with one of the following operands:

Operand Explanation
SHR The cluster is allocated with a disposition of SHARE. This is the

default.
OLD The cluster is allocated with a disposition of OLD.

The default is DISP=SHR unless the GVPARMS utility is used to change it to DISP=OLD.

ESTOP

The ESTOP (Error Stop) parameter forces RESTORE to terminate when a cluster restore error is detected.

Syntax

ESTOP

►►─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ESTOP ─┘

Usage Rules

If you do not include the ESTOP parameter, when an error occurs RESTORE prints a diagnostic message and continues
to the next cluster. Also, clusters may be partially written to the restore. If a partial cluster is restored, a message is printed
to indicate this has occurred. If a cluster cannot be restored, a condition code of 8 is passed.

If you specify the ESTOP parameter, the RESTORE terminates when a condition code of 8 occurs.
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FAVER2

The FAVER2 parameter manually activates the FAVER2 Transparency.

Syntax

FAVER2

►►─┬──────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ FAVER2 ─┘

Usage Rules

The FAVER2 Transparency processes tapes that were created by FAVER 2 in the VSE environment. When the RESTORE
process opens the input tape, the tape label is analyzed. That usually provides enough information to determine whether
FAVER VSAM or FAVER 2 created the tape. When the tape is considered to be a FAVER 2 tape, the restore process
automatically activates the FAVER2 Transparency. In the unlikely event that FAVER VSAM does not recognize the input
tape as a FAVER 2 tape, this parameter can be coded to manually activate the FAVER2 Transparency.

NOTE
For more information, see FAVER2 Transparency.

FVRIN

The FVRIN parameter changes the name of the input file from the default FVRIN0.

Syntax

FVRIN

►►─┬────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ FVRIN=ddname ─┘

Operand

To change the name of the input file, use the following operand:

Operand Explanation
ddname The input DDname

NOTE
For users of previous versions of FAVER VSAM: You are encouraged to use the FVRIN parameter as
documented. However, the TAPE and TAPE0 parameters are still supported. If you currently use the statements
FVRIN=TAPE or FVRIN=TAPE0, you should change them to FVRIN=FVRIN0.

NODATA

The NODATA parameter prevents RESTORE from loading data records into an object. NODATA can be specified at any
level.

Syntax

This parameter has no operands.

NODATA

►►─┬──────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ NODATA ─┘

Example
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The following example restores clusters that begin with VANH. Data records are not written to the clusters.

RESTORE  NODATA

CLUSTER

CL=VANH.+

NODELETE DELETE

The NODELETE parameter prevents an IDCAMS DELETE from being performed with IDCAMS DEFINE. The DELETE
parameter causes RESTORE to delete an object so that it can be redefined. However, when there is no object with the
same name in the catalog, the delete fails. Use NODELETE when defining in a different or empty catalog to avoid an
unnecessary delete. If the object exists and NODELETE is specified, the define fails and the restore fails.

Syntax

This parameter has no operands.

NODELETE | DELETE

►►─┬────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ NODELETE ─┤

   └─ DELETE ◄ ─┘

Usage Rule

DELETE is the default unless the GVPARMS utility is used to change it to NODELETE.

NOSCRATCH SCRATCH

The NOSCRATCH parameter deletes cluster information only from the BCS. Use NOSCRATCH to delete a cluster from
an offline volume.

The default is SCRATCH, which deletes cluster information from the BCS and the VVDS.

Syntax

This parameter has no operands.

NOSCRATCH | SCRATCH

►►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ NOSCRATCH ─┤

   └─ SCRATCH ◄ ─┘

NOTE
NOSCRATCH can be abbreviated NSCR.

NOXTC

The NOXTC (NO eXtenT Consolidation) parameter instructs RESTORE to use the original primary allocation value.

Syntax

This parameter has no operands.

NOXTC

►►─┬─────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ NOXTC ─┘

Usage Rule
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If NOXTC is omitted, the consolidated primary extent value (original primary plus the sum of all secondaries) is used
except when using

• *AMS overrides
• VSAMAid recommendations (implemented during RESTORE).

PRIME NOPRIME

The PRIME parameter primes objects that were exported in an empty, nonprimed state. The NOPRIME parameter
prevents objects that have already been primed from being primed.

NOTE
At this level, PRIME|NOPRIME is a global parameter; it applies for the entire RESTORE. Specify PRIME|
NOPRIME at the local level to limit its effect to a specific group of clusters. For more information about PRIME|
NOPRIME as a local parameter, see Cluster Names: Optional Parameters.

Syntax

This parameter has no operands.

PRIME|NOPRIME

►►─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ PRIME ───┤

   └─ NOPRIME ─┘

Example

The following example shows how the PRIME and NOPRIME parameters can be used in the same job to prime some
clusters and not to prime others:

RESTORE PRIME REMP

CLUSTER

CL=PRIME.THESE.CLUSTERS.+

CL=LEAVE.THESE.CLUSTERS.ALONE.+  NOPRIME

Usage Rule

NOPRIME is the default unless the GVPARMS utility is used to change it to PRIME.

NOTE
There is no 'priming' involved with VSAM ESDS data sets. These are flat files as in sam only controlled by
VSAM. KSDS on the other hand has an index set that has to be initialized (primed) before it can be opened for
other than output. RRDS is the same as KSDS.

PURGE NOPURGE

The PURGE parameter adds the IDCAMS PURGE parameter to the DELETE CLUSTER operations of auto-define. The
IDCAMS PURGE parameter deletes all clusters whose expiration dates have not yet passed. The NOPURGE parameter
instructs FAVER VSAM to omit the IDCAMS PURGE parameter during DELETE CLUSTER operations.

Syntax

This parameter has no operands.

PURGE | NOPURGE

►►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ PURGE ─────┤

   └─ NOPURGE ◄ ─┘
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Usage Rule

• NOPURGE is the default when FAVER VSAM is initially installed, but PURGE can be set as the default with the
GVPARMS utility. For more information, see the section "Changing EXPORT/RESTORE System Defaults."

• When NOPURGE is in effect, unexpired clusters cannot be deleted; therefore, they are not restored. RESTORE
continues to the next cluster to be restored.

REMP NOREMP

The REMP (RESTORE empty) parameter causes FAVER VSAM to define any empty clusters encountered on the tape
that meet the restore criteria. Before the empty cluster is defined, a delete is issued for a cluster of the same name. The
NOREMP parameter instructs FAVER VSAM to skip processing for any empty clusters encountered on the tape.

Syntax

This parameter has no operands.

REMP | NOREMP

►►─┬────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ REMP ─────┤

   └─ NOREMP ◄ ─┘

Usage Rule

The following usage rules apply:

• NOREMP is the default when FAVER VSAM is initially installed, but REMP can be set as the default with the
GVPARMS utility.

NOTE
For more information, see Change EXPORT/RESTORE System Defaults.

• If NOREMP is in effect, empty clusters are bypassed, even if they meet the restore criteria.

RVER

The RVER (RESTORE verify) parameter prompts you to verify or cancel each cluster restore.

Syntax

This parameter has no operands.

RVER

►►─┬────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ RVER ─┘

Usage Rule

If RVER is omitted, no prompt is provided. For more information, see message GV008 in the FAVER VSAM Message
Reference Guide.

SECALLOC

The SECALLOC parameter adds support for the FAVER2 transparency. This parameter instructs restore to provide a
secondary allocation unit value for sequential datasets being restored from a FAVER VSE export dataset.

STARTNAME is useful if a restore fails. Having corrected the problem, you can add STARTNAME and resume restoring at
that point. This parameter eliminates the need to delete, redefine and restore all of the clusters that were restored before
the error.
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Syntax

This parameter has no operands.

SECALLOC

►►─ SECALLOC ─┬───────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

              ├─ UNITVALUE ◄ ─┤

              └─ UNITVALUE% ──┘

Operands

The SECALLOC parameter is specified with one of the following operands:

• UNIT VALUE
This is a numerical value. This value indicates the number of units to be allocated. Where a unit is a CYL or TRK,
depending upon which of these the primary was allocated in. If primary was allocated in CYLS then secondary
allocation is cyls, if primary was allocated in TRKS then secondary will be trks.

• UNITVALUE%
The % sign indicates the amount is a percent of primary allocation.

Default

If SECALLOC is not coded, a default secondary allocation of 25% of primary is used for all FAVER2 sequential datasets.
RLSE is also used so any allocated but unused space is released at close time.

Examples

(A) RESTORE SECALLOC=40  CL=NODE1.NODE2.+

(B) RESTORE SECALLOC=25%   CL=NODE1.NODE2.+

EXAMPLE (A)
The SECALLOC=40 allocates a secondary allocation (for FAVER2 sequential datasets) of 40 units of primary allocation.
Where a unit is a CYL or TRK depending upon which unit type is used for primary allocation. If primary is allocated in
CYLS then secondary is 40 CYLS, if primary is allocated in TRKS then secondary is 40 TRKS.

EXAMPLE (B)
The SECALLOC=25% generates a secondary allocation equal to 25% of primary.

STARTNAME

The STARTNAME parameter instructs RESTORE to begin at the cluster or alternate index name supplied.

STARTNAME is useful when a restore fails. Having corrected the problem, you can add STARTNAME and resume
restoring at that point. This parameter eliminates the need to delete, redefine, and restore all the clusters that were
restored before the error.

Syntax

STARTNAME

►►─┬──────────────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ STARTNAME=cluster.name ─┘

Operand

To indicate where RESTORE begins, use the following operand:

Operand Explanation
cluster.name The cluster or alternate index name where RESTORE begins.
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VSAMAID NOVSAMAID

The VSAMAID parameter allows easy implementation of VSAMAid recommendations. When you specify this parameter,
FAVER VSAM uses the VSAMAid history file and recommendations instead of the EXPORT tape definition to redefine a
cluster.

The NOVSAMAID parameter instructs FAVER VSAM to ignore any recommendations that VSAMAid might provide.
NOVSAMAID is the default when FAVER VSAM is initially installed, but VSAMAID can be set as the default with the
GVPARMS utility.

A TRENDS DD statement must be added to the JCL when VSAMAID is in effect.

NOTE
For more information about the TRENDS DD statement, see the  VSAMAid VSAM Tools User Guide .

Syntax

This parameter has no operands.

VSAMAID | NOVSAMAID

►►─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ VSAMAID ─────┤

   └─ NOVSAMAID ◄ ─┘

Implementing VSAMAid

You must run the VSAMAid Analyzer for any file you want to implement automatically. *AMS overrides are not required for
a define. RESTORE lists recommendations and compares them to the original value. Following are the items that may be
affected by automatic implementation:

• CI and CA free space
• Data and index space allocation
• Data and index CI size
• SPAN|NOSPAN
• IMBED|NOIMBED
• REPLICATE|NOREPLICATE
• Bufferspace
• Average record size

*AMS Overrides

*AMS overrides can be used along with VSAMAid recommendations. If an override is specified, FAVER VSAM uses it
instead of the recommended value.

Overrides should be used with caution, as they can invalidate another item's value, possibly causing an IDCAMS DEFINE
error. One type of recommendation prevents automatic implementation when overridden: A volser change. If an override
of these recommendations is encountered, a message reports that the recommendation was not implemented.

The following JCL example is used to restore a specific cluster with an AMS name override, during a single step which is
also performing generic cluster restores.

NOTE
For this to work correctly, the specific cluster must be listed after the CL=generic group of overrides.

//SYSIN    DD *

RESTORE PURGE

 CLUSTER

  CL=HURRO01.SMPCSI.TWO.+ *AMS -
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  CL (NAME(HURRO01.SMPCSI.TWO.REN2) VOL(ASM008)) -

  DATA(NAME(HURRO01.SMPCSI.TWO.REN2.DATA)) -

  INDEX(NAME(HURRO01.SMPCSI.TWO.REN2.INDEX))

  CL=HURRO01.SMPCSI.RENAMED *AMS -

  CL (NAME(HURRO01.SMPCSI.AFTERRN) VOL(ASM008)) -

  DATA(NAME(HURRO01.SMPCSI.AFTERRN.DATA)) -

  INDEX(NAME(HURRO01.SMPCSI.AFTERRN.INDEX))

XTNDCHK

This parameter instructs the reload process to apply additional checks to determine if Extend/DASD for VSE has
compressed this data set. If this data set is in compressed format, the reload process will decompress it so that Extend/
DASD for MVS can compress it using the improved techniques it employs.

This parameter applies only when reloading a data set created by FAVER VSAM for VSE. When reloading a data set
created by FAVER 2, this parameter is automatically put into effect.

NOTE
For more information about how FAVER2 Transparency affects reload processing, see FAVER2 Transparency.

Syntax

XTNDCHK

►►─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ XTNDCHK ─┘

RESTORE Method
The RESTORE method searches a backup file for clusters to restore. The RESTORE method follows the RESTORE
statement and must be only one of the following:

CATALOG EXCLUDE

The CATALOG method exports all clusters defined in the catalog. If no operands are specified, all clusters on the tape are
restored. A catalog DDname must be supplied either through a CAT statement or the default FVRCAT.

If EXCLUDE is specified, operands must follow to identify clusters, alternate indexes and paths that are excluded from the
job. The following table explains the operands used with EXCLUDE:

Operand Explanation
AIX Excludes alternate indexes from restore
PATH Excludes paths from restore
AIX PATH Excludes paths and alternate indexes from restore
entryname Excludes any cluster specified by a cluster name statement

CLUSTER

The CLUSTER method restores only those clusters whose names follow on cluster name statements. You may omit any
JCL reference to VSAM catalogs for a CLUSTER RESTORE. RESTORE uses the high-level qualifiers of a cluster's name
to find the alias to the appropriate user catalog. CAT can be supplied if the search is limited to a specific catalog. Alternate
indexes and paths are included in the restore.

NOTE
For more information about cluster name statements, see RESTORE Optional Statement Cluster Names.
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MCTLIST

The MCTLIST method restores all clusters and alternate indexes listed in the sequential (QSAM) file created by
MasterCat.

NOTE
For more information about creating this file, see the  MasterCat User Guide .

MCTLIST Usage Rules

The following usage rules apply to the MCTLIST method:

• Up to 32 DDnames can follow the MCTLIST statement; each one must be delimited by a comma.
• The list of DDnames can be continued to other statements by coding a hyphen (-) as the last nonblank character on

the statement.
• Multiple MasterCat files are restored in the order they are listed. Additional cluster names can be listed after the

MCTLIST statement if a few more clusters are needed.
MCTLIST=mctlist,mctlist, -

        mctlist,mctlist

• The EXCLUDE parameter cannot be used with MCTLIST.

VOLUME EXCLUDE

The VOLUME method restores only clusters and alternate indexes exported on the volumes listed. Alternate indexes and
paths related to selected base clusters are included in the restore, even if they appear on another volume.

VOLUME Usage Rules

The following usage rules apply to the VOLUME method:

• Multivolume clusters are restored in their entirety, even if only one of their volumes is listed.
• To exclude clusters from a VOLUME restore, specify cluster name statements along with the EXCLUDE parameter.

NOTE
For more information about EXCLUDE, see RESTORE Cluster Names: Optional Parameters.

• The list of volume serial numbers can be continued to other statements by coding a hyphen (-) as the last nonblank
character on a line:
VOLUME=volser,volser, -

       volser,volser

• Any number of volume serial numbers can be specified. These must be separated by commas.

RESTORE Optional Statement Cluster Names
The cluster name statement identifies clusters restored or excluded by a CATALOG, CLUSTER, or VOLUME restore.
Each cluster name statement must follow the RESTORE method statement.

Contents

Syntax

CLUSTER Names

►►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ CLUSTER=entryname ─┘

NOTE
CLUSTER can be abbreviated as CL.

Operand
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The cluster name statement is specified with the following operand:

Operand Explanation
entryname The cluster, alternate index, or path name as defined in the

catalog or in a generic form. A generic form for the cluster name
allows similarly named clusters to be restored or excluded with
one statement.

 

Generic entrynames

A generic entryname is composed of select and skip characters. The following table explains how to read the generic
entrynames:

Example Explanation
CLUSTER=AP++++C Skip characters are represented by a plus sign (+) and do not

take part in the compare process. This example includes these
clusters:
CLUSTER=AP1000C
CLUSTER=AP2145C

CLUSTER=++C Generic names can be padded to the right with plus signs (+) up
to 44 bytes, so that names of unequal lengths compare equally.
This example includes these clusters:
CLUSTER=ABC
CLUSTER=ABCDE

Optional Parameters

Other than CLUSTER, the cluster name statement can include the following optional parameters:

CLUSTER

►►─ CLUSTER ─┬────────────────┬─┬──────────┬──────────────────────────────────►

             └─ /*Comments*/ ─┘ └─ ADDHLQ ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────►

   └─ DBD=dbdname ─ DDN=ddnname ─┘

 ►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬─┬─────────────────────┬────────────►

   └─ DEFINED DDNAME=ddnname(/password) ─┘ └─ DISP= ─┬─ SHR ◄ ─┬─┘

                                                     └─ OLD ───┘

 ►─┬────────────────────┬─┬──────────┬─┬───────────┬──────────────────────────►

   └─ EXCLUDEentryname ─┘ └─ NODATA ─┘ ├─ PRIME ───┤

                                       └─ NOPRIME ─┘

 ►─┬────────────────────────┬─┬────────────────────┬─┬─────────────┬──────────►

   └─ REUSE DDNAME=ddnname ─┘ └─ UEXIT=membername ─┘ └─ XTNDOFF=n ─┘

 ►─┬────────┬─┬───────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ *AMS ─┘ └─ parameter() ─┘ 

Usage Rules
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The following usage rules apply to cluster name statements:

• Any number of cluster name statements can be included after a RESTORE method.
• The auto-define process may be bypassed and the restore directed to a previously defined or reusable cluster or

alternate index.
• Whenever the name or master password of a base cluster is changed using the *AMS parameter, all associated

alternate indexes and paths reflect the change. Do not alter PATHENTRY and RELATE.
• When using *AMS overrides for alternate indexes and paths, the cluster statement must be specified as:

– CLUSTER= (or CL=) name of cluster to be restored
– AIX=name of alternate index to be restored
– PATH=name of path to be restored

• Cluster records can be processed from a restore.
• Clusters can be restored by a user exit.
• A cluster name statement can be continued by coding a hyphen (-) as the last nonblank character on the statement:

   CL=entryname

   REUSE -

   DDNAME=ddname

   CL=entryname

   UEXIT=exit

   *AMS -

   ...AMS input ...

Sample Statements

The following table explains samples of the cluster name statement:

Statement Explanation
CL=NAME - UEXIT=PROGRAM - *AMS - CLUSTER ( CYL(20 2))
- DATA ( FSPC(20 10))

The cluster is restored, and each of its records is processed by
a user exit. During the auto-define process, the cluster's space
allocation and amount of free space are changed.

CL=CLUSTER.NAME If this is a cluster restore, this cluster is auto-defined and then
restored. For a volume or catalog restore with EXCLUDE, this
cluster is excluded because no parameters other than its name
appear.

CL=NAME REUSE DDNAME=CLDD The DDname CLDD is opened empty and the cluster is stored
without auto-define.

CL=NAME DEFINED DDNAME=DEFDD The DDname DEFDD is a previously defined empty cluster. Auto-
define is not used.

CL=+ *AMS - CLUSTER ( NAME (ABC.+)) All clusters (CL=+) are restored, with their high-level index
changed to ABC.

RESTORE Cluster Names Optional Parameters
Descriptions, syntax, and examples are provided for the following RESTORE optional parameters:

/*Comments*/

Comment lines are permitted in RESTORE. Use the slash (/) and asterisk (*) characters to enclose comments.

Syntax
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/*Comments*/

►►─┬────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ /*comment line*/ ─┘

Example

The following example shows how to add a comment line to a RESTORE job:

RESTORE          /*begin restore*/

CLUSTER          /*specify cluster method*/

CL=TEST.CLUSTERS /*specify which clusters to restore*/

ADDHLQ

The ADDHLQ (Add High-Level Qualifier) adds a node or nodes to the object name through *AMS overrides.

NOTE
At this level, ADDHLQ is a local parameter. It applies for a specific group of clusters. Specify ADDHLQ at the
global level to apply for the entire EXPORT. For more information about ADDHLQ as a global parameter, see
RESTORE Statement .

Syntax

This parameter has no operands.

ADHLQ

►►─┬──────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ ADDHLQ ─┘

Example

In the following example, all clusters with the high-level qualifier XYZ are restored and renamed to TEST.XYZ:

RESTORE

CLUSTER

CL=XYZ.+ ADDHLQ *AMS

 CLUSTER(NAME(TEST.+)) -

 DATA   (NAME(TEST.+)) -

 INDEX  (NAME(TEST.+))

DBD DDN

The DBD DDN parameter creates FAVER VSAM entries for the DBRC recovery control utility.

Syntax

DBD DDN

►►─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ DBD=dbdname ─┤

   └─ DDN=ddnname ─┘

Operands

The DBD DDN parameter is specified with both of the following operands:

Operand Explanation
dbdname The output file for DBD
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ddnname The output file for DDN

 

How DBD and DDN Work

FAVER VSAM writes a NOTIFY.RECOV command for every cluster that has these parameters specified. FAVER VSAM
opens FVRDBRC and writes the following 80-byte records:

NOTIFY.RECOV DBD=(dbdname) DDN=(ddnname)  -

  RCVTIME(yydddhhmmsst)   -

  UDATA('FAVER RESTORE OF ddname')

FAVER VSAM creates a file containing the previous records for each cluster identified by CL=entryname, DBD=dbdname
DDN=ddnname. The FAVER VSAM RESTORE jobstep pulls in the RESTORE DD for DSPURX00.

NOTE
For more information about EXPORT, see EXPORT Optional Statement Cluster Names.

NOTE
For more information about DBRC, see the IBM manual IMS/VS Data Base Recovery Control Feature:
Reference and Operations Manual.

DISP

The DISP parameter dynamically allocates the RESTORE file and allows you to determine file access during the export.

NOTE
At this level, DISP is a local parameter. It applies for a specific group of clusters. Specify DISP at the global
level to apply for the entire RESTORE. For more information about DISP as a global parameter, see RESTORE
Statement.

Syntax

DISP

►►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DISP= ─┬─ SHR ◄ ─┬─┘

             └─ OLD ───┘

Operands

The DISP parameter is specified with one of the following operands:

Operand Explanation
SHR The file is not dynamically allocated. This is the default.
OLD The file is dynamically allocated. Only you have access to the file

during an export.

The default is DISP=SHR unless the GVPARMS utility is used to change it to DISP=OLD.

DEFINED DDNAME

The DEFINED DDNAME parameter indicates that RESTORE skips the auto-define process for this cluster and uses the
data set pointed to by ddname. DEFINED DDNAME means the cluster has already been defined in another IDCAMS
execution and is currently empty.

Syntax
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DEFINED DDNAME

►►─┬─────────────────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ DEFINED DDNAME=ddnname(/password) ─┘

Operands

The DEFINED DDNAME parameter has the following operands:

Operand Explanation
ddname The data set where the auto-define process begins. The default is

the current name.
password The optional master or update password for writing to this cluster.

If password is omitted, RESTORE uses the master password from
the tape. The password must be delimited by a slash (/).

Usage Rule

When DEFINED DDNAME is used, the only other optional parameter that can be coded on the cluster name statement is
UEXIT.

EXCLUDE

The EXCLUDE parameter excludes clusters from the restore. Note that this is different from the CATALOG [EXCLUDE]
described in CATALOG [EXCLUDE].

Syntax

EXCLUDE

►►─┬─────────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ EXCLUDE  CL=entryname ─┘

Operand

The following table explains the operand for the EXCLUDE parameter:

Operand Explanation
entryname The specified generic or specific cluster is excluded from the

restore

Usage Rules

The following usage rules apply to the EXCLUDE parameter:

• When a cluster name statement is used to exclude a cluster, the only parameter allowed is entryname, AIX, or PATH.
If another parameter is coded on a cluster name statement when the EXCLUDE option is in effect, the cluster name
statement does not exclude the cluster.

• You cannot specify EXCLUDE on cluster restores without specifying AIX or PATH.

Example

The following sample excludes from a restore all clusters that begin with SMS.TEST:

RESTORE

CLUSTER

CL=SMS.++++.+

 EXCLUDE

  CL=SMS.TEST.+
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PRIME NOPRIME

The PRIME parameter primes objects that were exported in a nonprimed state. The NOPRIME parameter prevents
objects that have already been primed from being primed again.

NOTE
At this level, PRIME|NOPRIME is a local parameter. It applies for a specific group of clusters. Specify PRIME|
NOPRIME at the global level to apply for the entire EXPORT. For more information about PRIME|NOPRIME as
a global parameter, see RESTORE Statement.

Syntax

This parameter has no operands.

PRIME|NOPRIME

►►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   ├─ PRIME ─────┤

   └─ NOPRIME ◄ ─┘

Example

The following example shows how the PRIME and NOPRIME parameters can be used in the same job to prime some
clusters and not to prime others:

RESTORE

CLUSTER

CL=PRIME.THESE.CLUSTERS PRIME

CL=LEAVE.THESE.CLUSTERS.ALONE NOPRIME

NOPRIME is the default unless the GVPARMS utility is used to change it to PRIME.

NOTE
There is no 'priming' involved with VSAM ESDS data sets. These are flat files as in sam only controlled by
VSAM. KSDS on the other hand has an index set that has to be initialized (primed) before it can be opened for
other than output. RRDS is the same as KSDS.

REUSE DDNAME

The REUSE DDNAME parameter indicates that RESTORE skips the auto-define process for this cluster and resets it to
empty. The cluster must be defined with REUSE or an open error occurs.

Syntax

REUSE DDNAME

►►─┬────────────────────────────────────────┬─────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ REUSE DDNAME=ddnname ─┬─────────────┬─┘

                            └─ /password ─┘

Operands

The REUSE DDNAME parameter has the following operands:

Operand Explanation
ddname The cluster that is opened and reset to empty. The default is the

current name.
password The optional master or update password for writing to this cluster.

If password is omitted, RESTORE uses the master password from
the tape. The password must be delimited by a slash (/).
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Usage Rule

When REUSE DDNAME is used, the only other optional parameter that can be coded on the cluster name statement is
UEXIT.

UEXIT

The UEXIT parameter specifies the name of a user exit program that is called each time a record is restored.

NOTE
UEXIT is not valid with datasets unloaded using SAVECOMP.

Syntax

UEXIT

►►─┬─────────────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ UEXIT=programname ─┘

Operand

The UEXIT parameter has the following operand:

Operand Explanation
progname The name of the user exit program called by RESTORE

Usage Rule

The UEXIT parameter can be coded in conjunction with any other optional parameters.

NOTE
For more information on coding and using a user exit, see User Exit Facility.

XTNDOFF

WARNING
This parameter should only be used with the assistance of Broadcom Support representatives. This parameter
should not be used unless you have received the GV812 error message during an attempted restore.

Syntax

XTNDOFF

►►─┬─────────────┬────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ XTNDOFF=n ─┘

The XTNDOFF parameter applies only to data sets that were compressed by Extend/DASD for VSE. Thus, only data
set exported by FAVER VSAM for VSE or FAVER 2 for VSE would be candidates. The value of "n" overrides the offset
to compression that was recorded in the Extend/DASD for VSE Control File. That value was extracted by FAVER VSAM
for VSE or FAVER 2 for VSE and stored in the exported data set's header record. In the rarest circumstances, this value
might not have been updated when important structural changes to the compressed data set were made. In this event, the
offset to compression stored in the header record must be overridden. The reload process validates the stored offset and
automatically overrides it if is not at least the sum of key offset plus key length. If this occurs, a GV811 message is issued
indicating the actual offset being used. The correct value is the offset, relative to zero, of the first data byte past all keys.
That is, if this data set has an alternate index and the key area used by the alternate index is beyond the base cluster's
key, then the XTNDOFF value would be the sum of the alternate index's key length plus its key offset.
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*AMS

The *AMS parameter indicates that the statements immediately following it are IDCAMS DEFINE CLUSTER parameters.
These user-supplied AMS parameters replace their counterparts that are extracted from tape.

Syntax

*AMS

►►─┬────────┬─────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ *AMS ─┘

Name Substitution

Name substitution is made positionally within qualifier levels of the cluster name. When name substitution is used in
conjunction with a generic cluster name, many clusters can easily be renamed with very few control statements. Special
characters signify that the original cluster name and the new name in the *AMS input are merged.

Plus Signs (+)

Whenever a plus sign (+) is encountered in the new name, a character is moved from the original name to this position.
Characters in the new name that are not plus signs remain as they are.

Examples of *AMS Name Substitution

The following table shows examples of *AMS name substitution:

Original Name *AMS Name Merged Name
ABC.DEF.GHI XYZ.+ XYZ.DEF.GHI
ABC.DEF.GHI XYZ123.+ XYZ123.DEF.GHI
ABC.DEF.GHI XYZ.+++.AAA XYZ.DEF.AAA
ABC.DEF.GHI XYZ123.+++.AAA XYZ123.DEF.AAA

Usage Rules

The following usage rules apply to the *AMS parameter:

• Any or all components may be supplied.
• Each component must begin on a new statement, and all *AMS input must be coded in statement columns 2 through

72.
• All input except the last statement must be appropriately continued. The end of the *AMS input is signaled by the non-

continuation of an *AMS parameter or the *AMS end-of-input character, the semicolon (;).
• All DEFINE CLUSTER parameters can be used except data organization (INDEXED, NONINDEXED, NUMBERED),

MODEL, and FILE. Abbreviations are allowed.
• Any errors in the *AMS input causes the restore to terminate for that cluster. At this point, the cluster has been deleted

(unless you specify NODELETE).
• If the name of the cluster is changed, the PATH is also changed. Alternate indexes with the old name are restored if not

excluded.
• When *AMS is used, the only other valid optional parameter is UEXIT.

() Parameter

An open and closed parenthesis () prevents RESTORE from putting an IDCAMS parameter in the *AMS DEFINE
statement.
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Syntax

()Parameter

►►─┬───────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ parameter() ─┘

Operand

The () parameter has the following operand:

Operand Explanation
parameter The IDCAMS parameter to be suppressed

Example

The following sample RESTORE job suppresses the storage class, the index name, and the data name:

RESTORE CLUSTER CL=+ *AMS -

 CLUSTER (STORCLAS()) -

 DATA (NAME()       ) -

 INDEX (NAME()      )

RESTORE JCL
Separate DD statements for each cluster being restored are not required. The z/OS users need only supply SYSIN,
SYSOUT, and tape DDs. The following sample shows the required and optional JCL for RESTORE:

JOB

//RESTORE  EXEC PGM=GVRESTOR

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=faver.loadlib

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=class

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=class

//DSSMSGDD  DD SYSOUT=class

//INPUT    DD   DSN=restore.input.file

//FVRIN0   DD   DSN=restore.input.file

//FVRDBRC  DD   DSN=recovery.file

//TRENDS   DD   DSN=history.file

//mctlist  DD   DSN=mcat.file

//bixlist  DD   DSN=gvbldix.input.file

//SYSIN    DD   *|DSN=read.data set|PDS member

RESTORE JCL Parameters

JOB

(Optional.) The JOB statement is a user-specified jobname.

• RESTORE EXEC PGM
(Required.) EXEC PGM=GVRESTOR specifies GVRESTOR as the program name. Include PARM=DUMP to produce
abend dumps, if necessary.

• STEPLIB
(Optional.) STEPLIB DD specifies the data set name of the load library that contains the GVRESTOR program.

• SYSPRINT
(Required.) SYSPRINT DD specifies the output message data set. RESTORE and COMPARE messages include the
following:
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– Number of clusters restored or compared; or for empty clusters, defined.
– Name of each cluster restored, compared, or defined. The message also includes the date and time the cluster was

exported, and a record count.
– All *AMS output when auto-define is used.
– Number of records restored, deleted, modified, or inserted when a user exit is used.

• SYSUDUMP
(Optional.) SYSUDUMP DD provides information dumps.

• DSSMSGDD
(Optional.) Required when restoring datasets exported with SAVECOMP. No parameters are required.

• INPUT
(Optional.) INPUT DD identifies the RESTORE input file. INPUT is the DDname coded on the FVRIN parameter of the
RESTORE statement. The DDname FVRIN0 is the default.

• FVRIN0
(Required for VSAM restore.) FVRIN0 DD specifies the default DDname if the FVRIN parameter is omitted from the
RESTORE statement.

• FVRDBRC
(Optional.) FVRDBRC DD identifies a QSAM file that receives recovery utility input when DBD and DDN are specified
on a cluster name statement. The DCB parameters used are RECFM=FB, LRECL=80. BLKSIZE defaults to 80, but it
is not specified in the DCB macro and may be set by the user.

• TRENDS
(Optional.) TRENDS DD identifies the VSAM file used to collect information when the VSAMAID parameter is
specified. This file must be defined and primed before it can collect information.

NOTE
For more information on defining the VSAM file, see the  VSAMAid VSAM Tools User Guide .

• bixlist
(Optional.) bixlist DD identifies the file that contains the names of the base clusters.

• mctlist
(Optional.) mctlist DD identifies the QSAM file (built by MasterCat) that contains any cluster name statements.

• SYSIN
(Required.) SYSIN DD specifies where data sets are read. You can specify the following with SYSIN:

Method Explanation
* Control statements follow.
DSN=data set read.data set is the data set from which EXPORT control

statements are read.
PDS member The data set is read from a PDS file.

Using Comments as Input
Comments are now allowed as SYSIN input.

Restrictions

The following are restrictions for using comments as input:

• Comments cannot begin in column one.
• RESTORE must be the first statement in the job.
• Comments begin with a slash and asterisk (/*) and end with an asterisk and slash (*/).
• No continuation is allowed.
• Comments are not permitted after an EXCLUDE {AIX|PATH}.
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Sample Comments

The following sample job uses comments as part of the input:

RESTORE /*start restore*/ PURGE

  /*select method next*/

CLUSTER /*exclude AIXs*/ EXCLUDE AIX

CL=TEST.+ /*restore all clusters that begin TEST.*/

RESTORE Samples
The following samples illustrate the flexibility of RESTORE:

Contents

Restore Clusters from One Catalog

This sample provides the JCL and control statements used to restore clusters in various ways from one catalog.

Required JCL

The following JCL is required to restore clusters exported from a catalog that owns three volumes:

//RESTORE  EXEC PGM=GVRESTOR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//FVRIN0   DD DSN=PRODCAT.EXPORT,DISP=OLD

Restore All Clusters

The following control statements restore all clusters on the tape, allow unexpired clusters to be deleted, and define any
empty clusters:

RESTORE  PURGE  REMP

CATALOG

Restore Two Clusters

The following control statements restore two clusters:

RESTORE

CLUSTER

CL=MIS.AR200

CL=MIS.AP1000C

Restore Clusters Exported from One Volume

The following control statements restore clusters exported from one volume:

RESTORE

VOLUME=VSAM01

Restore with EXCLUDE

The following control statements restore all clusters except those clusters with the prefix TEST. and any alternate indexes.
If any VSAM errors occur, the restore terminates and the operator is prompted with message GV008.

RESTORE  RVER  ESTOP
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CATALOG EXCLUDE AIX

CL=TEST.++++++

Restore with High-Level Qualifier

The following control statements restore similarly named clusters and change the default buffers from five to seven, and
the index buffers from three to five:

RESTORE BUFND=7 BUFNI=5

CLUSTER

CL=MIS.++++++++

Restore Reusable and Previously Defined Clusters

The following control statements restore a reusable cluster and a previously defined cluster:

RESTORE

CLUSTER

CL=AR.1000  REUSE  DDNAME=AR1000

CL=AR.INQ.2300D  DEFINED  DDNAME=AR2300D

To perform this restore, you must also add these DD statements to the JCL:

//AR1000  DD DSN=AR.1000,DISP=OLD

//AR2300D DD DSN=AR.INQ.2300D,DISP=OLD

Restore All Clusters with Changes

The following control statements restore all clusters, changing the names of two clusters and restoring one reusable
cluster:

RESTORE

CATALOG

CL=TEST.AR1000  *AMS  -

 CL ( NAME (AR.1000)) -

 IX ( NAME (AR.1000.IX)) -

 DATA ( NAME (AR.1000.DA))

CL=TEST.AR2300  *AMS  -

 CLUSTER ( NAME( AR.2300))  -

 DATA ( NAME( AR.2300.DA))  -

 INDEX ( NAME( AR.2300.IX))

CL=TRS.INQ100  REUSE  DDNAME=INQ100

To perform this restore, you must also add this DD statement to the JCL:

//INQ100 DD DSN=TRS.INQ100,DISP=SHR

Restore Clusters to a Different Volume

The following control statements restore all clusters defined in the catalog to a different volume with a different device
type. The new volume serial number is used in the definition of each cluster. Space requirements adjust the old allocation
to conform to the new device type.

RESTORE CYL=.475 TRK=.75   -> Adjust space allocation

CLUSTER

CL=+ *AMS -                -> Generic name applicable to

                              all clusters.
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CL (VOL (newvol)) -        -> New volume serial number.

NAME (ABC.+)) -            -> New high-level index for all

DATA (NAME (ABC.+)) -         cluster, data, and index.

IX   (NAME (ABC.+))

AIX=+ *AMS -               -> Generic name applicable to

                              all alternate indexes.

AIX(VOL (newvol)) -        -> New volume serial number.

NAME (ABC.+)) -            -> New high-level index for all

DATA (NAME (ABC.+)) -         cluster, data, and index.

IX   (NAME (ABC.+))

PATH=+ *AMS -              -> Generic name applicable to

                              all paths.

PATH (NAME(ABC.+))         -> New name.

Restore One Cluster and Change AIX Parameters

The following control statements restore one cluster and change various parameters in its associated alternate index:

RESTORE

CLUSTER

CL=MIS.ATC200

AIX=MIS.AIX.ATC200  *AMS  -

AIX (FSPC(30 30) NOIMBED))

Restore Clusters from Three Catalogs

This section provides the JCL and control statements used to restore clusters in various ways from one catalog.

Required JCL

The following required JCL restores clusters from three catalogs owning six volumes, all on the same file:

//RESTORE  EXEC PGM=GVRESTOR

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//FVRIN0   DD DSN=VSAM.EXPORT,DISP=OLD

//SYSIN    DD *

Restore All Clusters

The following control statements restore all clusters to the same catalogs from which they were exported:

RESTORE

CATALOG

Restart a Restore

This sample assumes the previous restore failed to restore the cluster PAYROLL.MASTER. After correcting the problem,
the following control statements restart the restore where it left off, without restoring files that have already been restored.

RESTORE  STARTNAME=PAYROLL.MASTER

CATALOG
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Restore One Cluster to One Catalog

The following control statements restore one cluster to one catalog while implementing the recommendations from
VSAMAid used in defining the cluster:

RESTORE VSAMAID

CLUSTER

CL=MIS.AR1000

To perform this restore, add the following TRENDS DD statement to the JCL:

//TRENDS DD DSN=HISTORY.FILE,DISP=SHR

Restore Two Clusters to Different Catalogs

The following control statements restore two clusters to a different catalog than the one they were exported from,
changing various *AMS parameters. If the clusters do not exist on the different catalog, NODELETE eliminates the
unnecessary IDCAMS DELETE before the DEFINE.

RESTORE NODELETE

CLUSTER

CL=TEST.RTS100.INQ   -

  *AMS   -

 CLUSTER ( NAME (MIS.RTS100.INQ))  -

 DATA ( VOLUMES(PRODAA) CYL(20 1))  -

 INDEX ( VOLUMES (PRODBB) CYL (1 1))

CL=TEST.RTS250.LOG   *AMS  -

 CLUSTER (NAME (MIS.RTS250.LOG)  -

    VOLUMES (PRODAA))  -

 INDEX ( IMBED )

Restore Clusters with a User Exit

The following control statements restore all clusters from the original volume to TESTAA, processing each cluster through
a user exit and changing the volume on which the cluster resides. The exit does not know the names of the clusters being
restored; instead, the exit restores a subset of each cluster's records in order to build a test database.

RESTORE

CLUSTER

CL=++++++++++ UEXIT=CONVERT *AMS -

 CLUSTER ( VOL (TESTAA))

Restore with *AMS Overrides

This section provides the control statements used to restore clusters with *AMS overrides.

Restore with *AMS

The following control statements exclude clusters at the catalog level and include clusters with *AMS overrides. Normally,
all clusters specified after a CATALOG EXCLUDE are excluded, but the *AMS override feature includes the clusters in the
restore. Also, the VOL( ) parameter is included to convert the clusters to SMS.

RESTORE

CATALOG  EXCLUDE

CL=TEST.MSA.+

CL=TEST.+      *AMS -

  CLUSTER ( NAME(SMSTEST.+) -
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            VOLUME()        )-

  DATA    ( NAME(SMSTEST.+) )-

  INDEX   ( NAME(SMSTEST.+) )

*AMS Override of STORAGECLASS

The following control statements restore clusters by overriding the STORAGECLASS statement:

RESTORE REMP

CLUSTER

CL=PROD.BK19  *AMS -

  CLUSTER( NAME(SMSTEST.+) -

          STORCLAS(TEST)  )-

  DATA   (NAME(SMSTEST.+) )

Restore with MCTLIST

The following control statements are used to restore clusters with MCTLIST.

Restore all Clusters with MCTLIST

The following control statements restore all clusters listed in the file MCAT.FLIST (a file created by MasterCat) as well as
the cluster ONE.MORE.CLUSTER:

RESTORE REMP PURGE

MCTLIST=FVRCARDS

CL=ONE.MORE.CLUSTER

To perform this restore, you must add this statement to the JCL:

//FVRCARDS DD DSN=MCAT.FLIST,DISP=SHR

Restore with MCTLIST

The following control statements restore the clusters listed in files created by MasterCat, MCTDD1 and MCTDD2:

RESTORE

MCTLIST=MCTDD1,     -

        MCTDD2

CL=CA.+

Restore for Specific Data Set

The following control statement restores a specific cluster with an AMS name override, during a single step which is also
performing generic restores.

NOTE
You must have the specific cluster listed second or somewhere after the CL=generic.

//SYSIN  DD*

RESTORE PURGE

CLUSTER

 CL=WXYZO01.SMPCSI.TWO.+*AMS -

 CL (NAME(WXYZO01.SMPCSI.TWO.REN2) VOL(ASM008)) -

 DATA(NAME(WXYZO01.SMPCSI.TWO.REN2.DATA)) -

 INDEX(NAME(WXYZO01.SMPCSI.TWO.REN2.INDEX))

 CL=WXYZO01.SMPCSI.RENAMED *AMS -
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 CL (NAME(WXYZO01.SMPCSI.AFTERRN) VOL(ASM008)) -

 DATA(NAME(WXYZO01.SMPCSI.AFTERRN.DATA)) -

 INDEX(NAME(WXYZO01.SMPCSI.AFTERRN.INDEX))

COMPARING
The COMPARE command verifies that the EXPORT file is readable and that every byte of data precisely matches the
cluster just exported. You can run COMPARE immediately after EXPORT to ensure exact file content and length.

NOTE
Files unloaded with SAVECOMP cannot be compared as these files are not in a FAVER format.

To run COMPARE, use the same JCL and control statements used for a restore, but specify the COMPARE statement
instead of the RESTORE statement.

Contents

COMPARE Group

A COMPARE group is similar to an EXPORT or RESTORE group. The following is an example of a COMPARE group:

COMPARE            <----- Compare Command

CATALOG EXCLUDE    <----- Compare Method

 CL=CICS+          <----- Optional Statements

Syntax

COMPARE

►►─ COMPARE ──────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

How COMPARE Works

The following table explains how COMPARE works:

Stage Action
1 COMPARE uses the same logic paths as RESTORE to deblock

and address a record as if it were to be restored.
2 A VSAM sequential GET macro is issued against the cluster, and

the disk and backup records are compared.
3 Tests are made to verify the following:

Equal length
Equal content
Equal RRDS slot numbers
Same end-of-file points

4 Any discrepancies are reported by message GV906. For more
information, see Messages.

Usage Rules

The COMPARE command has the following usage rules:
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• During comparison, the RESTORE parameters REUSE, *AMS, and UEXIT are edited, but they have no effect on
processing.

• Any of the RESTORE methods (CATALOG, CLUSTER, MCTLIST, and VOLUME) can be used. DD statements must
be supplied for only those clusters that have the REUSE DDNAME=ddname parameter on the cluster name statement.

• When clusters are opened, the catalog search order is as follows:
– STEPCAT
– JOBCAT
– Qualified data set name
– Master catalog

Samples

The following are sample COMPARE jobs:

Job Explanation
COMPARE CATALOG EXCLUDE CL=TEST.+ Reads all clusters in the catalog except those that begin with

TEST. and compares each record byte for byte.
COMPARE CLUSTER CL=CICS+ Reads all clusters that begin with CICS and compares each record

byte for byte.

Building Alternate Indexes
This section describes the process used to build Alternate Indexes using the following utility:

• GVBLDIX to build one or more AIXs (Alternate IndeXes) for one or more VSAM base clusters. This procedure replaces
IDCAMS BLDINDEX.

• GVPATH which permits you to use discontiguous key alternate indexes. VSAM does not support a path defined over a
discontiguous key alternate index.

GVBLDIX
GVBLDIX can use the BIXLIST data set created by RESTORE to determine which AIXs to build.

 Contents 

  

GVBLDIX/RESTORE Interface

RESTORE writes a BASE=base.cluster.name for each cluster that has AIXs to the BIXLIST data set. GVBLDIX in turn
uses the contents of the BIXLIST data set as control statements.

BIXLIST

The BIXLIST parameter specifies a file containing base cluster names. BIXLIST is specified in the RESTORE job.

 Syntax 

 BIXLIST 

►►─┬──────────────────┬───────────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ BIXLIST=ddname ─┘

 Operand 
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The BIXLIST parameter is specified with the following operand:

 Operand  Explanation 
 ddname Points to the ddname that describes the BIXLIST data set.

 Example 

The following sample RESTORE job builds the file BLDCARDS:

//EXEC PGM=GVRESTOR

//BLDCARDS DD DSN=FAVER.BIXLIST,DISP=SHR

  RESTORE BIXLIST=BLDCARDS

  CLUSTER

  CLUSTER=CL+

The following sample GVBLDIX job uses the contents of the FAVER.BIXLIST file as input and builds the alternate indexes
with a message level of 1. Alternate indexes related to SMS.BASE are built with a message level of 3:

//EXEC PGM=GVBLDIX

//GVBCARDS DD DSN=FAVER.BIXLIST,DISP=SHR

  MSGLEVEL=1

  BIXLIST=GVBCARDS

Running GVBLDIX

When building multiple alternate indexes related to a base cluster, GVBLDIX saves processing time by reading the base
cluster only once. GVBLDIX uses your in-house sort software.

Control Statements

GVBLDIX runs with or without control statements. If the AIX1 DD is specified, GVBLDIX builds only the alternate index
pointed to by AIX1 even if there are other alternates related to the base described by the BASE DD. If only the BASE DD
is specified, GVBLDIX locates and builds all alternate indexes related to the base cluster.

 

NOTE
  Important: When the BASE DD is found, all control statements are ignored. So, to run GVBLDIX with control
statements, omit the BASE DD and AIX1 DD statements from the JCL. Then specify the required parameters,
BASE and AIX. Optionally, you can specify the MSGLEVEL, DROP, NUNQLIMIT, KEYS, and BIXLIST control
statements.

BASE Parameter

The BASE parameter specifies the 44-character base object entryname as defined in the catalog and, optionally, the
password for the cluster. One BASE parameter is required per run of GVBLDIX.

 Syntax 

 BASE 

►►─ BASE=base.cluster.name ─┬─────────────┬───────────────────────────────────►◄

                            └─ /password ─┘

 Operands 
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The BASE parameter is specified with the following operands:

 Operand  Explanation 
 base.cluster.name The 44-character entryname as defined in the catalog.
 /password The optional password for the cluster. If specified, the password

must be delimited by a slash (/).

AIX Parameter

The AIX parameter specifies the name of the alternate index as defined in the catalog. An AIX parameter is required for
each run of GVBLDIX. The alternate index must be:

• Related to the base cluster defined by the BASE parameter.
• Defined and empty at execution of GVBLDIX unless the alternate index is defined as reusable. In this case, specifying

RESET resets the alternate index's high-used-RBA to 0 at the time of OPEN, essentially emptying the alternate index.

 Syntax 

 AIX 

 

 Operands 

The AIX parameter is specified with the following operands:

 Operand  Explanation 
 aix.cluster.name The 44-character entryname as defined in the catalog.
/password The optional password for the cluster. If specified, the password

must be delimited by a slash (/).
DROP=X' hex data '
DROP=C' character data '

 (Optional.). DROP omits unwanted alternate index keys.
GVBLDIX does not build alternate index records matching the
DROP key. There is no limit on the number of DROP keys that
can be specified. A dash (-) is the only continuation character
permitted, and it must immediately follow the last character in the
key. The DROP key must be the same length as the alternate
index key; no generics or fillers are supported.

RESET  (Optional.). RESET indicates that the alternate index is opened
with the MACRF=RST option. For RESET to be effective, the
alternate index must be defined with REUSE. RESET eliminates
the need to perform an IDCAMS DELETE and DEFINE before
building the alternate index with GVBLDIX. The alternate index's
high-used RBA is set to 0 when it is opened, emptying the file. The
default is MACRF=NRS (no reset).
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KEYS(length offset)  (Optional.). KEYS builds alternate index keys from discontiguous
fields in the base record. The fields are concatenated in the order
of the keys. Up to ten discontiguous keys can be specified. The
sum of the lengths of the key segments must equal the length of
the alternate key as specified in the alternate index definition.
To use alternate indexes built with discontiguous keys, use the
GVPATH interface program. GVPATH allows access to the base
cluster through the discontiguous key alternate index in sequential
or direct processing mode.

NUNQLIMIT=n  (Optional.). NUNQLIMIT specifies an upper limit on the number
of nonunique keys added to an alternate index record, limiting the
number of base records represented by the alternate index. The
default is no upper limit. NUNQLIMIT must be in decimal form.
The number of nonunique keys in an alternate index record is
limited ¢y the maximum record size as specified in the alternate
index definition.

MSGLEVEL Optional Parameter

The MSGLEVEL optional parameter limits the types of GVBLDIX messages you receive. The following table explains the
types of GVBLDIX messages:

 Type  Reports 
Error Conditions that terminate a build index request. GVBLDIX moves

on to the next request if one exists.
Warning Conditions that if corrected will improve GVBLDIX performance.
Information General information.

 Syntax 

 MSGLEVEL 

►►─┬───────────────────────┬──────────────────────────────────────────────────►◄

   └─ MSGLEVEL= ─┬─ 1 ◄ ─┬─┘

                 ├─ 2 ───┤

                 └─ 3 ───┘

 Operands 

The MSGLEVEL parameter is specified with the following operands:

 Operand  Messages Reported 
1 Error.
2 Error and warning.
3 Error, warning, and information. This is the default.

GVBLDIX JCL

This section explains the required and optional JCL used to execute GVBLDIX. Execute GVBLDIX with a region size
of 2M or more. GVBLDIX links to your system's sort program; therefore, it may be necessary to add JCL for the sort
program.

NOTE
 For more information, see your in-house sort software's documentation or call CA technical support.
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The following sample shows the required and optional JCL for GVBLDIX:

JOB  jobname

//EXEC PGM=GVBLDIX

//STEPLIB  DD   DSN=faver.loadlib

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=class

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=class

//SORTOUT  DD   SYSOUT=class

//SORTWKnn DD   SPACE=(type,x), UNIT=unit

//BASE     DD   DSN=base.object.name

//AIX1     DD   DSN=aix.object.name

//bixlist  DD   DSN=bixlist.data set.name

Job Control Statements

 JOB 

 (Optional.) The JOB statement consists of a user-specified jobname.

 EXEC PGM=GVBLDIX 

 (Required.) EXEC PGM=GVBLDIX specifies GVBLDIX as the program name. Include PARM=DUMP to produce abend
dumps, if necessary.

 STEPLIB 

 (Optional.) STEPLIB DD specifies the data set name of the load library that contains the GVBLDIX program.

 SYSPRINT 

 (Required.) SYSPRINT DD specifies a data set for output messages. SYSOUT=class must always be specified.

 SYSIN 

 (Optional.) SYSIN DD specifies the control statement input.

 SYSOUT 

 (Required.) SYSOUT DD specifies a data set for SORT messages. SYSOUT=class must always be specified.

 SYSUDUMP 

 (Optional.) SYSUDUMP DD provides information dumps.

 SORTOUT 

 (Required.) SORTOUT specifies the output data set.

 SORTWKnn 

 (Required.) SORTWKnn specifies the disk work area. Up to 32 data sets can be specified for intermediate storage. nn is
a two-digit number from 01 to 32. type is the storage type (cylinders, blocks, or tracks). x is the amount of storage. unit is
the device.

 BASE 

 (Optional.) BASE specifies the 44-character base cluster entryname as defined in the catalog.

 AIX1 

 (Optional.) AIX1 specifies the 44-character alternate index entryname as defined in the catalog.

  bixlist  

 (Optional.) bixlist specifies a list of DD names that contain control statements used to build alternate indexes.
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GVBLDIX Samples

Build All AIXs

The following JCL builds all alternate indexes in the base cluster:

//BLDAIX JOB

//EXEC  PGM=GVBLDIX,REGION=2M

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=DCMVSAM.LINKLIB,DISP=SHR

//BASE     DD DSN=BASE.CLUSTER,DISP=SHR

//SORTOUT  DD SYSOUT=X

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=X

//SORTWK01 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=X

Build One AIX

The following JCL builds the alternate index ONE.AIX:

//BLDAIX JOB

//EXEC  PGM=GVBLDIX,REGION=4M

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=DCMVSAM.LINKLIB,DISP=SHR

//BASE     DD DSN=BASE.CLUSTER,DISP=SHR

//AIX1     DD DSN=ONE.AIX,DISP=SHR

//SORTOUT  DD SYSOUT=X

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=X

//SORTWK01 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=X

Build Two AIXs

The following JCL and control statements build the alternate indexes CIS.MASTER.AIX1 and CIS.MASTER.AIX2:

//BLDAIX JOB

//EXEC  PGM=GVBLDIX,REGION=4M

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=DCMVSAM.LINKLIB,DISP=SHR

//SORTOUT  DD SYSOUT=X

//SORTWK01 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=X

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD *

  MSGLEVEL=3

  BASE=CIS.MASTER

  AIX=CIS.MASTER.AIX1  RESET

      DROP=X'00000000'

  AIX=CIS.MASTER.AIX2  RESET

      DROP=C'DROPME'

Build Three AIXs

The following JCL and control statements build the alternate indexes CIS.MGA4000.AIX1, CIS.MGA4000.AIX2, and
CIS.MGA4000.AIX3:

//BLDAIX JOB

//EXEC  PGM=GVBLDIX,REGION=4M
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//STEPLIB  DD DSN=DCMVSAM.LINKLIB,DISP=SHR

//SORTOUT  DD SYSOUT=X

//SORTWK01 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=X

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD *

  MSGLEVEL=1

  BASE=CIS.MGA4000

  AIX=CIS.MGA4000.AIX1

      KEYS(5 25)  KEYS(5 35)

      DROP=X'40404040404040404040'

      DROP=C'DROP THIS '

  AIX=CIS.MGA4000.AIX2

         DROP=X'4040404040-

                4040404040'

  AIX=CIS.MGA4000.AIX3

Build Two AIXs Over Base

In the following example, MASTER.AIX1 and MASTER.AIX2 are built over MASTER.BASE. The password LGNT is used
when opening MASTER.BASE. MASTER.AIX1 and 2 are opened with the reset option (reusable). BASE statements are
read from the data set pointed to by the BASECLS DD. All of the related alternate indexes are built with a message level
of 3 (information, warning, and error messages are reported).

The most prime pointers that MASTER.AIX1 can accumulate for an AIX key is five (NUNQLIMIT=5). DROP=X'00000000'
drops the alternate index record that has a key of all zeros.

MASTER.AIX2 is a discontiguous key alternate index. The first portion of the key begins at offset 6 in the base record and
has a length of 4 bytes. The second portion of the key is concatenated at offset 20 and is also 4 bytes in length.

//BLDAIX JOB

//EXEC  PGM=GVBLDIX,REGION=4M

//STEPLIB  DD DSN=DCMVSAM.LINKLIB,DISP=SHR

//SORTOUT  DD SYSOUT=X

//SORTWK01 DD SPACE=(CYL,5),UNIT=SYSALLDA

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=X

//SYSOUT   DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN    DD *

MSGLEVEL=1

BASE=MASTER.BASE/LGNT

AIX=MASTER.AIX1

    RESET

    NUNQLIMIT=5

    DROP=X'00000000'

AIX=MASTER.AIX2

    RESET

    KEYS(4 6)  KEYS(4 20)

GVPATH
GVPATH is an interface program that allows you to access a discontiguous key alternate index. VSAM does not support a
path defined over a discontiguous key alternate index.

Contents
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Definition

A discontiguous key index is a VSAM alternate index where the alternate index key is built from discontiguous fields in the
base cluster.

Calls

The GVPATH module can be included in the link-edit of or loaded into the calling program. The following calls are made to
GVPATH:

• OPEN
• READ
• CLOSE

Processing

You can process files with direct or sequential processing. When using sequential processing, the end-of-file condition on
the alternate index is signaled by the high values (X'FFFFFFFF') passed in R1.

Return Codes

A return code is placed in R15 indicating whether the call was an OPEN, READ, or CLOSE. The return codes for OPEN,
READ, and CLOSE are explained in the following table:

Return Code Explanation
0 The request was successful.
4 For sequential processing, a nonunique key was encountered

(that is, there are more base records for the current alternate
index key). For direct processing, more base records are found
that contain the alternate index key.

8 Warning. The address of the warning message is passed in R1.
16 A nonrecoverable error. The address of the error message is

passed in R1.

OPEN

OPEN opens the base cluster and the alternate index, and performs various integrity checks. The address of the
parameter list is passed in R1.

Parameter List

The following is the format of the OPEN parameter list:

R1 ---> A( flag field )

        A( base info  )

        A( aix  info  )

        A( proc type  )

List Fields

The following table explains the OPEN parameter list fields:

Field Explanation
flag field The flag field must contain a binary 4.
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base info The base information must include either the data set name or the
DDname of the base cluster to be processed.

aix info The alternate index information must include either the data set
name or the DDname of the alternate index to be processed.

proc type The processing type must specify the type of processing to be
used, either sequential or direct.

Example

The following table explains examples of the required OPEN fields:

Example Explanation
OPENFLAG DC F'4' The flag field is 4.
BASEINFO DS 0H BASEFLG DC XL1'80' BASEN DC
CL44'BASE.CLUSTER'

X'80' (1 byte flag field) indicates that the data set name follows.
The cluster name must be 44 characters padded with blanks
unless the BASEFLG is X'00', in which case the BASEN field must
contain 8 characters padded with blanks.

AIXINFO DS 0H AIXFLG DC XL1'80' AIXN DC
CL44'DIS.CONTIG.UOUS.KEY.AIX'

X'80' indicates that the data set name follows.
CL44'DIS.CONTIG.UOUS.KEY.AIX' is the alternate index name.

PROCTYP DC CL1'D' The PROCTYP field must be a 1-character field. C'D' indicates
direct processing. Use C'S' to indicate sequential processing.

READ

READ reads the alternate index based on the processing type specified in the OPEN call. With direct processing,
GVPATH uses the alternate index key passed from your program when reading the alternate index. Then the prime
pointer associated with the passed alternate index key reads the base cluster. If sequential processing is specified in the
OPEN call, READ uses the next base pointer in the alternate index to read the base cluster.

The address of the parameter list is passed in R1.

Parameter List

The following is the format of the READ parameter list:

R1 ---> A( flag field     )

        A( record length  )

        A( returned record)

        A( aix key        )

List Fields

The following table explains the READ parameter list fields:

Field Explanation
flag field The flag field must contain a binary 8.
record length If the record is found, the record length is returned.
returned record If the record is found, the record address fields are returned.
aix key If the OPEN call specified direct processing, the alternate index

key field must contain the desired alternate index key.

Example
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The following table explains examples of the required READ fields:

Examples Explanation
READFLAG DC F'8' The flag field is 8.
RECLEN DS F The record length returned from GVPATH.
RECORD DS A The record address returned from GVPATH.
AIXKEY DC XL10'F80000015CFFA1C7D6C1' The address of the alternate index key.

CLOSE

CLOSE closes the alternate index and the base cluster.

Usage Notes

The following usage notes apply to CLOSE:

• R1 must point to the parameter list. The parameter list is a fullword field pointing to the flag field.
• The flag field must be a fullword field, and it must contain a binary 12 to indicate a CLOSE request.

GVPATH Direct Processing Sample

The sample program shown in the section GVBLDIX Control Statements processes a base cluster with a discontiguous
key alternate index via GVPATH. In this sample, data set names are passed and dynamically allocated by GVPATH. This
sample appears in SAMPLIB.

Discontiguous Key Alternate Index

The discontiguous key alternate index is built over a VSAMAid TRENDS cluster. The discontiguous key is made up of a
cluster's catalog name concatenated with the cluster's first data volume serial number. When the discontiguous key index
is supplied, GVPATH returns all clusters (base records) that are on a specific volume serial number owned by a particular
catalog. The sample contains the following discontiguous key:

CATALOG.USERC    MVS001

\bytes-/  \6 bytes/ for a total of a 19 byte key

The catalog name field must be 44 characters, but here it has not been padded with the necessary blanks. Also, VSAMAid
can save up to five data volume serial numbers, but in this sample only the first data volume serial number is used.

GVBLDIX Control Statements

For this sample, GVBLDIX uses the following control statements:

BASE=BASE.CLUSTER.NAME

AIX=AIX.NAME

KEYS(13 0)  KEYS(6 330)

The KEYS (length offset) parameter in the DEFINE of the alternate index should have a length of 19 (sum of the
discontiguous keys) and an offset of 0 (the offsets are determined by the parameters to GVBLDIX). The sum of the
discontiguous key lengths must equal the length specified in the DEFINE KEYS parameter of the alternate index. The
offsets in the GVBLDIX KEYS(length offset) parameter are the offsets in the base record of the desired fields. In this case,
the offset to the catalog name is 0 and the offset to the data volser is 330.

Sample

In the following sample, GVPATH uses the discontiguous key CATALOG.USERCMVS001 to return all clusters owned by
CATALOG.USERC that have a data component on MVS001.
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Programs: Two fictitious programs, PROCESS and PRINT, are called in this sample. These program calls are included
only to show how to use GVPATH. You should replace these calls with your own code or program calls.

Entry: No required parameters.

Return: A return code of 0 indicates the program was successful; a nonzero return code indicates there was an error. A
message is displayed if an error occurs.

         TITLE 'PATHDIR '

CSECT

         B     AROUND(R15)         Go around --->

         DC    CL8'PATHDIR'

         HEXDATE

         DS    0H

 AROUND   EQU   *-PATHDIR

         STM   R14,R12,12(R13)     Save callers regs

         LR    R12,R15             Copy BALR reg for base

         USING PATHDIR,R12

         LA    R14,SAVEAREA        Address save area

         ST    R13,4(R14)          Chain callers save to own

         ST    R14,8(R13)          Chain own save to callers

         LR    R13,R14             Address own save area

         EJECT

 *------------- load gvpath, save entry address --------------

         LOAD  EPLOC=PATHNAME

         ST    R0,GVPATH@          save address to GVPATH routine

 *------------------------------------------------------------

 * open path

 *------------------------------------------------------------

         MVC   MODE,DIRECT         processing mode is sequential

         LA    R1,PATHOPEN         address open parms

         L     R15,GVPATH@         address GVPATH routine

         BALR  R14,R15             open the path

         LTR   R15,R15             was the open call successful?

         BNZ   ERROR               error --->

 *-------------------------------------------------------------

 *read next record

 *-------------------------------------------------------------

READNEXT LA    R1,PATHREAD         address read parms

         L     R15,GVPATH@         address GVPATH routine

         BALR  R14,R15             read the next record via the path

         LTR   R15,R15             test return code

         BZ    FOUND               record found ->

         B     DISPLMSG            no, display message returned

 *--------------------------------------------------------------

 * record found, check to see if there are more records. If r1

 * contains a 4, this means a there are more base records for this

 * particular discontiguous aix key (non-unique aixs only). To read

 * the next base record for this key, pass the aix key again.

 *---------------------------------------------------------------

FOUND    DS    0H

         C     R1,MORERECS         more base recs for this aix key?

         BE    SET_FLAG            yes ->

         MVI   MRECFLG,X'00'       no more records follow this one
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         B     PROCESS             process the last record for this key

SET_FLAG DS    0H

         OI    MRECFLG,YES         indicate that there are more records

         B     PROCESS             process current record

 *---------------------------------------------------------------

 *process base record

 *---------------------------------------------------------------

PROCESS  DS    0H

         L     R15,=V(PROCESS)     (...your processing goes here...)

         BALR  R14,R15             process the record passed from path

         LTR   R15,R15             record successfully processed?

         BNZ   ERROR               no --->

         TM    MRECFLG,YES         are there more recs?

         BO    READNEXT            continue reading path sequentially

         B     FINISHED            no more recs...we're finished

 *----------------------------------------------------------------

 * processing is complete, call GVPATH to close the base and aix

 *----------------------------------------------------------------

FINISHED DS    0H

         LA    R1,PATHCLOS         close aix and base cluster

         L     R15,GVPATH@         address the gvpath routine

         BALR  R14,R15             perform close

         SR    R15,R15             indicate successful run

         B     RETURN              return

 *----------------------------------------------------------------

 * return to caller

 *----------------------------------------------------------------

RETURN   DS    0H

         L     R13,4(,R13)         Get callers save area pointer

         L     R14,12(,R13)        Get return address

         LM    R0,R12,20(R13)      Restore R0 through R12

         BR    R14                 Return to caller --->

 *-----------------------------------------------------------------

 * an error occurred, print message pointed to by R1, return "bad" rc

 *-----------------------------------------------------------------

ERROR    DS    0H

         L     R15,=V(PRINT)       (...print or wto routine here...)

         BALR  R14,R15             display error message

         LA    R15,BADRC           indicate that there was an error

         B     RETURN              return

 *-----------------------------------------------------------------

 *  A nonzero return code could be a record not found condition,

 *  the message should be printed and processing could continue.

 *  This could be done by checking for a return code of 8, printing

 *  the message pointing to next key and returning to READNEXT.

 *  If the return code is 16, just go to error.

 *  For this example though, go to error...

 *------------------------------------------------------------------

DISPLMSG DS    0H

         B     ERROR

 *------------------------------------------------------------------

 * gvpath open parameter list

 *------------------------------------------------------------------
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PATHOPEN DS   0F

         DC    A(PATHOFLG)         address of open flag

         DC    A(BASEINFO)         address of base information

         DC    A(AIXINFO)          address of aix information

         DC    A(MODE)             address of processing mode type

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------

 * gvpath open parameters

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------

PATHOFLG DC    A(4)                4 - indicates an open call to gvpath

BASEINFO DS    0H                  base cluster information follows

BASEFLG  DC    XL1'80'             X'80' indicates data set name

BASEN    DC    CL44'BASE.CLUSTER.NAME'   must be left justified padded

AIXINFO  DS    0H                  alternate index information

follows  PAT01670 AIXFLG   DC    XL1'80'             aix name follows

AIXN     DC    CL44'AIX.NAME'      left justified padded with blanks

MODE     DS    C                   direct or sequential processing flag

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------

 * gvpath read parameter list

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------

PATHREAD DS   0F

         DC    A(PATHRFLG)         address of read flag

         DC    A(RECLEN)           address of record length field

         DC    A(RECORD)           address of record pointer field

         DC    A(DISCKEY)          address of discontiguous aix key

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------

 * gvpath read parameters

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------

PATHRFLG DC    A(8)                read flag

RECLEN   DS    F                   record length field

RECORD   DS    F                   record address field

DISCKEY  DC    C'CATALOG.USERCMVS001'  key = catalog name volser

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------

 * gvpath close parameter list

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------

PATHCLOS DS   0F

         DC    A(PATHCFLG)         address of close flag

PATHCFLG DC    A(12)               12 indicates a close request

         TITLE 'PATHDIR - Data Areas'

 *--------------------------------------------------------------------

 * Local Data Areas

 *--------------------------------------------------------------------

SAVEAREA DS    18F                 Save area

GVPATH@  DS    F                   address of GVPATH

COUNTER  DS    F

PATHNAME DC    CL8'GVPATH'         discontiguous key interface name

SEQUENTIAL DC  C'S'                sequential processing indicator

DIRECT   DC    C'D'                direct processing indicator

EOF      DC    F'-1'               end of file flag

MORERECS DC    F'4'                a rc of 4 indicates more records

MRECFLG  DS    XL1                 00 - indicates no more base recs

YES      EQU   X'80'               80 - indicates more base recs for

 *                                      for the current aix key

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------
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 * equates

 *-------------------------------------------------------------------

BADRC    EQU   16                  bad return code

R0       EQU   0                   register equates

R1       EQU   1

R2       EQU   2

R3       EQU   3

R4       EQU   4

R5       EQU   5

R6       EQU   6

R7       EQU   7

R8       EQU   8

R9       EQU   9

R10      EQU   10

R11      EQU   11

R12      EQU   12

R13      EQU   13

R14      EQU   14

R15      EQU   15

 *

LTORG

END

GVPATH Sequential Processing Sample

The sample program shown in the following section processes a base cluster with a discontiguous key alternate index
using GVPATH. In this sample, DDnames are passed so that GVPATH can determine which base cluster and alternate
index to use. The DDnames BASEDD and AIXDD are allocated when running this sample. This sample appears in
SAMPLIB.

Sample

Programs: Two fictitious programs, PROCESS and PRINT, are called in this sample. These program calls are included
only for the purpose of showing how to use GVPATH. You should replace these calls with your own code or program calls.

Entry: No required parameters.

Return: A return code of 0 indicates the program was successful; a nonzero return code indicates there was an error. A
message is displayed if an error occurs.

      TITLE 'PATHSEQ '

PATHSEQ CSECT

        B     AROUND(R15)         Go around --->

        DC    CL8'PATHSEQ'

        HEXDATE

        DS    0H

AROUND  EQU   *-PATHSEQ

        STM   R14,R12,12(R13)     Save callers regs

        LR    R12,R15             Copy BALR reg for base

        USING PATHSEQ,R12

        LA    R14,SAVEAREA        Address save area

        ST    R13,4(R14)          Chain callers save to own

        ST    R14,8(R13)          Chain own save to callers

        LR    R13,R14             Address own save area

        EJECT
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*-------------------------------------------------------------------

* load gvpath, save entry address

*-------------------------------------------------------------------

        LOAD  EPLOC=PATHNAME

        ST    R0,GVPATH@          save address to GVPATH routine

*-------------------------------------------------------------------

* open path

*-------------------------------------------------------------------

        MVC   MODE,SEQUENTIAL     processing mode is sequential

        LA    R1,PATHOPEN         address open parms

        L     R15,GVPATH@         address GVPATH routine

        BALR  R14,R15             open the path

        LTR   R15,R15             was the open call successful?

        BNZ   ERROR               error --->

*-------------------------------------------------------------------

* read next record

*-------------------------------------------------------------------

READNEXT LA    R1,PATHREAD         address read parms

         L     R15,GVPATH@         address GVPATH routine

         BALR  R14,R15             read the next record via the path

         LTR   R15,R15             was the read successful?

         BNZ   ERROR               no, handle the error

         C     R1,EOF              end of file from path?

         BE    FINISHED            yes, we're done ->

         L     R1,RECORD           pass address of base rec to process

         L     R15,=V(PROCESS)     (...your processing goes here...)

         BALR  R14,R15             process the record passed from path

         LTR   R15,R15             record successfully processed?

         BNZ   ERROR               no --->

         B     READNEXT            continue reading path sequentially

*-------------------------------------------------------------------

* Processing is complete, call gvpath to close the base and aix

*-------------------------------------------------------------------

FINISHED DS    0H

         LA    R1,PATHCLOS         close aix and base cluster

         L     R15,GVPATH@         address the gvpath routine

         BALR  R14,R15             perform close

         SR    R15,R15             indicate successful run

         B     RETURN              return

*-------------------------------------------------------------------

* Return to caller

*-------------------------------------------------------------------

RETURN  DS    0H

        L     R13,4(,R13)         Get callers save area pointer

        L     R14,12(,R13)        Get return address

        LM    R0,R12,20(R13)      Restore R0 through R12

        BR    R14                 Return to caller --->

*-------------------------------------------------------------------

* An error occurred, print message pointed to by R1, return "bad" rc

*-------------------------------------------------------------------

ERROR    DS    0H

         L     R15,=V(DISPLAY)     (...print or wto routine here...)

         BALR  R14,R15             display error message
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         LA    R15,BADRC           indicate that there was an error

         B     RETURN              return

*-------------------------------------------------------------------

* gvpath open parameter list

*-------------------------------------------------------------------

PATHOPEN DS   0F

         DC    A(PATHOFLG)         address of open flag

         DC    A(BASEINFO)         address of base information

         DC    A(AIXINFO)          address of aix information

         DC    A(MODE)             address of processing mode type

*-------------------------------------------------------------------

* gvpath open parameters

*-------------------------------------------------------------------

PATHOFLG DC    A(4)                4 - indicates an open call to gvpath

BASEINFO DS    0H                  base cluster information follows

BASEFLG  DC    XL1'00'             X'00' indicates data set ddname

BASEN    DC    CL8'BASEDD'         ddname of base cluster

AIXINFO  DS    0H                  alternate index information follows

AIXFLG   DC    XL1'00'             aix ddname follows

AIXN     DC    CL8'AIXDD'          ddname of the alternate index

MODE     DS    C                   direct or sequential processing flag

*-------------------------------------------------------------------

* gvpath read parameter list

*-------------------------------------------------------------------

PATHREAD DS   0F

         DC    A(PATHRFLG)         address of read flag

         DC    A(RECLEN)           address of record length field

         DC    A(RECORD)           address of record pointer field

         DC    A(0)                key parameter is not required for

*                                  for sequential processing

*-------------------------------------------------------------------

* gvpath read parameters

*-------------------------------------------------------------------

PATHRFLG DC    A(8)                read flag

RECLEN   DS    F                   record length field

RECORD   DS    F                   record address field

*-------------------------------------------------------------------

* gvpath close parameter list

*-------------------------------------------------------------------

PATHCLOS DS   0F

         DC    A(PATHCFLG)         address of close flag

PATHCFLG DC    A(12)               12 indicates a close request

        TITLE 'PATHSEQ - Data Areas'

*-------------------------------------------------------------------

* Local Data Areas

*-------------------------------------------------------------------

SAVEAREA DS    18F                 Save area

GVPATH@  DS    F                   address of GVPATH

PATHNAME DC    CL8'GVPATH'         discontiguous key interface name

SEQUENTIAL DC  C'S'                sequential processing indicator

DIRECT   DC    C'D'                direct processing indicator

EOF      DC    F'-1'               end of file flag

*-------------------------------------------------------------------
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* equates

*-------------------------------------------------------------------

BADRC     EQU   16                  bad return code

R0       EQU   0                   register equates

R1       EQU   1

R2       EQU   2

R3       EQU   3

R4       EQU   4

R5       EQU   5

R6       EQU   6

R7       EQU   7

R8       EQU   8

R9       EQU   9

R10      EQU   10

R11      EQU   11

R12      EQU   12

R13      EQU   13

R14      EQU   14

R15      EQU   15

*

        LTORG

        END

FAVER2 Transparency
The FAVER2 Transparency is a layer of software that allows FAVER VSAM to process an export tape created by FAVER
2 for VSE. The transparency provides the records to FAVER VSAM in FAVER VSAM's own internal format. The only real
overhead impact is in processing the header record, but that is only one per file being reloaded, and even then, it's not
that much extra processing. The vast majority of the data (the actual user file data) is piped through the transparency layer
with very little overhead.

Operating System Prerequisites

The FAVER2 Transparency uses the Large Block Interface (LBI) to read the FAVER 2 tapes. LBI is available in all
levels of z/OS. FAVER 2 is capable of writing tape blocks with a BLKSIZE of 64K, so the DEVSUPxx member of your
SYS1.PARMLIB should specify a TAPEBLKSZLIM of at least 64K.

Types of FAVER2 Exported Files Supported

VSAM

All VSE VSAM files types (KSDS, ESDS, RRDS, VRDS) are reloaded into their appropriate z/OS counterparts.

• SAM managed
This variation of VSE VSAM is reloaded as an ordinary sequential data set in MVS. Fixed, fixed blocked, variable,
and variable blocked record formats are supported. Variable records will have RDWs built for them and appended
as the record prefix and variable blocks will have BDWs prefixing the blocks to make them conform to MVS data
set standards. Correct processing of SAM managed data depends on the RECORDFORMAT set by IDCAMS in the
VSE system. If this value is not set, FAVER 2 will record this as RECFM=U, and FAVER VSAM will reload them as
RECFM=U data sets.

• SD
Ordinary sequential disk data sets will be reloaded, but may not have the correct file attributes. The record format,
the logical record length and the block size may not have been available to FAVER 2 at export time. If FAVER 2 can
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acquire this information at export time, it will be recorded on the export tape and will be used by FAVER VSAM during
the restore process. When the file attributes are not available, the file will be processed as undefined record format
using 32760 as the both the logical record length and the block size. The net result is the actual data blocks will be
restored to disk as they originally appeared in the VSE system from which they came, but the MVS disk label (Format
1 DSCB) will reflect RECFM=U BLKSIZE=32760 LRECL=32760. To access these files correctly, you will need to code
the correct values with DCB=(LRECL=x,BLKSIZE=y,RECFM=z) in the JCL for your application. A GV912 informational
message will indicate the largest and smallest record size and block size encountered to assist you in determining the
correct values to use.

In addition, optional parameter SECALLOC is available to provide secondary allocation values for restoring sequential
datasets exported using FAVER 2.

NOTE
For more information, see RESTORE Statement.

NOTE
Non-CI format data sets are not supported. If one is encountered, it is noted with a GV911 message. Also, these
files are identified in the GVMAP reports for your convenience.

FAVER2 Files Exported in Compressed Format

FAVER 2 can export files in compressed format. When FAVER VSAM encounters a compressed file, it is handled as
follows:

• Extend/DASD/VSE Compression
All five Extend/DASD/VSE compression methods are supported. The data records are decompressed by GVRESTOR
and are written using logical VSAM or QSAM data management macros. This allows Extend/DASD/MVS or SMS to
compress the file as it is being restored.

• VSE System Compression
This type of compression cannot be supported. The Dictionary Building Blocks (DBB) used by MVS system
compression are different than those used in VSE. A GV805 error message will be issued, and the reload will be failed.
Since IBM occasionally applies maintenance to the DBBs themselves, IBM recommends that files not be exported in
compressed format because DBB maintenance will render the compressed file unusable.

NOTE
If FAVER VSAM for VSE was used to export a VSAM file compressed by Extend/DASD for VSE, the
decompression is not automatic. The XTNDCHK parameter must be included on the RESTORE command to
activate this support.

Activating the FAVER2 Transparency

The FAVER2 transparency can be activated in one of two ways:

• Automatically
When the tape is being opened, FAVER examines the file characteristics in the tape label. If it passes certain tests, it is
detected as being a FAVER2 file and the FAVER2 transparency is activated. The auto-detection logic will work for most
situations. When the FAVER2 Transparency is activated automatically, FAVER VSAM issues the following message:
    GV702 FAVER2/VSE INPUT DATA SET DETECTED

• Manually
In the event FAVER VSAM may not detect the FAVER2 file properly, the following mechanisms may be used to
manually activate it.
– For restore processing, use the FAVER2 parameter. When executing GVRESTOR, add the FAVER2 parameter to

the RESTORE command. Alternatively, you can change the DD name for the input file from FVRIN0 to FVR2IN0.
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GVRESTOR looks for the FVRIN0 DD first, so be sure to rename the FVRIN0 DD, and not simply add a FVR2IN0
DD statement.

– For GVFILE applications (GVCOPY, GVMAP, and client written programs), change the FVRFILE DD name to
FVR2FILE.

Whether it was activated automatically or manually, when the Transparency is activated, the following message is
displayed:

    GV703 FAVER2/VSE TRANSPARENCY ACTIVE

SMS Extended Format Considerations

If the VSE VSAM data set was defined with the EXTRALARGE attribute, FAVER VSAM automatically includes
DATACLAS(XLARGE) in the DEFINE CLUSTER command given to IDCAMS. Your ACS routines should be coded to
expect this and convert the data class name to one that will assign Extended Addressability in your environment.

You can also use *AMS to add the optional DATACLAS parameter during the restore process as shown in the following
example:

     CL=PROD.ONL.ARS.ARMST                           -

     *AMS                                            -

        CLUSTER(NAME(PROD.ONL.ARS.ARMST)             -

               VOLUMES()                             -

               DATACLAS(XXL)                         -

        DATA   (NAME(PROD.WEB.ARS.ARMST.DATA))       -

        INDEX  (NAME(PROD.WEB.ARS.ARMST.INDEX))

Another important consideration when restoring files into SMS is the VOLUMES parameter. When restoring files that are
SMS controlled, SMS is responsible for volume selection. Unless your SMS environment is set up to handle the VSE
volume names, you should nullify the volume list by specifying VOLUMES() as illustrated in this example.

Mapping FAVER2 Export Tapes

When GVMAP maps a tape created by FAVER 2, VSAM files will be mapped identically to their MVS counterparts, but
sequential files will be mapped quite differently. Using PARM=PRINT or PARM=PUNCH has traditionally been used
to generate the IDCAMS control statements required to allocate the data sets found on the tape. Sequential data set
allocations are generated as TSO ALLOCATE commands with all of the appropriate parameters required to allocate the
sequential file correctly. Since the z/OS version of IDCAMS can process ALLOCATE commands, these are included in the
output mixed in with the VSAM allocations.

If the system where GVMAP executes is not at the z/OS level, the commands are written out as IDCAMS comments. That
is, they are enclosed with a "/*" on the left and a "*/" on the right. The entire PARM=PUNCH output can be used as input
to IDCAMS with no ill effect. Then, the ALLOCATE commands can be extracted and input to IKJEFT01, the TSO batch
command processor.

GVFILE Applications

The GVFILE interface also uses the FAVER2 Transparency. You will need to examine the usage of these applications.
GVFILE contains the GVOPEN, GVREAD, and GVCLOSE entry points that provide access to user data stored on a
FAVER export tape.

If a given application is using dynamic subroutine linkage by calling GVFILDYN before calling GVOPEN, GVREAD, and
GVCLOSE, then those applications require no changes.

If a given application has GVFILE link edited into it, you will need to relink that application with the new GVFILE in order
for that application to have access to the FAVER2 Transparency.

The following JCL illustrates how to relink an application to include the new GVFILE into the program:
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//RELINK   JOB    '0100',SYSTEMS,CLASS=1,MSGCLASS=X

//LINK     EXEC  PGM=IEWL,

//          PARM='XREF,LIST,SIZE=(256K,48K),MAP'

//SYSUT1    DD  UNIT=VIO,SPACE=(CYL,(3,3))

//SYSPRINT  DD  SYSOUT=*

//SYSLMOD   DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=appl.link.library

//FRVOBJ    DD  DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.ISM.LINKLIB

//SYSLIN    DD  *

//LKED.SYSIN     DD *

 REPLACE GVFILE

 INCLUDE SYSMLMOD(ProgName)

 INCLUDE FRVOBJ(GVFILE)

 ENTRY   ProgName

 NAME    ProgName(R)

//*

The FVROBJ DD statement identifies the link library where FAVER VSAM resides. The SYSLMOD DD identifies the
application link library where your application program resides.

Tape Handling

If Dynam/T for VSE protects your VSE tapes, we highly recommend installing DYNAM/TLMS Tape Management on
your MVS system. Using DYNAM/TLMS's CAMI/MACC interface will keep both tape management system's databases
synchronized. This interface also greatly simplifies the JCL. Without this interface, all VSE tapes appear to be foreign
tapes and all the tape characteristics must be coded in the JCL including the complete list of tape volumes. With this
interface, you can reference your tapes by data set name.

FAVER2 Restore Example
//GVRESTOR JOB (10005),'SYSTEMS',CLASS=A,

//  MSGCLASS=X,NOTIFY=&SYSUID.

//*

//RESTORE  EXEC PGM=GVRESTOR,REGION=0M

//STEPLIB  DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CAI.ISM.LINKLIB

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//FVRIN0   DD  UNIT=3480,VOL=SER=(102671,102750),

//         LABEL=(1,SL,EXPDT=98000),

//         DCB=TRTCH=COMP,

//         DISP=(OLD,KEEP),DSN='TEST.RODR.1'

//SYSIN     DD   *

RESTORE FAVER2

 CLUSTER

 CL=PROD.ACCT.MASTER -

 *AMS  -

    CLUSTER(NAME(PROD.ONL.ACCT.MASTER)        -

           VOLUMES()                          -

           DATACLAS(LARGE))                   -

    DATA   (NAME(PROD.ONL.ACCT.MASTER.DATA))  -

    INDEX  (NAME(PROD.ONL.ACCT.MASTER.INDEX))

In this example, the VSE and MVS systems are totally separate. The tape management system running on the
MVS system is unaware of the tape volumes in use by the VSE system and will there consider them as "foreign"
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tapes. The VSE cluster named PROD.ACCT.MASTER is to be reloaded in the MVS environment under the name
PROD.ONL.ACCT.MASTER.

On the FVRIN0 DD, the EXPDT=98000 is coded to inform the tape management system that these are "foreign" tapes.
Since this tape data set spans two volumes, both volume serial numbers are listed. The TRTCH value indicates that
3480ion was used on this tape. The data set name is in quotes because it does not follow standard MVS naming
conventions.

The FAVER2 parameter is shown on the RESTORE command, but you should not need it. The FAVER logic should detect
the FAVER2 format tape automatically, but if you need to code it, this is where it goes.

The *AMS illustrates overrides to the definition. Typically, the disk volumes in the VSE system will be different than those
in the MVS system. Unless you plan to mirror your volume naming conventions in MVS, you will most likely need to
override the volume serial numbers. In this example, the user has set up the ACS routines to assign data sets beginning
with PROD to SMS control. The VOLUME() parameter nullifies the volume list. SMS will do the volume selection in the
MVS system. Additionally, the SMS data class of LARGE is being requested.

Reading Format Files
Review this information on reading FAVER VSAM format files. The following pages provide Assembler and COBOL
examples.

Contents

GVFILE1

Deblocking is removing FAVER VSAM control information from an EXPORT file to allow an application program to read a
FAVER VSAM format tape. The GVFILE subroutine locates clusters on an EXPORT file and deblocks them. You should
include GVFILE in the link-edit of the calling program.

With GVFILE, an application program can read logical data records from an export tape created by the following:

• FAVER VSAM
• FAVER VSAM for VSE
• FAVER 2 for VSE

GVFILE has three entry points whose names are used when their specific functions are called. The following are the
GVFILE entry points:

• GVOPEN
• GVREAD
• GVCLOSE

There are two different ways to call these entry points:

1. Include GVFILE in the link-edit with your program. In this method, you would reference the entry point names directly.
2. LINK to GVFILDYN first. This dynamically loads GVFILE and establishes the entry point names for GVOPEN,

GVREAD, and GVCLOSE. After LINKing to GVFILDYN, it is then possible to LOAD the entry point names GVOPEN,
GVREAD, and GVCLOSE.

Detailed examples are provided on the following pages.

GVOPEN

GVOPEN opens the input file (the DDname must be FVRFILE) and locates the cluster to be deblocked. GVOPEN must be
called before GVREAD or GVCLOSE. GVOPEN is RMODE(24) but it can be called in 24-bit or 31-bit addressing mode.
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Parameters

GVOPEN requires a parameter that points to clusters to be deblocked. The parameter list and the parameters themselves
can be 24-bit or 31-bit addresses. This parameter must be one of the following:

• LOW-VALUES
• clustername
• DDNAME=ddname

Each parameter occupies a 44-byte field. Within this field, clustername is left justified and padded to the right with blanks.

LOW-VALUES

LOW-VALUES (44 hexadecimal zeros) returns the name of a cluster. If the returned name is the desired cluster,
GVREAD is called next to read its records. If the returned name is not the desired cluster, LOW-VALUES is initialized to
hexadecimal zeros and GVOPEN is called again.

clustername

clustername returns the name of a cluster. FAVER VSAM reads the input file until it finds this cluster. When GVOPEN
returns to the calling program, GVREAD is called next to read the cluster's records.

DDNAME

DDNAME=ddname identifies a file that contains the name of the cluster to be located and deblocked. One record is read
from this file and scanned for a cluster name. This cluster name is used the same as a clustername.

Return Codes

The following table explains the return codes for GVOPEN parameters:

Return Code Parameter Explanation
0 LOW-VALUES

clustername
DDNAME

Cluster name found.

16 LOW-VALUES
clustername
DDNAME

Cannot open FVRFILE.

17 DDNAME Cannot open DDname. File is empty or
cluster name not found on first record.

18 LOW-VALUES
clustername
DDNAME

End-of-file on FVRFILE. Name not found.

GVREAD

Each time it is called, GVREAD returns one VSAM logical record and its length. GVOPEN must be called before GVREAD
to open FVRFILE and position it at the desired cluster. GVREAD is RMODE(24) but it can be called in 24-bit or 31-bit
addressing mode.

Parameters

The parameter list and the parameters themselves can be 24-bit or 31-bit addresses.
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The following are GVREAD parameters:

• A fullword area in which GVREAD stores the length of the record.
• The address of the area into which the record is moved.

Return Codes

The following table explains the return codes for the GVREAD parameters:

Return Code Explanation
0 Record and its length returned.
8 End-of-file on cluster. If this cluster is empty, end-of-file is returned

on the first call to GVREAD.
19 Premature end-of-file on FVRFILE.

 

GVCLOSE

GVCLOSE closes FVRFILE. No parameter list is used. GVOPEN is RMODE(24) but it can be called in 24-bit or 31-bit
addressing mode.

GVCLOSE and GVFILE

If a call to GVOPEN returns an end-of-file, GVFILE closes FVRFILE. Otherwise, the caller must use GVCLOSE to close
FVRFILE.

Assembler Example
These examples assume directly referencing the entry point names.

Contents

GVFILE

The GVFILE module must be included with the link edit in order to resolve the external references.

The following JCL is required for GVFILE:

//FVRFILE DD DSN = FAVER export file. . .

GVOPEN

The following returns each cluster name:

OPEN      XC    NAME,NAME         Request next cluster on tape

          CALL  GVOPEN,(NAME)     Call open/Locate entry point

          C     R15,=F'16'        Test return code

          BE    ERROR             Unable to open FVRFILE

          C     R15,=F'18'        End of File?

          BE    NOTFND            Cluster not found

          CLC   NAME,SRCNAME      Is this the cluster?

          BNE   OPEN              No, try the next one

NAME      DS    CL44              Hex zeros before call,
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*                                 name on return

SRCNAME   DC    CL44'my.test.data.set'

The following locates a specific cluster:

       CALL  GVOPEN,(NAME)  Call open/Locate entry point

       LTR   R15,R15          Test return code

       BNZ   ERROR            Cluster not found or open error

NAME   DC    CL44'clustername'     Desired cluster

The following reads a cluster name from a file:

Add to JCL:

//NAME DD *

   clustername

/*

       CALL  GVOPEN,(NAME)  Call open/Locate entry point

       LTR   R15,R15        Test return code

       BNZ   ERROR          Error encountered

 NAME  DC    CL44'DDNAME=NAME'

GVREAD

The following returns one VSAM logical record and its length:

            CALL  GVREAD,(LENGTH,RECORD) Call read entry point

            C     R15,=F'8'              EOF ?

            BE    EOF                    Yes

            LTR   R15,R15                Test for errors

            BNZ   ERROR                  An error was detected

    LENGTH  DS    F                      Return length of record here

    RECORD  DS    CLxx                   Returned record moved here

GVCLOSE

The following closes the export tape:

CALL  GVCLOSE                  Call close entry point

GVFILDYN - Dynamic Linkage to GVOPEN, GVREAD, and GVCLOSE

For Assembler programmers, simply LINK (or optionally, LOAD and BALR) to GVFILDYN. Upon return from GVFILDYN,
the entry points for GVOPEN, GVREAD, and GVCLOSE are established. The Assembler programmer can then LINK (or
LOAD and BALR) to GVOPEN, GVREAD, or GVCLOSE as needed.

NOTE
GVFILDYN and GVFILE must be in an active link list library.

The following examples use GVFILDYN to establish the entry points for GVOPEN, GVREAD, and GVCLOSE. GVFILDYN
is called first. GVFILDYN loads GVFILE and dynamically defines the entry points for GVOPEN, GVREAD, and GVCLOSE
to the operating system.
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         LINK  EP=GVFILDYN        Set up GVOPEN, GVREAD, and GVCLOSE

         LOAD  EP=GVOPEN          Get OPEN entry point

         ST    R0,@GVOPEN         Save GVOPEN addr for calls

         LOAD  EP=GVREAD          Get GVREAD entry point

         ST    R0,@GVREAD         Save GVREAD addr for calls

         LOAD  EP=GVCLOSE         Get GVCLOSE entry point

         ST    R0,@GVCLOS         Save GVCLOSE add for calls

*

NEXT     XC    NAME,NAME          Give me the next file on tape

         L     R15,@GVOPEN        Get addr of GVOPEN routine

         CALL  (15),(NAME)        Call open/Locate entry point

         C     R15,=F'16'         Test return code

         BE    ERROR              Unable to open FVRFILE

         C     R15,=F'18'         End of all files on tapes?

         BE    EOJ                If so, then we're through

         CLC   NAME,SRCHNAM1      Is this one we want?

         BE    COPYIT             If so, go copy it

         CLC   NAME,SRCHNAM2      Is this one we want?

         BE    COPYIT             If so, go copy it

         B     NEXT               Else, go find next file

COPYIT   BAL   R14,COPY           Copy this file to output

         B     NEXT               Continue searching

EOJ      L     R15,@GVCLOS        Pick up addr of GVCLOSE routine

         CALL  (15)               Call GVCLOSE

         B     RETURN             We're through

NAME     DS    CL44               Hex zeros before call,

*                                 name on return

SRCHNAM1 DC    CL44'desired.cluster.name1'

SRCHNAM2 DC    CL44'desired.cluster.name2'

@GCOPEN  DC    A(0)               GVOPEN entry point

@GCREAD  DC    A(0)               GVREAD entry point

@GCCLOS  DC    A(0)               GVCLOSE entry point

The following locates a specific cluster:

         LINK  EP=GVFILDYN        Set up GVOPEN, GVREAD, and GVCLOSE

         LOAD  EP=GVOPEN          Get OPEN entry point

         ST    R0,@GVOPEN         Save GVOPEN addr for calls

         LOAD  EP=GVREAD          Get GVREAD entry point

         ST    R0,@GVREAD         Save GVREAD addr for calls

         LOAD  EP=GVCLOSE         Get GVCLOSE entry point

         ST    R0,@GVCLOS         Save GVCLOSE add for calls

         L     R15,@GVOPEN        Get addr of GVOPEN routine

         CALL  (15),(NAME)        Call open/Locate entry point

         LTR   R15,R15            Test return code

         BNZ   NOTFND             Cluster not found or open error

         BAL   R14,COPY           Copy the cluster dataI

         L     R15,@GVCLOS        Pick up addr of GVCLOSE routine

         CALL  (15)               Call GVCLOSE

         B     RETURN             We're through
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NAME     DC    CL44'desired.cluster.name'  Search argument for GVOPEN

@GCOPEN  DC    A(0)               GVOPEN entry point

@GCREAD  DC    A(0)               GVREAD entry point

@GCCLOS  DC    A(0)               GVCLOSE entry point

The following finds a cluster whose name you specify in a text file. Add to JCL:

//SELECT DD    *

   desired.cluster.name

/*

         LINK  EP=GVFILDYN        Set up GVOPEN, GVREAD, and GVCLOSE

         LOAD  EP=GVOPEN          Get OPEN entry point

         ST    R0,@GVOPEN         Save GVOPEN addr for calls

         LOAD  EP=GVREAD          Get GVREAD entry point

         ST    R0,@GVREAD         Save GVREAD addr for calls

         LOAD  EP=GVCLOSE         Get GVCLOSE entry point

         ST    R0,@GVCLOS         Save GVCLOSE add for calls

         CALL  GVOPEN,(NAME)      Call open/Locate entry point

         LTR   R15,R15            Test return code

         BNZ   ERROR              Error encountered

         BAL   R14,COPY           Copy the file data

         L     R15,@GVCLOS        Pick up addr of GVCLOSE routine

         CALL  (15)               Call GVCLOSE

         B     RETURN             Go shut down

NAME     DC    CL44'DDNAME=SELECT' Tell GVOPEN cluster name in //SELECT

@GCOPEN  DC    A(0)               GVOPEN entry point

@GCREAD  DC    A(0)               GVREAD entry point

@GCCLOS  DC    A(0)               GVCLOSE entry point

This example goes with the examples for GVOPEN in the previous section. This code segment reads all of the data
records for the currently selected file. The examples under GVOPEN call this code through a "BAL R14,COPY"
instruction.

COPY     ST    R14,SAVLNK             Save return point in mainline

COPY1    L     R15,@GVREAD            Get GVREAD routine addr

         CALL  (15),(LENGTH,RECORD)   Call GVREAD for next record

         LTR   R15,R15                Did we get a record?

         BZ    COPY2                  If so, then continue

         C     R15,=F'8'              End of data?

         BE    COPY9                  If so, copy is complete

         B     ERROR                  Else, an error was detected

COPY2    L     R1,LENGTH              Get record length

         LA    R1,4(R1)               For VB file, add len of RDW

         SLL   R1,16                  Make RDW 0000LLLL --> LLLL0000

         ST    R1,RDW                 Convert len to RDW

         PUT   OUTPUT,RDW             Write out data record

         B     COPY1                  Go get next record
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COPY9    L     R14,SAVLNK             Get return address

         BR    R14                    Return to mainline

SAVLNK   DS    A                      Holds return point in mainline

LENGTH   DS    F                      Return length of record here

RDW      DS    F                      RDW for output record

RECORD   DS    CL1024                 Returned record moved here

COBOL Example
Review the following examples.

Contents

GVFILE

The following JCL is required for GVFILE:

//FVRFILE DD DSN = FAVER export file. . .

GVOPEN

The following returns each cluster name:

 01  NAME   PIC X(44).

 CALL GVFILDYN

 OPEN.

      MOVE LOW-VALUES TO NAME.

      CALL GVOPEN USING NAME.

      IF RETURN-CODE = +16 GO TO ERROR.

      IF RETURN-CODE = +18 GO TO NOT-FOUND.

      IF NAME NOT = DESIRED-NAME GO TO OPEN.

The following locates a specific cluster:

 01  NAME PIC X44 VALUE 'cluster name'.

     CALL GVOPEN USING NAME

     IF RETURN-CODE NOT = +0 GO TO ERROR

The following reads a cluster name from a file:

Add to JCL:

//NAME DD *

   clustername

/*

 01  NAME PIC X(44) VALUE 'DDNAME=NAME'.

     CALL GVOPEN USING NAME.

     IF RETURN-CODE NOT = +0 GO TO ERROR.
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GVREAD

The following returns one VSAM logical record and its length:

     01  LENGTH COMPUTATIONAL PIC S9(8).

     01  RECORD.

         record description

         CALL GVREAD USING LENGTH,RECORD.

         IF RETURN-CODE = +8 GO TO END-OF-FILE.

         IF RETURN-CODE NOT = +0 GO TO ERROR.

GVCLOSE

The following closes the export file:

CALL GVCLOSE.

Using the DYNAM Option

For COBOL programmers wishing to use the DYNAM option to generate dynamic subroutine linkage, make one call
to GVFILDYN before attempting to call GVOPEN, GVREAD, or GVCLOSE. GVFILDYN loads GVFILE into memory
and establishes the symbolic entry points so that the COBOL dynamic subroutine linkage will function as desired. After
GVFILDYN has been called, the COBOL programmer can call GVOPEN, GVREAD, or GVCLOSE as needed.

NOTE
GVFILDYN and GVFILE must be in an active link list library.

User Exit Facility
If a file is compressed on the backup, compressed data is sent to the user exit. Review the information on the user exit
facility used to provide a programmable interface to FAVER VSAM during the RESTORE process.

Contents

COMPARE

COMPARE does not invoke a user exit. If UEXIT is coded on a COMPARE cluster name statement, it is ignored.

NOTE
For more information about the UEXIT parameter, see Cluster Names: Optional Parameters.

User Exit Program

GVRESTOR issues a LOAD macro to bring the user exit into memory. The user exit is then called by standard calling
and linkage conventions. The user exit must be in a load library accessible by FAVER VSAM. Because GVRESTOR is an
authorized program, the library from which the user exit is loaded must also be authorized. However, the user exit itself
need not be an authorized program.

Processing Restrictions

The following restrictions apply to user exit processing:
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• If modify and/or insert record processing is used, the user exit must call the subroutine GVMODINS before it returns
to GVRESTOR. GVMODINS is linked into the FAVER VSAM target library during installation. GVMODINS should be
included in the link edit of the exit.

• KSDS records must always be in key sequence. This applies to modifying keys and inserting new records.
• Records may neither be inserted nor have their lengths change when processing an RRDS.

UEXIT

The UEXIT parameter of a cluster name statement identifies the program loaded and called when that cluster is being
restored.

NOTE
UEXIT is not valid for datasets unloaded using SAVECOMP.

Parameter List Fields

When a user exit is called, a parameter list is passed consisting of the following three fullword address fields:

• The address of a fullword flag field to be filled in by the exit. This flag indicates the disposition of the record or signals
end-of-file.

• The address of a fullword containing the length of the record.
• The address of the record to be restored.

User Exit Actions

The user exit is called before each record is restored and again at end-of-file. As each record is passed, the user exit,
through a value placed in a flag field, directs RESTORE to do one of the following:

• Restore the record.
• Delete (do not restore) the record.
• Restore a modified copy of the record.
• Insert new records.
• Signal an early end-of-file.

At end-of-file, the user exit can do either of the following:

• Concur and signal end-of-file.
• Continue to insert records, signaling end-of-file when finished.

Actions at RESTORE

After examining the passed record, the user exit instructs RESTORE to perform one of the following instructions:

• Restore
Places a binary 4 in the flag field.
Returns to GVRESTOR

• Delete (do not restore)
Places a binary 8 in the flag field.
Returns to GVRESTOR.

• Modify
Moves the passed record to a work area within the exit.
Performs the necessary modifications.
Places a binary 12 in the flag field.
Calls the subroutine GVMODINS with the parameter list:
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– The address of the fullword flag field.
– The address of a fullword containing the length of the modified record.
– The address of the modified record.
Returns to GVRESTOR.

• Insert new
Inserts records prior to the record passed to the exit. Then the record previously passed to the exit is passed again
until the exit indicates that the record is to be restored, deleted, or modified, or that end-of-file is desired. If the exit is
passed, records may be inserted prior to signaling end-of-file.
Places a binary 16 in the flag field.
Calls the subroutine GVMODINS with a parameter list consisting of three fullword fields:
– The address of the fullword flag field.
– The address of a fullword containing the length of the new record.
– The address of the new record.
Returns to GVRESTOR.

• Signal early EOF
Places X'FFFFFFFF (HIGH VALUES) in the flag field.
Returns to GVRESTOR.

Actions at End-of-File

RESTORE signals the end-of-file to the user exit by passing X'FFFFFFFF' (HIGH-VALUES) to the exit in the flag field. At
this point, the exit can either continue inserting records or return and signal end-of-file by leaving the flag field as it was
passed. Leaving HIGH-VALUES in the flag field indicates end-of-file to the restore.

Using a COBOL Exit with GVRESTOR
When using a COBOL exit with GVRESTOR that runs in the IBM Language Environment libraries, you must use a
supplied stub, GVCOBLE, to properly initialize the runtime environment.

Contents

Running in the IBM Language Environment

For the stub to interface properly, your COBOL program must have a program-id of COBLEXIT. The name you give the
load module is the name used to invoke your exit in the GVRESTOR execution.

The following JCL is used to link the user program with the stub:

//COB2        EXEC PGM=IGYCRCTL,

//            PARM='ADV,DYNAM,FLAG(I),LIST,MAP,APOST,DATA(24)'

//STEPLIB     DD DISP=SHR,DSN=IGY.V2R1M0.SIGYCOMP

//SYSUT1      DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(3,1))

//SYSUT2      DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(3,1))

//SYSUT3      DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(3,1))

//SYSPRINT    DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSLIN      DD DSNAM=&.&LOADSET.,UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(MOD,PASS),

//            SPACE=(TRK,(3,3))

//SYSIN       DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.source.lib(cobexit)

//LKED        EXEC PGM=IEWL,

//            PARM='LIST,XREF,LET,MAP,AMODE(24)',

//            COND=(5,LT,COB2)

//SYSLIB      DD DISP=SHR,DSN=CEE.SCEELKED <--your le lib

//            DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.ism.load.library

//SYSLIN      DD DSNAME=&.&LOADSET.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)
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//            DD DDNAME=SYSIN

//SYSLMOD     DD DISP=SHR,DSNAME=your.ism.load.library

//SYSUT1      DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

//SYSPRINT    DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN       DD *

  INCLUDE SYSLMOD(GVMODINS)

  INCLUDE SYSLMOD(GVCOBLE)

  ENTRY GVCOBLE

  NAME yourexit(R)<--name of your choice

/*

Using IBM COBOL II Runtime Libraries

When using a COBOL exit with GVRESTOR that uses the COBOL II runtime libraries, you must use a supplied stub,
GVCOBII, to properly initialize the runtime environment. For the stub to interface properly, your COBOL program
must have a program-id of COBIIXIT. The name you give the load module is the name used to invoke your exit in the
GVRESTOR execution.

The following JCL is used to link the user program with the stub:

//COB2        EXEC PGM=IGYCRCTL,

//            PARM='ADV,DYNAM,FLAG(I),LIST,MAP,APOST,DATA(24),RES'

//STEPLIB     DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.cobolII.compiler.library

//SYSUT1      DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(3,1))

//SYSUT2      DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(3,1))

//SYSUT3      DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(3,1))

//SYSPRINT    DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSLIN      DD DSNAM=&.&LOADSET.,UNIT=SYSDA,DISP=(MOD,PASS),

//            SPACE=(TRK,(3,3))

//SYSIN       DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.source.lib(member)

//LKED        EXEC PGM=IEWL,

//            PARM='LIST,XREF,LET,MAP,REUS,AMODE(24)',

//            COND=(5,LT,COB2)

//SYSLIB      DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.cobolII.runtime.module.lib

//            DD DISP=SHR,DSN=your.ism.load.library

//SYSLIN      DD DSNAME=&.&LOADSET.,DISP=(OLD,DELETE)

//            DD DDNAME=SYSIN

//SYSLMOD     DD DISP=SHR,DSNAME=your.ism.load.library

//SYSUT1      DD UNIT=SYSDA,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1))

//SYSPRINT    DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN       DD *

  INCLUDE SYSLMOD(GVCOBII)

  ENTRY GVCOBII

  INCLUDE SYSLMOD(GVMODINS)

  NAME yourexit(R)<--name of your choice

/*

User Exit Examples
Review the following user examples for Assembler and COBOL.

 Contents 
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Assembler Example
                         ASSEMBLER

UEXIT     CSECT

          SAVE (14,12)

          BALR R12,0

          USING *,R12

          ST   R13,EXITSV+4         SAVE CALLERS SAVE AREA POINTER

          LA   R13,EXITSV           ESTABLISH OWN SAVE AREA

          ST   R1,PARMADR           SAVE PASSED PARM LIST ADDRESS

          L    R2,0(R1)             FLAG ADDRESS

          CLC  0(4,R2),=X'FFFFFFFF' IS THIS AN EOF CALL

          BE   CLEOF                YES

*  EXAMINE RECORD, DETERMINE ACTION

    ..........

RESTORE L    R1,PARMADR        ADDRESS OF FAVERS PARM LIST

        L    R2,0(R1)          GET FLAG ADDRESS

        LA   R3,4              CODE TO RESTORE A RECORD

        ST   R3,0(R2)          SET FLAG VALUE

        B    EXITRTN           RETURN

DELETE  L    R1,PARMADR        ADDRESS OF FAVERS PARM LIST

        L    R2,0(R1)          GET FLAG ADDRESS

        LA   R3,8              CODE TO DELETE A RECORD

        ST   R3,0(R2)          SET FLAG VALUE

        B    EXITRTN           RETURN

MODIFY  L    R1,PARMADR        ADDRESS OF PASSED PARM LIST

        L    R2,0(R1)          GET PASSED FLAG ADDRESS

        ST   R2,XPFLAGA        SET PASSED FLAG ADDR IN GVMODINS PARMS

        LA   R3,12             MODIFY FLAG CODE

        ST   R3,0(R2)          SET IN FLAG

        LA   R4,WORKARE        ADDRESS OF MODIFIED RECORD

        ST   R4,XPRECA         SET IN PARM LIST

        LA   R4,NEWRL          ADDRESS LENGTH OF MODIFIED RECORD

        ST   R4,XPRECLA        SET IN PARMS

        B    CALLSUB           CALL GVMODINS

INSERT  L    R1,PARMADR        ADDRESS OF PASSED PARM LIST

        L    R2,0(R1)          GET PASSED FLAG ADDRESS

        ST   R2,XPFLAGA        SET PASSED FLAG ADDR IN GVMODINS PARMS

        LA   R3,16             INSERT FLAG CODE ST R3,0(R2) SET IN FLAG

        LA   R4,WORKARE        ADDRESS OF RECORD TO BE INSERTED

        ST   R4,XPRECA         SET IN PARM LIST

        LA   R4,NEWRL          ADDRESS LENGTH OF NEW RECORD

        ST   R4,XPRECLA        SET IN PARMS

        B    CALLSUB           CALL GVMODINS

CALLSUB LA   R1,XPARMS         ADDRESS OF GVMODINS PARMS

        MVI  XPRECA,X'80'      END OF PARM LIST

        L    R15,=V(GVMODINS)  ADDRESS OF SUBROUTINE
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        BALR R14,R15           GO TO GVMODINS

        B    EXITRTN           RETURN

CLEOF   EQU  *

        B    EXITRTN           FINAL RETURN

EXITRTN L    R13,EXITSV+4      RESTORE CALLERS SAVE POINTER

        LM   R14,R12,12(R13)   RESTORE CALLERS REGS

        BR   R14               RETURN TO CALLER

XPARMS  DS   0F           GVMODINS PARM LIST

XPFLAGA DS   F            ORIGINAL FLAG ADDRESS PASSED TO THE EXIT

XPRECLA DS   F            INSERT OR MODIFY RECORD LENGTH

XPRECA  DS   F            ADDRESS OF MODIFY OR INSERT RECORD

*                         WORK AREA

PARMADR DS   F            SAVE PARM LIST ADDRESS

EXITSV  DS   18F           SAVE AREA

WORKAREA DS  ...          RECORD WORK AREA

NEWRL   DS   F            LENGTH OF NEW OR MODIFIED RECORD

        END          

COBOL Example
                    

WORKING STORAGE.

    01  NEW-RECORD-LENGTH                              PIC S9(8) COMP.

    01  NEW-RECORD.

        02  ..........

LINKAGE SECTION.

    01  FAVER-EOF.

    05  FAVER-FLAG                                PIC S9(8) COMP. 

    01  FAVER-LENGTH                                  PIC S9(8) COMP.

    01  FAVER-RECORD.

        02  ..........

PROCEDURE DIVISION USING FAVER-EOF FAVER-LENGTH FAVER-RECORD.

    IF FAVER-EOF IS EQUAL TO HIGH-VALUES GO TO CLUSTER-EOF.

    IF ... GO TO RESTORE-PARA.

    IF ... GO TO DELETE-PARA.

    IF ... GO TO MODIFY-PARA.

    IF ... GO TO INSERT-PARA.

RESTORE-PARA.

    MOVE +4 TO FAVER-FLAG.

    GO TO EXIT-PARA.

DELETE-PARA.

    MOVE +8 TO FAVER-FLAG.

    GO TO EXIT-PARA.

MODIFY-PARA.

    MOVE FAVER-RECORD TO NEW-RECORD.

       . . .

    MOVE +12 TO FAVER-FLAG.
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    MOVE MODIFY-LENGTH TO NEW-RECORD-LENGTH.

    GO TO CALL-SUB.

INSERT-PARA.

    MOVE INSERT-RECORD TO NEW-RECORD.

    MOVE INSERT-RECORD-LENGTH TO NEW-RECORD-LENGTH.

    MOVE +16 TO FAVER-FLAG.

    GO TO CALL-SUB.

CLUSTER-EDF.

    GO TO EXIT-PARA.

CALL-SUB.

    CALL 'GVMODINS' USING FAVER-FLAG NEW-RECORD-LENGTH

         NEW-RECORD.

    GO TO EXIT-PARA.

EXIT-PARA.

    GOBACK.

Utility Programs
This page explains how to list the contents of an EXPORT file using the GVMAP program and copy an EXPORT file to a
QSAM file using the FAVER VSAM GVCOPY program.

Contents

GVMAP

For each cluster, GVMAP lists the following contents of an EXPORT file:

• Name of the catalog in which the cluster is defined.
• Cluster or alternate index name.
• Date and time the object was exported.
• Record count.
• Disk volumes used.
• Any path names.
• Base cluster relation for alternate indexes.

The export file must have been created by the following:

• FAVER VSAM
• FAVER VSAM for VSE
• FAVER 2 for VSE

Required JCL

The following required JCL invokes GVMAP:

//MAP EXEC PGM=GVMAP [,PARM=PRINT|PUNCH]

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=class|DSN=data setname

//FVRFILE DD => The <FAV> input file
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PARM

The optional PARM parameter specifies how DEFINEs are reported. The default is a one line summary. PARM is specified
with one of the following operands:

Operand Explanation
NONE Prints a one line summary.
PRINT Prints each DEFINE.
PUNCH Saves each DEFINE to be used as input to IDCAMS. Any part of

the DEFINE that is not acceptable to IDCAMS is commented out.
DUMP Prints the header and trailer records in a dump format.

SYSPRINT Operands

The SYSPRINT parameter specifies where GVMAP output is sent. SYSPRINT is specified with one of the following
operands:

Operand Explanation
SYSOUT=class The class of the output. Required when not specifying the PUNCH

parameter.
DSN=ddname The filename where DEFINE requests are saved. Use only with

the PUNCH operand.

Condition Codes

GVMAP has the following condition codes:

Code Explanation
0 Successful execution
8 Unable to open SYSPRINT
16 Unable to open FVRFILE

GVCOPY

GVCOPY copies an EXPORT file to a QSAM file. GVCOPY calls GVFILE to read the EXPORT file, and the resulting
output is a QSAM file.

Required JCL

The following required JCL invokes GVCOPY:

//COPY     EXEC PGM=GVCOPY[PARM={cluster|DDNAME=ddname}]

//SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=class

//FVRFILE DD -> The <FAV> export file.

//FVROUT DD -> User-specified output file.

The FVRFILE DD must identify an export file created by the following:

• FAVER VSAM
• FAVER VSAM for VSE
• FAVER 2 for VSE
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PARM

The optional PARM parameter of the EXEC statement specifies the name of the cluster to be copied. The default is the
first cluster in FVRFILE. To specify a different cluster, use one of the following operands:

Operand Explanation
cluster The specified cluster is copied.
DDNAME=ddname The file indicated by ddname is opened and the name of the

cluster read from it.
Note: For more information about a similar option, see GVOPEN.

Condition Codes

GVCOPY has the following condition codes:

Code Explanation
0 Cluster successfully copied
8 Unable to open SYSPRINT or FVROUT
16 Unable to open FVRFILE
17 Unable to open DDname, file is empty, or cluster name is not on

first record
18 Desired cluster not found on FVRFILE
19 Premature end-of-file on FVRFILE

Reports
Some FAVER VSAM reports contain information and messages. For details on these informational messages, consult the
following manuals:

Message Prefix Manual
GV FAVER VSAM Message Reference Guide

IDC IBM MVS Message Library System Messages

EXPORT Report
The EXPORT report shows the results of your EXPORT job, providing details on each cluster or alternate index that was
exported.

Contents

Fields

The following table explains the fields on the EXPORT report:

Field Explanation
OBJECT NAME The name of the cluster or alternate index that was exported.
CATALOG The catalog from which the object was exported. This is the

current catalog until another catalog is listed.
TYPE The type of VSAM object, either KSDS, RRDS, or AIX.
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DATE The export date. The format is dd-mmm-yy.
TIME The time the export began.
COUNTS The number of records or CIs (depending on how you specified

the export) exported. For RRDS clusters, the number of used
slots.

VOLUMES The DASD volumes from which the object was exported.
VOLSEQ For exports to tape, the number of the reel to which the object

was exported. If the object spans reels, each reel number is listed.
If FVROUT=DUMMY is specified, VOLSEQ IS NO OUTPUT is
printed in this field.

BYTES The sum of all records exported, except for objects exported at the
CI level. For objects exported at the CI level, this field contains the
count times CI size. For RRDS clusters, this field contains the total
of the used and unused slots.

RELATE The name of the base cluster that the alternate index was built
over. This field applies to alternate indexes only.

PATH The name of the path exported.
OBJECTS SUCCESSFULLY PROCESSED The number of objects successfully processed. Paths are not

included.
OBJECTS UNSUCCESSFUL The number of objects that were not exported due to errors.

Example

The following is an example of the EXPORT report:

GVEXPORT                              <FAV> VSAM Data Protection Version 4.3.1                            Page

 1

                                                    CA-FAVER Export Processing                  FRI 08-

NOV-2002.312   17:06:12

GV120 DEFAULTS: CACHE=SEQ,BUFSPMAX=122880,NORECALL(HSM),AIX,NOEXO,DISP=SHR,RECLEVEL,NOSHR,NOVSAMAID

EXPORT EXO AIX                                                          00028000

 CLUSTER                                                                00029000

 CL=XYZAB01.+                                                           00030000

GV130 DDNAME=FVROUT0, EXPORTING TO DSN=XYZAB01.TEST.FAVR.EXPORT VOL=ASM010

CATALOG - ICF.USERID.USERCAT3

OBJECT NAME                                  TYPE    DATE     TIME     COUNTS      VOLUMES       VOLSEQ      

      BYTES

-------------------------------------------- ---- --------- -------- --------- -DATA----INDEX-- --------

 ---------------

XYZAB01.IPCS.DIR  -------------------------- KSDS 08-NOV-02 17:05:51      RECS  TSU013  TSU013

GV104 OPEN FOR OUTPUT

GV111 CONDITION CODE SET TO 004

GV108 RECORD COUNTS DISAGREE CATALOG= 4685

                  --------------------------      08-NOV-02 17:05:52      4687                         1     

  1,002,990
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XYZAB01.LINEAR  ---------------------------- LIN  08-NOV-02 17:05:52      CI'S  ASM009

GV105 EMPTY CLUSTER EXPORTING DEFINITION

                ----------------------------      08-NOV-02 17:05:52         0                         1     

          0

XYZAB01.TEST.KSD  -------------------------- KSDS 08-NOV-02 17:05:52      RECS  ASM010  ASM010

                  --------------------------      08-NOV-02 17:05:53      5861                         1     

  2,250,624

XYZAB01.TEST.KSD.AIX  ---------------------- AIX  08-NOV-02 17:05:53      RECS  ASM010  ASM010

     RELATE: XYZAB01.TEST.KSD

       PATH: XYZAB01.TEST.KSD.PATH

                      ----------------------      08-NOV-02 17:05:53      5861                         1     

    591,961

GV131 DDNAME=FVROUT0, EXPORT COMPLETE TO DSN=XYZAB01.TEST.FAVR.EXPORT VOL=ASM010

       4 OBJECTS SUCCESSFULLY PROCESSED

       0 UNSUCCESSFUL

CONDITION CODE  PAGE NUMBER

--------------  -----------

           004            1

********** END OF JOB

RESTORE Report
The RESTORE report shows the results of your job, including DELETE and DEFINE requests generated.

Contents

Fields

The following table explains the fields on the RESTORE report:

Field Explanation
EXPORTED The date and time the cluster was exported.
START The date and time the restore began.
RECORDS The number of records written to the cluster.
END The date and time the restore ended.
DURATION The time elapsed during the restore.
RESTORED... Summary data on the RESTORE job. In this example, 27 clusters

were successfully defined and loaded with records.
HIGHEST CONDITION CODE The most severe condition code encountered during the job.
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Example

The following is an example of the RESTORE report:

GVRESTOR                              <FAV> VSAM Data Protection Version 4.3.1                            Page

 1

                                                    CA-FAVER Restore Processing                 FRI 08-

NOV-2002.312   17:06:19

GV121 - DEFAULTS: NOPURGE,NOREMP,DELETE,DISP=SHR,NOPRIME,NOVSAMAID

GV121 - DEFAULTS: BUFND=22,BUFNI=5,BUFSP=0

RESTORE XTNDCHK                                                         00423004

 CLUSTER                                                                00424000

 CL=XYZAB01.TEST.+                                                      00425000

RESTORING...

GV831 DDNAME=TAPE0, RESTORING FROM DSN=XYZAB01.TEST.FAVR.EXPORT VOL=ASM010

    XYZAB01.TEST.KSD -  EXPORTED 08-NOV-02.312 17:05:52 - START 08-NOV-02 17.05.58

           DEL (XYZAB01.TEST.KSD                                                )

          IDC0550I ENTRY (R) XYZAB01.TEST.KSD.PATH DELETED

          IDC0550I ENTRY (D) XYZAB01.TEST.KSD.AIX.DATA DELETED

          IDC0550I ENTRY (I) XYZAB01.TEST.KSD.AIX.INDEX DELETED

          IDC0550I ENTRY (G) XYZAB01.TEST.KSD.AIX DELETED

          IDC0550I ENTRY (D) XYZAB01.TEST.KSD.DATA DELETED

          IDC0550I ENTRY (I) XYZAB01.TEST.KSD.INDEX DELETED

          IDC0550I ENTRY (C) XYZAB01.TEST.KSD DELETED

          IDC0001I FUNCTION COMPLETED, HIGHEST CONDITION CODE WAS 0

          IDC0002I IDCAMS PROCESSING COMPLETE. MAXIMUM CONDITION CODE WAS 0

           DEF CL( -

                  NAME(XYZAB01.TEST.KSD                            ) -

                  IXD -

                  ) -

           DATA ( -

                  BUFSP (7168) -

                  NERAS -

                  FSPC (5 5) -
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                  KEYS (80 8) -

                  RECSZ (256 384) -

                  SPND -

                  SPEED -

                  NAME(XYZAB01.TEST.KSD.DATA                       ) -

                  CYL (40 20 ) -

                  VOL(ASM010 ) -

                  CISZ (2048) -

                  UNORD -

                  NRUS -

                  SHR (2 3) -

                  NWCK -

                  ) -

           INDEX ( -

                  NIMBD -

                  NREPL -

                  NAME(XYZAB01.TEST.KSD.INDEX                      ) -

                  CYL (3 3 ) -

                  VOL(ASM010 ) -

                  CISZ (3072) -

                  UNORD -

COMPARE Report
The COMPARE report shows the results of your file comparison job.

Contents

Fields

The following table explains the fields on the COMPARE report:

Field Explanation
EXPORTED The date and time the cluster was exported.
START The date and time the compare began.
RECORDS The number of records in the cluster being compared.
END The date and time the compare ended.
DURATION The time elapsed during the compare.
COMPARED... Summary data on the COMPARE job. In this example, all three

clusters were successfully compared.
HIGHEST CONDITION CODE The most severe condition code encountered during the job.

Example

The following is an example of a COMPARE report:

GVRESTOR                              <FAV> VSAM Data Protection Version 4.3.1                            Page

 1

                                                    CA-FAVER Restore Processing                 FRI 08-

NOV-2002.312   17:06:25
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GV121 - DEFAULTS: NOPURGE,NOREMP,DELETE,DISP=SHR,NOPRIME,NOVSAMAID

GV121 - DEFAULTS: BUFND=22,BUFNI=5,BUFSP=0

COMPARE                                                                 00431500

 CLUSTER                                                                00431600

 CL=XYZAB01.TEST.+                                                      00431700

COMPARING...

GV831 DDNAME=TAPE0, RESTORING FROM DSN=XYZAB01.TEST.FAVR.EXPORT VOL=ASM010

    XYZAB01.TEST.KSD -  EXPORTED 08-NOV-02.312 17:05:52 - START 08-NOV-02 17.06.03

         5861 RECORDS                                   - END   08-NOV-02 17.06.04 - DURATION 00.00.00

    XYZAB01.TEST.KSD.AIX -  EXPORTED 08-NOV-02.312 17:05:53 - START 08-NOV-02 17.06.04

         5861 RECORDS                                       - END   08-NOV-02 17.06.05 - DURATION 00.00.00

COMPARED...

     2 SUCCESSFUL

   <FAV>  -  END OF JOB  -  HIGHEST CONDITION CODE WAS 0

GVBLDIX Report
Contents

The GVBLDIX report shows the results of your build alternate index job.

Example

The following is an example of the GVBLDIX report:

GVBLDIX                               <FAV> VSAM Data Protection Version 4.3.1                            

 Page 1

                                                     Fast Multi Index Builder                    FRI 08-

NOV-2002.312   16:54:38

B A S E   C L U S T E R                                          -----KEY-----

OBJECT NAME                                    DDNAME     TYPE   LENGTH OFFSET

--------------------------------------------   --------   ----   ------ ------

XYZAB01.TEST.KSD                               BASE       KSDS       80      8

A L T E R N A T E   I N D E X                  -----KEY-----

OBJECT NAME                                    LENGTH OFFSET

--------------------------------------------   ------ ------

XYZAB01.TEST.KSD.AIX                               16      8   NON-UNIQUE KEYS
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                         *--------------------- GVBLDIX - AIX SUMMARY ---------------------*

                                               BASE      AIX       AIX

                                               RECORDS   RECORDS   RECORDS   -UNIQUE AIX-   ----NON UNIQUE

 AIX----

OBJECT NAME                                    READ IN   WRITTEN   DROPPED   NON-UNQ KEYS   MOST PTRS  FEWEST

 PTRS

--------------------------------------------   -------   -------   -------   ------------   --------- 

 -----------

XYZAB01.TEST.KSD.AIX                              5861      5861         0           N/A            1        

    1

ALTERNATE INDEXES SUCCESSFULLY BUILT = 1

********** END OF JOB

Base Cluster Fields

The following table explains the fields on the base cluster information portion of the GVBLDIX report:

Field Explanation
OBJECT NAME The name of the base cluster.
DDNAME If you use control statements, the system-generated DDname. If

you specify BASEDD, the word BASE appears here.
TYPE The base cluster type.
KEY LENGTH The key length of the base cluster.
KEY OFFSET The key offset of the base cluster.

Alternate Index Fields

The following table explains the fields on the alternate index information portion of the GVBLDIX report:

Field Explanation
OBJECT NAME The name of an alternate index related to the base cluster
KEY LENGTH The key length of the alternate index
KEY OFFSET The key offset of the alternate index

AIX Summary

The following table explains the fields on the AIX summary portion of the GVBLDIX report:

Field Explanation
OBJECT NAME The name of an alternate index related to the base cluster and

successfully processed by GVBLDIX.
BASE
RECORDS
READ IN

The number of records read from the base cluster.
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AIX RECORDS
WRITTEN

The number of records written to the alternate index.

AIX
RECORDS
DROPPED

The number of alternate index records that were dropped due to a
match with a specified DROP=X' ' or DROP=C' '.

UNIQUE AIX
NON-UNQ KEYS

The number of non-unique keys found while building a unique
alternate key index. When a non-unique key is found, it is
discarded. If N/A appears in this field, this field is not applicable for
the cluster listed.

NON UNIQUE AIX
MOST PTRS

The greatest number of prime pointers found while building a
nonunique key index. If N/A appears in this field, this field is not
applicable for the cluster listed.

NON UNIQUE AIX
FEWEST PTRS

The fewest number of prime pointers found while building a
nonunique key index. If N/A appears in this field, this field is not
applicable for the cluster listed.

ALTERNATE INDEXES SUCCESSFULLY BUILT The number of alternate indexes built.

GVMAP Report
Contents

The GVMAP report lists the contents of an EXPORT file.

Fields

The following table explains the fields on the GVMAP report:

Field Explanation
FROM CATALOG The catalog whose contents are listed
NAME The name of the object exported
EXPORTED The Julian date and time of the export
RECORDS The number of records in the export
VOLUMES The type and name of the volume where the cluster resides
TOTAL OBJECTS LISTED The number of clusters, alternate indexes, and paths listed in the

report

Example

The following is an example of the GVMAP report:

GVMAP                                 <FAV> VSAM Data Protection Version 4.3.1                            Page

 1

                                               List Contents of CA-FAVER Export File            FRI 08-

NOV-2002.312   17:06:16

   From Catalog - ICF.USERID.USERCAT3

                    NAME                         EXPORTED                     RECORDS VOLUMES

-------------------------------------------- ----------------------------- ---------- --------------
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XYZAB01.IPCS.DIR                             FRI 08-NOV-2002.312  17:05:51       4687 DATA  - TSU013

                                                                                      INDEX - TSU013

XYZAB01.LINEAR                               FRI 08-NOV-2002.312  17:05:52          0 DATA  - ASM009

XYZAB01.TEST.KSD                             FRI 08-NOV-2002.312  17:05:52       5861 DATA  - ASM010

                                                                                      INDEX - ASM010

XYZAB01.TEST.KSD.AIX                         FRI 08-NOV-2002.312  17:05:53       5861 DATA  - ASM010

                                                                                      INDEX - ASM010

    RELATE - XYZAB01.TEST.KSD

    PATH - XYZAB01.TEST.KSD.PATH

    Total objects listed: 4

    GVMAP - End of list

GVCOPY Report
The GVCOPY report lists the file copied, date and time the export was made, and the number of records exported.

GVCOPY                                <FAV> VSAM Data Protection Version 4.3.1                           Page

 1

                                          Copy CA-FAVER Data Set To User Format Data Set       FRI 08-

NOV-2002.312   17:06:18

    XYZAB01.TEST.KSD                             exported FRI 08-NOV-2002.312  17:05:52       5861 records

GVPARMS Report
Contents

GVPARMS Processing Log

The following example is a FAVER VSAM System Default Utility Processing Log.

GVPARMS                               <FAV> VSAM Data Protection Version 4.3.1                            Page

 1

                                                 CA-FAVER SYSTEM DEFAULT UTILITY                FRI 08-

NOV-2002.312   17:06:11

                                                          PROCESSING LOG

CA-FAVER SYSTEM DEFAULTS LAST UPDATED 11/07/2002 AT 18.57.00 BY CA-FAVER

DEFAULTS HAVE BEEN UPDATED 0 TIMES

DEFAULTS TARGET LIBRARY IS DSN=CAI.ISM431.LINKLIB, VOL=PROD01

GV137 NO CONTROL STATEMENTS PRESENT, NO UPDATE WILL BE ATTEMPTED
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GV143 ANALYZING CA-FAVER SYSTEM DEFAULTS

GV144 OBSERVATION: The MCDS will be accessed by GVEXPORT when the RECALL parameter is in effect.

GV149 ANALYSIS OF CA-FAVER SYSTEM DEFAULTS COMPLETE, NO ANALYSIS ERRORS DETECTED

GV150 DETAILED REPORT OF CA-FAVER SYSTEM DEFAULTS FOLLOWS

GVPARMS Details
GVPARMS                               <FAV> VSAM Data Protection Version 4.3.1                            Page

 2

                                                 CA-FAVER SYSTEM DEFAULT UTILITY                FRI 08-

NOV-2002.312   17:06:11

APPLIES TO  PARAMETER                                         DESCRIPTION

----------  ------------------------------------------------ 

 --------------------------------------------------------------

EXPORT      CACHE=SEQ                                         Use sequential read-ahead feature of cached disk

 controllers

EXPORT      SMGR=HSM                                          DFSMShsm is active in the storage management

 environment

EXPORT      NORECALL                                          Migrated data sets are skipped during export

 processing

EXPORT      BUFSPMAX=122880                                   Maximum number of bytes to allocate for data

 component buffers

EXPORT      AIX                                               Alternate indexes are exported along with the

 base cluster

EXPORT      EXPDISP=SHR                                       Do not dynamically allocate data sets to be

 exported

EXPORT      NOEXO                                             Skip exporting clusters if they are currently

 OPEN for output

EXPORT      RECLEVEL                                          ESDS clusters are exported at the record level

EXPORT      NOSHAREOPTIONS                                    Ignore VSAM sharing options SHR(1,x) and

 SHR(2,x)

EXPORT      EXPNOVSAMAID                                      During export processing, VSAMAID will not be

 involved

RESTORE     BUFND=22                                          Number of data buffers to allocate

RESTORE     BUFNI=5                                           Number of index buffers to allocate

RESTORE     BUFSP=0                                           Total buffer space to allocate for data and

 index buffers

RESTORE     RESDISP=SHR                                       Dynamically allocate data sets with DISP=SHR for

 restore

RESTORE     DELETE                                            Issue IDCAMS DELETE prior to the DEFINE

RESTORE     NOPRIME                                           Leave empty KSDS objects unprimed if exported

 empty and unprimed

RESTORE     NOPURGE                                           Honor EXPDT when deleting and redefining data

 sets

RESTORE     NOREMP                                            Do not restore empty clusters
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RESTORE     RESNOVSAMAID                                      During restore processing, VSAMAID will not be

 involved

ALL         LINES=75                                          Number of print lines per page

EXPORT      SMGRDDN(1)=MCDS                                   DDNAME associated with storage manager (SMGR)

EXPORT      SMGRDSN(1)=' '                                    Data set associated with storage manager (SMGR)

GV158 CA-FAVER SYSTEM DEFAULTS NOT UPDATED

********** END OF JOB **********

GVPARMS Fields

The following table explains the fields on the GVPARMS report:

Field Explanation
APPLIES TO Describes which component of FAVER VSAM is affected by the

parameter listed in the adjacent parameter column. For example,
EXPORT refers to GVEXPORT, RESTORE refers to GVRESTOR,
and ALL refers to every component.

PARAMETER The GVPARMS control parameter that is in effect.
DESCRIPTION Verbal description of what the current setting of this parameter

causes.
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Messages
Review the following information about FAVER VSAM codes:

  

One-letter Codes

The one-letter code at the end of each message gives you additional information. Following are the one-letter codes used:

•  E
Indicates that an error has occurred and processing terminates with a return code of 16 if ABEND=NO is set, or a user
abend equal to the install parameter ABCODE if ABEND=YES is set.

•  I
Indicates an informational message that does not affect normal operation. This message indicates values read from
control statements, determined from the environment, or calculated by the program.

•  W
Indicates that something has gone wrong (warning), but it is not serious enough to stop processing. The value
assumed by FAVER VSAM may not be causing the expected execution. You should examine these messages and
correct the problems.

Condition Codes

At normal termination, FAVER VSAM issues the following condition codes:

 0
Indicates normal completion.

 2
Indicates that all clusters were exported but the SAVECOMP parameter had been specified and at least one cluster
exported was not hardware compressed.

 4
Indicates that all clusters were exported or restored. SYSOUT should be checked for informational messages describing
conditions encountered on some clusters.

 8
Indicates that not all clusters were exported, restored, or compared. Messages in the listing describe the reasons.

 16 

Indicates that no clusters were restored or exported. Also, an error was detected in a user exit.

User Abend Codes

At abnormal termination, FAVER VSAM issues the following user abend codes:

 001
Indicates that FAVER VSAM is abending due to an unrecoverable error.

 002
Indicates that the user, using the ESTOP parameter, requested GVRESTOR abend rather than skip a cluster and continue
to the next one. If ESTOP was not specified, GVRESTOR would have continued and terminated with a condition code of
8.

 003
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Indicates that PARM=DUMP has requested an abend with a dump.

 009
Indicates that the user, using the ESTOP parameter, requested GVEXPORT abend rather than skip a cluster and continue
to the next one. If ESTOP was not specified, GVEXPORT would have continued and terminated with a condition code of
8.

GV008
VERIFY(Y/N) RESTORE - entryname
Reason:
entryname: Name of cluster or alternate index to be restored.
RVER has been specified on the RESTORE card, requesting that the operator be notified that a cluster is to be restored.
A Y reply allows the RESTORE to continue; a reply of N bypasses the restore of this cluster and proceeds to the next.

GV0080
VERIFY(Y/N) RESTORE - entryname
Reason:
entryname: Name of cluster or alternate index to be restored.
RVER has been specified on the RESTORE card, requesting that the operator be notified that a cluster is to be restored.
A Y reply allows the RESTORE to continue; a reply of N bypasses the restore of this cluster and proceeds to the next.

GV0081
VERIFY(Y/N) RESTORE - entryname
Reason:
entryname: Name of cluster or alternate index to be restored.
RVER has been specified on the RESTORE card, requesting that the operator be notified that a cluster is to be restored.
A Y reply allows the RESTORE to continue; a reply of N bypasses the restore of this cluster and proceeds to the next.

GV010
SYNTAX ERROR MARKED BY 'X'

GV0100
UNKNOWN INPUT
Reason:
A parameter is specified incorrectly. An X will appear immediately below the incorrect parameter. This error is typically
caused by a misspelled or incomplete parameter.

GV0101
SYNTAX ERROR MARKED BY 'X'

GV0102
UNKNOWN INPUT
Reason:
A parameter is specified incorrectly. An X will appear immediately below the incorrect parameter. This error is typically
caused by a misspelled or incomplete parameter.
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GV0103
SYNTAX ERROR MARKED BY 'X'

GV0104
UNKNOWN INPUT
Reason:
A parameter is specified incorrectly. An X will appear immediately below the incorrect parameter. This error is typically
caused by a misspelled or incomplete parameter.

GV011
ddname DD STATEMENT MISSING
Reason:
ddname: A ddname specified in a parameter.
The ddname used in a CAT=, TAPE=, MERGIN=, FVROUT=, or OUTDD= statement is missing.

GV0110
MISSING parameter
Reason:
parameter: Name of the missing parameter.
The indicated control statement type is required but was not found in the input data.

GV0111
ddname DD STATEMENT MISSING
Reason:
ddname: A ddname specified in a parameter.
The ddname used in a CAT=, TAPE=, MERGIN=, FVROUT=, or OUTDD= statement is missing.

GV0112
MISSING parameter
Reason:
parameter: Name of the missing parameter.
The indicated control statement type is required but was not found in the input data.

GV0113
ddname DD STATEMENT MISSING
Reason:
ddname: A ddname specified in a parameter.
The ddname used in a CAT=, TAPE=, MERGIN=, FVROUT=, or OUTDD= statement is missing.

GV0114
MISSING parameter
Reason:
parameter: Name of the missing parameter.
The indicated control statement type is required but was not found in the input data.
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GV012
ERROR IN CATDEF=
Reason:
The catalog data set name does not follow the equal sign (=), is too long, or is not followed by a proper delimiter. The
password does not immediately follow the slash , is too long, or is not enclosed in quotation marks when required.

GV0120
ERROR IN CATDEF=
Reason:
The catalog data set name does not follow the equal sign (=), is too long, or is not followed by a proper delimiter. The
password does not immediately follow the slash , is too long, or is not enclosed in quotation marks when required.

GV013
ERROR IN FVRIN=
Reason:
Nothing follows the equal sign (=); a parameter is misspelled; or a ddname is too long or separated with an improper
delimiter.

GV0130
ERROR IN FVRIN=
Reason:
Nothing follows the equal sign (=); a parameter is misspelled; or a ddname is too long or separated with an improper
delimiter.

GV014
ERROR IN VOLUME=
Reason:
Nothing follows the equal sign (=), a volser is too long or not separated by a comma (,), or expected continuation of the
card was not found.

GV0140
ERROR IN VOLUME=
Reason:
Nothing follows the equal sign (=), a volser is too long or not separated by a comma (,), or expected continuation of the
card was not found.

GV015
ERROR IN CLUSTER NAME
Reason:
Entryname is too long or does not follow the equal sign (=); a parameter is misspelled or too long, or expected
continuation was not received. A generic name is used with DEFINED or REUSE.

GV0150
ERROR IN CLUSTER NAME
Reason:
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Entryname is too long or does not follow the equal sign (=); a parameter is misspelled or too long, or expected
continuation was not received. A generic name is used with DEFINED or REUSE.

GV017
ERROR IN AMS INPUT
Reason:
An invalid cluster component is specified, a blank card, or balanced parentheses were found.

GV0170
ERROR IN AMS INPUT
Reason:
An invalid cluster component is specified, a blank card, or balanced parentheses were found.

GV019
PREMATURE EOF ON INPUT
Reason:
EOF on SYSIN was encountered before adequate statements to begin execution were read.

GV0190
PREMATURE EOF ON INPUT
Reason:
EOF on SYSIN was encountered before adequate statements to begin execution were read.

GV021
DUPLICATE CLUSTER NAMES
Reason:
This cluster has already been specified on a previous cluster name card.

GV0210
DUPLICATE CLUSTER NAMES
Reason:
This cluster has already been specified on a previous cluster name card.

GV031
OUTDD

GV0310
OUTDD

GV051
VOLUME action ERROR volser
Reason:
action: The word "EXPORT" if using FAVER VSAM. The word "COLLECT" if using VSAMAid without FAVER VSAM.
volser: The volume used in a VOLUME= statement.
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A volume could not be allocated or the VVDS could not be opened. Exporting or collecting continues with the next volume.

GV0510
VOLUME action ERROR volser
Reason:
action: The word "EXPORT" if using FAVER VSAM. The word "COLLECT" if using VSAMAid without FAVER VSAM.
volser: The volume used in a VOLUME= statement.
A volume could not be allocated or the VVDS could not be opened. Exporting or collecting continues with the next volume.

GV052
ALIAS NOT FOUND - alias
Reason:
alias: High level qualifier of a cluster name.
An alias could not be found in the master catalog. The user catalog this cluster is in cannot be found. This, and the other
cluster with the same alias, are not exported.

GV0520
ALIAS NOT FOUND - alias
Reason:
alias: High level qualifier of a cluster name.
An alias could not be found in the master catalog. The user catalog this cluster is in cannot be found. This, and the other
cluster with the same alias, are not exported.

GV053
NAME NOT FOUND IN CATALOG - entryname
Reason:
entryname: Cluster or alternate index name.
An entry specified on a CL= statement was not found in the catalog. The name is misspelled, the entry does not exist, or
the name is not that of a cluster or alternate index.

GV0530
NAME NOT FOUND IN CATALOG - entryname
Reason:
entryname: Cluster or alternate index name.
An entry specified on a CL= statement was not found in the catalog. The name is misspelled, the entry does not exist, or
the name is not that of a cluster or alternate index.

GV054
NO MATCH ON GENERIC ENTRY - entryname
Reason:
entryname: Generic entryname
No data sets were found matching the generic entryname specified on a CL= statement. The generic entryname is
specified incorrectly or there are no data sets matching the generic entryname.

GV0540
NO MATCH ON GENERIC ENTRY - entryname
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Reason:
entryname: Generic entryname
No data sets were found matching the generic entryname specified on a CL= statement. The generic entryname is
specified incorrectly or there are no data sets matching the generic entryname.

GV057
CLUSTER NOT PROCESSED - entryname
Reason:
entryname: Cluster or alternate index not found.
The cluster identified by entryname was specified on a cluster name card but was not found. It was to be restored,
excluded, compared, or have AMS input, but it was not on the input file.
Or the cluster was empty, and REMP was not specified on the RESTORE card.

GV0570
CLUSTER NOT PROCESSED - entryname
Reason:
entryname: Cluster or alternate index not found.
The cluster identified by entryname was specified on a cluster name card but was not found. It was to be restored,
excluded, compared, or have AMS input, but it was not on the input file.
Or the cluster was empty, and REMP was not specified on the RESTORE card.

GV059
DDNAME NOT FOUND - ddname
Reason:
ddname: ddname not found.
The ddname specified in a CAT=, TAPE=, FVRIN= or cluster name parameter was not found. FAVER VSAM terminates.
Also, a FAVER VSAM DD card (SNAPDD, FVRVOLS, FVRCLDD) may not have been included. If the DD card is required,
FAVER VSAM terminates. Otherwise, the Broadcom message is issued and execution continues.

GV0590
DDNAME NOT FOUND - ddname
Reason:
ddname: ddname not found.
The ddname specified in a CAT=, TAPE=, FVRIN= or cluster name parameter was not found. FAVER VSAM terminates.
Also, a FAVER VSAM DD card (SNAPDD, FVRVOLS, FVRCLDD) may not have been included. If the DD card is required,
FAVER VSAM terminates. Otherwise, the Broadcom message is issued and execution continues.

GV061
ERROR IN AMS CLUSTER NAME
Reason:
In the AMS input for this cluster, the cluster name is specified incorrectly. RESTORE bypasses this cluster and continues
to the next. See "Define Cluster" in the IDCAMS manual for the proper syntax.

GV0610
ERROR IN AMS CLUSTER NAME
Reason:
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In the AMS input for this cluster, the cluster name is specified incorrectly. RESTORE bypasses this cluster and continues
to the next. See "Define Cluster" in the IDCAMS manual for the proper syntax.

GV062
ERROR IN AMS MASTER PW USING OLD PW
Reason:
In the AMS input for this cluster, the master password is specified incorrectly. RESTORE uses the password, if any, from
the input file. See "Define Cluster" in the IDCAMS manual for the proper syntax.

GV0620
ERROR IN AMS MASTER PW USING OLD PW
Reason:
In the AMS input for this cluster, the master password is specified incorrectly. RESTORE uses the password, if any, from
the input file. See "Define Cluster" in the IDCAMS manual for the proper syntax.

GV102
CLUSTER PRIMED
Reason:
The cluster was primed. FAVER VSAM will prime clusters that, when exported, had all records deleted. The practice of
priming a cluster is often used to allow a cluster to be open for update when it actually has no records in it.

GV1020
CLUSTER PRIMED
Reason:
The cluster was primed. FAVER VSAM will prime clusters that, when exported, had all records deleted. The practice of
priming a cluster is often used to allow a cluster to be open for update when it actually has no records in it.

GV103
UNABLE TO USE SNAP RC= rc
Reason:
rc: SNAP macro return code.
FAVER VSAM attempted to use the SNAPDD data set but was unsuccessful. The return code from the SNAP macro is
documented in the Supervisor Services and Macro Instructions manual. If the return code is FF, this is a FAVER VSAM
supplied value and indicates that SNAP was to be used, but the SNAPDD DD card was not found.

GV1030
UNABLE TO USE SNAP RC= rc
Reason:
rc: SNAP macro return code.
FAVER VSAM attempted to use the SNAPDD data set but was unsuccessful. The return code from the SNAP macro is
documented in the Supervisor Services and Macro Instructions manual. If the return code is FF, this is a FAVER VSAM
supplied value and indicates that SNAP was to be used, but the SNAPDD DD card was not found.

GV104
OPEN FOR OUTPUT
Reason:
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This cluster is currently open for output by another task or the open indicator flag in the catalog was left on due because of
a system crash. EXO (EXport Open) was specified and the cluster is exported.

GV1040
OPEN FOR OUTPUT WHEN EXPORTED
Reason:
This cluster was exported with the EXO option in effect. See EXO for an explanation of its use.

GV1041
OPEN FOR OUTPUT
Reason:
This cluster is currently open for output by another task or the open indicator flag in the catalog was left on due because of
a system crash. EXO (EXport Open) was specified and the cluster is exported.

GV1042
OPEN FOR OUTPUT WHEN EXPORTED
Reason:
This cluster was exported with the EXO option in effect. See EXO for an explanation of its use.

GV105
EMPTY CLUSTER action DEFINITION
Reason:
action: The word "EXPORTING" if using FAVER VSAM. The word "COLLECTING" if using VSAMAid without FAVER
VSAM.
The cluster has no data in it, but its catalog definition is exported or collected and a subsequent restore will redefine it.

GV1050
EMPTY CLUSTER RESTORING DEFINITION
Reason:
Specify REMP on the RESTORE card to redefine an empty cluster.

GV1051
EMPTY CLUSTER action DEFINITION
Reason:
action: The word "EXPORTING" if using FAVER VSAM. The word "COLLECTING" if using VSAMAid without FAVER
VSAM.
The cluster has no data in it, but its catalog definition is exported or collected and a subsequent restore will redefine it.

GV1052
EMPTY CLUSTER RESTORING DEFINITION
Reason:
Specify REMP on the RESTORE card to redefine an empty cluster.

GV106
OPEN FOR OUTPUT, NO EXO, NOT action
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Reason:
action: The word "EXPORTED" if using FAVER VSAM. The word "COLLECTED" if using VSAMAid without FAVER VSAM.
This cluster is currently open for output by another task or the open indicator flag in the catalog was left on because of a
system crash. EXO was not specified and the cluster is not exported. Export or collection continues with the next cluster.

GV1060
OPEN FOR OUTPUT, NO EXO, NOT action
Reason:
action: The word "EXPORTED" if using FAVER VSAM. The word "COLLECTED" if using VSAMAid without FAVER VSAM.
This cluster is currently open for output by another task or the open indicator flag in the catalog was left on because of a
system crash. EXO was not specified and the cluster is not exported. Export or collection continues with the next cluster.

GV107
CI SPLIT IN PROGRESS
Reason:
The busy flag in a control interval definition field is on, indicating a control interval split has not completed. If this occurs
when the cluster is open and being used, the backup file will not match the input exactly because update activity has not
been quiesced. When the cluster is closed and this message is issued, a CI or CA split did not complete, and the cluster is
damaged.

GV1070
CI SPLIT IN PROGRESS
Reason:
The busy flag in a control interval definition field is on, indicating a control interval split has not completed. If this occurs
when the cluster is open and being used, the backup file will not match the input exactly because update activity has not
been quiesced. When the cluster is closed and this message is issued, a CI or CA split did not complete, and the cluster is
damaged.

GV108
RECORD COUNTS DISAGREE CATALOG= nnn
Reason:
The record count maintained during export does not agree with the record total (records inserted for a RRDS) field from
the catalog. This is an informational message only. The counts maintained in the catalog are only valid when a close
successfully completes for the cluster. The purpose of this message is to indicate that this cluster was not properly closed
at some point in time.

GV1080
RECORD COUNTS DISAGREE CATALOG= nnn
Reason:
The record count maintained during export does not agree with the record total (records inserted for a RRDS) field from
the catalog. This is an informational message only. The counts maintained in the catalog are only valid when a close
successfully completes for the cluster. The purpose of this message is to indicate that this cluster was not properly closed
at some point in time.

GV109
WARNING - RECORD SIZE GREATER THAN DEFINED MAXIMUM RECORD SIZERECORD SIZE FOUND = xxxxx
DEFINED MAX RECORD SIZE = xxxxx
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Reason:
The record size is greater than the defined maximum record size. FAVER VSAM can EXPORT the cluster. Upon
RESTORE, you need to add an AMS override to change the MAXRECSZ to the size indicated in the error message, in
order for the file to redefine and RESTORE properly. This condition can occur when CI-level processing has been used on
the file.

GV1090
WARNING - RECORD SIZE GREATER THAN DEFINED MAXIMUM RECORD SIZERECORD SIZE FOUND = xxxxx
DEFINED MAX RECORD SIZE = xxxxx
Reason:
The record size is greater than the defined maximum record size. FAVER VSAM can EXPORT the cluster. Upon
RESTORE, you need to add an AMS override to change the MAXRECSZ to the size indicated in the error message, in
order for the file to redefine and RESTORE properly. This condition can occur when CI-level processing has been used on
the file.

GV110
DELETED CLUSTER NOT CARRIED FORWARD - entryname
Reason:
entryname: Cluster or alternate index name.
NOCARRY was specified for a merge function. The cluster in the message was deleted since the last merge/export, and it
is not carried forward on the export file.

GV1100
DELETED CLUSTER NOT CARRIED FORWARD - entryname
Reason:
entryname: Cluster or alternate index name.
NOCARRY was specified for a merge function. The cluster in the message was deleted since the last merge/export, and it
is not carried forward on the export file.

GV111
CONDITION CODE SET TO nnn
Reason:
nnn: New highest condition code value.
The highest condition code for the job has been reset by a previous error message.

GV1110
CONDITION CODE SET TO nnn
Reason:
nnn: New highest condition code value.
The highest condition code for the job has been reset by a previous error message.

GV112
NOT UPDATED SINCE LAST action - DROPPED - entryname
Reason:
action: The word "EXPORT" if using FAVER VSAM. The word "COLLECT" if using VSAMAid without FAVER VSAM.
entryname: Cluster name.
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DROP was specified for a merge function. The cluster in the message has not been updated since the last merge/export
or collection and it is not written to the output.

GV1120
NOT UPDATED SINCE LAST action - DROPPED - entryname
Reason:
action: The word "EXPORT" if using FAVER VSAM. The word "COLLECT" if using VSAMAid without FAVER VSAM.
entryname: Cluster name.
DROP was specified for a merge function. The cluster in the message has not been updated since the last merge/export
or collection and it is not written to the output.

GV113
INDEX FULL - CA SPLIT REQUIRED
Reason:
An index control interval was filled with keys before the data control area was filled with records; the index CI size is too
small. After each PUT, RESTORE will print this message if the RPL error code is 16, indicating that the index is full.

GV1130
INDEX FULL - CA SPLIT REQUIRED
Reason:
An index control interval was filled with keys before the data control area was filled with records; the index CI size is too
small. After each PUT, RESTORE will print this message if the RPL error code is 16, indicating that the index is full.

GV115
DATA SET MIGRATED - HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY RECALLED FOR EXPORT - dsn
Reason:
User had requested that VSAM files that were migrated by HSM/ABR to be exported. This is an informational message to
say the data set has been successfully recalled before exporting.

GV1150
DATA SET MIGRATED - HAS BEEN SUCCESSFULLY RECALLED FOR EXPORT - dsn
Reason:
User had requested that VSAM files that were migrated by HSM/ABR to be exported. This is an informational message to
say the data set has been successfully recalled before exporting.

GV116
OUTDD AND CILEVEL ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE, OBJECT NOT WRITTEN TO OUTDD
Reason:
The client has specified the OUTDD to get a sequential "flat" file copy of the cluster, but the client has requested the
CILEVEL processing parameter for GVEXPORT. When CILEVEL is requested, ESDS clusters are processed at the
control interval level. Logical data records are not processed, so it is impossible to create the output necessary for
OUTDD. This file cluster is not copied to OUTDD, but processing continues.

GV1160
OUTDD AND CILEVEL ARE MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE, OBJECT NOT WRITTEN TO OUTDD
Reason:
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The client has specified the OUTDD to get a sequential "flat" file copy of the cluster, but the client has requested the
CILEVEL processing parameter for GVEXPORT. When CILEVEL is requested, ESDS clusters are processed at the
control interval level. Logical data records are not processed, so it is impossible to create the output necessary for
OUTDD. This file cluster is not copied to OUTDD, but processing continues.

GV117
NODATA IN EFFECT, NO DATA WRITTEN
Reason:
Informational. The EXPORT parameter NODATA was specified. The definition of the cluster associated with this message
was written to the export output, but no cluster data has been written.

GV1170
NODATA IN EFFECT, NO DATA WRITTEN
Reason:
Informational. The EXPORT parameter NODATA was specified. The definition of the cluster associated with this message
was written to the export output, but no cluster data has been written.

GV118
NOAIX IN EFFECT, NO DATA WRITTEN
Reason:
Informational. The EXPORT parameter NOAIX was specified. The definition of alternate indexes and any paths
associated with this message have been written to the export output, but no alternate index data has been written.

GV1180
NOAIX IN EFFECT, NO DATA WRITTEN
Reason:
Informational. The EXPORT parameter NOAIX was specified. The definition of alternate indexes and any paths
associated with this message have been written to the export output, but no alternate index data has been written.

GV120
DEFAULTS: parm1, parm2...parmn
Reason:
Informational. The GVPARMS utility can be used to assign many default parameter settings. This message is issued at
the beginning of export processing to display the defaults in effect, since they may differ from the documented defaults.

GV1200
DEFAULTS: parm1, parm2...parmn
Reason:
Informational. The GVPARMS utility can be used to assign many default parameter settings. This message is issued at
the beginning of export processing to display the defaults in effect, since they may differ from the documented defaults.

GV121
DEFAULTS: parm1, parm2...parmn
Reason:
Informational. The GVPARMS utility can be used to assign many default parameter settings. This message is issued at
the beginning of restore processing to display the defaults in effect, since they may differ from the documented defaults.
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GV1210
DEFAULTS: parm1, parm2...parmn
Reason:
Informational. The GVPARMS utility can be used to assign many default parameter settings. This message is issued at
the beginning of restore processing to display the defaults in effect, since they may differ from the documented defaults.

GV130
DDNAME ddname, EXPORTING TO DSN=dsn VOL=volser
Reason:
Informational. This message is issued when a new export output data set is opened. It identifies the data set name to
which the export is being written. It also includes the initial volume serial number of the output data set. See the GV131
message also.

GV1300
DDNAME ddname, EXPORTING TO DSN=dsn VOL=volser
Reason:
Informational. This message is issued when a new export output data set is opened. It identifies the data set name to
which the export is being written. It also includes the initial volume serial number of the output data set. See the GV131
message also.

GV131
DDNAME ddname, EXPORT COMPLETE TO DSN=dsn VOL=volser,...,volser
Reason:
Informational. This message is issued when a new export output data set is closed. It identifies the data set name to which
the export was written. It also includes all the volume serial numbers of the output data set. This message can be paired
to message GV130 that was issued earlier in the export process.

GV1310
DDNAME ddname, EXPORT COMPLETE TO DSN=dsn VOL=volser,...,volser
Reason:
Informational. This message is issued when a new export output data set is closed. It identifies the data set name to which
the export was written. It also includes all the volume serial numbers of the output data set. This message can be paired
to message GV130 that was issued earlier in the export process.

GV132
FAVER SYSTEM DEFAULTS MODULE (FVDFAULT) NOT FOUND
Reason:
Warning. The FAVER VSAM system defaults are maintained in the FVDFAULT load module. This module is created
and maintained by the GVPARMS utility. This message indicates the module cannot be loaded from the STEPLIB or the
LINKLIST. Processing continues with the documented defaults, however, some subsequent processing may require the
presence of this module. In that case, a failure occurs later in processing.
Action:
Run the GVPARMS utility to create a new FVDFAULT module. Running GVPARMS with the one control statement
"RESET" causes an FVDFAULT module to be built that reflects the documented defaults.
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GV1320
FAVER SYSTEM DEFAULTS MODULE (FVDFAULT) NOT FOUND
Reason:
Warning. The FAVER VSAM system defaults are maintained in the FVDFAULT load module. This module is created
and maintained by the GVPARMS utility. This message indicates the module cannot be loaded from the STEPLIB or the
LINKLIST. Processing continues with the documented defaults, however, some subsequent processing may require the
presence of this module. In that case, a failure occurs later in processing.
Action:
Run the GVPARMS utility to create a new FVDFAULT module. Running GVPARMS with the one control statement
"RESET" causes an FVDFAULT module to be built that reflects the documented defaults.

GV133
RECALL PROCESSING REQUESTED, BUT STORAGE ENVIRONMENT CANNOT BE DETERMINED
Reason:
Error. The client has requested RECALL processing by using the RECALL, HSM, DMS, or ABR export parameters.
RECALL processing requires the FVDFAULT module to be available. See the GV132 message issued previously in this
same execution of GVEXPORT.

GV1330
RECALL PROCESSING REQUESTED, BUT STORAGE ENVIRONMENT CANNOT BE DETERMINED
Reason:
Error. The client has requested RECALL processing by using the RECALL, HSM, DMS, or ABR export parameters.
RECALL processing requires the FVDFAULT module to be available. See the GV132 message issued previously in this
same execution of GVEXPORT.

GV134
FAVER SYSTEM DEFAULTS MODULE (FVDFAULT) IS REQUIRED FOR RECALL PROCESSING
Reason:
Error. The client has requested RECALL processing by using the RECALL, HSM, DMS, or ABR export parameters.
RECALL processing requires the FVDFAULT module to be available. See the GV132 message issued previously in this
same execution of GVEXPORT.

GV1340
FAVER SYSTEM DEFAULTS MODULE (FVDFAULT) IS REQUIRED FOR RECALL PROCESSING
Reason:
Error. The client has requested RECALL processing by using the RECALL, HSM, DMS, or ABR export parameters.
RECALL processing requires the FVDFAULT module to be available. See the GV132 message issued previously in this
same execution of GVEXPORT.

GV135
RECALL CANNOT BE PERFORMED WHEN SGMR=NONE
Reason:
Warning. The client has requested RECALL processing by using the RECALL, HSM, DMS, or ABR export parameters.
The current system defaults settings indicated SMGR=NONE. Recall processing is not possible. Processing continues.
Either the RECALL parameter should be removed from the GVEXPORT control statements or the GVPARMS utility
should be used to define the desired storage manager.
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GV1350
RECALL CANNOT BE PERFORMED WHEN SGMR=NONE
Reason:
Warning. The client has requested RECALL processing by using the RECALL, HSM, DMS, or ABR export parameters.
The current system defaults settings indicated SMGR=NONE. Recall processing is not possible. Processing continues.
Either the RECALL parameter should be removed from the GVEXPORT control statements or the GVPARMS utility
should be used to define the desired storage manager.

GV136
EXPECTED CONTROL STATEMENT CONTINUATION NOT RECEIVED
Reason:
Error. While examining control statements, an incomplete parameter was encountered. Processing terminates.

GV1360
EXPECTED CONTROL STATEMENT CONTINUATION NOT RECEIVED
Reason:
Error. While examining control statements, an incomplete parameter was encountered. Processing terminates.

GV137
NO CONTROL STATEMENTS PRESENT, NO UPDATE WILL BE ATTEMPTED
Reason:
Informational. The GVPARMS utility was run with no control statements at all. This has the effect of displaying the current
FAVER VSAM system defaults without updating them in any way. This message ensures the client that no updates are
attempted.

GV1370
NO CONTROL STATEMENTS PRESENT, NO UPDATE WILL BE ATTEMPTED
Reason:
Informational. The GVPARMS utility was run with no control statements at all. This has the effect of displaying the current
FAVER VSAM system defaults without updating them in any way. This message ensures the client that no updates are
attempted.

GV138
CONTROL STATEMENT PROCESSING BEGINS
Reason:
Informational. The GVPARMS utility has input to process and attempts to update the FAVER VSAM system defaults if no
errors are detected.

GV1380
CONTROL STATEMENT PROCESSING BEGINS
Reason:
Informational. The GVPARMS utility has input to process and attempts to update the FAVER VSAM system defaults if no
errors are detected.
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GV139
CONTROL STATEMENT PROCESSING COMPLETE, n ERRORS DETECTED
Reason:
Informational. GVPARMS has processed all control statements. n can be a number or the word "NO". If errors are
detected, no update is attempted. Even if errors have been detected, processing continues to the analysis phase.

GV1390
CONTROL STATEMENT PROCESSING COMPLETE, n ERRORS DETECTED
Reason:
Informational. GVPARMS has processed all control statements. n can be a number or the word "NO". If errors are
detected, no update is attempted. Even if errors have been detected, processing continues to the analysis phase.

GV140
PARAMETER keyword MUST BE IN THE RANGE OF n to nnnn
Reason:
Error. Where keyword is one of GVPARMS control parameters that have a range of numeric values. n is the minimum and
nnnn is the maximum value of the range.

GV1400
PARAMETER keyword MUST BE IN THE RANGE OF n to nnnn
Reason:
Error. Where keyword is one of GVPARMS control parameters that have a range of numeric values. n is the minimum and
nnnn is the maximum value of the range.

GV141
DUPLICATE PARAMETER
Reason:
Error. The identified keyword has already been specified in a previous control statement. It cannot be specified again.

GV1410
DUPLICATE PARAMETER
Reason:
Error. The identified keyword has already been specified in a previous control statement. It cannot be specified again.

GV142
MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE WITH parm1
Reason:
Error. The identified keyword cannot be specified with another keyword that has already been encountered. parm1 is the
previous keyword with which the current keyword conflicts.

GV1420
MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE WITH parm1
Reason:
Error. The identified keyword cannot be specified with another keyword that has already been encountered. parm1 is the
previous keyword with which the current keyword conflicts.
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GV143
ANALYZING FAVER SYSTEM DEFAULTS
Reason:
Informational. After all control statements have been processed, GVPARMS analyzes the resulting system default settings
to see if any new settings may be introducing a conflict with other settings that have not been changed in this execution.
This message signals the beginning of the analysis phase.

GV1430
ANALYZING FAVER SYSTEM DEFAULTS
Reason:
Informational. After all control statements have been processed, GVPARMS analyzes the resulting system default settings
to see if any new settings may be introducing a conflict with other settings that have not been changed in this execution.
This message signals the beginning of the analysis phase.

GV144
OBSERVATION: notes
Reason:
Informational. During the analysis phase, GVPARMS may produce observation messages the client may find helpful.
Changing a default setting may require changes to the export or restore job streams. These observations are intended to
prevent problems in export and restore processing.

GV1440
OBSERVATION: notes
Reason:
Informational. During the analysis phase, GVPARMS may produce observation messages the client may find helpful.
Changing a default setting may require changes to the export or restore job streams. These observations are intended to
prevent problems in export and restore processing.

GV145
CONFLICT IN PARAMETERS: parm1, parm2
Reason:
Error. During the analysis phase, two defaults have been set that are mutually exclusive with one another. This can arise
when one of these parameters was changed during the execution of GVPARMS, while the other retains its value by virtue
of not being updated.

GV1450
CONFLICT IN PARAMETERS: parm1, parm2
Reason:
Error. During the analysis phase, two defaults have been set that are mutually exclusive with one another. This can arise
when one of these parameters was changed during the execution of GVPARMS, while the other retains its value by virtue
of not being updated.

GV146
ASSIGNED VALUE EXCEEDS MAX LENGTH OF n
Reason:
Error. Certain GVPARMS parameters can be assigned text values. The text is too long.
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GV1460
ASSIGNED VALUE EXCEEDS MAX LENGTH OF n
Reason:
Error. Certain GVPARMS parameters can be assigned text values. The text is too long.

GV147
SUBSCRIPT EXCEEDS MAX VALUE OF n
Reason:
Error. Certain GVPARMS parameters, such as SMGRDDN, are subscripted to create arrays of values. The array is limited
in size. n defined the maximum value of the subscript.

GV1470
SUBSCRIPT EXCEEDS MAX VALUE OF n
Reason:
Error. Certain GVPARMS parameters, such as SMGRDDN, are subscripted to create arrays of values. The array is limited
in size. n defined the maximum value of the subscript.

GV148
EXPECTED SUBSCRIPT VALUE OF n
Reason:
Error. When defining subscripted parameters to GVPARMS, the values must be assigned starting with subscript value
of 1. For example, to specify "SMGRDDN(2)=DD2", one must first specify "SMGRDDN(1)=DD1" in a given execution of
GVPARMS.

GV1480
EXPECTED SUBSCRIPT VALUE OF n
Reason:
Error. When defining subscripted parameters to GVPARMS, the values must be assigned starting with subscript value
of 1. For example, to specify "SMGRDDN(2)=DD2", one must first specify "SMGRDDN(1)=DD1" in a given execution of
GVPARMS.

GV149
ANALYSIS OF FAVER SYSTEM DEFAULTS COMPLETE, n ERRORS DETECTED
Reason:
Informational. GVPARMS has analyzed the system defaults. n can be a number or the word "NO". If errors are detected,
no update is to be attempted. Even if errors have been detected, processing continues to the reporting phase.

GV1490
ANALYSIS OF FAVER SYSTEM DEFAULTS COMPLETE, n ERRORS DETECTED
Reason:
Informational. GVPARMS has analyzed the system defaults. n can be a number or the word "NO". If errors are detected,
no update is to be attempted. Even if errors have been detected, processing continues to the reporting phase.

GV150
DETAILED REPORT OF FAVER SYSTEM DEFAULTS FOLLOWS
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Reason:
Informational. This signals the beginning of the reporting phase. All of the FAVER VSAM system default settings are
displayed on the following page. This report is produced even if errors have been detected.

GV1500
DETAILED REPORT OF FAVER SYSTEM DEFAULTS FOLLOWS
Reason:
Informational. This signals the beginning of the reporting phase. All of the FAVER VSAM system default settings are
displayed on the following page. This report is produced even if errors have been detected.

GV154
WARNING - SMGRDSN=dsn - locate_failure
Reason:
Informational. As part of the analysis phase, the SMGRDSN array elements are verified against the system catalog. If the
value assigned to a SMGRDSN array element is not found in the system catalog, this message is issued. dsn is the value
assigned to the nth SMGRDSN entry and locate_failure may be one of the following:

•
• DATA SET NOT FOUND IN CATALOG
•
• CATALOG LOCATE FAILED RC=rc

where rc is an unexpected and unanticipated return code from catalog management.
•

GV1540
WARNING - SMGRDSN=dsn - locate_failure
Reason:
Informational. As part of the analysis phase, the SMGRDSN array elements are verified against the system catalog. If the
value assigned to a SMGRDSN array element is not found in the system catalog, this message is issued. dsn is the value
assigned to the nth SMGRDSN entry and locate_failure may be one of the following:

•
• DATA SET NOT FOUND IN CATALOG
•
• CATALOG LOCATE FAILED RC=rc

where rc is an unexpected and unanticipated return code from catalog management.
•

GV155
WARNINGS DETECTED DURING PROCESSING – UPDATE PROCEEDING
Reason:
Informational. All control statements have been processed and all analysis has been completed. No errors have been
detected, but warning messages have been issued. Processing continues to the update phase. The warnings may
indicate problems will arise during export or restore processing using the current system default settings. Review the
output carefully to determine whether or not the warnings may actually cause a problem.

GV1550
WARNINGS DETECTED DURING PROCESSING – UPDATE PROCEEDING
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Reason:
Informational. All control statements have been processed and all analysis has been completed. No errors have been
detected, but warning messages have been issued. Processing continues to the update phase. The warnings may
indicate problems will arise during export or restore processing using the current system default settings. Review the
output carefully to determine whether or not the warnings may actually cause a problem.

GV156
ERRORS DETECTED DURING PROCESSING
Reason:
Informational. All control statements have been processed and all analysis has been completed. Either control statement
errors or analysis errors have been detected. The update phase is skipped. Review the output, correct the error
conditions, and attempt the update again.

GV1560
ERRORS DETECTED DURING PROCESSING
Reason:
Informational. All control statements have been processed and all analysis has been completed. Either control statement
errors or analysis errors have been detected. The update phase is skipped. Review the output, correct the error
conditions, and attempt the update again.

GV157
FAVER SYSTEM DEFAULTS UPDATED FAILED - RC=n
Reason:
GVPARMS attempted to update the FAVER VSAM system defaults module, FVDFAULT, but an error occurred. Review the
messages immediately preceding this message for more details.

GV1570
FAVER SYSTEM DEFAULTS UPDATED FAILED - RC=n
Reason:
GVPARMS attempted to update the FAVER VSAM system defaults module, FVDFAULT, but an error occurred. Review the
messages immediately preceding this message for more details.

GV158
FAVER SYSTEM DEFAULTS NOT UPDATED
Reason:
Informational. GVPARMS has not attempted to update the FAVER VSAM system defaults module, FVDFAULT. This is a
result of providing no control statements. This execution of GVPARMS has provided a display of the current FAVER VSAM
system default settings, but has not changed them in any way.

GV1580
FAVER SYSTEM DEFAULTS NOT UPDATED
Reason:
Informational. GVPARMS has not attempted to update the FAVER VSAM system defaults module, FVDFAULT. This is a
result of providing no control statements. This execution of GVPARMS has provided a display of the current FAVER VSAM
system default settings, but has not changed them in any way.
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GV159
FAVER SYSTEM DEFAULTS SUCCESSFULLY UPDATED
Reason:
Informational. GVPARMS has accepted all control statements. All analysis tests were applied and no errors were
detected. The FAVER VSAM system defaults module, FVDFAULT, has been updated with the new system default
settings.

GV1590
FAVER SYSTEM DEFAULTS SUCCESSFULLY UPDATED
Reason:
Informational. GVPARMS has accepted all control statements. All analysis tests were applied and no errors were
detected. The FAVER VSAM system defaults module, FVDFAULT, has been updated with the new system default
settings.

GV160
INSUFFICIENT STORAGE FOR BUFFERS, INCREASE REGION SIZE
Reason:
Error. GVPARMS has accepted the all control statements. All analysis tests were applied and no errors were detected.
GVPARMS attempted to update the FAVER VSAM system defaults module, FVDFAULT, but insufficient main storage was
available to accomplish the update process. The update has been abandoned. Increase the region size and try the update
again.

GV1600
INSUFFICIENT STORAGE FOR BUFFERS, INCREASE REGION SIZE
Reason:
Error. GVPARMS has accepted the all control statements. All analysis tests were applied and no errors were detected.
GVPARMS attempted to update the FAVER VSAM system defaults module, FVDFAULT, but insufficient main storage was
available to accomplish the update process. The update has been abandoned. Increase the region size and try the update
again.

GV161
FAVER SYSTEM DEFAULTS COULD NOT BE SAVED
Reason:
Error. GVPARMS has accepted the all control statements. All analysis tests were applied and no errors were detected.
GVPARMS attempted to update the FAVER VSAM system defaults module, FVDFAULT, but an error occurred during the
update process. The update has been abandoned. Review the GV167 message that follows this message for a more
detailed explanation of the error condition.

GV1610
FAVER SYSTEM DEFAULTS COULD NOT BE SAVED
Reason:
Error. GVPARMS has accepted the all control statements. All analysis tests were applied and no errors were detected.
GVPARMS attempted to update the FAVER VSAM system defaults module, FVDFAULT, but an error occurred during the
update process. The update has been abandoned. Review the GV167 message that follows this message for a more
detailed explanation of the error condition.
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GV167
ERROR OCCURRED WHILE UPDATING SYSLIB, FAILING FUNCTION: binder_function RET=return_code
RSN=reason_code
Reason:
Error. This message accompanies GV161 to provide a more detailed explanation of the failure that occurred. GVPARMS
uses the DFSMS Binder API to update the FVDFAULT module in the library defined by the SYSLIB DD statement. The
return_code and reason_code values represent the return code and the reason code from the DFSMS Binder function that
failed. binder_function can be any one of the following:
GETBUF
Acquire buffers - The GV160 message will precede this message.
STARTD
Start a dialog with the Binder.
CREATEW
Create a "workmod".
PUTD(E)
Put ESD data into the "workmod".
PUTD(T)
Put TEXT data into the "workmod".
PUTD(I)
Put IDR data into the "workmod".
PUTD(F)
Conclusion of the put sequence.
SAVEW
Save the "workmod" in SYSLIB. This is the most likely function to fail. The most common causes of this failure are:

1.
2. The user is not authorized to update the SYSLIB data set.
3.
4. The SYSLIB data set is on a volume that is accessed as "read-only"
5.
6. The SYSLIB data set is full with no secondary allocation or needs to be compressed
7.

DELETEW
Delete the "workmod".
ENDD
End the Binder dialog.
FREEBUF
Free the buffers
A detailed explanation of the return and reason codes from the DFSMS Binder and their meanings, see the IBM
publication DFSMS/MVS Program Management in the section titled "Using the Binder Application Programming
Interface".
In all likelihood, GV168 followed by a sequence of GV169 messages will follow this message. Review them carefully.

GV1670
ERROR OCCURRED WHILE UPDATING SYSLIB, FAILING FUNCTION: binder_function RET=return_code
RSN=reason_code
Reason:
Error. This message accompanies GV161 to provide a more detailed explanation of the failure that occurred. GVPARMS
uses the DFSMS Binder API to update the FVDFAULT module in the library defined by the SYSLIB DD statement. The
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return_code and reason_code values represent the return code and the reason code from the DFSMS Binder function that
failed. binder_function can be any one of the following:
GETBUF
Acquire buffers - The GV160 message will precede this message.
STARTD
Start a dialog with the Binder.
CREATEW
Create a "workmod".
PUTD(E)
Put ESD data into the "workmod".
PUTD(T)
Put TEXT data into the "workmod".
PUTD(I)
Put IDR data into the "workmod".
PUTD(F)
Conclusion of the put sequence.
SAVEW
Save the "workmod" in SYSLIB. This is the most likely function to fail. The most common causes of this failure are:

1.
2. The user is not authorized to update the SYSLIB data set.
3.
4. The SYSLIB data set is on a volume that is accessed as "read-only"
5.
6. The SYSLIB data set is full with no secondary allocation or needs to be compressed
7.

DELETEW
Delete the "workmod".
ENDD
End the Binder dialog.
FREEBUF
Free the buffers
A detailed explanation of the return and reason codes from the DFSMS Binder and their meanings, see the IBM
publication DFSMS/MVS Program Management in the section titled "Using the Binder Application Programming
Interface".
In all likelihood, GV168 followed by a sequence of GV169 messages will follow this message. Review them carefully.

GV168
MESSAGES FROM DFSMS BINDER FOLLOW IN GV169 MESSAGES
Reason:
Informational. GVPARMS has accepted the all control statements. All analysis tests were applied and no errors were
detected. GVPARMS attempted to update the FAVER VSAM system defaults module, FVDFAULT, but an error occurred
during the update process. GVPARMS uses the DFSMS Binder API to update the FVDFAULT module in the library
defined by the SYSLIB DD statement. The binder has generated messages that are displayed in the GV169 messages
that follow this message.

GV1680
MESSAGES FROM DFSMS BINDER FOLLOW IN GV169 MESSAGES
Reason:
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Informational. GVPARMS has accepted the all control statements. All analysis tests were applied and no errors were
detected. GVPARMS attempted to update the FAVER VSAM system defaults module, FVDFAULT, but an error occurred
during the update process. GVPARMS uses the DFSMS Binder API to update the FVDFAULT module in the library
defined by the SYSLIB DD statement. The binder has generated messages that are displayed in the GV169 messages
that follow this message.

GV169
BINDER: binder message
Reason:
Binder message is a message generated by the DFSMS Binder. The explanation of these messages can be found in the
IBM publication OS/390 VnRn MVS System Messages.

GV1690
BINDER: binder message
Reason:
Binder message is a message generated by the DFSMS Binder. The explanation of these messages can be found in the
IBM publication OS/390 VnRn MVS System Messages.

GV199
NO OBJECTS HAVE BEEN processtype
Reason:
After completing the search operations, no data sets matched the selection criteria. If processtype is EXPORTED,
then all EXPORT operations have been completed, but no data was written to the FVROUT0 or FVROUT1 data sets. If
processtype is SELECTED, then all COLLECT operations have completed, but no data was written to the VSAMAID
TRENDS file.

GV1990
NO OBJECTS HAVE BEEN processtype
Reason:
After completing the search operations, no data sets matched the selection criteria. If processtype is EXPORTED,
then all EXPORT operations have been completed, but no data was written to the FVROUT0 or FVROUT1 data sets. If
processtype is SELECTED, then all COLLECT operations have completed, but no data was written to the VSAMAID
TRENDS file.

GV200
USER EXIT NOT ALLOWED FOR SAVECOMP FILE
Reason:
Files that are exported with SAVECOMP option are stored in a specialformat using DFSMSdss. FAVER VSAM terminates.
Correct the input and rerun.

GV2000
USER EXIT NOT ALLOWED FOR SAVECOMP FILE
Reason:
Files that are exported with SAVECOMP option are stored in a specialformat using DFSMSdss. FAVER VSAM terminates.
Correct the input and rerun.
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GV201
COMPARE NOT ALLOWED FOR SAVECOMP FILE
Reason:
Files that are exported with SAVECOMP option are stored in a special format using DFSMSdss. FAVER VSAM
terminates.
Correct the input and rerun.

GV2010
COMPARE NOT ALLOWED FOR SAVECOMP FILE
Reason:
Files that are exported with SAVECOMP option are stored in a special format using DFSMSdss. FAVER VSAM
terminates.
Correct the input and rerun.

GV202
THIS IS NOT A SAVECOMP ELIGIBLE FILE
Reason:
The SAVECOMP parameter was specified but the file is not an extended hardware compressed VSAM file.
None. This is an informational message.

GV2020
THIS IS NOT A SAVECOMP ELIGIBLE FILE
Reason:
The SAVECOMP parameter was specified but the file is not an extended hardware compressed VSAM file.
None. This is an informational message.

GV203
MERGE NOT ALLOWED FOR SAVECOMP FILE
Reason:
Files that are exported with SAVECOMP option are stored in a special format using DFSMSdss. FAVER VSAM
terminates.
Correct the input and rerun.

GV2030
MERGE NOT ALLOWED FOR SAVECOMP FILE
Reason:
Files that are exported with SAVECOMP option are stored in a special format using DFSMSdss. FAVER VSAM
terminates.
Correct the input and rerun.

GV204
RETURN CODE nnnn FROM DFSMSDSS REFER TO DSSMSGDD
Reason:
DFSMSdss encountered a problem and cannot continue processing. FAVER VSAM terminates.
Refer to DSSMSGDD for further information.
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GV2040
RETURN CODE nnnn FROM DFSMSDSS REFER TO DSSMSGDD
Reason:
DFSMSdss encountered a problem and cannot continue processing. FAVER VSAM terminates.
Refer to DSSMSGDD for further information.

GV205
OUTPUT WRITTEN BY DFSMSDSS
Reason:
DFSMSdss is being used to write the output file.

GV2050
OUTPUT WRITTEN BY DFSMSDSS
Reason:
DFSMSdss is being used to write the output file.

GV206
INPUT READ BY DFSMSDSS
Reason:
DFSMSdss is being used to read the input file.

GV2060
INPUT READ BY DFSMSDSS
Reason:
DFSMSdss is being used to read the input file.

GV207
DSSMSGDD NOT FOUND
Reason:
Files that are exported/restored with SAVECOMP option require a //DSSMSGDD DD statement in the JCL. FAVER VSAM
terminates.
Add the //DSSMSGDD DD statement to the JCL and rerun.

GV2070
DSSMSGDD NOT FOUND
Reason:
Files that are exported/restored with SAVECOMP option require a //DSSMSGDD DD statement in the JCL. FAVER VSAM
terminates.
Add the //DSSMSGDD DD statement to the JCL and rerun.

GV300
UNABLE TO OPEN CATALOG
Reason:
The catalog identified in previous messages could not be opened. EXPORT continues with the next catalog.
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GV3000
UNABLE TO OPEN CATALOG
Reason:
The catalog identified in previous messages could not be opened. EXPORT continues with the next catalog.

GV301
ERROR READING CATALOG OR VVDS
Reason:
An error occurred while reading a catalog or VVDS identified in previous messages. EXPORT continues with the next
catalog.

GV3010
ERROR READING CATALOG OR VVDS
Reason:
An error occurred while reading a catalog or VVDS identified in previous messages. EXPORT continues with the next
catalog.

GV302
UNABLE TO OPEN ENTRY - entryname
Reason:
entryname: Cluster or alternate index name.
A cluster or alternate index could not be opened. Preceding messages give the precise reasons for the open failure.

GV3020
UNABLE TO OPEN ENTRY - entryname
Reason:
entryname: Cluster or alternate index name.
A cluster or alternate index could not be opened. Preceding messages give the precise reasons for the open failure.

GV303
ERROR READING CLUSTER
Reason:
A GV903 or GV905 message precedes this message and describes the problem encountered with the cluster or alternate
index. The fact that this cluster is partially exported should be considered when restoring it.

GV3030
ERROR READING CLUSTER
Reason:
A GV903 or GV905 message precedes this message and describes the problem encountered with the cluster or alternate
index. The fact that this cluster is partially exported should be considered when restoring it.

GV304
CATALOG TIME STAMP BACK LEVELED
Reason:
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During a merge operation, the time stamp for a cluster is less in the catalog than in the merge input file. The catalog time
stamp should remain equal to the copy if no update activity has occurred. If update activity has occurred, the catalog time
stamp should be higher. When the catalog time stamp is less, the update level of the merge in file cannot be accurately
determined. Export/merge continues with the next catalog.

GV3040
CATALOG TIME STAMP BACK LEVELED
Reason:
During a merge operation, the time stamp for a cluster is less in the catalog than in the merge input file. The catalog time
stamp should remain equal to the copy if no update activity has occurred. If update activity has occurred, the catalog time
stamp should be higher. When the catalog time stamp is less, the update level of the merge in file cannot be accurately
determined. Export/merge continues with the next catalog.

GV305
ERROR READING MERGIN
Reason:
An error has occurred while reading the MERGIN file. The job is terminated.

GV3050
ERROR READING MERGIN
Reason:
An error has occurred while reading the MERGIN file. The job is terminated.

GV306
ERROR OPENING mcds FILE - R15=cc RC=rc
Reason:
When trying to open the MCDS (user had requested the export of files that were migrated by HSM with the RECALL
parameter) an error occurred. mcds is the DD name of the data set being opened. An explanation of the error is in the
VSAM Programmer's Guide with rc under the appropriate type (OPEN) and cc.

GV3060
ERROR OPENING mcds FILE - R15=cc RC=rc
Reason:
When trying to open the MCDS (user had requested the export of files that were migrated by HSM with the RECALL
parameter) an error occurred. mcds is the DD name of the data set being opened. An explanation of the error is in the
VSAM Programmer's Guide with rc under the appropriate type (OPEN) and cc.

GV307
VSAM CBMM ERROR DOING function - R15=cc RC=rc
Reason:
An error occurred when trying to do a VSAM macro. function is either SHOWCB or MODCB. Return codes are
documented in the VSAM Programmer's Guide with rc under the appropriate type (either SHOWCB or MODCB) and cc.

GV3070
VSAM CBMM ERROR DOING function - R15=cc RC=rc
Reason:
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An error occurred when trying to do a VSAM macro. function is either SHOWCB or MODCB. Return codes are
documented in the VSAM Programmer's Guide with rc under the appropriate type (either SHOWCB or MODCB) and cc.

GV308
VSAM REQUEST ERROR READING mcds FILE - R15=cc RC=rc
Reason:
An error occurred when trying to read the MCDS file (user had requested the export of files that were migrated by HSM
with the RECALL parameter). mcds is the DD name of the data set being read. Return codes are documented in the
VSAM Programmer's Guide with rc under the GET macro and cc.

GV3080
VSAM REQUEST ERROR READING mcds FILE - R15=cc RC=rc
Reason:
An error occurred when trying to read the MCDS file (user had requested the export of files that were migrated by HSM
with the RECALL parameter). mcds is the DD name of the data set being read. Return codes are documented in the
VSAM Programmer's Guide with rc under the GET macro and cc.

GV309
NO ENTRY FOUND FOR DATA SET IN MCDS - REPORTED MIGRATED IN CATALOG - dsn
Reason:
When trying to determine if a migrated file was originally VSAM (reading the MCDS), there was no entry for this particular
data set.

GV3090
NO ENTRY FOUND FOR DATA SET IN MCDS - REPORTED MIGRATED IN CATALOG - dsn
Reason:
When trying to determine if a migrated file was originally VSAM (reading the MCDS), there was no entry for this particular
data set.

GV310
PREVIOUS ERROR OPENING MCDS - CANNOT RECALL - dsn
Reason:
A previous attempt to open the MCDS failed. See preceding GV306 message for the reason the MCDS could not be
opened.

GV3100
PREVIOUS ERROR OPENING MCDS - CANNOT RECALL - dsn
Reason:
A previous attempt to open the MCDS failed. See preceding GV306 message for the reason the MCDS could not be
opened.

GV320
EXPECTED DD NOT FOUND, DDNAME=ddname
Reason:
Error. The RECALL parameter was specified for EXPORT processing. GVEXPORT required access to a Disk (DMS)
storage manager data set. A GVPARMS entry for SMGRDDN(n)=ddname was recorded in the FVDFAULT module. Since
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the corresponding SMGRDSN(n) indicated no data set name, the DD named ddname is expected to be present in the
GVEXPORT JCL. Processing continues, but the Disk interface is marked as disabled, so RECALL processing is not
possible.

GV3200
EXPECTED DD NOT FOUND, DDNAME=ddname
Reason:
Error. The RECALL parameter was specified for EXPORT processing. GVEXPORT required access to a Disk (DMS)
storage manager data set. A GVPARMS entry for SMGRDDN(n)=ddname was recorded in the FVDFAULT module. Since
the corresponding SMGRDSN(n) indicated no data set name, the DD named ddname is expected to be present in the
GVEXPORT JCL. Processing continues, but the Disk interface is marked as disabled, so RECALL processing is not
possible.

GV321
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED FOR dsn
Reason:
Error. The RECALL parameter was specified for EXPORT processing. GVEXPORT required access to a Disk (DMS)
storage manager data set. A GVPARMS entry for SMGRDSN(n)=dsn was recorded in the FVDFAULT module.
GVEXPORT attempted to dynamically allocate this data set, but the allocation failed. Processing continues, but the Disk
interface is marked as disabled, so RECALL processing is not possible.

GV3210
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED FOR dsn
Reason:
Error. The RECALL parameter was specified for EXPORT processing. GVEXPORT required access to a Disk (DMS)
storage manager data set. A GVPARMS entry for SMGRDSN(n)=dsn was recorded in the FVDFAULT module.
GVEXPORT attempted to dynamically allocate this data set, but the allocation failed. Processing continues, but the Disk
interface is marked as disabled, so RECALL processing is not possible.

GV322
DISK SYSTEM INTERFACE MODULE NOT FOUND
Reason:
Error. The RECALL parameter was specified for EXPORT processing. GVEXPORT required access to the Disk (DMS)
storage manager interface module, but the module was not found. The interface module named "MI", was not in the
STEPLIB or the system link list. Either add the Disk product load library to the system link list, or concatenate it to the
STEPLIB out of which GVEXPORT is being executed. Processing continues, but the Disk interface is marked as disabled,
so RECALL processing is not possible.

GV3220
DISK SYSTEM INTERFACE MODULE NOT FOUND
Reason:
Error. The RECALL parameter was specified for EXPORT processing. GVEXPORT required access to the Disk (DMS)
storage manager interface module, but the module was not found. The interface module named "MI", was not in the
STEPLIB or the system link list. Either add the Disk product load library to the system link list, or concatenate it to the
STEPLIB out of which GVEXPORT is being executed. Processing continues, but the Disk interface is marked as disabled,
so RECALL processing is not possible.
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GV323
DATASET HAS BEEN ARCHIVED, NOT BEING EXPORTED - dsn
Reason:
Informational. The NORECALL parameter was specified for EXPORT processing. GVEXPORT identified the data set dsn
as having been archived by the Disk (DMS) storage manager. If RECALL was in effect, further analysis would have been
performed on this data set. If it represents a VSAM cluster, it would have been recalled for EXPORT processing.

GV3230
DATASET HAS BEEN ARCHIVED, NOT BEING EXPORTED - dsn
Reason:
Informational. The NORECALL parameter was specified for EXPORT processing. GVEXPORT identified the data set dsn
as having been archived by the Disk (DMS) storage manager. If RECALL was in effect, further analysis would have been
performed on this data set. If it represents a VSAM cluster, it would have been recalled for EXPORT processing.

GV324
ARCHIVED FILE WAS RECALLED BUT WAS NOT VSAM - DOES NOT MATCH FILES ENTRY - dsn
Reason:
Informational. The RECALL parameter was specified for EXPORT processing. GVEXPORT retrieved information from
Disk (DMS) concerning the data set dsn. It appeared to be a VSAM cluster and was recalled for EXPORT processing.
After it was recalled, the system catalog records revealed that it was not a VSAM cluster. Processing continues.

GV3240
ARCHIVED FILE WAS RECALLED BUT WAS NOT VSAM - DOES NOT MATCH FILES ENTRY - dsn
Reason:
Informational. The RECALL parameter was specified for EXPORT processing. GVEXPORT retrieved information from
Disk (DMS) concerning the data set dsn. It appeared to be a VSAM cluster and was recalled for EXPORT processing.
After it was recalled, the system catalog records revealed that it was not a VSAM cluster. Processing continues.

GV325
NO ENTRY FOUND FOR DATASET IN FILES; REPORTED ARCHIVED IN CATALOG - dsn
Reason:
Informational. The RECALL parameter was specified for EXPORT processing. GVEXPORT attempted to retrieve
information from Disk (DMS) concerning the data set dsn. It appeared to be archived by Disk, but no information was
found in the Disk FILES data set. Processing continues.

GV3250
NO ENTRY FOUND FOR DATASET IN FILES; REPORTED ARCHIVED IN CATALOG - dsn
Reason:
Informational. The RECALL parameter was specified for EXPORT processing. GVEXPORT attempted to retrieve
information from Disk (DMS) concerning the data set dsn. It appeared to be archived by Disk, but no information was
found in the Disk FILES data set. Processing continues.

GV326
PREVIOUS ERROR INTERFACING TO DISK - CANNOT RECALL dsn
Reason:
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Error. The RECALL parameter was specified for EXPORT processing. A previous attempt to access the Disk storage
manager failed and the interface was marked as disabled. RECALL analysis is not possible for the data set named dsn.
Processing continues, but the Disk interface remains marked as disabled, so RECALL processing is not possible.

GV3260
PREVIOUS ERROR INTERFACING TO DISK - CANNOT RECALL dsn
Reason:
Error. The RECALL parameter was specified for EXPORT processing. A previous attempt to access the Disk storage
manager failed and the interface was marked as disabled. RECALL analysis is not possible for the data set named dsn.
Processing continues, but the Disk interface remains marked as disabled, so RECALL processing is not possible.

GV327
DISK SUBTASK FAILURE - failure
Reason:
Error. The RECALL parameter was specified for EXPORT processing. An archived file was encountered and an attempt
was made to query the Disk FILES data set to determine whether the archived file was VSAM. The Disk interface subtask
unexpectedly failed. failure can be one of the following:

•
• ABEND S xxx - A system abend occurred.
•
• ABEND S nnnn - A Disk user abend occurred.
•

•
• TERMINATED CC= nnnn - The Disk interface module encountered an unexpected condition and terminated with an

abend. nnnn is the condition code.
•
• ATTACH FAILED RC= nn - The initial attempt to ATTACH the subtask failed. nn is the ATTACH return code.
•
Action:
Processing continues, but the Disk interface is marked as disabled, so RECALL processing is not possible.

GV3270
DISK SUBTASK FAILURE - failure
Reason:
Error. The RECALL parameter was specified for EXPORT processing. An archived file was encountered and an attempt
was made to query the Disk FILES data set to determine whether the archived file was VSAM. The Disk interface subtask
unexpectedly failed. failure can be one of the following:

•
• ABEND S xxx - A system abend occurred.
•
• ABEND S nnnn - A Disk user abend occurred.
•
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•
• TERMINATED CC= nnnn - The Disk interface module encountered an unexpected condition and terminated with an

abend. nnnn is the condition code.
•
• ATTACH FAILED RC= nn - The initial attempt to ATTACH the subtask failed. nn is the ATTACH return code.
•
Action:
Processing continues, but the Disk interface is marked as disabled, so RECALL processing is not possible.

GV501
SMS SUBSYSTEM IS NOT AVAILABLE
Reason:
Error. GVEXPORT required access to the DFSMS subsystem, but SMS was not available. The SMS subsystem is either
down or improperly defined. Processing terminates.

GV5010
SMS SUBSYSTEM IS NOT AVAILABLE
Reason:
Error. GVEXPORT required access to the DFSMS subsystem, but SMS was not available. The SMS subsystem is either
down or improperly defined. Processing terminates.

GV502
STORAGE GROUP stgroup WAS NOT FOUND
Reason:
Error. The client specified STGROUP=stgroup in the GVEXPORT input control statements, but the storage group named
stgroup was not found in the current SMS configuration. Processing terminates.

GV5020
STORAGE GROUP stgroup WAS NOT FOUND
Reason:
Error. The client specified STGROUP=stgroup in the GVEXPORT input control statements, but the storage group named
stgroup was not found in the current SMS configuration. Processing terminates.

GV503
STORAGE GROUP stgroup CONTAINS NO VOLUMES
Reason:
Error. The client specified STGROUP=stgroup in the GVEXPORT input control statements. The storage group named
stgroup was found in the current SMS configuration, but it had no volumes associated with it. Processing terminates.

GV5030
STORAGE GROUP stgroup CONTAINS NO VOLUMES
Reason:
Error. The client specified STGROUP=stgroup in the GVEXPORT input control statements. The storage group named
stgroup was found in the current SMS configuration, but it had no volumes associated with it. Processing terminates.
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GV504
STORAGE GROUP stgroup HAS NO VOLUME ELIGIBLE FOR USE ON THIS SYSTEM
Reason:
Error. The client specified STGROUP=stgroup in the GVEXPORT input control statements. The storage group named
stgroup was found in the current SMS configuration, but it had no volumes that were eligible for use. Either its SMS
system status or its OS/390 system status disqualified every volume. Processing terminates.

GV5040
STORAGE GROUP stgroup HAS NO VOLUME ELIGIBLE FOR USE ON THIS SYSTEM
Reason:
Error. The client specified STGROUP=stgroup in the GVEXPORT input control statements. The storage group named
stgroup was found in the current SMS configuration, but it had no volumes that were eligible for use. Either its SMS
system status or its OS/390 system status disqualified every volume. Processing terminates.

GV505
INSUFFICIENT STORAGE FOR SMS TO RETURN DATA, INCREASE REGION SIZE
Reason:
Error. GVEXPORT required access to the DFSMS subsystem, but SMS was not able to return the requested information
because there was not enough main storage. Increase the region size and attempt to run GVEXPORT again. Processing
terminates.

GV5050
INSUFFICIENT STORAGE FOR SMS TO RETURN DATA, INCREASE REGION SIZE
Reason:
Error. GVEXPORT required access to the DFSMS subsystem, but SMS was not able to return the requested information
because there was not enough main storage. Increase the region size and attempt to run GVEXPORT again. Processing
terminates.

GV506
STORAGE GROUP stgroup CANNOT BE USED – reason
Reason:
Error. The client specified STGROUP=stgroup in the GVEXPORT input control statements. The storage group named
stgroup was found in the current SMS configuration, but it was not eligible for use. The storage group type must be
"POOL". The SMS system status must be ENABLE, QUINEW, or DISNEW. Either its SMS system status or its storage
group type disqualified it.
reason can be:
STATUS=status or
TYPE=nondisktype
status can be NOTCON, QUIALL, or DISALL.
nondisktype can be VIO, DUMMY, OBJECT, OBJBACK, or TAPE.
Processing terminates.

GV5060
STORAGE GROUP stgroup CANNOT BE USED – reason
Reason:
Error. The client specified STGROUP=stgroup in the GVEXPORT input control statements. The storage group named
stgroup was found in the current SMS configuration, but it was not eligible for use. The storage group type must be
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"POOL". The SMS system status must be ENABLE, QUINEW, or DISNEW. Either its SMS system status or its storage
group type disqualified it.
reason can be:
STATUS=status or
TYPE=nondisktype
status can be NOTCON, QUIALL, or DISALL.
nondisktype can be VIO, DUMMY, OBJECT, OBJBACK, or TAPE.
Processing terminates.

GV507
ERROR OCCURRED CALLING SMS SUBSYSTEM, FAILING FUNCTION: function RET=rc RSN=rsn
Reason:
Error. GVEXPORT required access to the DFSMS subsystem, but SMS was not able to return the requested information.
function can be SUBSYS_CALL, GET_STGROUP, or GET_VOLLIST. rc is the return code and rsn is the reason code.
This message is not expected to be seen by the client. Processing terminates.

GV5070
ERROR OCCURRED CALLING SMS SUBSYSTEM, FAILING FUNCTION: function RET=rc RSN=rsn
Reason:
Error. GVEXPORT required access to the DFSMS subsystem, but SMS was not able to return the requested information.
function can be SUBSYS_CALL, GET_STGROUP, or GET_VOLLIST. rc is the return code and rsn is the reason code.
This message is not expected to be seen by the client. Processing terminates.

GV510
nnn INELIGIBLE VOLUMES FROM STORAGE GROUP stgroup FOLLOW IN GV511 MESSAGES
Reason:
Informational. The client specified STGROUP=stgroup in the GVEXPORT input control statements. The storage group
named stgroup was found in the current SMS configuration, but one or more of the volumes in that group are not eligible
for use. nnn is the number of ineligible volumes. The complete list of disqualified volumes will follow in one or more GV511
messages. Processing continues.

GV5100
nnn INELIGIBLE VOLUMES FROM STORAGE GROUP stgroup FOLLOW IN GV511 MESSAGES
Reason:
Informational. The client specified STGROUP=stgroup in the GVEXPORT input control statements. The storage group
named stgroup was found in the current SMS configuration, but one or more of the volumes in that group are not eligible
for use. nnn is the number of ineligible volumes. The complete list of disqualified volumes will follow in one or more GV511
messages. Processing continues.

GV511
VOLS - volume(smsstat,osstat) volume(smsstat,osstat) ...
Reason:
Informational. This message always follows a GV510 message to provide details on the SMS volumes that are not
processed in the requested storage group. As each volume was examined, either its SMS system status or its OS/390
system status disqualified it. Each volume is displayed with its SMS system status and its OS/390 system status.
volume is an ineligible disk volume. smsstat is the SMS status of this volume. osstat is the OS/390 status of this volume.
Processing continues.
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GV5110
VOLS - volume(smsstat,osstat) volume(smsstat,osstat) ...
Reason:
Informational. This message always follows a GV510 message to provide details on the SMS volumes that are not
processed in the requested storage group. As each volume was examined, either its SMS system status or its OS/390
system status disqualified it. Each volume is displayed with its SMS system status and its OS/390 system status.
volume is an ineligible disk volume. smsstat is the SMS status of this volume. osstat is the OS/390 status of this volume.
Processing continues.

GV512
ALL VOLUMES IN STORAGE GROUP stgroup ARE ELIGIBLE FOR PROCESSING
Reason:
Informational. The client specified STGROUP=stgroup in the GVEXPORT input control statements. The storage group
named stgroup was found in the current SMS configuration and all of the volumes in that group are eligible for use. When
this message is produced, neither the GV510 message nor the GV511 message is generated. Processing continues.

GV5120
ALL VOLUMES IN STORAGE GROUP stgroup ARE ELIGIBLE FOR PROCESSING
Reason:
Informational. The client specified STGROUP=stgroup in the GVEXPORT input control statements. The storage group
named stgroup was found in the current SMS configuration and all of the volumes in that group are eligible for use. When
this message is produced, neither the GV510 message nor the GV511 message is generated. Processing continues.

GV513
nnn VOLUMES INCLUDED FROM STORAGE GROUP stgroup FOLLOW IN GV514 MESSAGES
Reason:
Informational. The client specified STGROUP=stgroup in the GVEXPORT input control statements. The storage group
named stgroup was found in the current SMS configuration and at least one volume in that group is eligible for use. nnn
is the number of eligible volumes. The complete list of selected volumes will follow in one or more GV514 messages.
Processing continues.

GV5130
nnn VOLUMES INCLUDED FROM STORAGE GROUP stgroup FOLLOW IN GV514 MESSAGES
Reason:
Informational. The client specified STGROUP=stgroup in the GVEXPORT input control statements. The storage group
named stgroup was found in the current SMS configuration and at least one volume in that group is eligible for use. nnn
is the number of eligible volumes. The complete list of selected volumes will follow in one or more GV514 messages.
Processing continues.

GV514
VOLS - volume volume ...
Reason:
Informational. This message always follows a GV513 message to provide details on the SMS volumes that are processed
in the requested storage group. volume is an eligible disk volume. Processing continues.
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GV5140
VOLS - volume volume ...
Reason:
Informational. This message always follows a GV513 message to provide details on the SMS volumes that are processed
in the requested storage group. volume is an eligible disk volume. Processing continues.

GV600I
NO MATCHING CMPPRM ENTRY FOUND - NO COMPRESSION DATA COPIED TO BACKUP.
Reason:
CMPPRM does not contain an entry for this data set. Either this data set is uncompressed or some one deleted the
CMPPRM entry. FAVER VSAM backed up the data set but was unable to backup any compression data. If this data set is
uncompressed, no action is required. If this data set is compressed, recreate or restore your CMPPRM entry.

GV600I0
NO MATCHING CMPPRM ENTRY FOUND - NO COMPRESSION DATA COPIED TO BACKUP.
Reason:
CMPPRM does not contain an entry for this data set. Either this data set is uncompressed or some one deleted the
CMPPRM entry. FAVER VSAM backed up the data set but was unable to backup any compression data. If this data set is
uncompressed, no action is required. If this data set is compressed, recreate or restore your CMPPRM entry.

GV601E
INVALID CMPPRM RECORD SIZE, CLUSTER NOT BACKED UP.
Reason:
There is a CMPPRM entry for this data set; however, the record length in the CMPPRM entry does not match the record
length in the data set. FAVER VSAM is unable to back up this data set. This message accompanies message GV603E.

GV601E0
INVALID CMPPRM RECORD SIZE, CLUSTER NOT BACKED UP.
Reason:
There is a CMPPRM entry for this data set; however, the record length in the CMPPRM entry does not match the record
length in the data set. FAVER VSAM is unable to back up this data set. This message accompanies message GV603E.

GV602E
INTERNAL ERROR. NON-ZERO TOKEN PASSED TO INIT FUNCTION.
Reason:
The caller passed an invalid parameter list to the FAVER VSAM - Extend/DASD interface initialization routine. Call
Broadcom Support for help.

GV602E0
INTERNAL ERROR. NON-ZERO TOKEN PASSED TO INIT FUNCTION.
Reason:
The caller passed an invalid parameter list to the FAVER VSAM - Extend/DASD interface initialization routine. Call
Broadcom Support for help.
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GV603E
Reason:

This message accompanies GV601E. The message text contains the name of the CMPPRM data set that contains the
invalid record size. FAVER VSAM is unable to back up this data set. Check the CMPPRM data set named in the message
text. It is possible that a user or a user program updated the CMPPRM entry. After you have restored CMPPRM, the data
set can be exported.

GV603E0
Reason:

This message accompanies GV601E. The message text contains the name of the CMPPRM data set that contains the
invalid record size. FAVER VSAM is unable to back up this data set. Check the CMPPRM data set named in the message
text. It is possible that a user or a user program updated the CMPPRM entry. After you have restored CMPPRM, the data
set can be exported.

GV604I
NO EXTEND/DASD DATA IN BACKUP. MATCHING CLUSTER ENTRY FOUND IN CMPPRM. REMOVAL MAY BE
NECESSARY.
Reason:
CMPPRM contains an entry for this data set, but FAVER VSAM found no compression data on the EXPORT copy. Either
the EXPORT data set is uncompressed, or you created it before the FAVER VSAM - Extend/DASD interface existed. The
FAVER VSAM RESTORE function did not alter or delete the CMPPRM entry. If the data set is uncompressed, delete or
rename the CMPPRM entry so that you can access your data.

GV604I0
NO EXTEND/DASD DATA IN BACKUP. MATCHING CLUSTER ENTRY FOUND IN CMPPRM. REMOVAL MAY BE
NECESSARY.
Reason:
CMPPRM contains an entry for this data set, but FAVER VSAM found no compression data on the EXPORT copy. Either
the EXPORT data set is uncompressed, or you created it before the FAVER VSAM - Extend/DASD interface existed. The
FAVER VSAM RESTORE function did not alter or delete the CMPPRM entry. If the data set is uncompressed, delete or
rename the CMPPRM entry so that you can access your data.

GV605E
COULD NOT RESTORE COMPRESSION TABLE. RESTORE BYPASSED FOR THIS CLUSTER.
Reason:
FAVER VSAM could not restore the compression table associated with the data set. The FAVER VSAM message that
accompanies this message lists the name of the data set. FAVER VSAM cannot access or restore the data without this
table. This problem is usually the result of an X37 ABEND (that is, CMPTBL data set out of space). It can also happen if
the Extend/DASD global parameters are set incorrectly.

GV605E0
COULD NOT RESTORE COMPRESSION TABLE. RESTORE BYPASSED FOR THIS CLUSTER.
Reason:
FAVER VSAM could not restore the compression table associated with the data set. The FAVER VSAM message that
accompanies this message lists the name of the data set. FAVER VSAM cannot access or restore the data without this
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table. This problem is usually the result of an X37 ABEND (that is, CMPTBL data set out of space). It can also happen if
the Extend/DASD global parameters are set incorrectly.

GV606E
MATCHING CMPPRM ENTRY FOUND, BUT type TABLE compression table name NOT FOUND IN CMPTBL
Reason:
The CMPPRM entry for this data set contains a compression table name. The compression table name type (either
current or desired) is shown in the message text. However, the compression table is not a member of CMPTBL. FAVER
VSAM exported the data set and issued a return code of 4. The backup copy is in compressed format but is unusable
without the compression table.

GV606E0
MATCHING CMPPRM ENTRY FOUND, BUT type TABLE compression table name NOT FOUND IN CMPTBL
Reason:
The CMPPRM entry for this data set contains a compression table name. The compression table name type (either
current or desired) is shown in the message text. However, the compression table is not a member of CMPTBL. FAVER
VSAM exported the data set and issued a return code of 4. The backup copy is in compressed format but is unusable
without the compression table.

GV607I
NO EXTEND/DASD DATA ON BACKUP OR IN CMPPRM - ASSUMING DECOMPRESSED BACKUP.
Reason:
FAVER VSAM was unable to find any Extend/DASD data on the backup copy or in the CMPPRM data set. FAVER VSAM
restored the data set as a normal uncompressed data set and issued a return code of zero.

GV607I0
NO EXTEND/DASD DATA ON BACKUP OR IN CMPPRM - ASSUMING DECOMPRESSED BACKUP.
Reason:
FAVER VSAM was unable to find any Extend/DASD data on the backup copy or in the CMPPRM data set. FAVER VSAM
restored the data set as a normal uncompressed data set and issued a return code of zero.

GV608I
CMPPRM AND CMPTBL ENTRIES SUCCESSFULLY RESTORED FROM BACKUP
Reason:
FAVER VSAM successfully restored both the CMPPRM and CMPTBL entry for the current data set.

GV608I0
CMPPRM AND CMPTBL ENTRIES SUCCESSFULLY RESTORED FROM BACKUP
Reason:
FAVER VSAM successfully restored both the CMPPRM and CMPTBL entry for the current data set.

GV609I
type TABLE compression table name ACQUIRED
Reason:
FAVER VSAM EXPORT successfully accessed the compression table named in the message text. The compression table
type (either current or desired) is also displayed. FAVER VSAM copied this compression table to the backup data set.
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GV609I0
type TABLE compression table name ACQUIRED
Reason:
FAVER VSAM EXPORT successfully accessed the compression table named in the message text. The compression table
type (either current or desired) is also displayed. FAVER VSAM copied this compression table to the backup data set.

GV610I
CLUSTER EXISTS IN CMPPRM, BUT IS NOT COMPRESSED.
Reason:
CMPPRM contains an entry for the data set listed in the preceding FAVER VSAM message. The compression table name
is either *MONITOR or *NONE. FAVER VSAM this data set as a normal uncompressed data set (for example, it backed
up the data set with no compression information).

GV610I0
CLUSTER EXISTS IN CMPPRM, BUT IS NOT COMPRESSED.
Reason:
CMPPRM contains an entry for the data set listed in the preceding FAVER VSAM message. The compression table name
is either *MONITOR or *NONE. FAVER VSAM this data set as a normal uncompressed data set (for example, it backed
up the data set with no compression information).

GV611E
COULD NOT RESTORE CMPPRM ENTRY. RESTORE BYPASSED FOR THIS CLUSTER.
Reason:
An error occurred when FAVER VSAM attempted to write the CMPPRM entry. FAVER VSAM issued one of the following
return codes.
4
The data set is uncompressed, so FAVER VSAM was able to restore it.
8
The data set is compressed, so FAVER VSAM was unable to restore it.
Find the source of the CMPPRM error. If CMPPRM is out of space, see the Extend/DASD VSAM Compression System
Reference Guide for information on increasing its space allocation.
If Extend/DASD is accessing the wrong CMPPRM data set or no CMPPRM data set, check the data set names in
the Extend/DASD setup parameters. See the Extend/DASD VSAM Compression System Reference Guide for more
information. In addition, check the system catalog entry for the CMPPRM data set. Correct the error and try again.

GV611E0
COULD NOT RESTORE CMPPRM ENTRY. RESTORE BYPASSED FOR THIS CLUSTER.
Reason:
An error occurred when FAVER VSAM attempted to write the CMPPRM entry. FAVER VSAM issued one of the following
return codes.
4
The data set is uncompressed, so FAVER VSAM was able to restore it.
8
The data set is compressed, so FAVER VSAM was unable to restore it.
Find the source of the CMPPRM error. If CMPPRM is out of space, see the Extend/DASD VSAM Compression System
Reference Guide for information on increasing its space allocation.
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If Extend/DASD is accessing the wrong CMPPRM data set or no CMPPRM data set, check the data set names in
the Extend/DASD setup parameters. See the Extend/DASD VSAM Compression System Reference Guide for more
information. In addition, check the system catalog entry for the CMPPRM data set. Correct the error and try again.

GV612I
COMPRESSION TABLE HAS NOT CHANGED SINCE BACKUP
Reason:
FAVER VSAM did not restore compression data from the backup copy because the data is unchanged.

GV612I0
COMPRESSION TABLE HAS NOT CHANGED SINCE BACKUP
Reason:
FAVER VSAM did not restore compression data from the backup copy because the data is unchanged.

GV613I
DESIRED TABLE UPDATED TO MATCH CURRENT TABLE
Reason:
FAVER VSAM restored the data set and updated the desired compression table name so that it matches the current
compression table name. FAVER VSAM takes this action when the backup copy of the data set is in compressed format
but the desired compression table name is *MONITOR or *NONE.

GV613I0
DESIRED TABLE UPDATED TO MATCH CURRENT TABLE
Reason:
FAVER VSAM restored the data set and updated the desired compression table name so that it matches the current
compression table name. FAVER VSAM takes this action when the backup copy of the data set is in compressed format
but the desired compression table name is *MONITOR or *NONE.

GV620
DATA IS COMPRESSED, EXTEND/DASD NOT IN SYSTEM THEREFORE FAVER WILL NOT RESTORE DATA.
Reason:
Upon restoring, FAVER VSAM determined that the data on the backup file has the Extend/DASD cipher and control
information and that the data is compressed. Since Extend/DASD is not in the system, FAVER VSAM does not restore the
data since there is no way to access the data in uncompressed format.

GV6200
DATA IS COMPRESSED, EXTEND/DASD NOT IN SYSTEM THEREFORE FAVER WILL NOT RESTORE DATA.
Reason:
Upon restoring, FAVER VSAM determined that the data on the backup file has the Extend/DASD cipher and control
information and that the data is compressed. Since Extend/DASD is not in the system, FAVER VSAM does not restore the
data since there is no way to access the data in uncompressed format.

GV621
EXTEND/DASD INFORMATION ON TAPE BUT DATA NOT COMPRESSED - RESTORING.
Reason:
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The Extend/DASD cipher and control information is on the backup file, but the data itself is not compressed. This is just a
warning. The data is restored.

GV6210
EXTEND/DASD INFORMATION ON TAPE BUT DATA NOT COMPRESSED - RESTORING.
Reason:
The Extend/DASD cipher and control information is on the backup file, but the data itself is not compressed. This is just a
warning. The data is restored.

GV702
FAVER2/VSE INPUT DATA SET DETECTED
Reason:
The FAVER2 parameter was not specified, but the current reload has been directed to an export copy that appears to
have been made by FAVER2/VSE. The FAVER2 interface has been activated automatically.

GV7020
FAVER2/VSE INPUT DATA SET DETECTED
Reason:
The FAVER2 parameter was not specified, but the current reload has been directed to an export copy that appears to
have been made by FAVER2/VSE. The FAVER2 interface has been activated automatically.

GV703
FAVER2/VSE TRANSPARENCY ACTIVE
Reason:
The FAVER2 transparency has been activated. The exported data set is expected to be in FAVER2 format. If the
transparency has been activated automatically, this message is preceded by GV702. Otherwise, the transparency has
been activated explicitly.

GV7030
FAVER2/VSE TRANSPARENCY ACTIVE
Reason:
The FAVER2 transparency has been activated. The exported data set is expected to be in FAVER2 format. If the
transparency has been activated automatically, this message is preceded by GV702. Otherwise, the transparency has
been activated explicitly.

GV750
ERROR OPENING, GVOPEN RC=n,MEANING:explanation
Reason:
The FAVER export title could not be processed. The values of n and the corresponding explanation are as follows:
16
CANNOT OPEN FVRFILE - Either the DD statement is missing or it defines a file that is inconsistent with a FAVER export
file format.
17
CANNOT OPEN DDNAME= ddname - The PARM=ddname option was used, but the file whose DD name is ddname
is either missing or is inconsistent with a FAVER export file format.
18
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CANNOT FIND CLUSTER= dataset - The entire FAVER export file was scanned, but the data set named dataset was
not found.
other
UNKNOWN - An unexpected return code was passed back from GVOPEN. This information will be useful to CA Support
in problem determination.

GV7500
ERROR OPENING, GVOPEN RC=n,MEANING:explanation
Reason:
The FAVER export title could not be processed. The values of n and the corresponding explanation are as follows:
16
CANNOT OPEN FVRFILE - Either the DD statement is missing or it defines a file that is inconsistent with a FAVER export
file format.
17
CANNOT OPEN DDNAME= ddname - The PARM=ddname option was used, but the file whose DD name is ddname
is either missing or is inconsistent with a FAVER export file format.
18
CANNOT FIND CLUSTER= dataset - The entire FAVER export file was scanned, but the data set named dataset was
not found.
other
UNKNOWN - An unexpected return code was passed back from GVOPEN. This information will be useful to CA Support
in problem determination.

GV751
Reason:
An unexpected error occurred reading the FAVER export file. The values of n and the corresponding explanation are as
follows:
19
PREMATURE END OF FILE - GVREAD encountered physical end of file when more records were expected. A common
cause of this would be not providing the complete set of volumes on a multivolume FAVER export data set.
other
UNKNOWN - An unexpected return code was passed back from GVREAD. This information will be useful to CA Support
in problem determination.

GV7510
Reason:
An unexpected error occurred reading the FAVER export file. The values of n and the corresponding explanation are as
follows:
19
PREMATURE END OF FILE - GVREAD encountered physical end of file when more records were expected. A common
cause of this would be not providing the complete set of volumes on a multivolume FAVER export data set.
other
UNKNOWN - An unexpected return code was passed back from GVREAD. This information will be useful to CA Support
in problem determination.

GV800
EXTEND/DASD VSE COMPRESSION TYPE x DETECTED, DATA WILL BEDECOMPRESSED
Reason:
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The input file has been compressed by Extend/DASD for VSE. The compression type is designated by the value of "x".
The reload process will decompress this file so that the improved compression techniques of Extend/DASD for MVS may
be employed.

GV8000
EXTEND/DASD VSE COMPRESSION TYPE x DETECTED, DATA WILL BEDECOMPRESSED
Reason:
The input file has been compressed by Extend/DASD for VSE. The compression type is designated by the value of "x".
The reload process will decompress this file so that the improved compression techniques of Extend/DASD for MVS may
be employed.

GV801
CANNOT DECOMPRESS DATA SET EXPORTED USING CILEVEL
Reason:
The FAVER/VSE transparency is currently active. The data set to be reloaded was compressed, but was also exported in
CILEVEL. This is not currently supported.
Action:
Contact FAVER VSAM support for assistance in getting this data set restored.

GV8010
CANNOT DECOMPRESS DATA SET EXPORTED USING CILEVEL
Reason:
The FAVER/VSE transparency is currently active. The data set to be reloaded was compressed, but was also exported in
CILEVEL. This is not currently supported.
Action:
Contact FAVER VSAM support for assistance in getting this data set restored.

GV802
EXTEND/DASD/VSE DECOMPRESS FAILED, RECORD=n TYPE=x RC=rc - TERMINATING
Reason:
During a reload operation while decompressing a data set that was compressed by Extend/DASD for VSE, an unexpected
error condition arose. "n" is the current logical record number with the file. "x" is the compression technique employed. "rc"
is the return code passed back from the VSE decompression routines.
Action:
If the file being reloaded was not created by FAVER VSAM for VSE or FAVER2 for VSE, remove the XTNDCHK
parameter and try the reload again. If this fails, the file may be corrupted. Broadcom Support will help determine how to
recover this file.

GV8020
EXTEND/DASD/VSE DECOMPRESS FAILED, RECORD=n TYPE=x RC=rc - TERMINATING
Reason:
During a reload operation while decompressing a data set that was compressed by Extend/DASD for VSE, an unexpected
error condition arose. "n" is the current logical record number with the file. "x" is the compression technique employed. "rc"
is the return code passed back from the VSE decompression routines.
Action:
If the file being reloaded was not created by FAVER VSAM for VSE or FAVER2 for VSE, remove the XTNDCHK
parameter and try the reload again. If this fails, the file may be corrupted. Broadcom Support will help determine how to
recover this file.
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GV803
IDCAMS ERROR - RESTORE BYPASSED
Reason:
During the IDCAMS DEFINE CLUSTER portion of an auto-define an IDCAMS error was detected. The IDCAMS output
should be examined for any errors caused by AMS input supplied by the user. If FAVER VSAM generated the erroneous
parms, report the problem.
Normally, RESTORE continues with the next cluster, but if ESTOP was specified on the RESTORE card, execution will
terminate.

GV8030
IDCAMS ERROR - RESTORE BYPASSED
Reason:
During the IDCAMS DEFINE CLUSTER portion of an auto-define an IDCAMS error was detected. The IDCAMS output
should be examined for any errors caused by AMS input supplied by the user. If FAVER VSAM generated the erroneous
parms, report the problem.
Normally, RESTORE continues with the next cluster, but if ESTOP was specified on the RESTORE card, execution will
terminate.

GV804
ALLOCATION ERROR - RESTORE BYPASSED
Reason:
Dynamic allocation for a sequential data set failed.

GV8040
ALLOCATION ERROR - RESTORE BYPASSED
Reason:
Dynamic allocation for a sequential data set failed.

GV805
CANNOT DECOMPRESS VSE SYSTEM COMPRESSED DATA SET - RESTORE BYPASSED
Reason:
This data set has been compressed by VSE system compression and was Exported by FAVER2. OS/390 and z/OS
system compression is not compatible with VSE system data compression. This data set cannot be decompressed in an
MVS environment.

GV8050
CANNOT DECOMPRESS VSE SYSTEM COMPRESSED DATA SET - RESTORE BYPASSED
Reason:
This data set has been compressed by VSE system compression and was Exported by FAVER2. OS/390 and z/OS
system compression is not compatible with VSE system data compression. This data set cannot be decompressed in an
MVS environment.

GV806
CANNOT DECOMPRESS VSE TYPE X'xx' COMPRESSED DATA SET - RESTORE BYPASSED
Reason:
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The FAVER/VSE transparency is currently active. The data set to be reloaded is compressed, but this particular
compression technique is not recognized. The compression technique is identified by X'xx'. The data set cannot be
restored.
Action:
Informational.

GV8060
CANNOT DECOMPRESS VSE TYPE X'xx' COMPRESSED DATA SET - RESTORE BYPASSED
Reason:
The FAVER/VSE transparency is currently active. The data set to be reloaded is compressed, but this particular
compression technique is not recognized. The compression technique is identified by X'xx'. The data set cannot be
restored.
Action:
Informational.

GV807
INSUFFICIENT REGION SIZE TO PROCESS COMPRESSED DATA SET - RESTORE BYPASSED
Reason:
Decompression requires an internal decompression buffer. The attempt to acquire this buffer failed because there was not
enough storage left in the region.
Action:
Increase REGION size and try the restore again.

GV8070
INSUFFICIENT REGION SIZE TO PROCESS COMPRESSED DATA SET - RESTORE BYPASSED
Reason:
Decompression requires an internal decompression buffer. The attempt to acquire this buffer failed because there was not
enough storage left in the region.
Action:
Increase REGION size and try the restore again.

GV808
UNABLE TO OPEN DD - ddname
Reason:
ddname: The file that cannot be opened.
The input data set indicated by ddname could not be opened.

GV8080
UNABLE TO OPEN DD - ddname
Reason:
ddname: The file that cannot be opened.
The input data set indicated by ddname could not be opened.

GV809
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILURE RC= xxxx SEE JOB LOG
Reason:
xxxx: Error reason code, documented in OS/390 SPL: Job Management.
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A data set could not be allocated. An interpretation and reason for the error is displayed in the JES job log as an IKJ prefix
message. The IKJ message and its explanation in the OS/390 message manual will provide adequate documentation to
fix the problem.

GV8090
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILURE RC= xxxx SEE JOB LOG
Reason:
xxxx: Error reason code, documented in OS/390 SPL: Job Management.
A data set could not be allocated. An interpretation and reason for the error is displayed in the JES job log as an IKJ prefix
message. The IKJ message and its explanation in the OS/390 message manual will provide adequate documentation to
fix the problem.

GV810
REMP NOT SPECIFIED, EMPTY DATA SET SKIPPED - DSN=cluster
Reason:
A cluster matching the client's specifications was found on the FAVER export data set. Since REMP was not specified for
the RESTORE operation, this cluster is skipped. This is not counted as an unsuccessful restore.
Action:
To cause this cluster to be defined in the system where the RESTORE command is processed, add the REMP parameter
to the RESTORE command.

GV8100
REMP NOT SPECIFIED, EMPTY DATA SET SKIPPED - DSN=cluster
Reason:
A cluster matching the client's specifications was found on the FAVER export data set. Since REMP was not specified for
the RESTORE operation, this cluster is skipped. This is not counted as an unsuccessful restore.
Action:
To cause this cluster to be defined in the system where the RESTORE command is processed, add the REMP parameter
to the RESTORE command.

GV811
WARNING: EXTEND/DASD/VSE SHOWS COMPRESSION OFFSET OF x, USING y BASED ON reason
Reason:
The values of reason can be:

•
• KEY OFFSET AND LENGTH
•
• XTNDOFF OVERRIDE
•
If "KEY OFFSET AND LENGTH" appears, this indicates a rare problem has been encountered. This is a case where a
cluster has been put under Extend/DASD/VSE control and then later had its key length or key offset changed without
updating the control information in the Extend/DASD/VSE Control File. The data set is correctly compressed, but the
"offset to compression" value is recorded incorrectly. Since FAVER/VSE and FAVER2 for VSE acquire this information
from the Extend/DASD/VSE Control File, the value of "hp3.x" reflects the original settings. Extend/DASE/VSE adapts to
this by detecting the correct starting point. This message indicates that FAVER VSAM is adapting to the change in key
length or key offset.
If "hp2.XTNDOFF OVERRIDE" appears, the XTNDOFF=y input parameter has been specified to override the original
setting.
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Action:
If this message is followed by a GV813 message, then the value of "y" is correct.
If this message is followed by a GV812 message, compare the number of records that appeared to be uncompressed
in the GV812 message with the total record count reloaded. If the number of records in the GV812 message matches
the record count, then there is a problem. Map the input tape with GVMAP using PARM-PRINT and contact Broadcom
Support for assistance in getting this file restored.

GV8110
WARNING: EXTEND/DASD/VSE SHOWS COMPRESSION OFFSET OF x, USING y BASED ON reason
Reason:
The values of reason can be:

•
• KEY OFFSET AND LENGTH
•
• XTNDOFF OVERRIDE
•
If "KEY OFFSET AND LENGTH" appears, this indicates a rare problem has been encountered. This is a case where a
cluster has been put under Extend/DASD/VSE control and then later had its key length or key offset changed without
updating the control information in the Extend/DASD/VSE Control File. The data set is correctly compressed, but the
"offset to compression" value is recorded incorrectly. Since FAVER/VSE and FAVER2 for VSE acquire this information
from the Extend/DASD/VSE Control File, the value of "hp3.x" reflects the original settings. Extend/DASE/VSE adapts to
this by detecting the correct starting point. This message indicates that FAVER VSAM is adapting to the change in key
length or key offset.
If "hp2.XTNDOFF OVERRIDE" appears, the XTNDOFF=y input parameter has been specified to override the original
setting.
Action:
If this message is followed by a GV813 message, then the value of "y" is correct.
If this message is followed by a GV812 message, compare the number of records that appeared to be uncompressed
in the GV812 message with the total record count reloaded. If the number of records in the GV812 message matches
the record count, then there is a problem. Map the input tape with GVMAP using PARM-PRINT and contact Broadcom
Support for assistance in getting this file restored.

GV812
WARNING: n RECORDS DID NOT APPEAR TO BE COMPRESSED
Reason:
The input file was originally exported from a VSE system by either FAVER/VSE or FAVER2/VSE in compressed format.
FAVER decompressed the data during the restore process so it may be compressed by MVS services. Some or all
records encountered during the restore operation did not appear to be in compressed format.
Action:
If the number "n" represents a small percentage of the total records restored, there is most likely no problem. Extend/
DASD/VSE tolerates uncompressed records within the compressed file. This situation can happen if the VSAM file was
updated while Extend/DASD/VSE was not active.
If the number "n" represents the entire file, there is a problem. Check to see if this message is preceded with GV811. Map
the input tape with GVMAP using PARM-PRINT and contact CA support for assistance in getting this file restored. With
the assistance of CA support, use the XTNDOFF=parameter to set the correct offset to compression.

GV8120
WARNING: n RECORDS DID NOT APPEAR TO BE COMPRESSED
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Reason:
The input file was originally exported from a VSE system by either FAVER/VSE or FAVER2/VSE in compressed format.
FAVER decompressed the data during the restore process so it may be compressed by MVS services. Some or all
records encountered during the restore operation did not appear to be in compressed format.
Action:
If the number "n" represents a small percentage of the total records restored, there is most likely no problem. Extend/
DASD/VSE tolerates uncompressed records within the compressed file. This situation can happen if the VSAM file was
updated while Extend/DASD/VSE was not active.
If the number "n" represents the entire file, there is a problem. Check to see if this message is preceded with GV811. Map
the input tape with GVMAP using PARM-PRINT and contact CA support for assistance in getting this file restored. With
the assistance of CA support, use the XTNDOFF=parameter to set the correct offset to compression.

GV813
ALL RECORDS PROCESSED CONTAINED EXPECTED EXTEND/DASD/VSE COMPRESSION PREFIX
Reason:
The input file was originally exported from a VSE system by either FAVER/VSE or FAVER2/VSE in compressed format.
FAVER decompressed the data during the restore process so it may be compressed by MVS services. This message
confirms that all records were decompressed successfully.

GV8130
ALL RECORDS PROCESSED CONTAINED EXPECTED EXTEND/DASD/VSE COMPRESSION PREFIX
Reason:
The input file was originally exported from a VSE system by either FAVER/VSE or FAVER2/VSE in compressed format.
FAVER decompressed the data during the restore process so it may be compressed by MVS services. This message
confirms that all records were decompressed successfully.

GV898
EXIT LINKAGE ERROR - nn
Reason:
nn Error code:
01 Insert is the only valid return code after end of file.
02 Invalid return code.
03 Modify or insert, no record length or address returned.
04 Insert is not allowed for an RRDS.
A RESTORE user exit error was detected. Following messages identify SNAP dumps for the exit, the parameter list, and
the current record.

GV8980
EXIT LINKAGE ERROR - nn
Reason:
nn Error code:
01 Insert is the only valid return code after end of file.
02 Invalid return code.
03 Modify or insert, no record length or address returned.
04 Insert is not allowed for an RRDS.
A RESTORE user exit error was detected. Following messages identify SNAP dumps for the exit, the parameter list, and
the current record.
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GV899
ABEND ..sss... IN FAVER
Reason:
sss: The system abend code.
The FAVER VSAM STAE exit routine was entered due to an abend. Messages identifying SNAP dumps for FAVER VSAM
storage, GETMAINed areas, I/O areas, user exit storage, and the STAE work area follow. The dump of the STAE work
area contains PSW and general register contents at the time of the abend. Its format is as follows:
Bytes   0   3   = Exit parameter list address.        4   7   = Abend code.        8  15   = PSW at time of abend.       16  23   = Last problem program PSW.       24 - end  = Registers 0-15 at time of abend.

GV8990
ABEND ..sss... IN FAVER
Reason:
sss: The system abend code.
The FAVER VSAM STAE exit routine was entered due to an abend. Messages identifying SNAP dumps for FAVER VSAM
storage, GETMAINed areas, I/O areas, user exit storage, and the STAE work area follow. The dump of the STAE work
area contains PSW and general register contents at the time of the abend. Its format is as follows:
Bytes   0   3   = Exit parameter list address.        4   7   = Abend code.        8  15   = PSW at time of abend.       16  23   = Last problem program PSW.       24 - end  = Registers 0-15 at time of abend.

GV901
VSAM type ERROR R15=cc RC=rc AT addr
Reason:
type: OPEN – An open macro was issued.
REQUEST – SYNAD/LERAD entered for GET, PUT, or CLOSE
GMST – GENCB, MODCB, SHOWCB, or TESTCB macro.
cc: The contents of register 15 in hex.
rc: The VSAM return code in decimal.
addr: The address within FAVER VSAM where the macro was issued.
An error occurred during execution of a VSAM macro. An explanation of the error is in the VSAM Programmer's Guide,
with rc under the appropriate type and cc.
Where applicable, messages identifying SNAP dumps of the ACB, RPL, and the record key follow.
When GV901 occurs during RESTORE, FAVER VSAM normally continues with the next cluster. However, if ESTOP is
specified on the RESTORE card, FAVER VSAM terminates. The return codes should be examined for codes indicating
missing DD cards, out of space conditions, or sequence errors when keys are changed in a user exit.

GV9010
VSAM type ERROR R15=cc RC=rc AT addr
Reason:
type: OPEN – An open macro was issued.
REQUEST – SYNAD/LERAD entered for GET, PUT, or CLOSE
GMST – GENCB, MODCB, SHOWCB, or TESTCB macro.
cc: The contents of register 15 in hex.
rc: The VSAM return code in decimal.
addr: The address within FAVER VSAM where the macro was issued.
An error occurred during execution of a VSAM macro. An explanation of the error is in the VSAM Programmer's Guide,
with rc under the appropriate type and cc.
Where applicable, messages identifying SNAP dumps of the ACB, RPL, and the record key follow.
When GV901 occurs during RESTORE, FAVER VSAM normally continues with the next cluster. However, if ESTOP is
specified on the RESTORE card, FAVER VSAM terminates. The return codes should be examined for codes indicating
missing DD cards, out of space conditions, or sequence errors when keys are changed in a user exit.
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GV902
I/O ERROR - ddname SYNADAF message
Reason:
ddname: Input file with the error.
message: SYNADAF message.
The SYNADAF macro is issued and its message buffer is printed.

GV9020
I/O ERROR - ddname SYNADAF message
Reason:
ddname: Input file with the error.
message: SYNADAF message.
The SYNADAF macro is issued and its message buffer is printed.

GV903
EXCP ERROR READING component
Reason:
component: INDEX or DATA.
The ECB (Event Control Block) used to wait for the completion of an EXCP (EXecute Channel Program) SVC indicates
an error termination. Following the message is a formatted dump of the IOB (Input Output Block) and the channel
program. The IOB and ECB are documented in the SPL: Debugging Handbook. Channel programs are documented in the
DFSMSdfp Advanced Services.

GV9030
EXCP ERROR READING component
Reason:
component: INDEX or DATA.
The ECB (Event Control Block) used to wait for the completion of an EXCP (EXecute Channel Program) SVC indicates
an error termination. Following the message is a formatted dump of the IOB (Input Output Block) and the channel
program. The IOB and ECB are documented in the SPL: Debugging Handbook. Channel programs are documented in the
DFSMSdfp Advanced Services.

GV904
ACCESS DENIED - entryname
Reason:
entryname: Cluster or alternate index name.
A user written security exit will not allow a cluster to be read.

GV9040
ACCESS DENIED - entryname
Reason:
entryname: Cluster or alternate index name.
A user written security exit will not allow a cluster to be read.

GV905
VSAM STRUCTURE ERROR - error description
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CORRUPT RDF rdf error type AT LOCATION address hex dump of rdf
Reason:
INVALID RDF PAIR – Sometimes two RDFs are required to describe a record, and the flags that pair them together are
not correct.
SEGMENT OUT OF SEQUENCE – The segments (first, intermediate, last) of a spanned record were not found in the
proper order.
UPDATE NUMBER INCORRECT – The update number carried with each segment of a spanned record does not match
the update number in another segment of the same record.
UNKNOWN RDF – The flags telling what type of information is in the RDF are invalid.
RECORD COUNT INVALID – A count type RDF has a count of zero.
LENGTH ERROR – A length type RDF is zero or greater than will fit.

GV9050
VSAM STRUCTURE ERROR - error description
CORRUPT RDF rdf error type AT LOCATION address hex dump of rdf
Reason:
INVALID RDF PAIR – Sometimes two RDFs are required to describe a record, and the flags that pair them together are
not correct.
SEGMENT OUT OF SEQUENCE – The segments (first, intermediate, last) of a spanned record were not found in the
proper order.
UPDATE NUMBER INCORRECT – The update number carried with each segment of a spanned record does not match
the update number in another segment of the same record.
UNKNOWN RDF – The flags telling what type of information is in the RDF are invalid.
RECORD COUNT INVALID – A count type RDF has a count of zero.
LENGTH ERROR – A length type RDF is zero or greater than will fit.

GV906
COMPARE reasonINPUT RECORD - INPT=recadr,reclen ,BLOCK=blknbrDISK RECORD - DISK=recadr,reclen,
RECORD=recnbrINPT SLOT=islot DISK SLOT=dslotINPUT RECORD FOLLOWSdump of recordDISK RECORD
FOLLOWSdump of record
Reason:
A COMPARE command has found a discrepancy between the file on disk and the backup file. The disk file may have
been updated since the EXPORT command was performed. If you are sure that the file has not changed, contact FAVER
VSAM support immediately for assistance.
Action:
Reason why the files do not compare can be:
INPT EOF
Ran out of input data while more data exists in compare file
LENGTH
The length of the input and compare records does not match
CONTENT
The data records do not match
SLOT NUM
The corresponding slot numbers do not match
DISK EOF
Ran out of compare file data while more data exists in input file
recadr
Address of the record in memory
reclen
Length of the record in memory
blknbr
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Block number on the input tape where the occur was encountered
recnbr
Logical record number within the compare file where the error was encountered.
If the error reason is SLOT NUM, then the slot number will also appear in this message.
islot
Slot number from the input tape
dslot
Slot number in the compare file

GV9060
COMPARE reasonINPUT RECORD - INPT=recadr,reclen ,BLOCK=blknbrDISK RECORD - DISK=recadr,reclen,
RECORD=recnbrINPT SLOT=islot DISK SLOT=dslotINPUT RECORD FOLLOWSdump of recordDISK RECORD
FOLLOWSdump of record
Reason:
A COMPARE command has found a discrepancy between the file on disk and the backup file. The disk file may have
been updated since the EXPORT command was performed. If you are sure that the file has not changed, contact FAVER
VSAM support immediately for assistance.
Action:
Reason why the files do not compare can be:
INPT EOF
Ran out of input data while more data exists in compare file
LENGTH
The length of the input and compare records does not match
CONTENT
The data records do not match
SLOT NUM
The corresponding slot numbers do not match
DISK EOF
Ran out of compare file data while more data exists in input file
recadr
Address of the record in memory
reclen
Length of the record in memory
blknbr
Block number on the input tape where the occur was encountered
recnbr
Logical record number within the compare file where the error was encountered.
If the error reason is SLOT NUM, then the slot number will also appear in this message.
islot
Slot number from the input tape
dslot
Slot number in the compare file

GV907
INPUT LOGICAL ERROR -x BLOCK=9999999CL=XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Reason:
While restoring a data set, an unexpected condition was encountered. The error code describes the problem more
precisely.
x is the error code:
1
Block sequence error
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2
Incorrectly spanned record
3
Spanned record length inconsistent with block length
4
Total block count does not match block count in trailer record
5
RDW in error
6
Wrong length record
This is most likely the result of processing a multivolume input tape data set where either the tape volumes have been
given to GVRESTOR in the wrong order or a tape volume has been omitted from the list.

GV9070
INPUT LOGICAL ERROR -x BLOCK=9999999CL=XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
Reason:
While restoring a data set, an unexpected condition was encountered. The error code describes the problem more
precisely.
x is the error code:
1
Block sequence error
2
Incorrectly spanned record
3
Spanned record length inconsistent with block length
4
Total block count does not match block count in trailer record
5
RDW in error
6
Wrong length record
This is most likely the result of processing a multivolume input tape data set where either the tape volumes have been
given to GVRESTOR in the wrong order or a tape volume has been omitted from the list.

GV908
COMPRESSION ERROR - typeERROR CODE=xxxxxxxx REASON CODE=xxxxxxxx
Reason:
During an EXPORT operation, a data set compressed with DFSMS compression services was encountered. GVEXPORT
was attempting to decompress the data when the error occurred.
type can be:
INITIALIZING
Failure occurred during open processing
DECOMPRESSING
Failure occurred while attempting to decompress data
TERMINATING
Failure occurred during close processing
REBLOCKING
Failure occurred when attempting to add a decompressed to the current internal CI
The error code and reason code are from DFSMS compression services.
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GV9080
COMPRESSION ERROR - typeERROR CODE=xxxxxxxx REASON CODE=xxxxxxxx
Reason:
During an EXPORT operation, a data set compressed with DFSMS compression services was encountered. GVEXPORT
was attempting to decompress the data when the error occurred.
type can be:
INITIALIZING
Failure occurred during open processing
DECOMPRESSING
Failure occurred while attempting to decompress data
TERMINATING
Failure occurred during close processing
REBLOCKING
Failure occurred when attempting to add a decompressed to the current internal CI
The error code and reason code are from DFSMS compression services.

GV909
clname PARTIALLY EXPORTED
Reason:
During the RESTORE process, GVRESTOR unexpectedly came to end of file on the input tape. Either the EXPORT job
that created this tape failed before it completed the EXPORT or the export copy was written to multiple tape volumes and
not all of those volumes were given to GVRESTOR.

GV9090
clname PARTIALLY EXPORTED
Reason:
During the RESTORE process, GVRESTOR unexpectedly came to end of file on the input tape. Either the EXPORT job
that created this tape failed before it completed the EXPORT or the export copy was written to multiple tape volumes and
not all of those volumes were given to GVRESTOR.

GV910
DFSMS COMPRESSION SERVICE NOT AVAILABLE
Reason:
The file being exported is compressed. The DFSMS compression services are required to decompress it. Since they are
currently not available, this file cannot be exported.
Action:
When the DFSMS compression services are started, run this export again.

GV9100
DFSMS COMPRESSION SERVICE NOT AVAILABLE
Reason:
The file being exported is compressed. The DFSMS compression services are required to decompress it. Since they are
currently not available, this file cannot be exported.
Action:
When the DFSMS compression services are started, run this export again.
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GV911
FILE TYPE=NON-CI-FORMAT NOT SUPPORTED. DSN=datasetname-RESTORE BYPASSED
Reason:
The data set named is a VSE library that has been exported with FAVER2. This type of data set cannot be restored into
an OS/390 or z/OS environment.

GV9110
FILE TYPE=NON-CI-FORMAT NOT SUPPORTED. DSN=datasetname-RESTORE BYPASSED
Reason:
The data set named is a VSE library that has been exported with FAVER2. This type of data set cannot be restored into
an OS/390 or z/OS environment.

GV912
EXCP ERROR READING component

GV9120
BLKSIZE MIN=minblk MAX=maxblk

GV9121
LRECL MIN=minirecl MAX=maxlrecl

GV9122
MAX RECORDS PER BLOCK=recs
Reason:
When GVRESTOR reloads a sequential data set indicated as TYPE=SD, it performs a record analysis of the logical
blocks processed from the track image input. The primary purpose of this analysis is to validate the exported data. When
plain sequential data sets are exported by FAVER2.VSE, there are situations where the correct record format is not
available. Without this information, FAVER VSAM must reload the data set as RECFM=U. The information listed in this
message is designed to help you determine the correct record format.
minblk
is the size of the smallest block encountered
maxblk
is the size of the largest block encountered
minlrecl
is the size of the smallest record encountered
maxlrecl
is the size of the largest records encountered
recs
is the largest number of records found in any one block.
Also see message GV913.

GV9123
EXCP ERROR READING component
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GV9124
BLKSIZE MIN=minblk MAX=maxblk

GV9125
LRECL MIN=minirecl MAX=maxlrecl

GV9126
MAX RECORDS PER BLOCK=recs
Reason:
When GVRESTOR reloads a sequential data set indicated as TYPE=SD, it performs a record analysis of the logical
blocks processed from the track image input. The primary purpose of this analysis is to validate the exported data. When
plain sequential data sets are exported by FAVER2.VSE, there are situations where the correct record format is not
available. Without this information, FAVER VSAM must reload the data set as RECFM=U. The information listed in this
message is designed to help you determine the correct record format.
minblk
is the size of the smallest block encountered
maxblk
is the size of the largest block encountered
minlrecl
is the size of the smallest record encountered
maxlrecl
is the size of the largest records encountered
recs
is the largest number of records found in any one block.
Also see message GV913.

GV913
RECFM=U DATA SET CONFORMS TO RECFM=recfm FORMATTING WITH n RECORDS
Reason:
When plain sequential data sets are exported by FAVER2/VSE, there are situations where the correct record format is
not available. Without this information, FAVER VSAM must load the data set as RECFM=U/ When GVRESTOR reloads a
sequential data set indicated as TYPE=SD and RECFM=U, it performs a record analysis of the logical blocks processed
from the track image input. If every block appears to have a valid block descriptor word (BDW) and every record appears
to have a valid record descriptor word (RDW), this message is issued. recfm can be V or VB. n is the number of records
in the file if it were processed as a variable length record file. The normal record count, which follows this message will
reflect the block count since RECFM=U records are blocks.
If you want to access the reloaded file as a variable length record file, include:
DCB=(BLKSIZE=maxblk,LRECL=maxlrecl,RECFM=VB)
in the JCL when accessing it. The JCL specifications will override the attributes stored on the disk label (Format 1 DSCB).
The values of "maxblk" and "maxlrecl" can be taken directly out of the GV912 message.

GV9130
RECFM=U DATA SET CONFORMS TO RECFM=recfm FORMATTING WITH n RECORDS
Reason:
When plain sequential data sets are exported by FAVER2/VSE, there are situations where the correct record format is
not available. Without this information, FAVER VSAM must load the data set as RECFM=U/ When GVRESTOR reloads a
sequential data set indicated as TYPE=SD and RECFM=U, it performs a record analysis of the logical blocks processed
from the track image input. If every block appears to have a valid block descriptor word (BDW) and every record appears
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to have a valid record descriptor word (RDW), this message is issued. recfm can be V or VB. n is the number of records
in the file if it were processed as a variable length record file. The normal record count, which follows this message will
reflect the block count since RECFM=U records are blocks.
If you want to access the reloaded file as a variable length record file, include:
DCB=(BLKSIZE=maxblk,LRECL=maxlrecl,RECFM=VB)
in the JCL when accessing it. The JCL specifications will override the attributes stored on the disk label (Format 1 DSCB).
The values of "maxblk" and "maxlrecl" can be taken directly out of the GV912 message.

GV914
DATA IS INCONSISTENT WITH RECORD FORMAT
Reason:
When GVRESTOR reloads a sequential data set indicated as TYPE=SD, it performs a record analysis of the logical
blocks processed from the track image input. The primary purpose of this analysis is to validate the exported data.
For RECFM=V or RECFM=VB data sets, the block descriptor word (BDW) or record descriptor word (RDW) do not
correctly describe the records or blocks in the file. If you attempt to access this file as a variable length record file, the
application will fail.
For RECFM=F or RECFM=FB data sets, a block has been encountered that is not an even multiple of LRECL. If you
attempt to access this data set as a fixed length record file, the application will fail.

GV9140
DATA IS INCONSISTENT WITH RECORD FORMAT
Reason:
When GVRESTOR reloads a sequential data set indicated as TYPE=SD, it performs a record analysis of the logical
blocks processed from the track image input. The primary purpose of this analysis is to validate the exported data.
For RECFM=V or RECFM=VB data sets, the block descriptor word (BDW) or record descriptor word (RDW) do not
correctly describe the records or blocks in the file. If you attempt to access this file as a variable length record file, the
application will fail.
For RECFM=F or RECFM=FB data sets, a block has been encountered that is not an even multiple of LRECL. If you
attempt to access this data set as a fixed length record file, the application will fail.

GV918
FAVER2 TRANSPARENCY REQUIRES LARGE BLOCK INTERFACE (lbi), TERMINATING
Reason:
GVRESTOR is attempting to reload data through the FAVER2 transparency. The transparency module requires the
Large Block Interface (LBI) services to read the VSE tape's 64Kblocks. The current system does not have the LBI service
available.
LBI is available on OS/390 2.10 and later systems, including all levels of z/OS. If this operating system supports LBI,
ensure the service has been activated.

GV9180
FAVER2 TRANSPARENCY REQUIRES LARGE BLOCK INTERFACE (lbi), TERMINATING
Reason:
GVRESTOR is attempting to reload data through the FAVER2 transparency. The transparency module requires the
Large Block Interface (LBI) services to read the VSE tape's 64Kblocks. The current system does not have the LBI service
available.
LBI is available on OS/390 2.10 and later systems, including all levels of z/OS. If this operating system supports LBI,
ensure the service has been activated.
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GV919
alloc_text
Reason:
When allocating sequential files in preparation for reload, GVRESTOR logs out the allocation values in a series of GV919
messages.
Action:
This is informational only.

GV9190
alloc_text
Reason:
When allocating sequential files in preparation for reload, GVRESTOR logs out the allocation values in a series of GV919
messages.
Action:
This is informational only.

GV920
GETMAIN ERROR
Reason:
Insufficient storage exists in the address space to continue processing.
Action:
Increase the REGION value on the JOB or EXEC JCL statement and run this job again.

GV9200
GETMAIN ERROR
Reason:
Insufficient storage exists in the address space to continue processing.
Action:
Increase the REGION value on the JOB or EXEC JCL statement and run this job again.

GV921
INPUT NOT GVEXPORT FORMAT
Reason:
The input tape is expected to be in FAVER EXPORT format. The most common mistake is attempting to reload a cluster
from a REPRO format tape.

GV9210
INPUT NOT GVEXPORT FORMAT
Reason:
The input tape is expected to be in FAVER EXPORT format. The most common mistake is attempting to reload a cluster
from a REPRO format tape.

GV922
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED RC=xx INFO=xxxxxxxxGV922 dynalloc messages
Reason:
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FAVER was attempting to create a sequential data set for the current RESTOR. The allocation failed. RC is the return
code from dynamic allocation and INFO is the combination error and information codes from dynamic allocation. If there
are any other messages generated by dynamic allocation, they will immediately follow, with each message prefixed by
GV922.

GV9220
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED RC=xx INFO=xxxxxxxxGV922 dynalloc messages
Reason:
FAVER was attempting to create a sequential data set for the current RESTOR. The allocation failed. RC is the return
code from dynamic allocation and INFO is the combination error and information codes from dynamic allocation. If there
are any other messages generated by dynamic allocation, they will immediately follow, with each message prefixed by
GV922.

GV923
QSAM OPEN ERROR, DDNAME=xxxxxxxx
Reason:
The current file being reloaded is a sequential file, rather than a VSAM file. The OPEN was unsuccessful. The reload is
aborted.
Action:
Review the console log for additional messages concerning this file.

GV9230
QSAM OPEN ERROR, DDNAME=xxxxxxxx
Reason:
The current file being reloaded is a sequential file, rather than a VSAM file. The OPEN was unsuccessful. The reload is
aborted.
Action:
Review the console log for additional messages concerning this file.

GV924
DATA SET PRIMED
Reason:
The sequential file has been allocated and primed. No data was reloaded into this file. This was performed as a result of
requesting PRIME for this restore operation.

GV9240
DATA SET PRIMED
Reason:
The sequential file has been allocated and primed. No data was reloaded into this file. This was performed as a result of
requesting PRIME for this restore operation.

GV925
RECORD LENGTH xxxxx EXCEEDS MAXIMUM OF yyyyy
Reason:
During the reload of a sequential file, a record was encountered that exceeded the maximum allowable record length.
xxxxx is the length of the record to be written. yyyyy is the LRECL value for this data set.
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GV9250
RECORD LENGTH xxxxx EXCEEDS MAXIMUM OF yyyyy
Reason:
During the reload of a sequential file, a record was encountered that exceeded the maximum allowable record length.
xxxxx is the length of the record to be written. yyyyy is the LRECL value for this data set.

GV926
QSAM CLOSE ERROR, DDNAME=xxxxxxxx, TERMINATING
Reason:
After a restore operation for a sequential file has terminated the CLOSE failed.
Action:
Review the console log for any other messages related to this data set.

GV9260
QSAM CLOSE ERROR, DDNAME=xxxxxxxx, TERMINATING
Reason:
After a restore operation for a sequential file has terminated the CLOSE failed.
Action:
Review the console log for any other messages related to this data set.

GV927
RECORD LENGTH xxxxxx DOES NOT MATCH FIXED LRECL OF yyyyy, TERMINATING
Reason:
During the reload of a fixed length record sequential file, a record was encountered whose length did not match the record
length. xxxxx is the length of the record to be written. yyyyy is the LRECL value for this data set.

GV9270
RECORD LENGTH xxxxxx DOES NOT MATCH FIXED LRECL OF yyyyy, TERMINATING
Reason:
During the reload of a fixed length record sequential file, a record was encountered whose length did not match the record
length. xxxxx is the length of the record to be written. yyyyy is the LRECL value for this data set.

GV928
FAVER FILE FORMAT ERROR - reason xxxxxxxxxxxx
Reason:
The input file from a VSE FAVER 2 system has unexpected or unknown contents. The type of error is explained in one of
the following reasons:
UNKNOWN SEGMENT
The tape record format is variable blocked spanned. The segment indicator in the segment descriptor word is invalid.
FIRST SEGMENT ORDER
A first segment does not follow a last segment.
INTERMEDIATE SEGMENT ORDER
An intermediate segment does not follow a first or intermediate segment.
LAST SEGMENT ORDER
A last segment does not follow a first or intermediate segment.
UNKNOWN HEADER TYPE
Each block has a header that describes the data in the block. This one does not match a valid type.
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UNKNOWN RECORD TYPE
Each block also includes a record identifier. This one does not match a known type.
xxxxxxxxxxxx is a hex dump of the beginning of the block where the error was encountered.

GV9280
FAVER FILE FORMAT ERROR - reason xxxxxxxxxxxx
Reason:
The input file from a VSE FAVER 2 system has unexpected or unknown contents. The type of error is explained in one of
the following reasons:
UNKNOWN SEGMENT
The tape record format is variable blocked spanned. The segment indicator in the segment descriptor word is invalid.
FIRST SEGMENT ORDER
A first segment does not follow a last segment.
INTERMEDIATE SEGMENT ORDER
An intermediate segment does not follow a first or intermediate segment.
LAST SEGMENT ORDER
A last segment does not follow a first or intermediate segment.
UNKNOWN HEADER TYPE
Each block has a header that describes the data in the block. This one does not match a valid type.
UNKNOWN RECORD TYPE
Each block also includes a record identifier. This one does not match a known type.
xxxxxxxxxxxx is a hex dump of the beginning of the block where the error was encountered.

GV929
SKIPPING HEADER - reason
Reason:
Certain FAVER2 VSE record types are not supported by FAVER2 transparency, the header records are bypassed. This is
an informational message the type of header skipped is described by reason:
COMPRESSION HEADER
A record containing information about hardware compression of a cluster is skipped.
DSCB HEADER
A record containing information about a direct access file is skipped.

GV9290
SKIPPING HEADER - reason
Reason:
Certain FAVER2 VSE record types are not supported by FAVER2 transparency, the header records are bypassed. This is
an informational message the type of header skipped is described by reason:
COMPRESSION HEADER
A record containing information about hardware compression of a cluster is skipped.
DSCB HEADER
A record containing information about a direct access file is skipped.

GV930
FAVER2 TRANSPARENCY REQUIRES SYSTEM DETERMINED BLOCK SIZE AT LEAST 64K (PARMLIB DEVSUPxx)
Reason:
The FAVER2 Transparency uses the Large Block Interface (LBI) which is available on OS/390 2.10 and all levels of z/OS
and subsequent operating systems. The current environment does not allow a minimum of 64K as a block size.
Action:
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If you are at the proper operating system level, examine the DEVSUPxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB to ensure the
TAPEBLKSZLIM value is set to 64K or higher.

GV9300
FAVER2 TRANSPARENCY REQUIRES SYSTEM DETERMINED BLOCK SIZE AT LEAST 64K (PARMLIB DEVSUPxx)
Reason:
The FAVER2 Transparency uses the Large Block Interface (LBI) which is available on OS/390 2.10 and all levels of z/OS
and subsequent operating systems. The current environment does not allow a minimum of 64K as a block size.
Action:
If you are at the proper operating system level, examine the DEVSUPxx member of SYS1.PARMLIB to ensure the
TAPEBLKSZLIM value is set to 64K or higher.

GV931
OUTDD=ddname HAS ALREADY BEEN PREVIOUSLY SPECIFIED, DDNAME MUST BE UNIQUE
Reason:
A given DD may be used for OUTDD processing by only one cluster. If OUTDD processing is desired for multiple clusters,
each cluster must be directed to a separate DD statement.

GV9310
OUTDD=ddname HAS ALREADY BEEN PREVIOUSLY SPECIFIED, DDNAME MUST BE UNIQUE
Reason:
A given DD may be used for OUTDD processing by only one cluster. If OUTDD processing is desired for multiple clusters,
each cluster must be directed to a separate DD statement.

GV932
OUTDD PROCESSING IS NOT SUPPORTED WITH A GENERIC CLUSTER SELECTION
Reason:
The associated cluster selection specifies generic selection characters that may resolve to multiple clusters. Since
OUTDD processing requires a unique OUTDD for each separate cluster, specifying OUTDD in this context is not allowed.
If you need to perform OUTDD processing on multiple clusters, specify each cluster on a separate cluster selection
statement with the OUTDD parameter designating different DD names on each one.

GV9320
OUTDD PROCESSING IS NOT SUPPORTED WITH A GENERIC CLUSTER SELECTION
Reason:
The associated cluster selection specifies generic selection characters that may resolve to multiple clusters. Since
OUTDD processing requires a unique OUTDD for each separate cluster, specifying OUTDD in this context is not allowed.
If you need to perform OUTDD processing on multiple clusters, specify each cluster on a separate cluster selection
statement with the OUTDD parameter designating different DD names on each one.

GV933
INPUT SUBTASK ERROR - RC=
Reason:
The input subtask of the Move/Copy operation failed to initialize properly, and execution was terminated.
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GV9330
INPUT SUBTASK ERROR - RC=
Reason:
The input subtask of the Move/Copy operation failed to initialize properly, and execution was terminated.

GV934
OUTPUT SUBTASK ERROR - RC=
Reason:
The output subtask of the Move/Copy operation failed to initialize properly, and execution was terminated.

GV9340
OUTPUT SUBTASK ERROR - RC=
Reason:
The output subtask of the Move/Copy operation failed to initialize properly, and execution was terminated.

GV935
Unable to obtain ENQ for DSN dataset name.
Reason:
During a Move operation, the ENQ failed on the input data set, and has been bypassed for processing. Usually, MOVE
continues with the next cluster, but if ESTOP is specified then the execution will terminate.

GV9350
Unable to obtain ENQ for DSN dataset name.
Reason:
During a Move operation, the ENQ failed on the input data set, and has been bypassed for processing. Usually, MOVE
continues with the next cluster, but if ESTOP is specified then the execution will terminate.

GV936
Rename table not initialized, dataset bypassed.
Reason:
During a Move operation, the rename table failed to initialize, and the data set has been bypassed for processing.
CORRUPT CIDF.CI STARTS AT LOCATION address CIDF CONTENTS xxxx   hex dump of rdf
Reason:
The contents of a CIDF do not correctly describe length or location of the free space in the CI. The CIDF contains a
software end-of-file, but the current RBA is less than high-used RBA; in other words, the end-of-file is out of place.
INDEX IN A LOOP
Reason:
The pointer chain that connects sequence set index records together forms a loop. Any attempt to read the cluster
sequentially will cause that program to go into a loop.
INDEX PREMATURE EOFDIRECT LAST INDEX CI RBA = rba SEQUENTIAL LAST INDEX RBA = rba
Reason:
The end of file for this cluster when following the index from highest level to sequence set and when following the
sequence set chain pointers does not occur at the same CI. Direct processing can proceed normally; however, sequential
processing will not find all records in the file.
DATA RBA NOT FOUNDINDEX RBA NOT FOUNDRBA = rba
Reason:
The RBA to read a data or index CI could not be found in the RBA/DASD EXTENT table.
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KEYS OUT OF SEQUENCELAST KEY IN SEQUENCE - key  KEY OUT OF SEQUENCE - key
Reason:
The keys of adjacent records in a KSDS were not in ascending sequence.

GV9360
Rename table not initialized, dataset bypassed.
Reason:
During a Move operation, the rename table failed to initialize, and the data set has been bypassed for processing.
CORRUPT CIDF.CI STARTS AT LOCATION address CIDF CONTENTS xxxx   hex dump of rdf
Reason:
The contents of a CIDF do not correctly describe length or location of the free space in the CI. The CIDF contains a
software end-of-file, but the current RBA is less than high-used RBA; in other words, the end-of-file is out of place.
INDEX IN A LOOP
Reason:
The pointer chain that connects sequence set index records together forms a loop. Any attempt to read the cluster
sequentially will cause that program to go into a loop.
INDEX PREMATURE EOFDIRECT LAST INDEX CI RBA = rba SEQUENTIAL LAST INDEX RBA = rba
Reason:
The end of file for this cluster when following the index from highest level to sequence set and when following the
sequence set chain pointers does not occur at the same CI. Direct processing can proceed normally; however, sequential
processing will not find all records in the file.
DATA RBA NOT FOUNDINDEX RBA NOT FOUNDRBA = rba
Reason:
The RBA to read a data or index CI could not be found in the RBA/DASD EXTENT table.
KEYS OUT OF SEQUENCELAST KEY IN SEQUENCE - key  KEY OUT OF SEQUENCE - key
Reason:
The keys of adjacent records in a KSDS were not in ascending sequence.

GV999
license_msg - prod_name
Reason:
The License Management Program (LMP) has detected a problem when determining the license status of this product.
The license_ msg may be one of the following:

•
• PRODUCT EXPIRES SOON - This product is currently licensed, but the license expires in less than 30 days.
•
• PRODUCT HAS EXPIRED - No current license for this product could be found.
•

•
• ENVIRONMENTAL ERROR - The LMP system could not make a license determination. Review the console log for

additional information concerning this failure.
•
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•
• CAIRIM HAS NOT BEEN RUN - The LMP system has not been initialized yet. Make sure CAIRIM is included in the

operating system startup commands.
•
• INTERNAL ERROR - The LMP system has experienced an unrecoverable error. Review the console log for additional

information concerning this failure.
•
The prod_name text identifies the ISM product to which this message pertains.

GV9990
license_msg - prod_name
Reason:
The License Management Program (LMP) has detected a problem when determining the license status of this product.
The license_ msg may be one of the following:

•
• PRODUCT EXPIRES SOON - This product is currently licensed, but the license expires in less than 30 days.
•
• PRODUCT HAS EXPIRED - No current license for this product could be found.
•

•
• ENVIRONMENTAL ERROR - The LMP system could not make a license determination. Review

the console log for additional information concerning this failure.
•

•
• CAIRIM HAS NOT BEEN RUN - The LMP system has not been initialized yet. Make sure CAIRIM is included in the

operating system startup commands.
•
• INTERNAL ERROR - The LMP system has experienced an unrecoverable error. Review the console log for additional

information concerning this failure.
•
The prod_name text identifies the ISM product to which this message pertains.

GVA001E
REQUEST MACRO ERROR CODE(DECIMAL) = xx
Reason:
A VSAM request issued by GVBLDIX failed. The xx field displays the FEEDBACK from the RPL.
Action:
Check FEEDBACK code; see the VSAM Administration: Macro Instruction Reference Guide for more information.

GVA003E
GENCB/MODCB/SHOWCB/TESTCB ERROR
Reason:
The GVA003E error message originates in opening either the base or the alternate index object. GVBLDIX was unable to
generate an ACB or an RPL, and then was unable to execute a MODCB, SHOWCB, or TESTCB in an attempt to gather
more information.
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Action:
The problem may be insufficient virtual storage; try increasing the REGION parameter. Check the JCL, making sure the
cluster names are spelled correctly. Also make sure the correct CATALOG has been specified if you have not set up an
alias.

GVA004E
INPUT IS NOT A BASE CLUSTER
Reason:
A search of the catalog record found that the cluster specified on the BASE DD is not a base cluster.
Action:
Most likely the VSAM object is something other than a base cluster. Perform a LISTCAT for more information.

GVA006E
OUTPUT IS NOT AN AIX
Reason:
The object specified on the AIX DD is not an alternate index.
Action:
Specify an alternate index on the AIX DD. For more information, perform a LISTCAT.

GVA007E
BASE DD NOT FOUND
Reason:
The required BASE DD was not found in your jobstream.
Action:
Specify a DD with the DNAME BASE. This DD must describe the base cluster.

GVA008E
GETMAIN FAILED
Reason:
A GETMAIN macro failed, possibly due to insufficient virtual storage.
Action:
Increase the REGION parameter.

GVA010W
AIX POINTER OVERFLOW, AIX KEY FOLLOWS:
Reason:
This warning occurs when you have specified a nonunique alternate index and there is insufficient space within an AIX
record to contain all the prime pointers for a particular alternate key. All the records in the base cluster are not represented
by the alternate index.
Action:
To ensure the maximum room for prime pointers, do not specify a record size and make sure the control area size is 1
cylinder (that is, use CYLINDER allocation).

GVA011E
GVCAT FAILED
Reason:
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GVCAT is a catalog interface routine used to gather information on the alternate index. GVCAT was unable to obtain
information on the alternate index specified on the AIX DD.
Action:
Make sure you have proper security to access the catalog. It is possible that the catalog is corrupt, so run a DIAGNOSE
on it. Also run a listcat on the catalog and the alternate index.

GVA012E
GVCAT NODE ERROR
Reason:
GVCAT builds a node for each alternate index defined for the cluster specified on the BASE DD. Each node contains
information about an alternate index, but for some reason a node was incomplete.
Action:
This may be a catalog problem. Run IDCAMS DIAGNOSE.

GVA013W
NONUNIQUE AIX KEY, RECORD NOT WRITTEN TO aix.name

GVA013W0
AIX KEY FOLLOWS:...Hex dump of key... *...Character dump of key...*

GVA014W
PRIME KEY FOLLOWS:Hex dump of key *...Character dump of key
Reason:
The alternate index was defined as UNIQUE, and a nonunique record was encountered. This record is not written to the
alternate index. Instead, the alternate key and the prime key are written to SYSPRINT.
Action:
None.

GVA015W
PRIME RBA FOLLOWS: ...record RBA...
Reason:
This message follows the GVA014W message if the cluster is an ESDS. The RBA (relative byte address) of the record is
printed.
Action:
None.

GVA016E
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION ERROR R15 = xxx, yyyy
Reason:
A problem was encountered in allocating or unallocating an alternate index. xxx is the return code from DYNALLOC, and
yyyy is the error code from +4 into S99RB.
Action:
Please see the IBM System Macros and Facilities Volume 1 (pages 1-266).

GVA017I
BASE RECORDS IN = a AIX RECORDS OUT = b WRITTEN TO aix.name
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Reason:
In this informational message, a is the number of records input to sort (for the current AIX, see GVA018I), and b is the
number of records written to the alternate index.
Action:
None. Informational only.

GVA018I
•
• –

– •
• •

• BEGIN PROCESSING aix.name*
Reason:
In this informational message, aix.name is the alternate index currently being processed. All messages
following this message pertain to this alternate index, until message GVA019I is displayed.
Action:
None.

•
•

–
•

GVA018I0
•
• –

– •
• •

• END PROCESSING aix.name*
Reason:
In this informational message, aix.name is the alternate index that has just been successfully built.
Action:
None.

•
•

–
•

GVA020E
DROP KEY PARAMETER ERROR
Reason:
This error message indicates either an 'X' (hex) or a 'C' (character) has been omitted.
Action:
It is necessary to specify the type of drop key (that is, DROP=X, or DROP=C).

GVA021E
SYNTAX ERROR MARKED BY 'X'
Reason:
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A parameter has been incorrectly specified. An X appears immediately below the parameter in error.
Action:
Most likely the error was caused by a misspelled or incomplete parameter. Ensure that the parameters are correct.

GVA031W
AIX KEY DOES NOT EXIST IN BASE RECORD
Reason:
This warning occurs when the defined alternate index key (+ offset) into the base record runs over the end or does not
exist in the base record. The alternate key as defined does not exist in the base record, so an alternate index record
cannot be built.
Action:
Check the definition of the alternate index; make sure the key offset and length are correct.

GVA032E
DISCONTIGUOUS KEY LENGTH ERROR - CURRENT AIX IS
Reason:
This error message indicates that the sum of the discontiguous keys specified does not equal the length of the aix key
from the catalog.
Action:
Check the definition of the alternate index, making sure the key length matches the sum of the discontiguous key lengths.

GVA033E
DROP KEY LENGTH NOT EQUAL TO AIX KEY LENGTH -
Reason:
This error message indicates that the drop key length as specified on the DROP= sub parameter does not equal the aix
key length from the catalog.
Action:
Check the definition of the alternate index, making sure the key length matches the length of the DROP= key parameter.

GVA034I
AIX RECORD OVERFLOW COUNT =
Reason:
This informational message indicates the aix record could not contain all of the base record pointers. A decimal integer
count of the number of dropped pointers is displayed.
Action:
None.

GVA035W
NONUNIQUE KEY LIMIT REACHED, CURRENT AIX IS

GVA035W0
AIX KEY FOLLOWS
Reason:
This warning message indicates the limit on the number of base pointers that will fit into an aix record has been reached.
The remaining base pointers are dropped. The aix key is printed following the GVA035W message.
Action:
None.
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GVA037W
AIX FOUND IN CATALOG BUT NOT SELECTED. AIX NOT BUILT. -
Reason:
This warning message indicates that an alternate index was found in the catalog but was not specified in the control
statements. The alternate is not built since there is not an AIX= selecting it.
Action:
None.

GVA040E
xxxx DD NOT FOUND
Reason:
This error indicates that the ddname passed to GVPATH was not found (where xxxx = BASE or AIX).
Action:
Ensure that the ddname passed to GVPATH exists in your JCL. Check to make sure the parameter list is properly
specified.

GVA041E
PARAMETER ERROR - UNKNOWN OPERATION
Reason:
The flag field does not contain either a 4 (OPEN), an 8 (READ) or a 12 (CLOSE). This error occurs only on GVPATH calls.
Action:
Make sure the parameter list is properly specified.

GVCAT.100
AMDSB LEN TOO SMALL = value of ctgflln
Reason:
The GVCAT procedure encountered an invalid CTGFLLN value. Most likely a user program overwrote storage used by
Extend/DASD.
Action:
Check user programs and other software for subscripts out of bounds, base registers not set properly, and other causes of
overwritten storage.
If you find none of these, or if correcting them does not help, see the dump procedures in the Extend/DASD VSAM
Compression System Reference Guide.

GVCAT.120
C#BASASC PAST END
Reason:
The GVCAT procedure encountered an internal error in the base cluster association list. Most likely a user program
overwrote storage used by Extend/DASD.
Action:
Check user programs and other software for subscripts out of bounds, base registers not set properly, and other causes of
overwritten storage.
If you find none of these, or if correcting them does not help, see the dump procedures in the Extend/DASD VSAM
Compression System Reference Guide.

GVCAT.140
C#AIXASC PAST END
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Reason:
The GVCAT procedure encountered an error in the CTGFL association list. Most likely a user program overwrote storage
used by Extend/DASD.
Action:
Check user programs and other software for subscripts out of bounds, base registers not set properly, and other causes of
overwritten storage.
If you find none of these, or if correcting them does not help, see the dump procedures in the Extend/DASD VSAM
Compression System Reference Guide.

GVCAT.160
NO DATA COMP FOR AIX
Reason:
The GVCAT procedure could not find a data component associated with an alternate index. This is possibly a catalog
error, but most likely a user program overwrote storage used by Extend/DASD.
Action:
Use IDCAMS LISTCAT on the base cluster and on each alternate index to ensure that the catalog contains an entry
for the data component of each alternate index. If such is the case, then check user programs and other software for
subscripts out of bounds, base registers not set properly, and other causes of overwritten storage. If you find none of
these, or if correcting them does not help, see the dump procedures in the Extend/DASD VSAM Compression System
Reference Guide.

GVCAT.180
AMDSB LEN TOO SMALL
Reason:
The GVCAT procedure encountered an invalid CTGFLLN value. Most likely a user program overwrote storage used by
Extend/DASD.
Action:
Check user programs and other software for subscripts out of bounds, base registers not set properly, and other causes of
overwritten storage.
If you find none of these, or if correcting them does not help, see the dump procedures in the Extend/DASD VSAM
Compression System Reference Guide.

GVCAT.200
BAD CTG CHAIN
Reason:
The GVCAT procedure could not find needed catalog entries. This is possibly a catalog error, but most likely a user
program overwrote storage used by Extend/DASD.
Action:
Use IDCAMS LISTCAT on the base cluster and on each alternate index to ensure that all necessary catalog entries exist.
If such is the case, then check user programs and other software for subscripts out of bounds, base registers not set
properly, and other causes of overwritten storage.
If you find none of these, or if correcting them does not help, see the dump procedures in the Extend/DASD VSAM
Compression System Reference Guide.

GVCAT.220
C#AS PAST END
Reason:
The GVCAT procedure encountered an error in an internal association list. Most likely a user program overwrote storage
used by Extend/DASD.
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Action:
Check user programs and other software for subscripts out of bounds, base registers not set properly, and other causes of
overwritten storage.
If you find none of these, or if correcting them does not help, see the dump procedures in the Extend/DASD VSAM
Compression System Reference Guide.

GVCAT.240
ENTRY NOT FOUND IN CATALOG. DSN= data set name
Reason:
The specified data set is not cataloged.
Action:
If this message occurs while the MIEXAM job is running, use the Extend/DASD ISPF panels to check the spelling of the
DSNAME. Then re-submit the MIEXAM job.
If this message occurs while the Analyzer is running, the data set is not in the specified catalog. Ensure that you specified
both the data set name and the catalog name correctly. Correct the error and resubmit the job.
If this message occurs at some other time, most likely a user program overwrote storage used by Extend/DASD. Check
user programs and other software for subscripts out of bounds, base registers not set properly, and other causes of
overwritten storage.
If you find none of these, or if correcting them does not help, see the dump procedures in the Extend/DASD VSAM
Compression System Reference Guide.

GVCAT.260
ERROR IN CATALOG LOCATEDSN= data set nameRC = return codeREASON = reason codeFDBK = fdbk codeSEE
IBM MSG IDC3009I
Reason:
The OS/390 catalog LOCATE function encountered an error.
Action:
See IBM's documentation for OS/390 message IDC3009I.

GVCAT.280
LOC RET LEN=0 OR INFO=FF
Reason:
While using the OS/390 locate service, the GVCAT procedure encountered an error. Most likely a user program overwrote
storage used by Extend/DASD.
Action:
Check user programs and other software for subscripts out of bounds, base registers not set properly, and other causes of
overwritten storage.
If you find none of these, or if correcting them does not help, see the dump procedures in the Extend/DASD VSAM
Compression System Reference Guide.

IC211
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION FAILED - SEE JOB LOG - VOL=volser UNIT=name X'xxxx'
Reason:
volser: Volume being allocated.
name: Unit name used for allocation.
X'xxxx' Error reason code, documented in OS/390 SPL: Job Management.
A volume could not be allocated. An interpretation and reason for the error is displayed in the JES job log as an IKJ prefix
message. The IKJ message and its explanation in the OS/390 message manual will provide adequate documentation to
fix the problem.
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IC212
PREVIOUS DISK OPEN ERROR VOL=volser
Reason:
volser: Volume being allocated and opened.
A previous attempt to allocate and open this volume failed. See a preceding IC211 message for the reason this volume
could not be opened or allocated.

IC213
DD STATEMENT MISSING FOR VOLUME volser
Reason:
volser: Desired volume (VS1 only.) A DD statement was not supplied for this volume. See JCL requirements in the FAVER
VSAM VSAM Data Protection User Guide.

IC230
data setname NOT FOUND ON volser
Reason:
data setname: Catalog or VVDS.
volser: Volume where above was expected to be found.
The VVDS (DSN= SYS1.VVDS.Vvolser) could not be found in the VTOC of this pack. Or, a catalog which locate or read
JFCB indicates is on this pack could not be found in the VTOC.

IC231
data setname READ ERROR=nnn
Reason:
data setname: Catalog or VVDS being read.
nnn: Type of error encountered:

•
• 12 RBA not found.
•
• 13 EXCP error.
•
• 14 Spanned record error.
•
• 15 Corrupt CIDF.
•
• 16 Corrupt RDF.
•
An error was encountered when reading a catalog or VVDS. The usual cause is a corrupt record in the catalog or VVDS.
An IDCAMS DIAGNOSE or LISTCAT ALL will help in determining the cause of the error.

IC232
INVALID FIELD IN data setname TRACE=nnn
Reason:
data setname: Name of catalog or VVDS being opened.
nnn: Internal trace point that marks the point of the error.
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When gathering data from the self-describing records of a catalog or VVDS an invalid field was encountered. For an
ICF catalog or a VVDS, execute the IDCAMS DIAGNOSE function to find the cause of the error. For a VSAM catalog, a
LISTCAT ALL may provide additional information.

IC233
DATA SET HAS BEEN MIGRATED, NOT BEING EXPORTED - dsn
Reason:
This cluster was requested for export. At time of export, the cluster had been archived by HSM. Therefore, it is not in
VSAM format, nor will it be exported by FAVER VSAM since there is no HSM parameter card.

IC234
MIGRATED FILE WAS RECALLED BUT WAS NOT VSAM - DOES NOTMATCH MCDS ENTRY - dsn
Reason:
This cluster was requested for export even if it had been migrated. According to the MCDS, this file was originally VSAM
therefore it was recalled. Upon checking the catalog after recall, the file turned out not to be a VSAM file. This does not
match the MCDS.

IC235
DYNAMIC ALLOCATION ERROR WHILE TRYING TO ALLOCATE MIGRATED FILE - dsn
Reason:
This cluster was requested for export even if it had been migrated. When trying to dynamically allocate the file (to have the
file recalled) there was an error. Check the return codes for the specific reason of the error.

IC236
catalog dsn - READ ERROR = rc
Reason:
When trying to read the catalog after a requested cluster had been recalled (HSM parameter set), there was a read error.
The usual cause is a corrupt record in the catalog. An IDCAMS DIAGNOSE or LISTCAT ALL will help in determining the
cause of the error.

IC237
REQUESTED DATA SET NOT VSAM - dsn
Reason:
This cluster was specifically asked for by a CL= card in the EXPORT job but was not a VSAM file.

IC240
name MACRO ERROR DDNAME=ddname RETURN CODE=nnn
Reason:
name: The system macro instruction returning the error.
ddname: The DD statement used by the macro.
nnn: Macro error return code in decimal.
An error return code was passed by a system macro instruction. The meanings of the return codes and the corrective
actions can be found in the SPL: Data Management, Supervisor Services and Macro Instructions, or Data Management
Services manuals.
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IC241
data setname LOCATE FAILED RETURN CODE=nnn
Reason:
data setname: Catalog name.
nnn: Locate macro return code in decimal.
The locate function failed when used to find the volume and device type of a catalog. The meanings of the return codes
and the corrective actions can be found in the Data Management Services manual.
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Additional Resources
Use the following resources to discover more about FAVER VSAM. You can find support information, view demos, and
can sign up for courses with Broadcom Education.

 

Support Information

• Mainframe Storage Release and Support Lifecycle Dates 
• FAVER VSAM Maintenance Grid
• Standard Support Policy 

Communities and Social Media

• Broadcom Mainframe Storage Community 
• Twitter 
• YouTube 
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Product Accessibility Features
CA Technologies is committed to making sure that all customers, regardless of ability, can successfully use its products
and supporting documentation to accomplish vital business tasks.

Depending on your emulator, you can use the following accessibility features with FAVER VSAM:

  

Display

To increase visibility on your computer display, you can adjust the following options:

•  Font style, color, and size of items 

Defines font color, size, and other visual combinations.

•  Cursor width and blink rate 

Defines the cursor width or blink rate, which makes the cursor easier to find or minimize its blinking.

•  High contrast schemes 

Defines color combinations. You can select colors that are easier to see.

Sound

Use sound as a visual alternative or to make computer sounds easier to hear or distinguish by adjusting the following
options:

•  Volume 

Sets the computer sound up or down.

•  Text-to-Speech 

Sets the computer's hear command options and text read aloud.

Keyboard

You can make the following keyboard adjustments:

•  Sticky Keys 

Defines the modifier key, such as Shift, Ctrl, Alt, or the Windows Logo key, for shortcut key combinations. Sticky keys
remain active until another key is pressed.
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
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